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Explanation-based :earning (EBL) is a learning method which uses existing knowledge of the

w
° "A domain to construct an explanation for why a specific example is a member of a concept or why a

specific combination of actions achieves a goal. This explanation is then generalized in an analytical

manner in order to produce a general concept description or plan schema. Although a number of

exploratory EBL systems which operate in particular domains have previously been constructed,

-" - recent research in this area has lead to the development of general mechanisms which can perform

explanation-based learning in a wide variety of domains.

-! :This thesis describes a general EBL mechanism. EGGS. which can make use of declarative

knowledge stored in the form of horn clauses, rewrite rules, or STRIPS operators. Numerous

examples are presented illustrating its application to a wide variety of domains, including -blocks

%vorld" planning. logic circuit design. artifact recognition. and various forms of mathematical

-probiem solving. The system is shown to improve :ts performance in each of these domains.

EGGS has been most thoroughly tested as a component of a narrative understanding system.

L GENESIS. which improves its own performance through learning. GENESIS processes short English

narratives and constructs explanations for characters* intentional behavior. When the system

" detects that a character has achieved an important goal by combining actions in an unfamiliar way.

EGGS is used to generalize the spec:fic explanation for how the goal was achieved into a general

clan schema. The resulting schema is then retained by the system and indexed into its existing

kno, ledge-base. This schema can then be used to process narratives which were previously beyond

:he system s capabilities. The thesis also discusses GENESIS' ability to learn meanings for words

re-ated to its learned schemata and reviews several recent psychological experiments which

demonstrate that GENESIS car. be productively interpreted as a cogn~t:ve model of certain types of

*i "-uman learning
-'.
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PREFACEI

Ar-t,,ic-.a; Intelligence is a young science whose methcdology is still developing. Their

Ct-,r-en:Iv ex.ist a number of relativelv distinct methodological perspectives or paradigms [Kuhn7O]

in Al research. Hail and Kibler [HallS51. have proposed the following taxonomy of methodological

.perspectives in Al:

0 Pe-formance AI Or,.en*.ed towards constructing, svstems with impiressive levels of performance

m- a ojarnicular domain.

0 Constructive Al Oriented towards learning general prnc~ples of intelligence by designing.

cons-.ructing, and experimenting with systems operating in complex domains.

0 Formal AI Oriented towards formal specification of general problems and mathematical

proofs of the correctness and computational complexity of algorithms for

solving these problemns.

* S.-ec'.zative AI Oriented towards developing a theory of hurran cognition by introspection and

construction of Al systems. Interested in global, ecologically valid tasks which

do not allow for detailed erriirical validation.

0 Empirical Al Oriented towards developing, a theory of human cognition by constructing Al

systemns that closely mode, empirical data. Interested in wXell-defined problems

% which allow for detailed empirical validation.

The research -resented in this thesis does not strictly adhere to any one of these perspectives and

z,';ts acro:ss .*-e '-oundiaries of many of them. W

Since it has im'oived constructing and experimenting with a large software system. the

re rc resented here can be seen as adhering to the constructive approach. In this vein, the thesis

a'.*emrrts torovide a detailed description of the system and presents numerous concrete examples

of i,:s :per--,, on and empirical data on its performance.

Hoc-,ever, this thesis also presents precise descriptions of the underlying algorithms used ir.

'he systemn and in several cases mathematically analy.zes the compcutational time complexity of

these algoritrhms. Consequently, it can also be seen as exhibiting aspects ofl the formal approach.

s s rran, =p:riv 'ha* Hal, and K~le c:aini :hat& al, research in Al can~ w p:geonl'oied inza: .ine of *.nese
Qa.egce:,s. In'.:ac:. hev,:c acknowledge -'ne ... :encency zr 'ne part a: -esea-cnlcrs aric iSlues sni~l q,.Ii.e :rec.v
x-C en 7-e c*':ves...

e p -3
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-Also c'Ia racterist ic of the for-nal aPproach is-te use oi predicate calculus as an underivn

ret' resentation lancuage.

This research also maintains an interest in humnan cognition. The development of the systemn

wvas motivated and guided by, intuitions about human learning. Characteristic of the speculative

approach. the task of narrative understanding is used as the primary domain of application.
Narrative- understanding ~s a more globaL [LehnertS4l or ecologclyvidtsthn el-end

*asks such as the e,2ht-p.uzzle.

However, the psvchoogcal plausibility of teste isntupoted only by intuition and

anecdotal evidence. Empirical evidence from psychological experiments is used to support the

claimn that the systemn exhibits behavior similar to that found in human subjects. Therefore. this

research also has features of the empirical approach.

In sumnmary, this thesis attempts to illustrate that a uniform and coherent piece of Al

research can coductiv ely employ aspects of many of the current mehdlgclperspectives in

artificial intelligence. It is the author's sincere hope tha more researchers in Al will learn to

aroreciate the adv.antages of the different approaches instead of slavishly adhering to a particuiar

nethodoiog"Cai mnind-set.

%
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CHAPTER 1

UINTRODUCTION

Over the past several years. research in machine learning has included an ever increasing

number of projects in the area of explanation-based learning (EBL) [DeJongs6b. Mitchell86]. Previ-

ously. research in machine learning was predominantly concerned with what have been called

-. s.rnilari: v-based [Lebowitz86] or empirical [Langley86] learning methods. Prototypically. a

similarlty-based learning (SBL) method involves determining a concept definition by examining a

large number of examples and counter-examples of a concept and searching for a simple description

"" that includes all of the examples while excluding all of the counter-examples (see [Dietterich82.

DietterichS3. MitchelI82] for overviews of such methods). A critique of these methods as well as

numerous replies to this critique can be found in [Schank86b]. In contrast to this approach, an

*( explanation-based method uses its existing knowledge of the domain to explain why a single exam-

z ne is a member of a concept and then analytically generalizes this explanation to determine a

description of the general concept. A discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of this

t'i approach can be found in [,litchell86] and a review of work in EBL is presented in [EllmanS7].

Some interesting remarks on the relation between SBL and EBL are also presented in (Dietterich86].

This thesis presents a general domain-independent explanation-based learning mechanism that

has been tested on numerous examples from various domains. In addition. it discusses how this

iearning system has been integrated with a narrative understanding mechanism to form a complete

-. svstem that learns new plan schemata from English narratives and uses these schemata to improve

its understanding ability. Some recent psychological experiments that indicate people can learn a

schema by explaining and generalizing a single instance presented in a narrative are also briefly

reviewed. Therefore. an overall claim of the entire thesis is that a general mechanism for

. explanation-based learning can be used to improve the performance of a narrative understanding

system in a psychologically plausible manner.

1.1 . EGGS: A General Explanation-Based Learning Mechanism

EGGS is a general EBL system that has been tested on a variety of examples from the litera-

ture on explanation-based learning. Many of these examples were originally used to demonstrate

earlier. more domain-dependent systems such as STRIPS (Fikes72], LEX2 (Mitchell83]. CUPS

"% rW:nstons3]. MA [O'Rorke84]. and LEAP [MitchellS5]. The examples from these systems come

KM
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from a number of cifferent domains including "blocks '%orid" planning, integration problem solv- L

ing, learning artifac, descriptions. proving theorems in logic, and designing logic circuits. Neverthe-

less. the same learning system is used to generalize explanations for all of these examples. EGGS

also includes performance systems that produce explanations for the learning system and in turn

use the rules it generates to improve their ability to solve future problems.

EBG [.MitchellS6] is an alternative domain-independent technique for generalizing explana-

* tions that was independently developed at the same time EGGS was originally designed and imple- ."

mented. The eventual implementation of EBG [Kedar-CabelliS7a]. has also been tested on several

of the domains mentioned above. All of the original systems listed above used similar generaliza-

tion techniques: however, until the development of EGGS and EBG. there was not a general learn-

* ing technique that could te used to generalize examples in all of these domains. Explanation gen- !

" eralization is also a very computationally efficient process. As demonstrated in this thesis. explana-

ien generalization can theoretically be performed in time linear in the size of the explanation.

EBL requires knowledge of the underlying theory of a domain before it can learn more useful

knowledge for effnciently solving problems in that domain. Consequently. a general EBL mechan-

ism that can learn in a variety of domains requires what has been called an exchangeable knowledge

"*: rt'mcdue [Michalski86]. In EGGS. this is accomplished by having both the generalizer and perfor-

imance systems make use of a library of declarative knowledge that is uniformly :epresented.

Currently. EGGS can rewrite rules. or STRIPS operators. This set of representational choices has

allowed the efficient implementation of a numerous exampies from various domains.

Finally. previous EBL systems that learn plans or macro-operators have generally been used

. to learn linear sequences of actions. EGGS is unique in that it contains a mechanism for learning

plars for partially-ordered sequences of actions. This process results in more general plans which

are applicable to a wxider range of future situations.

1.2. GENESIS: Acquiring Schemata for Narrative Understanding

GENESIS is a narrative understanding system that improves its performance by using the

EGGS learning system to acquire an abstract schema from a specific instance of a novel plan

presented in an English narrative. .As such. it tests the capacity of the EGGS learning system to

im"zrcve the processing abiiity of a complete performance system operating in a complex domain.

Narrative text understanding w vas chosen as a performance domain for the follo.ing reasons.

The abilit, to -understand" natural language text is a verv difticult task requiring a large amount
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of world know-ledge. Systems for understanding natural language text (e.g. [Cullingford78.

DeJongS2b. DyerS3]) generally encode relevant world knowledge in terms of scripts or schemata

[Schank77]. The amount of world knowledge represented in terms of schemata largely determines

the performance of such a system. Experience with the FRUMP system [DeJong82b] indicated that

robustness of a text understanding system is directly related to the number of schemata it

possesses. However. anticipating and encoding all of the schemata required for a robust natural

language system is impossible for both theoretical and practical reasons. Theoretically. texts can

display novel concepts unknown to the implementors of a natural language system. If the natural

language system is to respond properly. it must discover such new concepts automatically. Practi-

. cally., the number of schemata required to cover most natural language domains is prohibitively
large and prevents manual programming of all of the necessary concepts. Once again, automatic

schema acquisition is essential.

Of course, narrative understanding is not unique in this regard. Most realistic performance

tasks require large amounts of domain knowledge represented in a form that can be efficiently used

to solve problems: and constructing such a knowledge-base is known to be a difficult task. In fact.

most work in machine learning is at least indirectly addressing the problem of the "knowledge

acquisition bottleneck" [Feigenbaum83] in the construction of knowledge-based systems. However.

narrative understanding has the advantage that issues can be illustrated with examples that are

accessible to everyone, not just to individuals who have advanced degrees in medicine. geology, or

computer engineering.

Another interesting aspect of this domain is that explanation-based learning has generally

been used to improve the performance of a problem-solving system rather than an understanding

system. GENESIS is unique in that it demonstrates that EBL can be used to improve a system's

ability to explain observed behavior as well as its ability to solve problems efficiently.

1.3. Historical Comments

An original implementation of GENESIS was reported in [.Mooney85b] (shorter versions

include [.Mooney85a] and [Moonev86a]). This version employed a relatively ad hoc explanation

generalizing system that was specific -o the representations used by the narrative understanding

system (see YoonevSb] for details )n this generalizer). However. the original GENESIS general-

izer was similar to the lifting process used to learn generalized plan .MACROPS in STRIPS [Fikes72]

and was also influenced by the T.IS-based generalizer used by the MA system [O'Rorkes7b].

4c.
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An attempt to convert the original GENESIS generalizer into a domain-independent explana-

.ion generalizer lead to the deveiopment of the EGGS system. The generaIization algorithm under-

.yng the EGGS system was first described in [DeJong86b] and a comparison of EGGS. EBG. and

. STRIPS as well as examples of applying EGGS to numerous domains was first presented in

( Moonev86c]. After the development of EGGS was complete. an entirely new version of the

GENESIS system was built on top of this general explanation-based learning system. Th:s version r.

of GENESIS is described in detail in this thesis. 1

1.4. Organization of the Thesis

The thesis begins with a sample performance of the GENESIS system that illustrates the sort

ef behavior exhibited by the complete system. The next four chapters discuss various components

of the EGGS system. Chapter 3 discusses the domain-independent explanation generalizer that is

-used to generalize all of the examples presented in the thesis. It also includes a discussion on the

relation between the explanation generalization algorithm used in EGGS and the generalizing algo-

rithms used in STRIPS. EBG, and SOAR [Laird86b] as well as an analysis of the computational

complexity of explanation generalization. Chapters 4-6 discuss additional sub-systems in EGGS for

building explanations based on various representations and present numerous examples of using

EGGS to learn in various domains. Chapter 7 presents a summary of empirical results on the effect

of learning on future problem solving performance.

The next six chapters discuss additional components in the complete GENESIS system.

Chapter 8 presents the architecture of the complete system and briefly discusses the role of each of

its components. Chapter 9 discusses the knowledge representation used in GENESIS and Chapter

10 describes the processes used in understanding narratives. Chapter 11 discusses how GENESIS

uses EGGS to generalize explanations constructed by the understanding system and illustrates how

.he schemata it learns improve its ability to understand subsequent narratives. The final two

chapters about GENESIS discuss its ability to learn meanings for schema-related words from a sin-

* gle instance of their use (Chapter 12) and to use learned schemata to index and retrieve specific

episodes (Chapter 13).

'--.

'For severa; reasons. this new )mpierentation is not called GENESIS 11. One reason is io avoid association With Gere

Roddenrbe-y"s faiied TV piloi of .he sarne name [Gerrald-31. A secord reason s !a avoid the xemptaion to r:.ake as many
ve.s:o.s of GENESIS as *here were sequels to Fr'd y the 13th. The latter benavior has been known to provoke satirmcal com-
.en.s :rom some s tone-thro':ng mem-ers of the machine learning commur"ni (eg. -he reference to AQ63 in GarglvS7].

• V-
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Chapter 14 reviews some psychological experiments that indicate explanation-based learning

i is psychologically plausible. Specifically. these experiments demonstrate that people. like GENESIS.

can learn a schema from a single specific example presented in a narrative provided they have the

knowledge to explain the actions in the example.

Chapter 15 summarizes the unique features of this research compared to other work in EBL

and machine learning in general and discusses some problems and directions for future research.

Fnally. there are a number o- appendices that provide additional details. Appendix A

presents a lemma needed for the complexity analysis of explanation generalization. Appendix B

presents additional examples of GENESIS' performance which even the casual reader may find

interesting to peruse. Appendix C lists all of GENESIS" initial knowledge and appendix D gives a

detailed GENESIS trace.

1.5. Comments on Notation, Implementation, and Figures

Throughout the thesis. the LISP convention of using a leading question mark (e.g. ?x23) is

used 'o denote predicate calculus variables [Charniak85]. In general. standard predicate calculus

noration (e.g. P(?x.?y)) is preferred to LISP notation (e.g, (P ?x ?y)): however, for convenience. the

latter is sometimes used, particularly in the appendices. All implementations are written in

; INTERLISP [Teitelman83]and were developed and run on a XEROX 1108 (Dandelion) with 3.5 MB

of main memory. All explanation graphs presented in the thesis (including accompanying node

, labelling tables when needed) were generated automatically by the system using Interlisp-D's

GRAPHER package (XeroxS6] and automatically converted to TROFF PIC [Kernighan79] and TBL

[Lesk79] descriptions. Only minor hand-editing was performed to reposition nodes for more com-

pact lay-out and to insert special characters (e.g. f.A. ). When tables are used to fully label

nodes in large explanation graphs. the order of the nodes follows a depth-first. left-to-right traver-

sal cf the graph.

.
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CHAPTER 2

SAMPLE GENESIS PERFORMANCE

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with an intuitive feel for the overall

operation of the system. Throughout this thesis. it is assumed that the reader. like an EBL system.

can learn a great deal by analyzing and understanding a single concrete example.

The primary goal of the GENESIS system is to improve its ability to understand natural

language narratives by learning new plan schemata. Such schemata are acquired by explaining and

generalizing a specific instance of a plan executed by a character in a narrative. Characters actions

are explained in terms of later actions that they enable and in terms of ultimate goals that they

achieve. When the system detects that a character has achieved an important goal by combining

* _actions in a novel and unfamiliar way. it generalizes the specific explanation for how the goal was

achieved into a general plan schema. Generalization is performed by an analytic technique (EGGS)

which removes irrelevant information while maintaining the validity of the explanation. The

--' resulting schema is then retained by the system and indexed so that it can be subsequently

retrieved and used to aid in the understanding of future narratives.

A standard procedure is used to test GENESIS* ability to learn a particular schema from a sin-

gle instance. This procedure illustrates both the schema learning process itself as well as the ability

of the learned schema to improve system performance. First. the system is given a test nar'ralive

which presents a sparse description of an instance of the schema. This description is missing one or

more actions that are crucial to the overall plan. Consequently. the narrative is not detailed enough

for the system to construct a causally complete explanation for characters* actions without a

schema to supply missing actions and inferences. The system is therefore unable to answer ques-

tions that reauire making default inferences about what must have taken place and it is unable to

produce an adequate paraphrase of the narrative. Next. the system is given a learning narrative

O, which describes in detail a complete instance of the schema and which contains the crucial actions

* and other information that were lacking in the test narrative. Using its existing knowledge.

GENESIS is able to construct a causally complete explanation for this narrative and can therefore

answer questions about why actors performed certain actions as well as produce an adequate para-

phrase of the text. Since the narrative presents a novel plan that achieves an important goal. the

-, system generalizes its explanation of how the goal was achieved into a new plan schema. Finally.

GENESIS is giver the test narrative again. This time. it can use the schema it has just 'earned to fill
Z

%0%
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in m.ssing i ,format~on. and as a result. it can no%% answer auestions that it w"as pre',ouslv unable

answer as well as produce a better paraphrase of the text.

Tne remander of this chapter is dedicated to presenting the trace produced by GENESIS as it

learns a *'kidnapping for ransom" schema [DeJong8l. DeJongS-.. DeJong86a. DeJongS6b.

MocnevS5a. Maene'8a]. This is currently the most complicated example upon which GENESIS

has been tes'ed. A complete step-by-step description of the system's performance on this example

:s not :ncluded in this thesis since it would necessarily be very long and complicated and the

. . :mportant processes are more easily illustrated using simpler examples. However. more detailed

information about this example is given in appendix B and definitions of all of GENESIS' initial

scnemata are given in appendix C. Chapters 9-11 include a complete step-by-step description of

ho\, GENESIS learns and uses a "murder for inheritance" schema and a detailed system trace of

:h s example is given in appendix D. Details on other GENESIS examples such as 'arson for

insurance" and "solicitation entrapment" are also given in appendix B.

Before processing the narratives used in the kidnapping example. the system has knowledge

d about bargaining, capturing and confining. threatening. and many other concepts: however, it does

not have any knowledge about the concept of kidnapping for ransom nor any knowledge of the

'words 'kidnap." "kidnapper." or "ransom."* In order to illustrate the system's current ignorance

i of kidnapping and how this lack of knowledge affects its ability to understand certain kidnapping

narratives, the system is first given a test narrative. Below is the actual I/O trace produced by the

•, sy:stem.

Input: Ted is Alice's husband. He won 100000 dollars in the lottery. Bob imprisoned Alice inS.
his basement. Bob got 75000 dollars and released Alice.

S

-' "Thematic goal achieved: Ted is happy that Ted has the $100000.

Ready for questions:

> Summar:ze

Ted won SOOOOO in a lottery. Bob captured Alice and locked her in a basement. Bob released

tl .Mice.

Z > \W'." did Boo lock Alice in his basement?

"IL
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• d 'Cannot Eind su,*'5clent, reason.

, > How did Bob oet the mone?

~Cannot find sufficient cause.

~~> Why did Bob release Alice ,
Cannot find sufficient reason.

> How did Ted get the money?
Ted won the SInOOdO in the lottery.

,otice that this narrative does not mention how Bob got the money or why Bob imprisoned Alice

Cand hen released her. Since the system does not have a schema for kidnapping it cannot infer the

, ,'< issing information and causally connect the actions in the input. Consequently. its paraphrase ofthe narrative is very poor and it is unable to answer many questions about it. Next. GENESIS is
iven the followin more detailed narrative:

Input: Fred d inariv doe nt s a millionaire. John approached Mary and pointed a gun at

* and then re was hearing blue Jeans. He told her if she did not get in his car then he would shoot

St her. He drov e her to is hotel and locked her in his room. John called Fred and told him John

,'as holding Mary captive. John told Fred if Fred gave him 250000 dollars at Trenos then

John would release Mary. Fred paid him the ransom and the kidnapper released Mary.

Valerie is Freds wife and he told her that someone had kidnapped Mary.

Thematic goal achieved: John is happy that John has the S250000.

Expianation suitable for generalization. Pruning...Generalizing...Packaging...

C.-eating New Schema: (CaptureBargain "x55 'a34 '?b9 ?c4 ?r5 ?vy5 ?111)

,b9 s a person. 'c4 is a location. ?r5 is a room. 'c4 is in ?rS. "x55 is a character. ?b9 is free.

1x55 captures "b9 and locks him/her in ?r5. "a34 is a character. ?x55 contacts ?a34 and tells it
that b9 is 1x55"s captive. 'v5 is a valuable. 7x55 wants to have 'v5 more than it wants 'b9

to be 'x55s captive. 'a34 has a positive relationship with ?b9. a34 has ?v5. ?x55 and ?a34

carry out a bargain .n which ?x55 releases ?b9 and ?a34 gives ?x55 tv5 at "1 11.

-4 e
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Unkno,,n word "ransom refers to ,v5 in CaptureBargain

Lnknown word *kidnapper refers to ?x55 in CaptureBargain

Having: ?x55 captured ?b9 suggest CaptureBargain

Having: ?x55 contacted ?a34 and told it that ?b9 was ?x55"s captive, suggest CaptureBargain

Having: ?x55 and ?a34 carried out a bargain in which 'x55 released ?b9 and ?a34 gave ?x55 ?v5

a: "!i 1. suggest CaptureBargain

t nknown word '?x55 kidnap ?b9" refers to CaptureBargain

Ready for questions:

> Summarize

-- MarV was free. John captured Mary and locked her in a room. John contacted Fred and !old

him :hat Mary was John's captive. John wanted to have S250000 more than he wanted Mary

to be John's captive. Fred had a positive relationship with Mary. Fred had the S250000. John

and Fred carried out a bargain in which John released Mary and Fred gave John the S250000 at

Trenos.

> Why did John approach Mary?

So John could aim the gun at Mary.

> Way did John aim the gun at Mary?

So John could threaten to shoot Mary with the gun unless Mary went from John into the car.

1, > Wv did Mary get into the car.

Because Mary wanted not to be shot and because Mary believed that if Mary did not go from

John into the car then John would shoot Mary with the gun.

> Wav did John threaten to shoot Mary unless she got in the car?

So John could drive Mary to the hotel in the car.

* > Whv did John dr,,e Mary to "he hotel?

VN-
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So John could move Mary from the hotel into the room.

> Whv did John move Mary into the room?

So John could confine Mary in the room.

>Whv did John confine Mary in the room?

So John could call Fred and could tell him that .Mary was John's captive and so John and Fred

could carry out a bargain in which John released Mary and Fred gave John the S250000 at

Trenos.

> Whv did John tell Fred that John was holding Mary captive?

So John and Fred could carry out a bargain in which John released Mary and Fred gave John

the S250000 at Trenos.

> WVhv did Fred give John the money?

Because Fred believed that if Fred gave John the S250000 at Trenos then John would release

Mary and because Fred wanted Mary to be free more than he wanted to have -he S250000.

> Whv did Fred have S250000?

Because Fred had millions of dollars.

> Why did Fred believe that John was holding Mary captive?

Because John called Fred and told him that Mary was John's captive.

> Vhy did Fred want Mary free?

Because Fred was Nlarvs father.

> Why did John release Mary?

Because John wanted to have the 5250000 more than he wanted Mary to be John's captive and

be.:ause John bejieved that if John released Mary then Fred would give John the S250000 at

Trenos.

% % % % ", , , '
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.e t ..rst nrrative. this one is detailed enough to alco, GENESIS :,o causally connect the

,narac.ers' acl:ons. Specifically. the cruc:al bargair. that took place betwxeen the k:dnapper and the

ransom za'.er is alluded to more directv. As a result, the system :s able to answer numerous ques-

.,, t:cns about why certain characters performed certain actions. The understanding mechanism is dis-

cussed :n detail in chapter 10. and the specifics of understanding this particular narrative are given

S . in aTpendix B. The resultung explanation for how John got the S250.000 is generalized into a new

schema for k:dnapping for ransom (which GENESIS calls CaptureBargain based on the names of

- t'>o ex'st:ng schemata that compose the new schema). Chapter 11 discusses the schema acquisition

process in detail.

' A few important aspects of the learned schema should be pointed out. First, it does not con-

- tam any facts or actions that are irrelevant to the workability of the plan. For exampie. the fact

- t.'at the victim is wearing blue jeans is not included. A similarity-based learning system that was

z:'en a numoer of examples of kidnapping in which the victim was always wearing blue jeans is

Si habe to inciude this fact in its representation of the concept. Second. the exact manner in which

the :omponent pian schemata (e.g. Capture) were decomposed into subgoals and executed in the

example :s not included in the schema. For example. the fact that the kidnapper executed the Cap-

ture by threatening the victim with a gun and then driving her to a hotel or that he contacted the

ransom pay.er by telephone are not a par: of the CaptureBargain schema. Third. the generalization

process e:im:nates facts that are causally relevant to the plan only because they are specializations

of more general facts. For example. the fact that the ransom payer was the vicims father is

* relevant to the plan since it motivated him to pay the ransom: however, the more important fact is

the more general one that he had a o)sitive emotional relationship with the victim and conse-

cquentlv valued her freedom more than personal possessions. This generalization is important since

V the schema should be able to handle alternative relationships between the ransom payer and victim

such as the husband-wife relationshiv in the test narrative.

After learning CaptureBargain, the system indexes the new schema so that if it subsequent,,

I encounters a narrative in which someone captures someone or exchanges someone's freedom for a

'a7uable ;tem. it will be reminded of CaptureBargain and attempt to use it to help understand the

narrat,.e. DetaIls of the indexing process and how learned schemata can aid the understanding of

.' .," f"re nar.-a ies are also given in chapter 11. The system also acquires preliminary definitions for

three unknown ords which occurred n the stcry: kidnapper, ransom. and kidnap. GENESIS'

aoi-.~*.o aiso :earn word meanings from a single example is discussed in chapter 12.

I
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Finaily. GENESIS is given the test narrative once again. This time. Al~ces imprisonment rein-

: Ls t of CactureBargain and it uses this newly acquired schema to infer the missin2 acions and

ex:'ar. howv. Bob got the monev. Consequently. its ability to answer questions and paraphrase the

-ext is greatly improved.

I.aput: Ted is Alice's husband. He won 100000 dollars in the lottery. Bob imprisoned Alice in

his basement. Bob got 75000 dollars and released Alice.

Thematic coal achieved: Ted is happy that Ted has the S100000.

Thematic goal achieved: Bob is happy that Bob has the S75000.

Read%" for questions:

> Summarize

Alice was free. Bob captured Alice and locked her in a basement. Bob contacted Ted and told

nirm tnat Alice was Bob's captive. Bob wanted to have S75000 more than he wanted Alice to be

Bobs captive. Ted had a positive relationship with Alice. Ted had the S75000. Bob and Ted

carried out a bargain in which Bob released Alice and Ted gave Bob the S75000.

> 1Whv; did Bob lock Alice in his basement?

So Bob could contact Ted and could tell him that. Alice was Bob's captive and so Bob and Ted

could carrv out a bargain in which Bob released Alice and Ted gave Bob the S75000.

> Whv d'd Bob release Alice?

Because Bob wanted to have the S75000 more than he wanted Alice tc be Bob's captive and

Sbecause Bob believed that if Bob released Alice then Ted would give Bob the S75000.

> How did Bob get the monev?

iBob k:dnapped Alice.

> Who gave Bob the money'

* Ted gave Bob the $75000.

q
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> Why did Ted gi'. e him the money?!

Because Te"4 belie, ed that if Ted gave Bob the S75000 then Bob wvould release Alice and

oecause T ec %vanted Aihce to be free more than he wanted to have tile 575000

> \Vhv did Ted want Alice free"

Because Ted was Alice's husband.

> Why C4;d Ted believe that Bob was holding .Alice captive?

Because Bob contacted Ted and toid him that Alice was Bob's captive.

% Vhile answering Questions about this narrative for the second time. it is interesting to note that the

--sstem used the newlv learned word "kidnap" to refer to the CaptureBargain schema in its answer

to the cuestion: "How did Bob get the -nonev?" This is because the state in question is an effect of

-ne new scherma arcd since it knows how to refer to this schemia in English. it considers it to be an

aorria:e answ.er.

% %
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CHAPTER 3

EGGS: A DOMALN INDEPENDENT EXPLANATION GENERALIZER

EGGS is a general domain independent explanation-based learning system. In addition to

being the underlying learning mechanism in the GENESIS system, it has been tested in numerous

other domans using various underlving representations such as Horn-clause logic, rewrite rules.

and STRIPS operators. An abstract outline of the learning process in EGGS is given in Figure 3.1

and an architectural diagram of the system is given in Figure 3.2.

The tasks of constructing an explanation (step 1) and packaging the generalized explanation

for future use (step 4) both depend on the underlying representational formalism. Each representa-

tionai formalism reouires different modules for these tasks. For example. when using Horn clauses.

a theorem prover is appropriate for constructing explanations. while when using STRIPS operators.

a planner :s appropriate. Each of the following three chapters is dedicated to a different representa-

tional formalism and discusses modules within EGGS for building and packaging explanations

using t. at representation. Exampies of using each representation in various domain are also given

in these chanters.

Uniike explanation construction and packaging. explanation generalization (step 3). can be

charac:ernzed in a very general way and is discussed in detail in this chapter. The general task. of
r;n:ng -.he structure of the explanaton to increase generality while maintaining operationalit"

step 2 :s also characterized in this chapter: however, specific rules for pruning are domain depen-

den" and are discussed in following chapters.

3.1. Explanations, Explanation Structures, and Generalized Explanations

.i .e.nt domains, various ty.-es of explanations are appropriate. In [.MitcheI186j. an exoia-

.a--. :s ;ennsed as a logical proof that demonstrates how an example meets a set of sufficient zor.-

*- :-::r.s de.ing a particular concept. This type of expianat~on is appropr:ate for learning ciassica"

r.:zet ,:ienntons. such as learning a structural soectfication of a cup. an example introduced ,i

.:-st..S3' and discussed in [.itcheli86]. However, when learning general plans in a probtem

:.ig dcn-.a;n (as in STRIPS [Fikes-2] or GENESIS [MooneyvhSa]. ;t is more appropriate to con-

S,~e~.-.~r aexrarna'.aon to be a set f causally connected actions that demonstrate how a goal state is

N*N
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* *1

1. Explain: Construct a complete plan or proof for a specific example by either doing indepen-

dent problem solving to achieve a specified goal or by explaining the actions or

operators executed by an external agent.

-' 2. Prune: Remove branches of the explanation that are more specific than needed for the

operationalitv of the resulung plan or proof.

3. Generalize: Generalize the remaining explanation as far as possible without invalidating its

underlying structure.

4. Package: Create a macro-operator or macro-rule that summarizes the resulting generalized

, "explanation and index it so that it can be used to aid future problem solving and

understanding.

.' f. Figure 3.1: The Learning Process in EGGS

Expiana:ion - Donain'"" Pack a ger

Builder Theory

Expla Pruner 01 Generalizer
(optional) _ _ _

Figure 3.2: EGGS Architecture

*'1 ."~

0.
- '. *• Consequently. this work takes a very broad definition of the term explanation and zonsiders it

to be a connected set of units, where a unit is set of related well-formed-formulas (wffs) in predi-

. "' cate calculus. Horn-clause proofs. where each Horn clause is a unit. and plans composed of STRIPS

. o-erators. wvhere each operator is a unit. are special cases of this very general representation. For-

...... a unit can be defined as follows.

N" N-". -. "
,_. J%__ , P, u,. - J_--c _% A .-
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A unit .s a connected directed acvclicai graph (V. E) in which the %ertices In V are 'fts,

For examrie. a unit for a Horn-clause rule has wffs for its antecedents and its consequent. while a

u-t for a STRIPS operator has wffs for its effects. deletions, and preconditions. A wiff a in a unit is

said to sz..rpor: another wff b in the unit if and only if there is a directed path from C to b. For

exazrie, .n the unit for a Horn clause, each antecedent supports the consequent through a path con-

ta'ning a single edge.

rrA dc ,haneorv. T. s formaily defined as a set of units. As defined in [NilssonS0]. a substi:,-

:..r. is a se: of ordered pairs each specifying a term to be substituted for a particular variable. The

expression rO. wvhere o is a wff and 0 is a substitution, denotes the wif resulting from applying 0 to

r - The expression yO. where both y and 0 are substitutions. denotes the substitution resulting from

the corn.'osi:ion of -y and 0. which is obtained by applying 0 to the terms of -y and then adding any

* airs of 0 having varables not occurring among the variables of -y. An instance of a unit. a, is a

unit obta:ned by applying a variable substitution to all of the wffs in a. Two wffs are said to be

idenricai if and only if all of their corresponding predicates. functions, variables, and constants are

exactlv the same (i.e. :heir most general unifier is the null substitution). Before formally defining

an exolanation in this representation. a few additional definitions are needed.

A unit-set is a pair (U. R) where U is a set of units: {(V1 . E (V. E,) and R is an

ecuualence relation defined on the set of wffs: V1 U V, ... U V.. For each pair of wffs (a .b)

in R where a E V and & E V. it must be the case that that i - i (i.e. equivalent wffs must be

from separate units).

Given a unit-set S = (U. R) where U = (VI, E ) (V,. E A. let C1 . C'. ... C be the equivalence

* classes of wffs defined by R. Let G be the graph (V'. E') where V = {C,. C, .... C

1E' if and only if there are wffsa E C andb E C such that (a. b) E E U E, ... U E,. G is referred

to as :he graph of S and represents the directed graph obtained by "coilapsing" all equivalent wffs

inzo a single vertex. A formal definition of an explanation can now be stated as follows.

An explanation is a unit-set. S = (U. R). where the graph of S is connected and acyclic and

;where for each pair of wffs (a. b) E R. a and b are identical. Furthermore. let the set U" C U

be the set of all units in U that are instances of units in the domain theory. T. and let R' be the

* equivalence relation such that (a. b) E R' if and only if both a and b are ',,ffs from units in U'

and (a. b) E R. In order for S to be an expianat:on. U' must be nonempty and the graph of the

unit-set S' = (U'. R") must aiso be connected and acvclic.

09
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In other words, an explanation :s a combination of units that forms an even larger connected acv-

c,c graph by means of an an ecuivalence relation defined or. the:r vertices. Each pair of wffs that

the relation defines as eauivalent must be identical. Furthermore. if all units that are not instances

of units in the domain theory are removed from an explanation. the remaining explanation also

defines a connected directed acyclic graph. The goal is a distinguished wff in the explanation that is

a sink of the graph of the explanation and represents the final conclusion in an inference chain or

the desired state in a clan.

A Horn-clause proof in this representation is an explanation whose units are Horn clauses and

whose equivalence relation matches antecedents of some clauses to consequents of others. In this

case. an explanation is analogous to the data dependency structure maintained by a truth mainte-

rwnrce system [Doyle79]. For example. consider the following domain theory for the problem of

learning a structural definition of a cup. an example originally presented in [Winston83].
.0

Stable(?x) A Liftable(?x) A OpenVessel(?x) - Cup(x)

- Bottom(?y) /' PartOf(?v.?x) /, Flat(?v) - Stable(?x)

Graspable(?x) A Light(x) - Liftabie(?x)

• -- iHandle(?y) A PartOf(?y.?x) - Graspable(?x)

Concavity(?y) A PartOf(?y.?x) ,. UpwardPointing(?y) OpenVessel(?x)

Additional units needed for the problem are the following individual facts.

,Light(Objl). Color(Objl.Red). PartOf(Handle 1.Obj 1). Handle(Handlel). Bottom(B1).

PartOf(BI.Obj 1). Flat(Bl). Concavity(Cl). PartOf(CI .Objl). UpwardPointing(Cl)

-A proof tree for Cup(Objl) is shown in Figure 3.3 as an explanation whose goal is Cup(Objl). Tri-

pie edges in the graphs indicate equivalences between -vffs in two units that are instances of the

0 )<. domain theory while double edges indicate equivalences to wffs in units that are not instances of

units in the domain theory. Specifically. for explanations using Horn clauses as units. triple edges

-ndicate connections between instantiations of rules from the domain theory while double edges

;ndicate connections to initial facts about the specific example. Examples of explanations where the

* " units include STRIPS operators are presented in chapter 6.

A wif a is a uniuiz:ed version of a wff b if and only if a is obtained by substituting a uniquely

named variable for each variabie n b. In correspondence with the terminology in [MitcheliS6]. an

*. explanation str.cture 's defined as an explanation "with each instantiated unit from the domain

S:heorv replaced bvaj niquizec "ersion of its genera: definition. Formally:

r d, hr -r. % % . .. .%. . %"" "
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Cup(Objl)

Stable(Objl) Liftable(Objl) OpenVessel(Objl)

I l I 1 1:
Stable(Objl) Liftable(Objl) Open Vessel(Objl1

Bottom(Bl) Flat(Bl) ConcavitvCI) Lpw.ardPointingkCl)

Bottom(BI)/ ltB) Concavity( Cl) LpwardPointing(Cl)

PartOf(B1 .Obj 1) PartOf(CI .Obj i)

PartOf(BI .Objl) PartOf(Cl .Obj 1)

Graspable(Objl) Light(Objl)

Graspable(Objl) Li-ht(Objl)

Handle1-11) Part~f(-I1.Objl)

Handle(-Il) PartOffHl .Obj I)

Figure 3.3: Explanation for Cup(ObjlI)

An explanation structure of an explanation E = (U, R) is a unit-set. S =(U', R') where for

each u E U where u is an instance of a unit t E T. there is exactly one u E U' such that u is

a uniquized version of t, and where (u,'. u,') E R' if and only if (u.. u,) E R.

The definition of an explanation insures that an explanation structure defines a connected directed

a cyclic graph. For example. the explanation structure of the explanation for the cup example Is

show ,n in Figure 3.4.

The task of explaniazior generaiz~ation is to take an explanation and generate a gener-lized

explanation. which is the most general instance of its explanation struct-ure in which equivalentN

'.fsare identical. The generalized explanation maintains matches betwveen wffs from rules or facts

in the domain theory but eliminates matches to wlfs specifying facts of the particular specific

example. This means that the most general substitution that results in all equivalent wffs being

:dentical must be applied to the explanation structure. Formally-

%~NN .
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(Cup ?1xl)

(Stable ?xl) (Liftable ?xi) (OpenVessel ?xl)
ii P H

(Stable '1x2) (Liftable ?x3) (Open Vessel 7 x5)

(Bttm yl I (Flat "vl) 0 Cnaiy? 3  (UpwardPointing ?y3)

(PartOf 'v "x2) (PartOf ?v3 ?x5)

(Graspable ?x3) (Light 'x3)

(Graspable ?x4)

(Handle ?y 2) (PartOf ?y 2 ?4

Figure 3A4 Explanation Structure for the Cup Example

X A generalized explanation of an explanation E with an explanation structure S =(U. R) is an

explanation G = (L:'. R') such that there exists a subst~tuticn f where for each u. E L: there is

exactly. one u.' E L:' such that =, uy and where (u,'. u.) E R' if and only if (u. u.) E R.

*Furthermore. if (ui'. u,) E R'. then u' and u'1 must be identical. Finally. for any other substi-

:u~n .satisfying these constraints, there must exist a substitution 0' such that UO = LO

(hsinsures that y, is the most general substitution that satisfies the constraints).

-- The generalized explanation of the cup examtple is shown in Figure 3.6. This generalized explana-

:ion can then be used to obtain the following macro-rae representing a general s*,ructurai diefinition

of a Cup.

Bottorn(,I) A' PartOf(%vl. 1 x1i)' Flat(" I) A Hade"v) /, Part~f('.V2.?1xl)

SLight(7xl) ^, Concav.itv(?v.3) tPart~f(?y3P7xl) L Up,.6ardPo),nting(".'3) - Cup('xl)

For explanations that are logicai proofs. a -nacro-rule like the one above -s easily obtained by tak-

ing the :eaves of ..he generalized explaniation as the antecedents and the goal of the generaiized

ex:anat~cn astecneunt. In planning domains, the generalized explanation represents a

A, ~ ~ ~ ~ . -. NA V4
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-S. Cup(?xl)

Stable(?xl) Lif tabie(?xl1 OrpenVessel(?x 1)
M III IH

Stable( ?x 1) L if ta be(?x I) Open Vessel(?x 0)

Bottom( ,-1) FiaE(?%?I) / \\ Cnai(?)

Part~f(?vl.?xl) Part~fC'v3 .?x i)

Graspable('xl) Light(?xl1)

Graspable(?xl)

Handle(?y2) PartOf CMv.?x I

Figure 3.5: Generalized Explanation for the Cup Example

ge neral plan schema or macro -opera tor [Fikes72]j for achieving a particular class of goals. Creating

a new act,,on definition for the composed plan from the generalized explanation requires a few addi-

,ionai steps which are discussed in section 6.2.2.

3.2. Explanation Generalizing Algorithms

Several algorithms have been developed for veneralizing various types of explanations. The

STRIPS svstemn [Fikes72] incororated a method for generaliz ing blocks-world plans into macro-

operators. The EBG method [MIicheil86] uses a4 modified version of goal-regressi'on [Waldinger77j

* ,o generalize proofs of concept membership. The EGGS explanation generalization algorithm was

* develored for generalizing the broad class of explanations defined in the previous section. This algo-

* r :thrr wvas first published in [DeJong86b] along with a description of an error found in the

specification of the EBG algorithm. Kedar-Cabelli and MlcCarty subsequently developed a PROLOG

9 erio of EBG [Kedar-Cabelli87aj which correc,,ed this problem -,vith the orig:nal algorithm.

The! general technique used by STRIPS. EBG. EGGS. and PROLOG-EBG can be abstracted to

7ay -.c zthe class of explanations defined ;n the :rrev:ous rect.;cn. The rest of this sectiocn is dievoted

6 ,0 I
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to presenting and comparing algorithmic descriptions of all of these methods as applied to this class

of explanations. All of ,he algorithms rely on unification pattern matching and the abbreviation

MGU .s used to refer to the substitution that is the most generai unifier of two wxffs [CharniakSO.

Nilsson&0]. All of the generalization algorithms presented have been implemented and tested

wi.thin the context. of the overall EGGS system.

3.2.1. STRIPS MACROP Learning

The first %ork on generalizing explanations was the learning of robot plans in STRIPS

LF:kes72]. STRIPS worked in a -blocks world" domain. After its problem solving component gen-

erated a plan for achieving a particular state. it generalized the plan into a problem solving schema

(a MACROP or macro-operator) which could be used to efficiently solve similar problems in the

oi- future. Work on the STRIPS system was the first to point out that a correct generalization of a

connected set of actions or inferences can rc be obtained by simply replacing each constant by an

independent variable. This method happens to work on the CUP example given above. The proper

generalized exolanation can be obtained by replacing Objil by ?xl. BI by ?vl. HI by ?y 2 . and C1 by

d ?v3. However. in general. such a simplistic approach can result in a structure that is either more

general or more s-ecific than what is actually supported by the system's domain knowledge.

The following examples are given in [Fikes72] to illustrate that simply replacing constants

with variables can result in improper generalizations. These examples assume the initial sLate

shcwn in F;gure 3.6 and use the following operators:

GoThru(?d.?rl.?r2): Go through door ?c from room 'rI to room ?r2.

PushT-ru(?b.?d.?rl.?r2): Push box ?b through door ?d from room ?rl to room ?r2.

Spec:a1Push(?b): Specific operator for pushing box 'b from Room2 to Rooml.

Given the plan:

GoThru Door I.Room I .Room2)

Srec ia!Push(Box 1)

s:m-l replacing constants by variables results in the plan:

SGo Thru(.d..rl.'r2)

Specia Push('b)

T,:s olan :s too general since SpecialPush is only applicable when starting in Room2. so ziavirng a

i.-able r2 as the dest:nation of the GoThru is too general and r2 should be replaced by Rcorr.2,

,,,,Z
- . - % %.'.*%* -



q Rooml I Roon2

Do _

Robot Box

Door2

Room3

Figure 3.6: Initial World State for STRIPS Examples

Gie. "he plan:

GcThru(Door 1 .Room I .Room2)

PushThru(BoxI.Doorl .Room2.Rooml)

. .s:mply replacing constants by variables results in the plan:

GoThru(?d.?r l.?r2)

PushThru(?b.?d.?r2.?rl

-S. This plan is too specific since the operators themselves do not demand that the room in %which. the

rcbot begins (rl) be the same room into which the box is pushed. The correct generalization is:

* GoThru("d.1 r 1 .r2)

PushThru( b.d.'r2.,r3)

The exact process STRIPS uses to avoid these problems and correc'ly generalize an example is

* dependent on its particular representations (triangle tabies) and inference techniques (resolution):

-o',eer, the basic technique is easily captured using the representations discussed in section 3.1. A

descr:7t:cn of the basic explanation generalizing algorithm used in STRIPS is sho',nr in Figure 3.7.

it shud be noted that the generalization process in STRIPS was constructed spec:ficallv for gen-

eraSizing robct plans. There was no attempt to present a general !earning method based on general-

,.-: ex:.-anat~ons in an'" domain. towe-er. the a!gor!:hm n Figure 3.7 :s a stra:ght-for-ward gen-

_a.:za.,:1n .f -e 5'asic ,rocess used in STRIPS. The basic technmue is :c unif-V eacn -air of

!. o
,_ %"5 ~ **,* * , ~ '' " . ~ .
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for each equality between wffs x and y in the explanat:on structure do

let 0 be the .MGU of x and y
for each wff z in the explanation structure do

replace z with zO

Figure 3.7: STRIPS Explanation Generalizing Algorithm

equivalent wffs in the explanation structure and apply each resulting substitution to all of the wffs

in the explanation structure. After all of the unifications and substitutions have been made, the

resul' is the generalized explanation since each wfF has been replaced by the most general wff that

allows all of the equality matches in the explanation to be satisfied.

3.2.2. EBG

In-r [.MitchellS6]. Mitchell. Keller. and Kedar-Cabelli describe a technique called EBG

(Explanatior,-Based Generalization) for generalizing a logical proof that a particular example

satisfies the definition of a concept. An example concept-membership proof showing how a particu-

la- object satisfies the functional definition of a cup was given in Figure 3.3. Unlike the STRIPS

All .MACROP learning method. EBG was meant to be a general method for learning by generalizing

explanations of why an example is a member of a concept. In .fXitchells6j. detailed examples are

presented illustrating how EBG can be applied to learning an operational definition for when it is

safe to stack something on an endtable'. to Winston's CUP example [Winston83]. and to an exam-

pe from LEX2's domain of learning heuristics for symbolic integration (MitchellS3I. A much more

abstract description of how it might be used to learn a kidnapping plan like that learned by the ori-

g:nal GENESIS system [.Mooney&Sa] is presented in an appendix.

The original EBG algorithm presented in [Mitchell86] is based on goal regression [Wald-

inger77] and .nvoives back-propagating constraints from the goal through the explanation struc-

"ure to the leaves. Figure 3.8 presents a formal specification of the original algorithm in terms of

S" the expianation representation introduced earlier. The global variable R maintains the current set of

regressed express:ons and represents the most general set of antecedents necessary to prove the goal

gven the portion of the explanation structure already traversed. The explanation structure is

"rave7sed :ro-n the goal back to the leaves in a depth first manner. Each time a unit (rule) is

C,, -ra'ersed. the set R is jpdated and the substitution resulting from the unit's unification to tne

1.
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let a be the goal wif in the explanat ion szructure
let R be the set of wifs supporting g
EBG(g)

procedure EBG(p)
for each wif x supporting p do

if x is equivalent to some wiffe
then

let R = R -
for each wif y supporting e do

let R = R U {y)
let 6 be the MGU of e and x

.for y in R do
replace y with y9

EBG(e)

0 Figure 3.8: Original EBG Explanation Generalizing Algorithm

str-ucture already traversed is applied to all of the wffs in R. After the entire explanation structure

has bteen traversed. R is the most general set of antecedents for the given explanation structure.'

However. as initially oointed out in [DeJong86b]. this algorithm is only guaranteed to deter-

mine the leaves of the generalized explanation and in certain situations fails to obtain the correct

genealized goal. The "'Suicide** example. originally introduced in [DeJong86b] is an example for

which the original EBG algorithm does not compute the correct generalized goal and as a result

'earns an incorrect macro-rule. This example involves inferring that an individual will commit

suicide if he is depressed and buys a gun. The specific facts of the problem are:

Derressed(John). Buv(John.Objl). Isa(ObjlI Gun)

T-e domain rules are:

* Denressed(?x) - Hate(?x..x)j

Ha~eY' 1 v Possess(?xz) A, Isa(?z.Weapon) - Kiil(?x."v)

Bu:;('x.7?y) -Possess(" x.?y), Isa('x.Gun) - Isa('x.Weapon)

nhe ag:virr. presen ted in Figure 3.S corrects probierns withi thec BackP-o:aga*,e function. oresented :n [Nloncve~b
Mcnevbc; A5 ciscussed . [Mocnev6616j. -.he Backropagate funct.on I which was based an rne ;n."ormal dCSC7!PT:07n Of h

:roCtSS g:Ne% n : MiitcneI86[) does o prooeriv propagate constraints ac-3ss ccnjunc-.s and coriscouen'J1V Ln sc'rie siluat:ons
;C -.a*,e heCorrect regressed expressions. The version in Fig'.;re 3.S does not nave i.nis probiein s~nce eac& subs, I,-

'.............aro..eic a!1 of the current regressed expressions in the set R.
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ST~ie proof that John wvill commit suicide is showvn in Figaure 3.9. its explanation structure is sho, .n

n igure 3.10. and the correct general proof that anyone who is depressed and buys a gun will

commit suicide is shown in Figure 3.11. The genera' rnacro-rule learned from the generalized

explanation is:

Depressed(?vl) A Buv(?vl.?cl) A Isa(?cl.Gun) -Kill(?vI.?yl)

L.

Kill(John.John)

Isa(Objl .Weapon) Possess(John.Obj 1) Hate(Jonn.John)

I5 sa(Objl 1.Weapon) Possess(John.Obj 1) Hate(Joh n.John)

isa(Objl1.Gun) Buv(John.Obj 1) Depressed(John)

Isa( Obj 1 .Gun) Buy( John.Obj 1) Depresse d( John)

Figure 3.9.- Suicide Example - Specific Explaniation

lsa(?cI1.Weapon) Possess(?x 1. 1c1) Hate(?x I .?v 1)

isaC'x4.Weapon) Possess( ?x My 2) Hate(?2"2

A A 1

lsa("x4.Gun) Buv(?x%3.v2) Derressed(?x2)

Figure 3.lO* Su.cide Example - Explanation Structure

N

1? '1. P r.
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Kill(?v l.?v)

lsa(?c 1 .%eapon) Possess(?y I 21c 0 Hate(?y 1.'% 1)

Isa( c1.%%*eapon) Possess(., I .?c I) Hate(?v 1.%- 1)

Isa(?c 1 .Gun) Buv(?v 1 c 1) Depressed(?y 1)

Figure 3.11: Suicide Example - Generalized Explanation

Goal regression, as given i [.NlitcheliS6] and Figure 3.11. computes only the most general set

oantecedents that would support a proof with the same explanation structure as the training

-examope (i.e. the weakest preconditions (Diikstra76, MintonS41.). If only coal regression is per-

~ormid. the proper description of the goal concept supported by the explanation is not always

detrmied ine te eolaaton tsef my mpose constraints on the goal concept. In terms of the

-'7Suic~de example, the constraint that th le killer be the same as the person killed is never imposed

and. as demonstrated in [DeJongS6oI. EBG constructs the following erroneous rule:

De Tressed("v) 'BuvC("%.?c) l, sa(?"c.Gun) - Kiil(?x.?v)

This rule s*tate.s that e%.'ervone kills someone .who is depressed and buys a gun. which is clearly not

A . a conc~usion warranted by the domain theory. Since the abstract STRIPS algorithmn applies substi-

Lu:iors generated by each unification to the entire explanation structure. it computes the appropri-

ate; sorist rainied goal concept and does not make this mistake.

.s sugested in DeJon-:-6bi. the proper generalized goal and generalized ex-planiation can bse

obtained bysta-rtig with the generalized antecedents obtained from regression and reder:\ ins the

z.eniera' -roof Rederv-g the proof propagates constraints from the regressed expressions to the

£Oa :;eeb app~ropriately constraining the goal concept. The resulting generalization algorithm is

A "."en~ a :wc s.epo proc ess: goal regression 'back-propagation) follo.wed by proof reconstruction (:'or-

x~ao ~:.aa~n Th~s arrroach %was suaiested based on a similar twvo-pass generalIiza tion process

n A t'rmai escr~p~on o a version o.::8Gu corrected in-i ane ,

%
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Z:\ n lone:~o..-In Kedar--CabelliSa]. Kedar-Cabeili anrc NcCar,.y presented a PROLOG

*e-s;on o: EBG '.-.ch also corrects *.he problem and avoids making two separate passes through the

exrana:,:on. T h~s version of EBG is considered in a subsequent section.

3.2.3. EGGS

pThe- EGGS (Ex:,Ianation General.zatiorn using a Global Substitution) algoritLhm was developed

:n eneralzngexplanat:ons of the abstract form defined and used in this paper. The algorithm is

czes,=~.'a. to t-ie abstr-act STRIPS aor-th anrd is show, .vn in -Figure 3. 12.3 The difference between

*EGGS an" the abstract STRIPS algorithm is that instead of applying the substitutions throughout

the x~inaton t ech step. a, the substitutions are composed into one substitution -/. After all

.he u.ninca,:,,,ns have been performed. one sweer through the explanation applying the accumulated

* sucs::Lticn - esu.s in. the generalized explanation. Table 3.1 demonstrates this technique as

-,aie tte Cu:; ex l.it shows how. -/ changes as it is composed with the substitutions

! rsu!t:ng -:),- each -unification. Applying the final substitution -y to the explanation structure

s.no'-, n . F:gure 3.4 resuitS in the generalized explanation shown in Figure 3.5. Table 3.2 shows

how EGGS generalizes the Suicide example. Applying the final substitution to the explanation

str-.ucture shown in Figure 3.10 results in the generalized explanation shown in Figure 3.11. In the

tables. eauaities are :,rocessed :n the order p~roduced by, depth-is traversals of the emnlanation

let y e the null substitution
for each equality between patterrs and y in teexplanation structure do

let 0 be the NIGL of xy and Yy
let -/ be -10

for each wif x in the ex-olanation structure do
replace x with xy

Figure 3.12: EGGS Explanation Generalizing Algorithin

2tc.as -men r.red rh rev;ous foo-.r.ote. *.he Bac&?-,-a~a,.e ucjr.presented i.:ony b dCei rol prCp 711

pro-agatc C r~~sac-oss orcs the correcteCd Versicr of EBG prese-ied i-i 'Moonevi36bi 7eCU1red t-.ai FcrwardP70-
-1a2ate ~c~:§C-r-ried ':ef'cre Baciropagate. 1' .he cornec: version, of bak p~inpree- e iue3~i sr :i
.C :eCe!Ssa7V tD pe:or. :c7r'ja7. prcpagatior, z-rs*.

3De o a '-oaouc.enror7. ~EGGS algo-:-nm presented :n .NMooreyS15cl (lid rot, ir.ciude app~lig *1 c xarid N pCi-
ccon Dut.? t:: . e p::a uo ixca:or ci te agcr,~h inDeJorg86b] did :,or su'e- *roii hi state arld

-e ~:'nC -. c-n:ca: :r Ocf ensio-r c: N13or.ev3o6cj :nciuded a c2-7ected z r~ he EGGS S~o;h 6,ooevb0

M .% %, %
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Table 3.1: EGGS Applied To the Cup Example
Ecualitv 0 Y

StabieQ\1) Stable('x2) ?1?2 ?lx}

Liftable(?xl) = Lit table(?x3) I ?x1.-x3) ("x1/?1x2. ?xl;'?x3)

Graspable(?x3) =_Graspable(?x4) i1x1I '?x4) 1'x1/?x2. ?xl/?x3. ?x1/?x4
Open Vessel('x I) aOr'enVessel(?x5) %c1.'?x5l I'xl/?lx2. ?xl'x3. ?xl,'?x4. 2xl 2?xS', I

Table 3.2: EGGS AoPlied To the Suicide Example
Ecualitv0

lsa('cl.Weanon.) alsax-4.Weaon,' VIci_ IX41 ~ l'~

Hate(?x1.lvi) M Hate{ 9x2.?x2) (?yl 'x2. ?vl/?xl) 'c1,?x-. ?xl 'x3 "cl1v,2.
* . v1, ?x2.?lvl/"xll

structures: howe'er. a-,; order wil result in equiva lent generalized ex-lana,=~s up to a change of

-ar-able namres.

3.2.4. PROLOG-EBG

In [Kedar-CabelliS87a]. Kedar-Cabelli and McCarty present a PROLOG version of EBG which.

u;nlike the original EBG. computes the proper goal concept. PROLOG-EBG integrates the generaliza-

t6:on Lrocess with the construction of exvlanat~ons by PROLOG. A generalized -roof is ccnstructed

in parallel itthe -,roof for the spec-ic examt-ie. An,- query results in both a sc'ec-fic and and a

generalized proof be.-ng returned.

The algorithmic description presented :n Figure 3.13 is an attemprt to spec~fy the generaliza-

:;or, algorithm underlying PROLOG-EBG as an independent process (i.e. separated from the process

of theorem prov~ing). Like EGGS. PROLOG-EBG constructs a globa! subst,.tuticn. y. 'which is then.

a=-lied to the complete explanation structure. However, unlike EGGS. -y is coMIsL71C*,ed by travers-

.no the explanation de-tti-first from the goal :n a manner analogous to trying to ;:, v e the general

goal of the exrlanatuon structure using backw,,ard-chaining. The substitution -,. is constructed by

*finding a s-ubstitution that allows the goal to be proved from the set of operational x ffs represented

lj. the leaves 0Ihe exianation stutr.Tegeneralization aloih sanalogou h ago

r:thm for a backward-chaining deductive system 'like PROLOG or the deductive retrieval s,.stem

L~hrnakS.D Inth alorthminFi re3.13. the function PROLOG-EBG returns --wo vlues

.he current sub-stiution ()and the subset of the wvffs in the explanation struct.ure that have

%
Jw e* r** * * ~ *
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ai.-ea~v been traversed (E).' When the top-level call to PROLOG-EBG returns. E is --he set of all

.wrfs :.n :.ie explanatucn structure and y is the final global substitution.

It should be noted that H-irsh [HirshS7J simultaneously developed a version of EBG for logic

programming (using the MRS logic programming system [Russel185]) %khich uses a generalization

algorihr that is equivalent in operation to PROLOG-EBG's. In addition to integrating theorem

-proving and generalization. MIRS-EBG integrates both of these with operationalitv checking

N1-c6e1S6j or rwu-r.g [DeJong86b. NMoonev86cl. a process discussed in section 3.6.

3.3. Comparison of Explanation Generalizing Algorithms

it is reasonably clear that STRIPS. EGGS. and EBG-PROLOG all compute the same desired

ceneral:zed explanation. They all perform a set of unifications and substitutions that constrain the

let g be the goal wff in the explanation structure
let (-/. E) = PROLOG-EBG(g. U
for e in E do replace e with ey

procedure PROLOG-EBG(x. 6)ti let S be the set ofl wifs supporting x
for s inS do replace s with sO
let (y,. E) = PROLOG-EBG-Supporter-s(S. U.0)
return (-yO. E U {xL)

procedure PROLOG-EBG-Supporters(S. y. E)
if S=0

then return (y, E)
else

let f be the first element of S
let R = S - if)
if f is equiv.alent to some wiffe

then
let (6 be the MIGU of f and e
let (5. P) = PROLOG-EBG(e. 6)
for r in R do replace r with -6
PROLOG-EBG-Supporters(R. y8. E U P)

else PROLOG-EBG-Supporters(R. /. E U If 1)

Figure 3.13: PROLOG-EBG Explanation Generalizing Algorithm

7:-e za:cr -a. -=F1 x., and "e- ~f~n a. S:e ~ den.e ,he facl, *hai 'he f-.nrc*:cn F 7C-urS~ 0 *.alues: a and
-A .- ariaoles :!!-!7CnC It a Vroced'.~e are assrned .a It .3; ca ,~-a, rcdiec

to PoeI;, a:
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exr'ianation structure into one in which eouivalent wffs are identical. The difference bet',eer them

lies in the manner and order in which the unifications and substitutions are done. As cescribed :n

L O*RorkeS7b :, expianation-based generalization can be viewed as a process of posting and propaga- ,

, ing equality or co-reference constraints Neither the STRIPS or EGGS algorithm impose an ordering

on the assimilation of the various equality constraints in the explanation structure. On the other

hand. the various EBG algorithms order the assimilation of constraints by traversing the explana-

ton structure depth-first. Although this ordering is not required by the generalization process. it is

a natural consequence of integrating generalization with a backward-chaining theorem prover.

Actually. the task of producing a global substitution (y) for an explanation structure can be

easilv shown to reduce to the task of finding a most general unifier for two wffs. The two wffs for

the reduction are constructed by having equivalent wffs in the explanation structure occupy

corresponding argumen, positions in the two constructed wffs. For example. below are two wffs

constructed for the explanation structure of the CUP example (Figure 3.4).

P( Stab:e ?x2). L~fable(?x3). Graspable( x4). OpenVesselCx5))

P(S-abie'. x 1 ). Liftabie(?x 1). Graspable(?x3). OpenVessel(?x ))

A .MGU for these two wffs is: {?xl/'x2. "xl/?x3. ?xl/?x4. ?x1/?x51 which is the same as the global

substitution EGGS constructed for this example (Table 3.1). The two wffs constructed for the Sui-

c:cIe exampie are:

P(Isa(?x4.Weapon). Possess(?x3.?v2). Hate(?x2.?x2))

P( Isa( ?c 1 .Weapon). Possess(?x 1 .?c 1). Hate(?xl . v 1))

A NIGU for these two wffs is: {?1/?x4. ?xl/?x3. ?cl/iv2. ?vl/x2. ?vl/?xl} which is again the .

same as the global substitution constructed by EGGS (Table 3.2)

Consequently. ,n some sense the various explanation generalizing algorithms are just different

ways of :mplementing unification. In fact. EGGS directly corresponds to the implementation of

UNIFY in rCharniakSO] which takes a pair of wffs and a current substitution and returns an

urdated substitution which includes variable bindings that unify the two wffs in the context of the

current substitution. The STRIPS generalizing algorithm, on the other hand. is more similar to the

imlementat~on of UNIFY presented in [NilssonS0] in which the substitution unifying the first ele-

rments of two wffs is applied to the rest of the x-ffs before continuing. A unification aigorithm that

apTliec eacr. substitution to the entire wff (thereby generating the resulting unified wif as well as a

unif.ing substitution) would be exactly ecuivalent to the STRIPS generaliz;ng algorithm.
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3.4. Computational Complexity of Explanation Generalization

The reduc'tion to unification given above also demronstrates that the time complexity of pro-

ducino a global. substitut ion is linear in the size of the explanation since linear timne algorithms exist

ror urnification [Paterson 7S1. Since unification can be performed in linear time, obviously the size of

-he resulting NIGt.1 must also be linear in the size of the explanation since only a linear amount of

ou'put can be produced in linear time. Therefore. if t represents the size of the explanation. we

can let c Bbe the time reau,.red to construct the global substitution, and c,E be the length of the

-. ;ioba i substitution. Since the time complexity of applying a substitution to a wxff is also Inea in

t-e length of its inputs4. let c (cE - V be the time required to apply the global substitution to the

ex:ilanation. Therefore. the tine required for the complete process of constructing a generalized

ex-clanation is:

- which is clearly linear in size of the explanation.

Although this result does not reveal the timne complexity of the individual algorithms in sec-

tn 3.2. it is a constructive proof of the existence of a linear-time explanation generalizing algo-

rithm. Since linear-time unificationi algorithms have aprparencly found limited use in practice due

to large overhead, it is unikely that a generalizing algorithmr based on one would be particularly

- usef ul in paci. Nevertheless, it is an interesting theoretical result which supports the important

,:;aim that a generalized explanation can be computed very efficiently.

In practice. the generaliz:ng algorithms given in section 3.2 are quite efficient using a standard

non-linear unifier. In chapter 7. some empirical results cn EGGS are presented which include data

on the time required :o learn 'from various examples. However, the learning times presented there

include the time required for pruning the explanation and packaging it into a macro-rule as well as

.he timne required for general ization. Of the problems reviewed in chapter 7. the most complicated

cne to generalize is the -diffficult geometry* problem ,which has 25 equalities and takes only 3.6

- seconds of CPL* time to generalize.

* 3.5. Correctness of Explanation Generalizing Algorithims

in~uit-veiy, In order for an explanation generalizing algorithm to be "correct.- its outout

-'-io uld be 'oovcal:v' entai led by the system's existing knowledge or domain thecry and at shculd be

1i:~ :era-.e :,n' ;nica- zic::''. es no" ' . Ss ' ::ncs~~.u c appitcalt;o-,: hioueve a ',;.ear ::~ allo
.J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : J-D~Sl Ld.i :~ S~C ' ~ -.

% %"
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as general as possible go'.'en tnis constraint and the constraint that it retain the "structure of the

or.ginal explanation. Tc date there are no complete formal proofs of the correctness of any of the

above generahzat,.on algorithms: and no such proofs will be attempted in this section. However.

- proving correctness does not seem to be an impossible task and this section summarizes several

arproaches that could be taken.

If it ,s assumed that explanations are logical proofs (as in [Mitchel186). one would first want

.o T-rove soun, dness. i.e. that the learned macro-rule is logically entailed by the existing domain

Sheorv. For PROLOG-EBG, it is particularly ciear that the generalization algorithm is simly per-

forming deduction on Horn clauses and thereby constructing a proof of the generalized goal concept

* .-rom the operat:onal leaves of the explanation. Consequently, proving soundness could make pro-

"uctive use of existing proofs of the correctness of the deductive algorithms underlying PROLOG.-
1 [L:odS4. Robinson65]. However. proving that the learned macro-rule is the most general one pos-

sible would rrobably be more difficulL.

If generalzation is done by performing a single unification as described ;n section 3.3 (and the

unincation algorithm has been proven correct). proving soundness for logical proof explanations

becomes straight-forward. In this approach. all of the equivalent wffs in the generalized explana-

tion must be identical since unification can be proven to produce a substitution that will make its

arguments :dentical [Robinson65]. Since all of the Horn clauses in the generalized explanation are

.nstantvations of clauses in the domain theory (i.e. thev are the result of applying the global substi-

tution to the exjlanation structure), the logically sound inference rule of "-niversaL instatuziation

guarantees that they are entailed bv the domain theory. Finally. one needs to show that computing

a macro-rule is simply performing logically sound deduction on the Horn clauses in the generalized

I • explanation. If
. k .k. k: k A k .. k -- c

1,!..:
0. l /, -

, ' -' are two clauses in the generalized explanation, and d is equivalent to k, then d and must be

,. ident:cal l:terais. Assume the second clause is removed from the generalized explanation and the

,'. ' first clause is replacedl by:

*k. .. k. .A ij ... " ,"k. ... k -

~~Since d and k are identica ',terais. the added clause is entailed by the dcmain theory because :t :s

*the reso>;.ent cf t.he tw.o, clauses and the resolution rule iS sound [Robinsor,65]. Rereat: ng th~s

.. ,,

",- , , *.- - , , . , " , -",

are-.v cluse inth geeraize exlantin. nd isequvaet toD k. the d nd mstb
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process for ever% set or equival ent patterns reduces the geero,!;ez, ex-,a_.ticr. to the ;es:reJ

macro-rule. Since all of h clauses in thte criginal genera1~zeC exp~anaion are entailed by the

domain theor,. and since the clause added by each step in the reduction process is entaiied bv the

-* existing clauses, by induction, the completely reduced generalized explanation (i.e. the learned

macro-rule) is entailed by the domain theory.

Uf it Could be proven that a generalization algorithm such as EGGS or EBG computes the

cclrrect global substtution and is therefore equivalent to the single uni;?.cation algorithm, then it

- . vould follow that this algorithm was also souno. For EGGS, -his v.culd :nvoive proving Ltiat the

unification algorithm in (GharniakSO] is correct.

Another approach to proving correctness of explanation generalization is discussed in

[O'Rorke87b] and involves demonstrating tnat a generalization algorithm maintains the equality or

"W co-reference- constraints of the explanation structure in the most general way possible. As described

in [O'Rorke8"Ib]. explanation generalization can be performed by combining the individual co-

reference constraints in order to compute the most general description of each expression in the

* . explIanation 'hat satisfies all of these constraints. Mlore details on this approach to verification and

how it srecifically applies to generalizers based or, unification are given in [O'Rorke87b].

* The formal definition of a generalized explanation presented in secton 3.1 captures &*Rorke's

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e .ntcofcrenessneireuire the global substitution -/ to be the most general substitution

that makes all equivalent wffs in the explanation structure identical. Since unification produces the

- most eerlsubstitution that makes two w~s identical (as -roved in [Robinson65]). the single

K. - unification algorithm is guaranteed to produce the correct ,, and therefore the correct generalized

explanation. In this case. a comnpiete correctness proof for any of the individual algorithms in sec-

tico. 3.2 would require proving that the aigorithm is equivalent to the single unification algor-thr..

* As rrev~ously mentioned. f'or the EGGS algorithm, this proof would involve proving the correct-

ness f the unification algorithm in L'CharrnxakSO].

*3.6. Pruning Explanations for Operationality

Often, the explanation structure for a particular example is too specific to support a reason-

ably useful genera lization. In these cases. the olrkrrarionaity criterion [M~tzheiI&6I is met by ncdes

~~ higher in the explanation tree than the leaves and it is ad\ isabie to prurte units from the exna

t :onr.cur that are more spec:l.c tbhan recu:red for operationality. Uf this pruning is acne pricr

~. t: genera:.-zation as sn.%~n in F:'~ure 3.1. it ~ilresuit in a more abstract generaiized expianaticn

'r 2
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' ,n:ch :s arplicable t .a broader range of examples For examrie. if the rule for inferring Graspable

i., rerno.ed from the ex'ianation structure snown :n Figu:e 3.3. the following more general (but

.ess operational) definition of Cup is acquired-

Bottom<'vl) A PartOf('?l.xl) A Flat("vl) Graspable(xl) ALight(?xl)

Concavitv(?v,,3) ', Par:Of(v3.2xl) /' UpwardPointing(?v3) - Cup(?xl)

More approvriate examples of pruning in various doma:ns will be given in the following two

cha ters and :n chapter 11

Determining :he appropriate operationality cr:ter:on has been the subject of much discussion

in the EBL literature 1DeJong86b. Keller87b. Mitchell86. Segre87b. ShavlikS7bi. There is clearly a

trade-off that must be resolved between operationality and generality. A more general explanation

is useful in a larger set of future situations: however. it is also harder to apply in those situations.

* A more specific explanation. on the other hand, is easier to a apply to future situations; howe%"'er, it

is ',ess applicable. In the long run. it is probably best to retain explanations at several levels of gen-

erality as suggested in [Moonev85b] and as done in the PHYSICS101 system [Shavlik87b]. This

allows a more specific explanation to be used when it is applicable while still permitting a more

genera. explanation to be used when a more operational one is not available.

A recent suggestion for determining operationality is the one used in ARMS. an EBL system

for robotics [Segre87b]. It involves pruning all of the explanation below shared substructure. In

,erms of the representations used here. this approach would prune all nodes below the point where

a subgraph of the explanation becomes a tree as opposed a general directed acyclical graph. In other

words, it keeps pruning leaves of the explanation until a node is found that supports more than One

4. other node. Although this pruning algorithm may work well for the ARMS domain, it is not a gen-

eral solution to the problem of determining operationality. Many explanations that support useful

generalizations do not have any shared substructure. In fact. most of the examples of explanations

%presented in the following three chapters are trees and consequently do not have shared substruc-

|• ture. The ARMS approach to pruning would remove the entire explanation in such cases. and con-

sequently miss the opportunity to learn useful new rules and operators.

, Therefore. at this point ,n time. determining which predicates or operators are operational is

generally a domain dependent decision. Consequently, the current EGGS system simply has a hook

that allows an arbitrary pruning function to be called before an explanation is generalized. Some

examples of ,run.na funct:ons are given in the following two chapters and in chapter 11. In

H:rshs MRS-EBG s',stem [HirshS7. meta-level iog~cal decuction is used to determine

% .%
* ,

-,-.. . .. . . . ., . . . . . " • " " " " ' '" ' a- * -V ' ' V
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operatiornaiitv This approach has ,he advantaoe of allowvrng Drerat.,onalitv proofs themselves to be

13 enera'ized in an ex. ianation-based marine.- :n order to determine the most generai operational

.2 3.7. Integrating Explanation Construction, Pruning, and Generalization

Instead of performing the first three steps in Figure 3.1 sequentially, these steps can often be

integr-ated and performed in an m-,erleaved fashion. As discussed in [Deiong86b. Moonev86cl. the

.' EGGS generalization algorithm is easily integrated with the explanation building process by updat-

in~g the global SubStitution each time a new rule is added to the evolving explanation. As men-

tioned earlier. PROLOC-EBG elegantly integrates generalization with the theorem proving process.

and MRS-EBG elegan ti integrates both of these processes with pruning the explanation for opera-

0 Although integrating these processes is aestheticallyv appealing. there is a price associated with

it. For example. the integration of theorem proving and generalization :n PROLOG-EBG and MRS-

- EBG involves unnecessarily generalizing dead-end branches of the search tree which are eventually

'U abandoned and never become part of the final proof. If generalization were postponed until the

final proof is available, this useless computation could be avoided. However, as noted in [Hirsh87].

1 integrating generalization and theorem proving is useful when there are multiple possible expiana-

.Ons for the specific example only some of which are operational. In this case. integrated generali-

4 zaton. theoremn -roving, and operatiornality checking allows theorem proving to continue until an

o--erat,.cnal proof is eventually found.

d ~Another problem with integration is that in many, cases operatioraiitv cannot be determined

until the complete explanation is available. When learning by observing the problem solving

i.Y f' behavior of an e. ternal agent. the eventual goal to be achieved is generally unknown until all of

* lie agent s actions have been observed. However, the pruning algorithm often requires kncwledge

of the g:)ai. For example. the pruning algorithm used in GENESIS (see chapter 11) needs to know

* wxhat actions and properties eventually support the achievement of the goal. Consequently. in these

* situations, pruning mnust be postponed until the complete explanation has been constructed. If gen-

* .eraiization is performed before pruning. the resulting generalization may be too specific since it may

incorporate constraints introduced by the pru~ned parts of the explanation. Therefore, wvhen prun-

ngmust, ')e pero rmed after the explanation is complete. generalization and explanation cannot be

easliv inte-grated . As discussed in [D~rgoif generaiization and ex-,larnation are integrated.

% JDW % gJ>6b_'

% - m
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a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t :.-a osr~t ncc~b runed sec, ions of tne ex-lanation car. lazer oe retracted: iiow- -

e.e."ac*.k- constrair'ts is ve-,; difficult and recu,,rz-s the capabil ities of a truth mamntenarnce svs-

tern (T\iS' LDcve79]. The MA sy.stem LO'Rorke87b] IS an example of an EBL system that uses a

TNIS [.McAliesterS2,' to retract co-reference constraints'. ho%%e\,er, this system is very slow comn-

cared to simpl1er systems based on unification- Because of a'l these problems. explanation con-

* ~ s.ruzticn. pruning. and generalization are performed Sequentially in the EGGS system as shown -.n

* Fiure 3.1.

3.8. Explanation Generalization Versus Chunkinig and Production Composition

Exp lanat ion- based learning of macro-rules and macro-operators is closely related to produc-

tion svstemn learn~i,-g mechanismns that compose production rules. The chuntking process in SOAR

1LairdS84. Laird86a. LairdS86b] and the knowledge comnpilazion process of composition in ACT*

~Anderson83b. Anderson861 are two similar production system learning models. Both processes

t ui!d mac-o- prod uct.ions based on traces of prod~uctions produced by the problem solver w-hen

* soivr.g, a particular problem.

Besides the fact that these sy.stems, unlike STRIPS. EBG. and EGGS. do not rely on a logic-

* n-ased re-resentation. the pr.marv difference lies in the less analytical generalization process.

* SOAR's generalizaticn algorihm is described in detail in [Rosenbioom8S6] where it is comnared and

co)ntrasted to EBG. The generalization process is basically one of changing constants to independent

ar-ales. However, due to, the difference in 7enresentatcin language. the problem of oiver-

~eneral:zation mentioned :n sec:ion 3.2.1 is avo~ded. Constants in SOAR corne in two types.

:Jenz:z'trs ahich are symbcois for particular objects. and more meaningful constants such as -5-

and -ciue.* For exampie. representing the logical assertion Color(3.blue) requires creating an extra

dcentin'er for the constant -blue" and using the two assertions Color(0. ) and Name( . blue). The C

-e-e7.-- izaticn process .n SOAR changes only identifiers tc *.ar:aoles. and since product.,on rules can-

* .. : J'ezk or -art~cular ident:.iers. the over-generalization problem is avoided. The cost incurred

* : a. dng the probie-n in this manner is an extra disti.nction in the representat ion language.

How,.eVer, the problem of under-general izat ion mentioned in section 3.2.1 remnains. For examn-

~.- he -OAR formuiation of the Safe-To-Stack problem r esn n[R snlo-6.terl

. _ rn'ed IS.

i~ ec.r... o cr -3esec~tca'.:on- ct '. exarripIe. wri! :s 07::r.a.:,' Ic-rn 1*cc1t

%

~ ~ .'~paN
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V:>.re x eniyx~c Name, v~en Jt.able' Procu,,c-(v .d.c iLess~d.-~ Nare(w.5;

As noted in *Rosen'loomS6]. th.,s rule is an under-generalization since it requires the densitv and

* he weight of ihe o.I object being stacked to be the samne (i.e. d). Since the box in the example just

havv~ened to have the same weight and densit, the simole variablization process requires the:. to

bee same. For the same reason. the initial and final rooms would unnecessarily be required to be

same I hstechnique % ,ere applied to the STRIPS example. Retaining such spurious features of the

exampie in *.he generalization is a basic violation of the explanation- based approach. EBL stipulates

:hat only' those ccnistraints required to maintain the validity of the solution shouid be incorporated

:ntegeneralization.

In response to the problem of under-generalization. Rosenibloorn and Laird [Rosenbloom86)

state thIat: "'If an example were run in which the dsiyand the weight were different. then a rule

oudbe :earned to d~eal with future situations in which they were different.(p. 564)" However, if

temore genera: rule was learned from the original example. this new. example could be solved

quic ker using t.he learned rule. Also. unless a check is made to remove subsumed rules (i.e. rules

that. are spec.al:zatiocns *of existing rules), this solution leaves useless rules lying around which

aecrease the per;=n-ance by increasing the numnber of rules the system must check for application.

Rosenticom anaJ Laird also state that: -The Soar approach to goal regression is simpler. and focuses

-3 .the ,nformat~on in working memory rather. than the possibly complex patterns specified by the

71.;es .... , o'. -. he probiemns with a simple constant to variable generalization algorithm wvere

oIlset by a mna7rled increased in efficiency of generalization, then perhaps a case could be made for

Lhe simpler gener, Ilizatucrn process. However. as shown in section 3.4. the computational complex-

* tt:. of a uni ncaticn-based generalization algorithm is linear in the size of the explanation. Since0 t
sir-ply tracmng through the complete explanation replacing each constant with a variable is also a

.;near- nrocess. t.he sain in efficiency !s at most a constant factor.

Of crs.SOAR could probably be modified to include a ge!neralilzer that prevents under-

- generalization. Th1is would require retaining copies of the general parameterized productions (with

uncue var:acles) in teproduction traces productcd during problem sciving. Generalization would

tnnrecuire cons',:t~n temsgerai set of variable bindings that allows ail of the 'eft-

-and-sides of genea productions to match the right-hand-sides of the general productions that

-they s,-rort. tne -roduct.ion t.race. A procedure analogous to unification for matching produc-

% .or...... .i. ~ sed to -r:oduce the required global substitution.

IV -
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-'F: -1-, 1 regard:ng can .-\~n n CT*. disc-uss ons o: 'he under", r,,o -enerai:zatior. 7rocess

cO~Vz.O L Ar'.dersoniS2. .- ndersonO-Ia. AncersonS3b). Anderson6j ta:i to dy ve

ex:.:c:t aeta:ls of the gen~eraliza tion algorithm. Howe' er. [he facz that no mention is -mace of tLhe

suc,'ie:s of senieralization, the limits of simply changing constants to variables. or the use of a

ger~aherthat ana:yzes variable bindings indicates tha! a more analyt~c goeneralizer is not used.

.a'so, th e e':oipies gie icmosition involvin~g telephone Jialirng [.kn~ersonS21. geometry rob

.esa v, Ande: sonS3a. A-!nderson83'o]. and L~sn PrOg7amm-nn-i [Ankrderson83b. AndersonS6.

.kn.Je7Son87bI can all be accomolisned bv simc;%v changing constants tc variabies. An example of

apcriv-,na EGGS to a ce-,ometr-v example from 'LAnd-zrsonS7b]' is given, in section 4.2.5 Ho e %,er.,

*urt.i~l- rany of the other- examries EGGS has been teste"d on. the prope7 generalizat:on far this

exa:le could be obtained by, si mplv changing constants to % a71ables

% A

P:
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CHAPTER 4

S EGGS: LOGICAkL PROOF EXPLANA-TIONS

In most domains. exrlanations can be represented as logical proofs that an example meets the

cednition of a czricenz or thlat a cormbination of operators ach.,eves a goal. Most attempts to rormai-

ize expianration-based learn:ng have represented explanations as logical proofs HirshS-,. Kedar-

CacelS~h NMithe'US6. Pr.edits871. The Cup example presented in the pre'. :ous caarter is an

*examz~ie of' no'. pr-ocfs are represented as explaiations in EGGS. This sectiorn discusses the EGGS

s% st em s abilitv *to conistruct. understand. generalize, and learn macro-rules from logical proofs. 1t

aiso presents numerous exampies of applying EGGS to various domains.

* 4. 1. Facilities in EGGS Suppor-ting Logical Proof Explanations

T he comolete EGGS system is equipped with general purpose sub-systems for pro'.'ing
hzeorems. understanding incomplete proofs, and generatno macro-ue.Fgr41ilstasho

these cormoonenits combine with the generalizer to comprise a complete learning system. The

t :heorem -.rover and -.roof verifier allow EGGS to construct explanations by either proving asser-

:csitself or supplying reasons and filling in gaps in sketchy proofs provided by the user. These

Sk e tzc h,
Proof

Proof
Verifier

Horn Mac7o-Rule:

Theorem Iausesss i Extractor

Prover ;- T he orern

Proof -n Genieralizer,

Figure 4. 1: EGGS Architecture for Logical Proof Explanations

'4
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I ratC -S dn T e . re nrlie _Sn h EGGS ,ereral; 7--t!J-. a~gori~hr-. ieutn~:~n Mac.-

an te uSes, t0 :Cnstr-uct, ano understand s:mniiar proois mcre effcien-.1y.

4.1.1. Theorem Proving

The- EGGS* theorem' prover, like the theorem prover underlyino PIROLOG [ClocksinS41. is a

c bakar-ch~ g deph-first prover for Horn clauses. Specifically. it is a % ersion of the deduc%:ve F

- i-w~r i'. n.u .CiarnlakSOj modified to return proof trees (expianat.ons) for eaich answer:'

* ~r~e es .- ste C: a utom-at:calhv returni:ng all possible answers to a query. it uses genierators

CanaSo. Teitea'.=n3, to produce one answer at a time. Horn clause inference rules for the

oma:n are -.ndexed under the predicate name of their consequent. As in PROLOG. rules for con-

zIUd4.ng a -particular predicate are ordered and are tried in order wvheni searching for a proof. The

EGGS' retriever can also be given a depth bound. d. to prevent it from, chainiing more than d rules

e2 ,e "hen att*enttnc to retrieve a :oartcular fact.

-.s an. exampl-e of t'he performance of the EGGS theorem prover,. consider the Cup example.

* Given te acS and rules given, in section 3.1 and the goal Cup(0b21) (or Just Cup(?x)) the EGGS

:e tr:e'. er :7rCduceS the proof shown in Figure 3.1.

n en a goal is successfully deduced, it is added to the database of facts along w ,ith the fract.s

c~mrcizg.s -Oo. Data dependencies [CharniakSO. Dovie791 are mainta:ned betw-%een all the

acts :n the datatase. These de-oendencies are used to provide explanations for facts in the database

n-4 z cu'd -,:so-be used to update the a database following the retract.ion o f an assert:On. The :iatter

is D-e :f the p~irimar'. functions of a truth mnaintenance systern [de K'eerS86. Dovle79. McAlies-

trand is not -,rovided in the current version of EGGS.

64.12- Proof Verification

* e cduct.ve retrie'.er can also be used to supply reasons and flill in gaps in sketchy proofs

yen t :hes-sem SIketchy proofs are ordered sequences of subgoals or lemmas to be proven

* _e~ore attem't=tng to prove the ultimate goal. For example. instead of trying to prove Cup(Obil

Cd reCt.tr~e syst.emr can be given the following incomplete proof:

Gras.ae. bl

r) V 0 ~t r

*";
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Ihe system attemnpts to prove that each step in the proo follo s deductiveiv from tne Initia' fats

"ogetner with 'he Cacts deduced in previous steps. When an intermediate steo is proven. it is added

"o the database together .xith the facts and dependencies in its proof. If it is known that the

sketch, proof will not be missing more than d inferences between steps. then the depth bound on

the prover can be set tc d during verification. The end result of processing a sketchy proof is a

complete proof tree for the goal. For the Cup example. the proof constructed by the verifier is the

same as the one generated by .he theorem prover (see Figure 3.3). More realistic examples of

understand:ng :ncompiete mathematical proofs are given in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.5.

Since in the simple Cup example there is only one rule for concluding each predicate. expli-

citlv sunplving subgoals does not reduce the search space and is no more e~ffcient than proving the

goal directly. Frequently. however, using a sketchy" proof can greatly reduce search over
, undirected theorem proving. For example. let <11,,.. > be a sketchy proof of 1,, from the set

cf initial facts F. Assume that i, can be proven from F with a proof cf depth ra and that each 1,

<2-i<,n) can be proven from F U . with a proof of depth m (specifically. the path from 1.

to 1 in the proof is of length m). Figure 4.2 shows an abstract specification of the complete proof.

Let d=nr be the depth of the complete proof. The verifier can be used to complete this sketchy

proof by setting the depth bound to m. The number of nodes searched to prove each lemma will

,hen be: O(b"). where b :s the average branching factor. Since there are nd/'m lemmas. the "otal

search needed to complete the proof is:

0

As ,, gets large. 3 becomes the dominant term. This is because by LH6oital's rule:

b'db" db-In(b)
lir

Consecuentlv. the search time needed to verify the sketchy proof is O(db"Th(b)). Therefore. for

sutcientl." large problems. a decrease in the number of inferences between steps in such a sketchy

" roof can cause an ex-cnential decrease in the time needed to prove the theorem. Since unaided

theorem proving :s simply a degenerate case of a sketchy proof in which rn-d. using a sketchv

"roof can boe -' times faster than proving the theorem directly.

~~-.(~~ %. % .. . .% " * . ~\ . % . . * . .- ..- *--.- -
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Whether a proof is generated by direct theorem proving or by expaining a sketch proof. it

,.'..can be generalized and used to learn a new macro-7ule. A macro-rule is obtained from the general-
ii i  ized exvilanation by taking the goal (root) as the consequent and the leaves as the antecedents. '

Leaves that are Horn clauses that do not have antecedents but are from the domain theory (e.g.
• Equal(?x.?x)) represent general facts of the domain. and therefore are not included in the list of
~antecedents for the macro-rule since they are always true in the given domain. The macro-rule

,:resulting fromr this process is deductively implied by the existing domain theory since the macro-

rule is obtained by chaining together existing domain rules in a particular manner-. The macro-rulelearned f rnm the Cup example was presented in section 3.1.

heAfter a macro-rule is generated it is added to he beginning of he current list of rules for
inferr: natances of the same predicate. Since the backward chaining avgorithm tries the rules nts.

anede*.i nt -s t the corlesne thley arle ariedsftrue in the givue reomai i Therfmancue

,ruroetene :f the robie can be solved using :he leaned rule. If thte ma o rused
lere f% mteCpeapewsprsne nscin31

Aftr mcr-rleisgeerte. t s ddd o hebeinin o te uren lstofruesfo
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solve thcroblern, then qt eventually resorts to using its pre,. ious knowledge to solve the problem
In this case. performance ma be degraded since tim e was wasted attempting to apply the learned

rule. Some emp~irical results as %well as further discussion of the effect of rule learning on tneorem

provg performance is given in chapter 7.

If the EGGS system is used solely as an independent theorem prover which learns macro-

rul es. it c -sl rsmbles a learning PROLOG interpreter, like that described in [Prieditis87]. On

hre cther h and. ;f it used to analvze sample proofs and learn macro-rules from them. it behaves

more :ike a iearnirng aocrentice system [Nlitchell85. O*RorkeS-41. The important thing to note. how-

ever. is that the same generalization algorithm underlies both approaches to learning.

4.2. Logical Proof Examples in Several Domains

Many of the examples of explanation-based learning in the literature can be formalized as

0learning mnacro-rules for logical deduction. A deductive formulation of WVinston's Cup example

* and the Suicide example were given in chapter 3. This section presents additional examples from

*six different domains. It should be noted that since equated wffs are always identical in specific

and generalized explanations. equivalent wffs are collapsed in future graphs of explanations.

.2.1. Safe-To-Stack Example

the Safe-To-Stack example is a simple example introduced in [NMitchellS6I to illustrate the

r- EBG expiariation-based generalization method. It involves learning an operational rule for when it

:s sa! .e to stack something on an endtable. The example involves the following facts:

-: E1sa(Ob-j 1.Bcx). lsa(Obj2.E-idtable) Color(Objl1.Red).

Color(Obj_2.Blue). Volume(Objl .1). Densitv(Objl .0.1)

- The follow.ing domain rules can be used to prove that Obji can be safely stacked on 0bj2:

L:ghter('x.?v) - SafeToStack(7x.?v)

-FraoileC'v) - SafeToStack(?x.?v)

* Voiume( ?x.?v) A, Densitv(?x.?d) - WAeight(?x.?',,?dl

Weight(?x.w) /A %eight(?v.?u) A Less(?'A%.?u) - Lgtry

Isa(?x.Endtabie) - Weight(?x.5)

T1-. e specifi. proof that the EGGS' deductive retriever generated for this problem is shown in Figure

4.2 1nd t-he general:zed ;)roof is shown in Figure 41.4. The general rule learned from this example is:IS
%e p ip -'.r
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Saf eToStack(0 bj 1.0 bj2)

Lighter(Obj 1,Obj?)

\ olunne(0bi1l'l Derisity( Objl..l) Isa(0b32.EndTable)

Figure 4.3: Saf e-To-Stack Example - Specific Explanation

SafeToS tack( ?, 1 .'y 1)

Lighter-(?xi.?yl)

Weigh t()x 1.?v I I'd 1) Weight(?ylS esvI*) 1.5)5

Volue42xlvl) Density(?xI,?dl) lsa(?yIEndTable)

Figure 4.4: Safe-To-Stack Example - Generalized Explanation

Volurne(?xl.?vl) " Densitv(?xl.?dl) A Isa('.y .End table) A Less(-ldl.5) -

SafeTcStack(?I 1 .? 1)

This 7ule can ther. be uised to solve similar problerms. such as showing that a book can be safely

stacked on an erndtable given the facts below:

Isa(Objl .Boo'-). iLsa( Obj2.Endtable). Color(ObjlGreen).

Coior(Obi2.Brown). Volurne(Objl ..5). Densitv(Objl .2)

r *~*~ * ~~ A

%
% %
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4.2.2. LEAP example

I The LEAP svstem [Mitchel185] :s a learning apprentice in \!_SI design which observes the

. behavior of a circuit designer. It attempts to learn in an explanat:on-based fashion by observing

and analyzing specific examples of logic design. As an example of learning in this domain, consider

t,,e following example taken from [.Mitchel185] Given the task of implementing a circuit that com-

-* putes the logical function: (a V b) , (c V d). a circuit designer creates a circuit consisting of three

NOR gates like that shown in Figure 4.5. The system attempts to verify that the given circuit

actuaily computes the desired function. The explanation constructed by EGGS' deductive retriever

proving that the circuit computes a function that is equivalent to the desired function is shown in

c..> :[ Figure 4.6. In this example. the domain knowledge available to the system mcludes:

Remove Double Negazion: Equiv(?x.?y) - Equiv(-(-,(?x)).?'/)

De.Morgan's Law: Equiv((-?xA-'.y).?a) - Equiv( -('1xV*y).?a)

Subs:itution of Equals: Equiv(?x.?a) A Equiv(?,,.b) - Equiv(?x,?y.?aA?b)

;"- Euivo l ene Axiom: Equiv(?x.?x)

The generalized form of this proof is shown in Figure 4.7. The general fact learned from this exam-

S~pie is:

- Eauiv(-(-?a'/-?b). ?a,?b)

Had generalization been performed by simply changing constants to variabies, the result would

f5  
I- ave been :he overly specifi c rule shown below:

Eaugev( -4-(:xCcitv D(zs'w)). Learning Probl

,#-de. Weeeea%% %%

,,

.- -.

*!C -
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Equiv( -( -(aVb)V-(c d) .( a Vb)A(cId))

Equiv(-( -(aVb))A-( -(cVd)).(a',b)A%(c'd))

Equiv( -(-(aVb)).aVb) Equiv(-.(-( c%/dD.cVd)

Equiv(a\vb.aVb) Equiv(cvd.c/'d)

Figure 4.6: LEAP Example - Specific Explanation

Equiv(-( -(?a )'-(?bl ))2a lAN"bl)

Equiv(-(-s(?al1))\-'(-(?bl ))2'alA b 1)

Equi(-(-( al )).?al) Equiv(-(-(?bl )).?bi)
A A

EquivC'al.?al) Equiv('bl.?bl)

Figure 4.7: LEAP Example - Generalized Explanation

* As a result of the explanation-based approach. the resulting generalization is not sensitive to the

,act that the first stage of the c:rcuit involved two NOR gates.

For example. the generalization would suppor: using two NAND gates and a NOR eate to

A-ND four inputs together as shown in Figure 4.8. The rule learned from the previous example is

capable of aiding in both the design and verification of this circuit. Given the query: Equi\',(X.

(a b-) ' (c"',d))) the deduct:ve retriever -designs" the circuit shown :n Figure 4.S. and given the
Pk-

ue''Equiv(-(-(a,'b) 'v -(c,"d)). (a;"h) '% (c/,d))) it verifies it. The learned rule allows both of

hese tasks to be done in one step. This example nicely ijlustrates how a learned rule can !ncrease

the etfficienc'.', of both the construction and understanding of solutions to similar Problem.
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Figure 4.8: Circuit Design Test Problem

4.2.3. MA Example

- Another explanation-based learning system in the domain of logic is MA [O'Rorke64.

% , O'RcrkeS7b] which learns proof schemata from sample natural deduction proofs. When the system

cannot complete a proof for a particular theorem, a teacher steps in and completes the proof. MA

then generalizes the teacher's proof in an explanation-based manner to generate a proof schema that

i car. be used to solve future problems. Consider a variant of the example discussed in [O'Rorke84]

cf proving a particular case of the law of excluded middle: NIL-->(PAQ)-(PAQ) (i.e.
(P:Q, v-(PQ) can be deduced from the empty set of assumptions). The natural deduction proof

:_e deductire retriever generates for this examole is shown in Figure 4.9. The following rules of

-' natural deduction .Nanna74] are employed in this proof:

.4ssumption Axiom: (x .

Or Introduction: ?x?--> ?v - ?x--> ?vVgz

Or Zrroduction: ?x--'>?v - ?x-->?zV?v

.£iminartion Of Assunpion: ('?x . ?v) ?z A (-?x . ?v)> ?z ?v--> 'z

The exoression ?x->?v means that the wif v is deducible from the list of assumptions (wffs) ?x.

LISP dot otaion is used to represent lists of assumptions. The generalized proof EGGS generates

for 'his example Is shown in Figure 4.10. From a specific instance of proving (PAQ)\.-(PAQ) from

no assumptions. a general proof is learned for proving the disjunction of any" wff and its negation

. *, .,] or~n~ any se -f assumptions. Notice again that simply changing :he constants P and Q to variables

S"'ouid have resulted in an under-generaliza'ion. The mere general fact learned by EGGS allows i,

" .. sol. =-2 "es: rrcblem: NIL-- P'-P in one ste F .
R.

0,
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NIL - (PAQ)V-'(P/\Q)

i.(-(pAQ)) =>(PAQ)V-(P.IQ) ((p;,Q)) =>(P\Q)/-(PA'Q)

(-.(PAQ)) -- -,(pAQ) ((P,.Q)) - P/Q

Figure 4.9:.MA Example - Specific Explanation

U,-,7 I > ?-6 -? 1

?IyV .? yl6V-'?yl6

., .. ~") 19 16 . 'ylT I ?y16 V/-?y-16 7 y O I,) :: ylV -yl6

- ( ylb6. ?yl') ?yl6 (-)yl. ?y) -?yl6

Figure 4.10.. MA Example - Generalized Explanation
.4,.

The same proof and generalization shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 result from understanding

the following sketchy proof:

-, ((P'Q)) --> (P',Q) V -'(PAQ)
,T- (-,'P,\Q)) --> (pAQ) V -(PAQ)

Q.E.D.: NIL --> (PAQ) V -.(PAQ)

,,eV If 'he depth bound on the deductive retriever is set to two. explaining this proof takes only 4.5

0.- CPU seconds. compared to proving the theorem directly which takes 9 CPU seconds with a depth
Y%:' bound of three. 18.5 CPU seconds with a depth bound of five. and 759 CPL" seconds with a depth

I ..

,.,..- bound of ten! This simply demonstrates that. as expected. understanding a proof can be much

more efficient than independently discovering one.

-4-.

O%
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4.2.4. LEX2 Example

LEX2 [MNitcneliS3l' is an ex-oianation- based learning svsterr in the dornair ofIintegra=io prob-

1cm sallving. Unlike the other systems addressed in this paper wxhich learn new inference rules or

plans. LEX learns search control knowledge. Specifically, it learns heuristics for w-hen to apply par-

ticular integration operators by determining, in an explanation-based manner. why the application

of a particular operator led to the solution of a specific problem. The formulations of LEX2's

approach given in [MitcheilS6] and [Hirsh87] use a set of logical inference rules to prove that a par-

t:ctular operator ,%as "useful" in solving a particular problem. However. mnacro-rules for solving a

particular class of integration problems can also be learned in an explanation-based manner. and

* the conditions ta allowed each operator to lead to the solution are easily extracted from the gen-

eralized explanation. For example. consider solving the following problem discussed in

LrMitchellS6]: f3x2dx. The solution to this problem can be formulated as logical inference using the

follcwing inference rules:

Constant(Ir) A ?r -l - Solution(f?x? x. x'(?-)

Constant(?c) A Solution(f?fd?x. ?z) - Solution(f'1c* fd~x. ?c*?z)

Numberp(?x) -Constant( x)

The expression Soiut,.on(?x.?v) means ?y is the solution to the problem ?x. T1he proof EGGS gen-

crated as the solution to the given problem is shown in Figure 4.11. and the generalized proof is

shown in Figaure 4.12. The general rule learned from this example is:

Num.berp('ci) ',NumberpC~rl) A ?rl :--l - Solution(j'cl~xl'd*xl.?cxi/r1))

This ruie can then be used to immediatelv solve similar problems like: f~x3dx. The conditions

thtallowed the first operator to lead to a solution are also implicitly represerntec in this rule. The

pcroblem must match the form in the conclusion:- fc?c1'?i~d~x1 and satisfy the antecedents of the

rule.- Number-o('c1. NumberpC~rl). and ?l-.In a problem with more stens, the "useful" con-

*- ditions for other op'erators in the solution can be obtaining by piing (i.e. removing from the

explana-tion structure) the steps for all the previous operators in the solution pr~or to generalizing

.he ex-olanation structure. This will create a macro-rule for -.he last nt steps. and the -useful" con-

ditions for the first operator in this macro-rule can then be extracted as described above.

Unlike the process for learning integration problem solving described in [MitcheilS6]. this

-Tet.hod obtamns both a general macro-rule and heuristic conditions from a single explanation using

a s-ingle generaliizrg mechanism. The m-etboc described in LrMitchell~61 iearns onlyl search

'a
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Solutionu(f on*x Ix 1 .(2-o-It))) 3.

Soluuon~fx - tnt" 3

- Constant(2) 1umberp(3)

Numberp(2)

Figure 4.11: LEX2 Example - Specific Explanation

Solution (f?c v i ?x 1',r ed?x 1 .?c l *(?xrepr ls o/(?rp o 1 t ))) .t

S - olutin-f:es dinl r to e t n (?rl) CnsteM(itcl )I Nurnberp(?rl) -

e,-i Figure 4.12 LEX2 Example - Generalized Explanation
I2

heurist:cs and uses the ERG method as well as a separate regression step using rules of the domain i
theorv to re, ress operators through problem states. If the problem solvingoprts are expiitly

".- re resented ir. the rules of the domain theory. this separate regression step is unnecessary. Like the

.,."" approach rresented here, the formulation given in [HirshS7]. explicitly represents operators in the,,

"o.".- Ocma:n ruies in order to elim:nate the unnecessary regression step. However, like Mitchell et. al "S,

murn..at~cn. Hirshs approach learns only search heur:stics for indiv~dual oearsand not

'." mn-c--ruLes The ap~rcach presented here learns both heuristics and macro-rules: however. it

rezutres a srez:a!ized technicue for extract~rng the heuristics from the generalized explanation.

5%.



-4.2.5. Geometry Example

Another mathem-at~cal domain to ,which EGGS has been applied is proving tneorerrs in ele-

mentarv Euclid:an geotmetrv. J R. Anderson has used his production systemn learning mociels ACT*

[ Anderson83a. AndersonS3b] and PUPS (AndersonS7b]. to model humran learning in this domain.

EGGS is capable of learning general geometry proof rules analogous to the productions produced by

Anderson's comn rsztrin process. These learned rules can then be used to solve similar problems

more efficientiv :n- the future.

For exarnt'ie. consider the problem shown in Figure 4.13 which was Laken fro~m

Anderson87b]. The domain rules needed to solve this problemn are:

*Relexivitv: 2X

*Side Side Side: -;aL T x_'1v A~b?c ?v'7z A?c?a ?z~x - A2a~b~c xv

-Line Axiom: 771 x'V

Eauality Axiom: ?7X = ~vA '?I -7 - ?

Eoualitv Ax:om.- ? = '1v A '?z 3_?x -?z 1Y

G~ven these rules. EGGS' backward chaining inference engine constructs the proof shown in Figure

44The g enerailzed proof produced by EGGS is shown in Figure 4.15. The general comrposed rule

:earned from this problem solution is:

* a&'z3 =_z -b5 :A la6?a5 =- a51 b - .A1a6?a5!z3 .A?b5?a5?z3

7 his rulie is analogous to the composed production 'earn~ed by ACT* since the simple method of

retiac~nog each constant with an independent variable produces the correct result for this particular

D GIVEN: AB BC
AD DC

/ , ".,ABC

-~PROVE: AABD _ CBD
B C

Figure 4.13: Geometry Learning Problem

%I
*_,
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AABD A.CBD

DA DC BED BD AB CB

DDC AD 5X AB BC 9BC=CB

Figure 4.14: Geometry Example - Specific Explanation

A?a6')aS?z3 A'7b5)a5)z3

? z3*7a6 9 z3?b5 ?)a5?z3 ?a5?z3 0?aboa5 '"b5?a5

"a~1= "z3 ' b5 '?a6?z3 ' z"b?)a a'b a:57b5 = 'b5?a5

5-, Figure 4.15: Geometry Example - Generalized Explanation

example. However, as many of the other examples illustrate, this simple generalization method

.requentiv produces overly-specfic generalizations.

The rule learned by EGGS is capabie of directly solving similar problems such as the one

sh-ow..n in Figure 4.16. Since the solution to the previous problem did not depend on the bottom

three points being colinear. the greneral proof used for the previous problem can also be used for

,his roe.

0.An additional geometry problem. shown in Figure 4.17 (taken from [.Anderson83a] and origi-

nallv from [jurgenson'15]). is difficult enough so that the inherent limits of the machine (a Xerox

1 IOS) prevents the EGGS -heorern prover from solving the problemn. .After 28 minutes of run timre

;.it.h a depth bound of nine (the depth of the shortest kniow..n proof). the systemns storage :S

exha-usted and a proof has still not been found. Ho\Awever, understanding the follo\w ing sketchy

:-rof -.v:t a derzh h-cunrd ofre takes- :n>.' 78 seconds of CPU time.

I0 V
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-,,a

B
GIVEN: A B BID

/ C D

A D

PROVE: ABC -DBC

C

- Figure 4.16: Geometry Test Problem

A C _E GIVEN: AGB FGE __

/ EC., BDF DGC
G is mnidnoint of AB

G G is midpoint of CD

, 7' PROVE: G is midooint of EF

F D B

'0

Figure 4.17: Difficult Geometry Example

'•.

. CGA ADGB

-,GAE GBF

.EGA IFGB

C1, Q.D . Mi~d.inL(G.EF)

This examnie clear>.' demonstrates the imvortance of being able to learn from hints and the

.... z serveed :robiem solving behavior of other agents. Explanation-based learning from observation

ai2as a svstem to learn how to solve problems that it was previous!, unable to solve due to

-". .,nhere.,t ccrnputa'ional resource limitations.
SO. N

w",.

-O

'a ' , *w " -e . '"""r ,-"r w . , ' , "."e, a .. ,.,""" ," ", "- '
"

"e e . . . " " "" ''"e"



* -4.2.b. Deductive STRIPS Planning Example

As , deCred !n~isn and [Kowalski79'. traditional bloc'ks 'ordplanning can be for-

*- as 'o;:ccal CedJuct:on The following discussion wilfollcx wA.hat X.isson refers to as

Nvas:s :ruain of planning as deduction. In this formulation. states and actions are

:eaed as terms instead of predicates. Holds(Pf.s) means that the fact "f holds inthe sate ?s. The

* tem do ?a. s rerresents the state achieved by performing the action ?a in state 's. PossV's) means

n-.' is a oz-ssible staite. :.e. cne that can be reached f.-r the current state. Pact,("a,1 s) means

:t .s :oss,,bie to rerorm acnion ?a in state "s. i.e. all of ')as preconditions hold :n state 's.

Dif(~xv)means that ?x and ^,v are different, distinct terms. Finally. Achieve(?f.?s) means that

ac: "' is achieved in state s. i.e. 7f holds in "s and ?s is a reachable state. A set of axioms for han-

* z.ing examplves from the STRIPS domain [Fikes72] is given below .

Hoids s)"s) PossCs) - Achieve(?fs)

Pac,:(ja.?s) Poss(1 s) -Poss(do(?a.?s))

Effect, A-X-'oms:

Ho ids( inro rn(7b." ) .do( push thru(?ab.?d.'k. 21), ?s))

Hc idsti;iroorn(?a. ) .d)( push,,hru(?a.?b.'d.'k.?I).Ps))

F-'c'ne .Axions:

Hoids")v.'s;, i ff('\.i:nroon(a?) Diff(2 iroom(?.b.?.k))

Hclds vd' ',ushthr-u( 1a.?bo.dk.l ).?))

F olds, *,v.ss' D:ff()'.inroom( 1 a.1k)) - Holds( 1 ,., 40oothr-u('a.?d.?kr1.?I). s))

?recor-ion A.-

.kQen t', "a Pc H cs, iom'a).s) .~Holds( connects('d.?k.,?l),?s) -

* ~~~~Pac, ohr'.?.k.2s

H~ls~cr-nets 'd'k'> "s -Pact( push th u (?a.Th. ?d.?k.? 1).?s)

"I TCMC . \T EQ x.a) -Diff ("x"a)

S
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Diff[ x.*, - Diff(("x "2.:°a .Th')

Diffy.?b) -D . ').'a .?b))

Ho!ds(connects(?d.?ki. k.?s) - Holds(connects( ?d,?k.7?).?s)

Given the following facts describing the initial state of the world shown in Figure 3.6.

p. Poss(SO), Agent(Robot). Holds( inroom(Robot.Rooni !,.SO).

Holds( room(Box.Roorn2).SO). Holds(connects(Doorl.Room1.Room2).SO)

a te Coal: ce roo Box.Roornl).?s). the deductive retriever constructs the proof snown

in Figure 4.18. The generalized proof for this example is shown in Figure 4.19. The explanation has

.een pruned to remove the rule: Not(Eq(?bl.?a14)) /- Atom(?bl.?al4) - Diff(?bl.?a14). In order to

increase generality, the pruning algorithm removes instances of this general rule that add addi-

. ticnai antecedents to the macro-rule. The antecedents of the rule: Not(Eq(Connects.inroom)) '

Atom(Connects) - Diff(connects.miroom) are general facts of the domain and therefore are not

added to the antecedents of the macro-rule. Consequently. this rule does not detract from the gen-

eraiity of the final result and is not pruned. The macro-rule learned from the final generalized

explanation is:r Poss('sS) '\ Hoids(connec ts(?d5 .?k5 5.k3).?sS) A HoIds(inroom(?a 14 .?kS).?s8) '\ Agent(?a14) A

Hoids(connects&'d3.?!3.?k- ' )s.8) / Diff(?bl .?a14) A Holds(inroom('bl .?k3).?sS)

Achieve( nroom(', 1 , 2l3.do( pushthru( ?a 1 4.?bl .?d3.?k3.?13 ).dc(gothru(?a14.?d5.?k5 .?k3 ).?sS))

! Notce that this generaiizat:on allows the destination of the box (713) to be different from the room

.n which :he robot started (MS). As discussed earlier, a generalization produced by simply chang-

* '" ing each constant to an independent variable would require them to be the same like they were in

the example. Or. the other hand. the -nacro-rule learned by EGGS can be used to solve the following

problem:

Goal: Achieve(nroom(Box.Room3).?s)

Given: Poss(SO). Agent(Robot). Holds(inroom(Box.Room2).SO)
.

Holds( inroom(Robot.Rocm 1 ).SO). Holds(connects(Doorl .Rocm 1 .Room2).SO)

Holis(connects(Door2.Room3.Room2).SO)

In addition to being able to generate plans. this formulation can also easily be used to verify

. that a rart.cuiar plan works. For example. the STRIPS plan can be verified instead of generated by

simp:'.: proving the foilxing assertion:

*1%
.I ___
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A c hieve 1

Poss3 Holds17

POss5 PacL4

Poss I Pact3 Hol HoldsI-4 Holds16

Holcisi genti Diff2 Holdsl2 Diff 6 Holds2

Holds3 D iff 4 Diff 8

Not2 Atom3 Diff 10)

Nati At=r2

* Achievel AchieveC inroom(Box.Rooml ).do( pushthru( Robcou.Box.Doorl ,Room2.Roorn ).
do(g t hru( Ro bot.Doorl 1,Room 1. .Roomn2 )SO))

Poss3 Poss( do( pushthru( Robot,Box.Doorl ,Room2.Room 1).
do(go thru(Ro bo t,Doorl1 Room 1. Roo m2),SO)))

Possf ?oss(da( go thru(R Rbo t.Doo r 1.Room 1 .Roo m 2).SO))
Fls' Poss(SO)

* ?aci:S Pact( go thru(Robot, Doorl 1.Room 1.Roo m2 ),50)
Holds3 Holds~connects(Door1 .Rooml .Room2),SO)
: HI1ds', ?{olds(inroom(Robot.Rooml).SO)
Ae'ent 1 Agent(Rcbot)
Pact.: Pact( pushthru( Robot .Box.Door 1.Room2,Roomn 1).

do( gothru( Robot.Doorl .Room 1 .Roorru .SO)) _

HoldslO Hoids(connects(Doorl.Room2.Rooml ).do(gothru( Robot.Doorl .Room 1,ioo m2 -)SO))
*Diff : Diff (con nects( Don 1.Rooam2.Roomla ),i nroo m(Ro bot.Roo m U)

Dxff 4 Diff (connects.inroom)
*Not2 Not( Eq(co nnects.inroo m))
*Atom3 Atom(connects)
e Holdsl2 Holds(connects(Door 1,Room2,Rooml ).SO)

h-olds 14 Hoids( inroom( Box.Room2 ).do( gothru(Robot.Doorl .Room l.Room2)SO))
Diff6 Diff (i nroo m(Box. Roo m2).i nrom(Robox.Roam 1))

Diff 8 Diff(Box(RoomZ).Robot(Rooml))
:hff1(' Diff (Box .Robot)

Not 1 Not(Eq(Box.Robot))
A *,o m Atom(Box,)

IHolfS2 Holds(iruroom( Box.Room2).SO)
Holds 16 HoIdi(i inroo m( Robot.Roo m 2),do( gol hru(Ro box. Door 1.Roo m 1 .Room2).SO))

- Hoidsl- Holds( inroom( Box.Rooml1).do( pushuhru(Robot.Box.Doorl ,Room2.RoomI ).
do(go thru( Ro bo t.Doorl 1,Room 1 .Roo m 2).SO))

Figure 4.18: L.ogic STRIPS Example - Specific Explanation

CI11A
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Achieve 1

Poss3Hod7

Poss5 Pact4
Poss6 Pct3 sl Holds14 Holds16

Ho 1ds6 Agernt4 Diff 2 Hoidsl2 Diff 6 Holds15

Holds5A

Diff 4 Hoids13 Diff 8
A

Not3 Atom4 Diff9

A.-hievel -.kchieve( inroom( 7bl1.?13 ) ,co( pushthru(?a14 ,"bl ,id3.?k3.'713).
do(gorhru(7al4.7d5.?k .'7k3 ),2s8)))

?oss3 ?oss(do(pushthru('al4,?b1 ,7d3.7 k3.?13),do( gothru(7a14.7d52'k5 ."k3),?s8)))ri?Oss:5 Pcss(do(gothru( 'a I 4.dS .'k5.7k3).s)
?oss6 ?oss( 's8)
Pac,3 ?aci(gothruC'a 14,dS.' k5.7k3).?s8)

* ?olds6 Ho1ds(connecs('d5'kf .k3).'s8)
Holds:5 Holds(inroomU'a I 4Pk5).'s8)
!,gent4 Agent(7a14)

?a-4 Pac-( pushthru(l'a 1.4.7b l.?d3.'k3.!13).do( gothruC'al-25'kIk).s)
?{oldslO Ho Ids( connects( 7d32k3.?l3 ).do(Rqothru(7a 1 2 5'k3),1s8) I

Dif2 Diff (cannects(7d3.k3.713 ).irlroam( 7a14.7kS))

NoO Nat(Eq(connects.inroom))
At=~4 Altam(connects)
H-o~dS1 2 Holds(connects( ?d3.'k3,?13 ),'sS)
Hiolds,.3 Holds(connects(7d3.713.7k3),'s8)
Holds 1 4 Holds(inroom(Th 1 ?k3).do( gothru( 7a1I4.?d5,?k.'k3).2s8))
Didf6 Diff (iriroom(?bl .1k3 ).inroom(?a I 4,?kS))

Holdq;5 Holds(inroom('bL~2j8
Hiolds,16 Holds( inroomn(laa142k3),do(gothru('a 1J.'dS.'kS.k3).7s8)l
?ioldsJ7 Hoids(iriroom(?b 1.?13 ),do( pushthru(7a I4,7b 1.?d3.?k3.'.3).

do( gothruC~a I 4,7d .1kS .?k3 ).s8)

Figure 4.19- Logic STRIPS Example - Generalized Explanation
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Achieve( :rroom(Bo)x.Rocm I )..io( pushthru( Robot.Box.Doorl .Roo M2.Room 1).

do(gothru( Robot.Door l.Roomi .Room2).SO))D

Vertfving plans is useful for constructing explanations for observed pians and thereby learning

general plans from observed behavior.

4,4

MI
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CHAPTER 5

EGGS: REWRITE EXPLANATIONS

Many mathematical problems can be more concisely represented and solved using rewrite

-.es [BundvS3] instead of logical deduct'on. Domains that involve the manipulation of

.atnematrca. fcrmulae generally require rewriting subterms of an express:on. Rewriting subterms

us:ng cgicai deduction requires the representation and skillful appiication of equality axioms. On

the other hand. the type of equality reasoning generally requ:red in most mathematical domains is

a natural part of a mechanism that applies rewrite rules. Consequently. a rewrite system can be a

more efficient way of solving particular types of problems. The empirical data presented in chapter

.. 7 shows that the EGGS rewrate system can be about one and a half to four times faster than the

EGGS theorem prover at solving the same problem.

Like the previous section on logical proofs, this section discusses the EGGS system's ability to

construct. generalize, and learn macro-rules from specific rewritings. It also presents a few exam-

ples of applying EGGS to various domains that use rewritings as explanations.

5.1. Rewritings as Explanations The LEAP Example

Like logical proofs. chains of rewrite rule applications can be reresented as explanations.

Each rewritten expression is a pattern in the explanation and the chaining together of two rules is

represented bv a unification between the right-hand-side (RHS) of the first rule and the left-hand-

side (LHS) of the second. Fcr example. consder solving the LEAP example discussed in section

:42.2 b% rewriting the expression -(-(avb)V-(c'd)) to (avb)A(c'/d) using the following rewrite

ru es:

-. "- ?x A -?v

The expianation. explanation structure. and generalized explanation for this example are shown in

F:gure 5.1. Figure 5.2, and Figure 5.3 respectively. Notice that if a rule rewrites only a subterm of

an exrression. dumy variables*" are added to the pattern in the explanation structure to fill out

the excression so that it zan be unified with the previous expression. LISP list notation is used in

the illustration of the explanation structure since the technique used to add dummy variables relies

on the "nderlv .ist representation. For examL!e, after applying DeMorgan's Law in the LEAP

7robiem. the rule for eliminating a double negat.on is used to rewrite the first term in the resulting

...- ,l
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Z,

-(-(aVb))/%,-(-(cVd))

(a'/b)A-( -('cvd))

(aVb)A(cVd)

Figure 5.1: LEAP Rewrite - Specific Explanation
pa.

(not (or ?xl ?y1))

(and (not ?xl) (not ?yl))
-- 'll

(?f 1 (not (not "x2)) . ?f2)

( f ?x2. ?f2)

(?f3 ?f4 (not (not ?x3)) . ?f5)

(?f3 ?f4 ?x3 ?f5)

Figure 5.2: LEAP Rewrite - Explanation Structure

.a
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i -(-(?f4)v-(?x3))

Z" -(--(?f4))A-(-(?x3))

V

f4A-( -(?x3))

?f4,',?x3

Figure 5.3: LEAP Re-write - Generalized Explanation

conjunction. In order to allow the LHS of this rule to unify with the RHS of the instance of

DeNorgan's Law in the explanation structure, this rule is padded with the dummy variables ?f1

and ?f2. During generalization, this unification results in the following substitution:

• and,'If 1. not(?x2)!?x 1. (not(?y I )If 2)

Next. the rule for eliminating a double negation is used to rewrite the seccnd term in the conjunc-

;on and this instance of the r.:le is padded with the dummy variables ?f3 "f4. and ?f5 in order to

a Iow :ts LHS to unify with the previous instance. During generalization, this unification results in

:he foilowing substitution:

and1 ?f 3. ?f4'.x2. not(?x3),v1l. NIL"ff)

Api ving the composition of these two substitutions to the explanation structure results in the gen-

era'-zed explanation shown in Figure 5.3.

5.2. Facilities in EGGS Supporting Rewrite Explanations

Figure 5.4 illustrates the components in EGGS that use and learn rewrite rules. The rewrite-

rule engine allows EGGS to construct rewrite-rule explanations by solving problems itself. These

explanations can then be generalized, resulting in macro-rules that can be used to solve similar

problems more efficiently. A system for understanding sketchy rewritings provided by the user

would also allow the system to operate as a learning apprentice. Although the current EGGS sys-

i:era is not equi pped with such a sub-system, it would not be difficult to construct one. An example

such an understanding system is discussed in [Bennett86].

.%I
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Expression

Rewrite7__ Rewrite Macro-Rulei
Engine I Rules Extractor

RewritigPruone ~ Generalizer
Tr ace '' (optional) l

Figure 5.4: EGGS Architecture for Rewrite Rule Explanations

5.2. 1. Rewriting Expressions

There are a number of techniques for using rewrite rules to solve problems. If a set of

rewrite rules is canonical [Bundy83]. any sequence of 'Legal rewrite rule applications will eventu-

ally convert an expression to canonical form. If a rule set is not canonical. it is necessary to search

trough the space of possible rewritings until an expression is found that meets a specified criterion.

EGGS is equipped with both a determ-rnistic rewrite system for applying canonical rule sets

and a backtracking rewrite system for rule sets that are not canonical. The deterministic system

s:mriv applies a rule to rewrite the current expression or cne of ,ts sub-expressions. This process is

continued until no more rules apply. The backtracking system searches possible rewritings in0J0*

either a depth-first or breadth-first manner until a supplied goal predicate is satisfied.

[n both cases. there are various ways of choosing which rule to apply at each step. For the

de:erm,nistc system, this choice determines the length of the eventual path to the canonical form.

For the backtracking system, this choice also efects the amount of search required. In his book.

Bundv presents two methods for choosing which expression to rewrite. The first is to rewrite the

leftmost/ innermost subexpression that can be rewritten. This method is called innermost or call by

vaiue. The second is to rewrite the leftmost/outermost subexpression that can be rewritten. This

method is called outermost or call by name. In order to allow learned macro-rules to have priortv

over solving problems from scratch, a third technique called rule ordered is used mn EGGS. In this

technique. the rewrite rules are ordered and the sub-expression that matches the LHS of the the

highest numbered ruie is re,, ritten.

Nj0 "e
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The three examnples presented in this section all use the determinmstc rewrite sy*s'emr. Comn-

riete r--Ile sets zapable of sovn any; problem in the domnains discussed wvould not b-e canonical and

would require using the backtracking system. For the LEAP example discussed above, the deter-

I '~. ministic rewrnte engine produces the rewriting shown in Fgr 1

5.2.2. Learning Rewrite Mlacro-Rules

After the solution to a spec~fic rew.; ting problem is determined by the rewrite rule engine, the

* . EGGS generaiization algorithm is used to produce a generalized explanation like that shown in Fig-

ureL 5.3. A rewrite macro-rule is easily extracted from the generalized explanation by taking the

* first expression in the chain as the LHS and the last expression as the RI-S. The new rewrite

Macrc-Ule that is learned from the LEAP example is:

-f4V-?x3) - ?1f4,V'x3

A learned macro-rule is added to the beginning cf .he list of rew.rite rlsso that, due to the

rule ordered method, it is tr-ied first when solving subsequent problems. As a result, performance ;s

;mc'ro,.ed on subsequent problems that can be solved using the rnacrc-rule. However, as with logi-

cal ;nference macro-rules. unsuccessfully crying to apply the new rule will slightly degrade perfor-

mance on other problems. Some empirical data on the effect of learning on rewriting performance Is

cy-en In chapter 7.

S 5.3. Rewrite Examples

-. This section presents two -nore examples of rewrite-rule explanations in addition to the LEAP

examnple discussed above. They include a rewrite formulation of the LEX exampie presented earlier

and an examptle from the dcmain of solving algebraic equations.

- 5.3.1. Rewrite Version of the LEX2 Example

z : ~ Examples from LrEX2*s domain of solving integrals can also be mnore conciselyv formulated as

* rew.ritings. Consider the example discussed earlier of solving the integral: 1F7x 2. The following

twoc rewrite rules are needed to solve this problem:

,7~~f~ "x- cf*~ xi -Occursln(?x.?c)

./ : 7x'~~x "x~ 1 (?r-l)if 'r-~-'Occursln('x.?r)

The zfc~ndituons attached to the rewrite rules are additional conditions .hat must be mnet for the

re'r-t rIc *.o a7piv The specific and generalized explanations generated for this probiemn by the

-. % % %
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EGGS rewvriting svstemr and generalizer a,.e shown in Figure 5.5 and F:gu-re 5.6 rseiey.The

re rte.acro-rule learned from this example is.

if -Occursln(?x2.?f3) A?rl d-l ;r -Occursln('x 2 "ri)

Ths rule can then be used to solve additional problems such as f5X3 more efficiently.M

5.3a Equation Solving Example IN

EGGS has also been tested in the domain of solving algebraic equations. The LP system 1

I'Silver-83, Sil,.erS61 learns by. analyzing individual solutions to equations: however. it learns very

abstract -strateoies- which are not guaranteed to solve problems to -which they can be applied.

f(7~())dx-Occursln(x.7)

72 x)dx 2 I -Occursln(x.2) 4

Figure 5.5: LEX2 Rewrite Example - Specific Explanation

f('~~a('x2'r ) )~x2-Occursln(?x2 2f 3)

?f3~r(x r~d-2 rI -- l -Occursln(?x2,?rl)

Figure 5.6: LEX2 Rewrite Example - Generalized Explanation

a'N,
a',
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Tnese s:rat-eg:es are then execued in a flexible manner Nwhen attempiting, to solve future problems.

9 EGGS, on the ot her hand, learns more speci.fic rewrite rules whizh are guaranteed to solve a particu-

* jarclass oF problems.

The 'background knowl.,edge used in this domain is also most conveniently given in terms of

rewvrite rules. The following set of rules can be used to solve the equation: log,(x~i-) log,(x-l) - c

*~* (from [Bund%83]).

log,b ?u='v, - )u-'b" ;Lf Occursln(x.'?u) '*NotOcc-urln(x.?v%)

% ?u=z...? if Occursln(x.?u) \NotOccu-,ln(x.?v)

?u .?7,1. u=sqrt(?.v) if Occursln(x.?u) "'NotOccurln(-x.?v))

CI 1,("-,".)- ("9)-C"v:) if Occursln(x.?u)

Iog,,7,u-iog,,?,. - ic,~(ul)if OCCUrsln(x.?u) /, Occursln(x.2 v) A NotOccurln(m.?w)

The if conditions attached to the rules constitute control information which assure that the applica-

-. tion of a rule is a ster towards the solution. This control information forms a part of the explarna-

*;on and is learned along with the body of the new compiled rewrite rule. These conditions are pro-

ven deductivelv using the EGGS theorem prover and the following inference rules:

1) Occursln(?x.?x)

- -2) Occursln(?x%.?v) - Occursln(?x.(?7v . '?z))

3) Occursln(?Ix.?z) - Occu.rsln('x.(?)v . ?z))

4, Atom-(,;) '. -Ea( x.?v) - NotOccurln(?x.",.)

5) NotOcc,.rln('x.?v,) A\ NotOccurin(?x."z) - NotOccurln('x.(?v 1 z))

~ :~ The specific exrianation for the solution to sample equation is given in Figure 5.7. If this explana-

tion is generalized without prunin~g, the following rule is extracted from the generalized explaria-

tion:

2 iog x- x~v)_logbi(x-?v3)'" - x-sqrt((Thl':)--(?v3)

if A tom(Th1b. -Eq(x.xb1) ". Atom('v2) A, -Eq(x. v2) N Atom("v3). 7 -Eq(X.?v,-3)

Maintainmng the complete sructure of the original explanation has required 11ol. ?7%2. and ?7v3 to be

atomns as the'y were ~nthe example. That is. in the example, it was proved that ?7bl (the base of the

i ogarithm& did not contain x because it was an Atom that wxas not Ea to x. To increase the general-

I ..v f -ared macro-rules. a special pruning procedure for this dcmain automatically prunes

:nstarnces of inference rules 1 and -4 from the expolanation structure. The -eneralized explanation

%d*~r~.,~% % %* %, % %* % ,**
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~rzd~ced r th ured explanazior,. s shown'r in F gure 5.8 Tie ne e rewrite-rule learned :~

!.s generalized explanation is:

if N\otOccurln(X.?bl) A N\otOccurlnt x.?y2) A NotOccurln~x, 'v) A ccursln(.X..-S')

Thnis rule is at the appropriate level of generality to cover a rellativeiv large class of problemns. For

example. this rule can now be used Toc solve the following tes:. exanpe in one s*.:.

bog. x-2*a) - loc3 . (x2*a )=c-~d

x=sc, rt((3*e)c'd-(2*a)')

% %a
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IOccursln' Not'O Atomi1 Not9 Xml

OcuIn3 Not~ccurlnl5 NotOccurin1l NoSAtm

",00 AtOM4 Occursln3Atm

Occurslzd12 0 Occu fl4 Not curlnI2 Not 17
Not~ccurln2 Not ,7

No3 c-urln9 NotOccurin 18 Not0ccurln3S

OccurlftSNotoccuhc6 . NoEOccurln32
=1usn'i oI

0Ocurslri22 ~'NotOccurIn26 Not~ccurln29 Atamlo

0cc ' , ot~ccurfn23 Not~ccurln3S
Ocurshi~0

\1 Not~ccurlui20

=8

=10

=0x=sqrt((e-)-( 12)) Not~ccurlnlS Not0ccurIn~ x.NIL)

=3x =(e.)=( 12) NotlO -Eq(xNIL)
=6 (x2)-( 12)-e- Atoml I Atom( NIL)

-.4 (x'1)x1)eNot~ccurlnl16 Not~ccurin~ x.2)
=21(x-1'x-)= Not9 -Eq(-c.2)

-3 rnx.-1 J-'InCx-1)=c AToMIO Atom(2)
NotOccu1t otculnxe NotOccuri7 NotOccurln .

Not3 -Eq(x~e) Not8 -Eq(Xc,I)
A,,or4 Atorn(e) .ktOM9 Atom(l1J
Occursln8 Occursl n( ,x.x- 1 Noi~ccurInI 8 Not0c-.urln (..5OccurslnO O0Cccursln(x.(x 1)Not? 'qXT
Occu~sIn 2 Ocrln .. Atom8 Atom(7)

Occurs'n3 Occur-sln( x.x-1) Occursln2O Occursln(x.x)
Oc c urs In Occursln( x.(x 1)) Occursln22 Oc,-ursln( x.(x, 2))

Occursin- Occursln(.x.x) Not()ccurlnZO Not~ccurln( x.( eC )( I))

NotOccurin4: Not~ccurln(x.c) NotOccurlnZ3 Not0ccurin(-x.(ec (12)))

No: -aQ(x~c) Not~ccurlnZ6 Nor0ccurln(-x.(( 12)))

Atorn6 Aom( c) Not~ccurin29 Not0ccur~n \.e&)
Occurs'. 1 . Occursln( x.( x-I2 ) NOTOCCUrln3Z Not~ccurIn~ x.( e c))
0ccu.-sInI6 Occurslnf x.((.x-1 )(x-1)2 NoT~ccurln35 Not~ccur',nm -. (c))

Nox~ccur-,I-6 NotOccurIri(x.1') Not~ccurin38 Not~ccur.-nx.-)
NotOccurlnc, Not~ccurIn(x.,I 2)) NotI5 -Eq(-<. -)

NoOccu-:n'. Not0ccurIn(x.( 2)) k,.oml6

Figure 5.7: Equation Solving Example - Specific Explanation

*K' %
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Occursln25 NotOccurln4l NolOccurln 13

occr. NotOccurli4

0* I p~rs . / ~it~ I Not~ccijn3
-. Oc~ursn\ oiNotccur-1n3

1 N o u c 1 n j'-'o ~ c u r
7 "cNot~ccur 7 NotOccurln42

Occurssln I

-2 0e.irsh~nE NotOcu~rln6 \NrtOccurin32

-1Ocu 
r sln 4%

\"0ccursln2 2 NotOccurin26 NotOccurln29-4

-6 Occqrn2O NotOccurln23 NotOccurln2 I

-10 ~ sqr(C~1'Y2.&~32))\ 1 NotOccurln2O

=10y8=qrt(' ~y'-(%3-NotOccurln9 NotOccurln(x,(?Nv3 2))

=8 NotOccurlnl2 NotOccurln(x.(2))

-
2 )(~3)--6Y NotOccurln4 1 NotOccurin( xNIL)

- ~ (?v8-?%3)*(?v8-?-v3 )-7b1 ',2 NaoxccurIn 13 NotOccur~n( x.7)
- -1 iog,b1 873''v-v)=v NotOccurlnIO NotOccurln(x.%3

- ~ - og~('S.~ 3 ~o=2(?8-3=y NotOccurln42 NotOccurln(x,7)

NotOccurln39 NotOccurln(x.'bl) Occursln20 Occursln(x-,.?v8 2)
Occursln8 Occurs In(x, -.-8 -'%-3) Occursln22 OccursIn(-%.(?7y8 2))
0 ccursln 10 Occu.rsln( x.('.-8 %-3)) NotOccurln2O NotOccurin(k.(7 bI'y 2) 23'))

*OccursIn2f Occursln( x.?v8) NotOccurln23 NotOccurln( x,((7b1 'y
2
) ',,3)))

*Occurs.ln3 Oc cu r s In( x. 7y 8+7,-3) NotOccurln26 NotOccurln( x.(7-3 2 ))

Occursin5 Occursln( x.('v8 i%-3)) NotOccurln29 NotOccurln(%',?bl 'y2)
NotOccurln-.0 NotOccurln(x.Iv2) Not~ccurln32 NotOccurln(x.(?bI 7Iy 2 ))

Occurs~nI6 Occurs! n(x.(('v8 1-,-3)(',,8-8 3))) NotOccurln2l NotOccu rln(x.-)
NotOccurin(, NotOccurln(x,'v,32 )

0 J -

cu s, 
cu sn x(v 

N~ c rn 
o~ c rn x(v )

Figure 5.8: Equation Solving Example - Generalized Explanation
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CHAPTER 6

EGGS: PLAN EXPLANATIONS

A-lthough constructing and verifying plans can be accomplished using logical deduction as

descr'bed in section 4.2.6. other representations and algorithms are generally more concise and

e.c~en: [Chapman87. Fikes72. Sacerdoti741. Sacerdoti77, Waldinger77]. For example. verifying the

f3 ooing simple STRIPS plan took ten times as much CPIU time using the EGGS deductive retri-

ever comp.ared to a more specialized algorithm (discussed later in th,,s section) for verifying plans

using STRIPS operators (44s versus 4.4s).

N Given. inRoom(Robot.Rooml). InRoorn(Box.Roorn3). Connects(Doorl .Rocml .Room2)

Connects( Door2 .Roorn2 Room3)

%Goal: inRoorn(Box.Roorn2)

Plan: GoThru(Robot.Doorl .Roomnl.Room2). GoThru(Robot.Door2.Room2 .Roorm3).

PushThru(Robot.Box.Door2.Room2.Room3)

In plan-based domains, it is generally more efficient to use representations especially developed for

representinig actions. This section discusses the EGGS system's ability to understand. generalize.

and learn macro-operators from plan-based explanations and presents a couple of detailed examples

rthese -rocesses.

.1. Plans as Explanations: The STRIPS Example

The representation of actions used in EGGS for plan-based explanations is a slight variation of

.. , STRIPS operators [Fikes721. Actions have ;-recontditionts. facts that must be true in order to perform

tne action. and effec.-s. facts that are -rue after the action is performed. Both cdd and deleze items

are included in the effects: delete items simply, have an explicit negation. Existing facts that are not

explicitly negated by the effects of ax'. a(.tion continue to be true. Definitions of the actions used in

-ie STRIPS examnie are shown in'Table 6.1. The departure from standard STRIPS operators which

,.se separat.e add and delete lists allows a distinction to be made between facts that are, known to be

a~se and facts that are simply not known to be :rue. This is because facts that are knowxn to false

e. Ae~et facts) are explicitly asserted as negations in the database. Tht's in turrn allows for ne-a-

.:xe creconditiorns that can check if a fact s known to be false, and allows positive effects to

7et1'delete negative facts in the database.

W. W- 'r 'r'
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Table 6.1: STRIPS Actions ________

Action Preconditions Eff ects
~GoThru'a.?dr-l.?;r2) lnRoom(?a. 'rl) InRoom('a.?r-2)

ConnectsC'd.?rl .?r2) -lnRoorn(?a.?rl)

PushThru(?a.?o.?d.?rl.?r2) InRoom(?ai-.'l) InRoom('a.?r2)
InRoom(?o~rl) InRoonW'o.r2)
Con nects(7d?rl.?r2) -InRoomarl1)

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ InRoom( b.?r1)I

Individual actions and Horni-clause rules formn the u~nits of an explanation and explanations

are connected sets of actionis and rules in which preconditions and antecedents are ecuated to effects

N. and consequents. The specific explanation. explanation structure, and generalized explanation fcr

.he STRIPS example discussed earlier are shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.2. and Figure 6.3 respec-

.ivelv. In addition to action definitions given in Table 6.1. this example makes use of the followiig

inference rule: Con.-.ects(?d.?rl .?r2) - Connects(?1d.?r2.1rl).

6.2. Facilities in EGGS Supporting Plan Explanations

Figure 6.4 illustrates the the components in EGGS that use and learn plans. The complete

EGGS systemn is equipped with a general purpose sub-system for verifying or *understanding'

ulans and a technioue for obtaining general macro-operator definitions from generalized explana-

.ions. The current system does not have a pianner for independently generating its own plans:

.*-'InRoom(Robot.Room2) InRoomn(Box..Roorni) -[nRoom(Box.Room2) InRoom(Robot.Room 1)

PushThru( Robot.Box.Door 1.Room2.Room 1) -InRoom( Ro bot.Room 1)

Cojnnects(Door1.Roorn2,Room 1) InRoom(Bo.x.Room2) lnRoom(Robot.Roorn2Y'

GoThru(Robot.Doorl .Room 1.Room2)

0Gonnects(Door LRoom 1,Room2) InRoom(Robot.Rooml)

Figure 6.1: STRIPS Example - Specific Explanation
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I.nRoomC'a22' 12) lnRoom 9 bl,?7y12) -.InRoom(?b I 2x1 2) 1nRoom(?a2,?y12)

PushThruC'a2Pbl.?d2?x 1 2,y 12)

Connects(M'2,?xI22'y12) InRoom(?b1,'x12) lnRoomC'a2.*x12)

Corinects(?d3.?r ls 1) [nRoomC'a1.?y9) -.InRoom(?a l.x9)

Connects(?d3,?sl.?r 1) GoThru(7a 1."d 1.?%c9,'59)

Connects(~d I.?x9.?y9) lnRoom(?a 1.?.%9)

Figure 6.2. STRIPS Example - Explanation Structure

-1nRoom(?a2,?x112) InRoom(?b1,?y12) -[nRaomy(?bl,?xl2) InRoom( 2 a2.?yl2)

PushThru(?a2.?b 1,?d2?x 12,?y 12)

Ca nnects(?d 2.?x I 2,?y 12) IriRoom(?b laxi 2) 1nRoom(?a2.?x 12) -[nRoom(?a2,?%-9)

Cor~ect(~'d.?y2.?x12)GoThru( ?a2.?d 1 .')%9.?x 12)

ConnectC~d ,?q'x12) lnRoom('a2.?y9)

Figure 6.3: STRIPS Example - Generalized Explanation

nzp.1'J 
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Goal Observed

Plan Strip S i Nacro
*Verifier O:peir at or s OEractor

Plan Pruner
Explanatio i otoa)dGnrlzer

Figure 6.4: EGGS Architecture for Plan Explanations

how~ever. there are many well-known planning algorithms which could be used for this task

* [CharpmanS7. Fikes72. Sacerdoti74. Sacerdoti77. Waldinger77].

* 6.2.1. Plan Verification

V-erify in g a plan is the task of constructing a comnplete explanation for a sequence of actions.

This process may also be referred to as -explaining- or ~understanding- the plan. An example of

this task is generating the explanation shown in Figure 6.1 given only the following actions:

GoThru(Robot.Docrl .Rooml .Room2). PushThru(Robot.Box.DoorlI.Roorn.2.Rooml)

In addition to a set of actions performed. facts describing the initial state of' the world and a fact 0

describing the desired state of the world (the goal) may also be provided. The verification proess -

attempts to causally connect these individual actions and states into a explanation that supports the

goal (if provided). For the STRIPS blocks world. the process resembles understanding a simple

~storv- about a robot's actions.

The basic algorithm used in EGGS to explain simple robot plans is outlined in Figure 6.5. The

function Rerrieve(x) uses the EGGS deductive retriever (described in section 4.1.1) to try to infer

the wif x. If successful. Retrieve asserts the retrieved fact in the database along with its dependen- I

cies and returns the retrieved f'act. The function Assert adds a fact in the database and the func-

onzr Delete removes a fact from the database.

The explanation procedure is given a chronologically ordered list of facts representing states

and actions. If an inbut is a state. such as InRoom(Box.Room 1). and it cannot be inferred from

V %., ~ ** ~ ~ *.~f.v ** ~
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for x in the list of input wffs do
if x is a state and -.Retrieve(x)

then Assert(x)
if x is an action "

then
Assert(x)
for each precondition p of x do

let s = Retrieve(p)
ifs

then equate p to s
else Assert(p)

for each effect e of x do
Assert(e)
let d = Retrieve(-,e)
if dthen Delete(d)

if goal is known and Retrieve(goal)
then generalize explanation supporting goal

Figure 6.5: Basic Plan Verification Algorithm

what is already known, then it is simply asserted in the database. If an input is an action. then the

procedure first tries to infer that its preconditions are met. If a precondition cannot be inferred.

then. since the action is known to have taken place. it is assumed to be true and asserted in the

database. Next. the effects of the input action are asserted and any existing facts that directly con-

tradict them are deleted from the database. After every input. if a goal has been specified. then the

system tries to infer that :he goal has been met. When the goal has been achieved, the resulting

explanation is generalized.

As an example of this process. consider the standard STRIPS example mentioned above. In

addition to the two actions. assume the system is given that the goal is InRoom(Box. Rooml).

Given the input GoThru(Robot. Doorl. Rooml. Room2). the preconditions InRoom(Robot. Rooml)

and Connects(Doorl. Room1. Room2) cannot be inferred but can be consistently assumed. so they

are asserted to be true. The effects of the GoThru: InRoom(Robot. Room2) and -InRoom(Robet.

Roomi). are then asserted. The second effect causes InRoom(Robot. Rooml) to be deleted. The sys-

tem then tries to infer that the goal. InRoom(Box. Rooml). is satisfied and fails. Next. the input

PushThru(Robot. Box. Room2. Rooml) is considered. The precondition InRoom(Robot. Room2)

was already asserted as an effect of the Gothru and the precondition Connects(Doorl. Room2.
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Rooml) can be inferred from Connects(Docrl. Rooml. Room2). The precondition IrRoorn(Box. _-

Roo2) is assumed as a necessary precondition for the action. The effects. lnRoom(Robot. RoomI).

lnRoom(Box. Room2). -InRoom(Robot. Room2). and -InRoom(Box. Room2) are asserted and the

'" existing InRoom facts are deleted. The goal is then checked again and this time is successfully

retr:eved. The resulting explanation, shown in Figure 6.1. is then generalized to produce the gen- .,
eralization shown in Figure 6.3.

The bas~c understanding process presented here will only work on relatively simple plans in

wich every action is explicitly mentioned. Later. in chapter 10. this procedure is elaborated in

order to allow it to construct explanations for natural language narratives. Nevertheless. the sim-

ple procedure presented here forms an important part of the understanding system in GENESIS.

6.2.2. Learning Macro-Operators

In order to be useful for later planning. the generalized explanation must be converted into a

'definition for a new action (a macro-operator) which summarizes the preconditions and effects of

!he combination of actions. The macro-operator learned from the STRIPS example is shown in

Table 6.2. STRIPS used triangle tables to efficiently store macro-operators for all sub-sequences of

,he original plan. Currently. EGGS only builds macro-operators for complete sets of actions. How-

e'.er. unlike STRIPS. EGGS addresses the case in which the actions in the plan are only partially

ordered instead of completely ordered. The additional goal is to find the minimally constrained

rartial ordering of the actions that allows them to be connected as they were in the example (i.e.

maintaining the unifications between preconditions and effects).

Compared to a macro-rule learned by applying EGGS to a deductive formulation of planning t

(as in section 4.2.6). a macro-operator can be more informative and more general. A macro-ruleI

like that presented in section 4.2.6 specifies only one effect of a combination of actions "Vhile a

-macro-operator specifies all of the effects. In addition. a macro-rule for a proof in situaton cal-

cuius cannot represent partially ordered actions. Re-orderng actions in such a formulation

*. IIrequires completely altering the structure of the existing explanation. Consequently. generalizing

the order of actions in such a formulation would be much more dificult.

Building a macro-operator requires determining the overall preconditions and effects of the

general plan. The leaves of the generalized explanation form a set of preconditions for the macro-

c,perator since the:y represent preconditions of actions in the plar. that are not achieved by previous

act-ons. For the STRIPS example. the first four preconditions from Table 6.2 are the leaves of the
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Table 6.2: Macro-Operator Learned from the STRIPS Example
GoThruPush-Ihr-u(?.a2 .?di .?x9.Th 1.?d-2-.?xl 2 .?v 12)

Preconditions Effects

rl nRoorn(?a2.?x9) InRoom(?blv 12)
InRoom(*?bl.?x 12) lnRoom(?a2.?v 12)
Connects(?d I.?x9.?x 12) -lnRoom(?a2.?x12)
Connects(?d2.?v 12^!x 12) -lnRoom(V'bl .?x12)

~' :,-(a2?b '?x9-?xl2) ?v12;=?x9 - -nRoom(?a2.?x9)

.. eneralized exvianation showvn in Figure 6.3. The final precondition in the table :s added later and

:s discussed in the following section.

The effects of the overall plan are more diffcult to deterintne since, as noted in [Fikes72 (sec-

tion 4.3)], the deletions of facts that occur in general may not be the same as the deletions that

occurred in the specific instance. To illustrate this point, they use the following simple plan for

-~ pushing two boxes to two separate locations: Push(Boxl. Loci). Push(Box2. Loc2). The initial gen-

eralization for this plan is: Push(?bl. ?11). Push(?b2. ?12) which has the effects: At(?bl. ?1l).

S At(?b2. ?712). However, if ?bl and ?b2 are instantiated to the same box and ?11 and ?12 are instan-

cdated to distinct locations, this plan miraculously achieves the goal of having the same box be in

tw.o places at once. The problem is that in certain situations the actions in a macro-operator may

delete ;acts :hat were not deleted in the specific example. Consequently, in order to determine

%xhich" facts are still true at the end of the execution of thbe macro-operatcr. one must determine all

deleticnis that m.ight occur in the general case.

6.2.2.1. Determining Deletions and Preventing Protection Violations

4 Determining possible deletions is discussed in [Fikes72 (section 4.3)]: hnowever. the problem is

more comolicated when one considers partially ordered actions. Most ordering constraints in a plan

-e irosdb one action achieving a precondition for another action. These orderings are captured
b%- the explanation structure: an action must precede another action if it eventually supports it.

An:. topologically sorted [Reingold7l. Sedgewick83) list of the actions in the generalized explana-

tion gra~ph will be an ordering that satisfies these constraints. However, some of these orderings

golor a precondition for a later action. When examining deletions in a macro-operator. it is

important --o notice possible protection violations and impose additional crdering constraints to

a',oid'e.
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Figure 6.6 describes the algorithm EGGS uses to determine deletions for the general;zed expla-

nat.on and ,rpose additonal ordering constraints to prevent protection viola*ions. In the algo-

ri-arthm. Lr)r:5?. 5) refers to a function that returns true iff c eventually supports b in the gen-

eralized explanation. i.e. if there is a directed path from a to b in the explanation graph. For each

action, the algorithm determines the set of states in the explanation that could be true before the

action is executed based only on the partial ordering of actions imposed by the explanation

for each action a in the generalized explanation do
let deletable = 0
for each state s in the generalized explanation do

%9 if -Supports?(a. s) then let deletable = deletable U {s}
for each effect e of a do

for each state d in deletable do
if -d unifies with e

pP then

let a be the conditions under which -.d and e unify
let c be the action of which d is an effect (possibly NIL)
if null(c) V Supports?(c. a)

then
if d is the goal or supports a proof of the goal S

then add -ca to the preconditions
else d is deleted by e when a is true

else
if d is ,he goal or supports a proof of the goal

then a must precede c when a is true -

else d is deleted by e when a is true and c precedes a

PreventPreconditionClobbering(a. d. c, a)

procedure PreventPreconditionClobbering(a. d. c. a)
* Add conditions to prevent a from clobbering precondition d when a is trues)

for each action b such that d is a precondition of b or supports a proof of a precondition of b do

4if Supports?(a. b)
* then

if null(c) V Supports?(c. a)
then add -a to the preconditions
else a must precede c when a is true

else

if null(c) V Supports?(c. a)
then b must precede a when a is true %
else a must precede c or b must precede a when a is true

Figure 6.6: Algorithm for Determining Deletions and Preventing Protection Violations
Ig

•4
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structure. These are called the delerable states since they are ones that the action could possibly

delete. For each of these states. the condition (a) under which the action could delete the state in

general are determined. For example, if an effect of an action is -InRoom(?x. ?y), then the state

a.,. ., InRoom(?a. ?b) is deleted iff ?x=?a and ?y=?b. If the deletable state is not supported by another

action (i.e. it is a precondition of the macro-operator) or if it is an effect of an action that must pre-

. cede the deleting action because it supports it, then the state must be true before the action is exe-

cuted and it will be delete 1 when a is true. If the deletabie state is also the goal or supports a

:roof of the goal. then -a is added to the preconditions to prevent the goal from being clcbbered.

Otherwise it is marked as being deleted when o is true. If the deletable state is not necessarily true

before the action is executed, then it will be deleted when both a is true and the action supporting

it precedes the deleting action. If the deletable state is the goal or supports a proof of the goal. then

r' ' n order to prevent the goal from being clobbered, the deleting action must precede the action sup-

a. .T'orting the deleted state when a is true.

-. The procedure PreventPreconditionClobbering adds additional ordering constraints and

"reconditions to the macro-operator in order to prevent a precondition from being clobbered when

act-on a deletes state d. If an effect of action a deletes a precondition p of action b. then in order to

avoid a protection violation either b must precede a or a must precede action c where P is an effect
" -" of c Sacerdoti77. Sussman73]. However, the existing partial ordering of the actions imoosed by the

explanation structure may rule out either or both of these possibilities. If both possibilities are

ruled out. then -a is added to the list of preconditions for the macro-operator to prevent the plan

.rom being used in such situations. Otherwise. the possible ordering constraints that will prevent

the crotection violation are recorded.

. As one example of the process of determining deletions and preventing protection violations.

S~ consider the standard STRIPS example. Below is the trace produced by the system when examining

- :he deiet-ons for the generalized explanation sho' ;n in Figure 6.3.
r. -A

.0 Plan not valid when ?a2-?bl A ?x9-?x12 because -InRoom(?a2.?x9) clobbers InRoom(?bl.?x 12)

In general -InRoorn(?a2,?x9) deletes InRoom(?a2.?x9) when T

In general lnRoom(?a2.Tv12) deletes -InRoom(?a2.?x9) when ?v12-?x9

In general InRoorn(?bl.?y12) deletes -InRoom(a2.?x9) when ?bl=?a2 A ?vl2-?x9

* t In general -InRoorn(bl,?x12) deletes InRoom(?bl.?xl2) when T
0 , In general -InRoom(?bl.?x12) deletes InRoom(?a2.?x9) when ?bl="a2 /' ?xl2-?x9

In general -InRoorn(Tbl.x12) deletes InRoom(?a2.?x 12) when ?bl-Ta2

rAAtA
[a,



In ceneral -InR_)o.-n(a2,*!x12) deletes InRoomC'b12^x12) when~"'-b

in ,7eneral -inRoom('a2.'%l2) deletes InRoom(?a2.?x9) when ?x12-' x9

In general -InRoom(?a2,'xl2) deletes InRoom(?a2.?x12) when T

One important thing to notice is that -("a2= bl /% ?x9=?x12) is added to the list of preconditions

for the plan in order to prevent the GoThru action from clobbering a precondition of the PushThru.

Reordering the steps is ruled out since the explanation structure requires that the GoThru precede

the PushThru and since the clobbered precondition is a precondition of the entire macro-operator

and conseauentiv is not achieved by an action that can be performed after the GoThru. Actually.

for ?a2 to be ecuai to ?bl would require that an agent be able to push himself through a door. and

for ?x9 to be equal to "x12 would require that an agent be able to go through a door from a room

back to the same room. In a better formulation of the domain, both of these conditions could be

disallowed by adding additional preconditions to GoThru and PushThru.

o
6.2.2.2. Complexity of Determining Deletions and Preventing Protection Violations

. The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm in Figure 6.6 is relatively easy to determine.

In the following discussion. loops will be referred to by their iterative variables (e.g. the a loop. the

e loop. etc.).

Let the number of nodes in the generalized explanation graph be r. Since the function Suz-

por-:s? determines whether or not there is a directed path from one node to another in this graph. :n

,-he worst case it must traverse the entire graph. Since traversing a graph is O(v',+,E) where "I is

the number of nodes and £ is the number of edges and since ( v-. the worst case complexity of a

cal! -o Supports? is O(rt).

* Since the number of actions must be less than n. the outermost loop (the a loop) is executed at

,r,, os n times. Since the number of states is also less than n. the body of the loop for determining

d .he set of deletable states (the s loov) is executed at most n times for each action for a maximum

total or ri times. Since the body of this loop includes a call to Suports' whic-h is (n'). the total

maximum ime needed for all executions of the s loop is O(n4 ). Since each deletable set is a subset

of the set of states. its maximum cardinalitv is n.

Since the total number of effects of actions mus, be less tha. the number of states. the body

S. of the e 'oop is executed at most a total of rn times. Since n is the maximum size of a deletable set.

t'e bod&. of the d loop is executed at most n times for each effect for a maximum total of n times.

0%
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:i. ac&ton to the call to PreventPreconditionCtobbering. the operations in the body cf tit d locp

that derend on the size of n include a call to Supports? and determining whether a state supports a

proof of the goal. Since both of these operations involve finding a path between two nodes in the

explanation graph, they take at most O(n 2 ) time. Therefore. let the total maximum time needed

, or all executions of the e loop be:

n?(O(n:) + P)

,.-: whe:e P is the time complexity of a call to PreventPreconditionCobberirg.

The body of the b loop in PreventPreconditionClobbering is executed less than n times since

% the :otal number of actions is less than n. Since executing the body of the loop requires two calls to

Supports? which takes 0(n2 ) time. the maximum time required for a call to this function is 0(n3 ).

-w ' Therefore. the total maximum time needed for all executions of the e loop is:
"9 r(O(nZ) + O(n1)) = O(W)

~ - S'nce. *.he total maximum time needed for all executions of the s loop was calculated to be only

On'). the worst case time complexity of the complete process is also 0(nr5 ).

T_;e fact that the 0(&) SuPPorts? function is called within bodies of loops that are executed

0(r 2 and O(n 3) times is a dominant factor in the complexity of the complete algorithm. If a call

7/. .. "o this function could be reduced to constant time. a minor modification of the preceding analysis

demncstrates that the complexity of the complete process would then be 0(n'). The maximum time

S recuired for all executions of the s loop becomes 0(n:). The total maximum time for all executions

of the e loon becomes:

n,(c + P)

[ where c is a constant. The time complexity of a call to PreventPreconditionClobbering (P) becomes

O(n) and the overall worst case complexity becomes:

O(n2) - n'2(c + O(n)) = 0(,-')

.1 Since Supporrs?(ab) simply determines whether or not there is a directed path from a to b. the0.
value of this function for all pairs of the n nodes in the explanation graph can be determined by

computing the graph's transitive ciosure.1 Since there exist O(G2 - ) algorithms for computing the

.ranstive closure of a directed graph [Reingold77]. all the values of Support? for a particular expla-

- :ation can be pre-computed in 0(n3 ) time. Calls to this function will then take constant time and

9I: . -.IT-.e :rzn.uive ciosure of a directed a r . G-( VE) :s a dLrecte d 7ap.: G - .E') such :.ha. there :s an edge - n E

,-'. .

-,J7

W1
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.n.lete process of eteramining deletions and protect:on v".olations can be accornplished in

O= time.

In conclus:on. although the algorithm implemented in EGGS is O(n). computation of ,he the

transitive closure of the generalized explanation graph using one of the known O(IV1a ) algorithms

:v.culd result in an O(rt 3 ) algorithm for the problem of determining deletions and preventing pro-'

tection violations.

6.2.2-3. Determining the Effects of a Macro-Operator

Once all possible deletions have been marked, determining the effects of the over-all macro-

operator is quite simple. The effects of each individual action are considered in turn. If an effect

,was never marked as being deleted under an-" condition, then it is added to the list of effects for the

* macro-operator. In the STRIPS example. this accounts for the first four effects shown in Table 6.2.
If a state was marked as being deleted under some set of conditions, then the overall effect is given

.. by the following impiication: if none of the deletion conditions are met. then the state is true. In

the STRIPS example. the state -InRoom(7a2. ?x9) was marked as deleted if and only if 7v12=?x9.

Consequentlv. the final effect of the macro-operator is: -(?v12=?x9) - -nRoom(?a2. ?x9). This

simply states that unless the agent pushes the object back to the room he originally started in (as in

%' the observed instance), then he is no longer in the starting room.

6 2.4. Detecting Inconsistent Ordering Constraints

One of the final steps in building a macro-operator is the detection and prevention of incon-

- sistent ordering constraints. The ordering constraints posted to prevent protection violations may

* contradict each other in certain situations. For example. one constraint may state that action A

must proceed action B when a is true while another states that B must proceed A when 3 is true. In

*order to detect such situations, a resolution theorem prover is used to determine sets of ordering

constraints that are inccnsistent.2 In addition to the posted ordering constraints, the theorem prover

is given the following two axioms:

Before(?a.?b) / Before(?b.?c) - Before(?a.?c)

.'p.: Before(?a.?b) - -Before(?b.?a) fe

:fand cfiv :f k'e-.e :s a non-etripty 1 directed pat.h from. u to %, in E [EN-en79J

Because of dis'unc:ve )7der;ng constra:n'.s, a simoie cycle-detectng algorithm cannot be usec to and al: sets of :ncon-
S: ,cte'.: c O, :'r :="s.

0.
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Wne. ne resolution theorem prover finds a contradiction, it returns the set of ax:on'.s upon 'hich

the proo: depends. In order to prevent such a contradicton from arisingc during the subsequent use

of the macro-ooerator. an additional precondition must be added. Assuming each of the n ordering

constraints c in the contradictor, set must be satisfied when condition ci is true. the following

precondition must be added to the macro-operator: -(a 1 A c, ... A 0.) In the example above, the wif:

-(a , .) would be the necessary additional precondition. A more concrete example is given in sec-

,:on 6.3, 1.
.K"-

*e O, course, using a resolution theorem prover to find all sets of contradc:orv axioms is a corm-

- ,utationallv intractable process which is not even guaranteed to halt. In EGGS. the theorem prover

is given a time limit, after which it stops and returns proofs for all the contradictions it has found

sc far. Consequently. the system does not actually guarantee the prevention of ordering contradic-

tions during later instantiation. Should such a contradiction arise, one could perform explanation-

based learning from failure to modify the plan at that time in order to prevent similar problems in

.,. .,,the future. Some actual systems that use EBL to learn from failures due to unforeseen interactions

are described in (GuptaS7] and [Chien87a].

"v 6.2.2.5. Simplifying the Results

- .. The final set of wffs describing the preconditions. effects. and ordering constraints for a

macro-overator can be unnecessarily complex. Consequently. EGGS uses a system for simplifying

I.. logical expressions to clean up the dnal results. As described in [Minton87a]. simplification or

compression helps to decrease the matching cost needed to determine whether or not a macro-

operator applies.It The simplifier currently used by EGGS first converts expressions to conjunctive normal form

and eliminates tautological and subsumed clauses. Next. a set of axioms supplied by the user for

each domain are used to further simplify the CNF formula. If a literal ' in a clause together with

the domain axicms and other clauses implies another literal in the clause, then the literal Z is

O removed. The EGGS deductive retriever is used to prove the implication. This is a va~id

simplification since:

((PAR)-Q) - ((R A (PVQ)) _ (R A Q))

Therefore. if (P"R)-Q is true in the domain, then the reduced formula is equivalent to the origi-

nal. Clauses that are :mp.ied bv other ciauses together with the domain axioms are also removed.

Once again, the EGGS deductive ret:ever is used to prove the implication. This simplification is

%

O
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a.: s in ce.

(P-Q) -((P"Q) P)
-a.

Therefore. if P-Q is true in the domain, then the reduced formula is equivalent to the original.

Finally. DeNlorgan's law is used to convert clauses that are more compactly represented as negated

terms. That is. clauses of the form:

* .d,,-I V-l,.. VJ-I V-I,

:4 are changed to:

A concrete example of the amount of simplification possible using this method is given in sec-

o:n 63.1. Of course, the EGGS simplifier is not guaranteed tc produce optimal simplifications:

however, general problems of minimizing logical expressions are known to be NP-Complete (see

* Minimum Axiom Set and -Minimum Disjunctive Normal Form in [Garey79]).

-. 6.2.2.6. Relation to Nonlinear Planning

\Work in nonlinear planning [Sacerdoti77. Tate76] has addressed the issue of building plans

wizh partially ordered actions by initially assuming there are no goal ineractions and then detecz-

ing protection violation and imposing ordering constraints to prevent them. Although the task of

'building a specific partially-ordered plan for achieving a specific goal is quite different from the

task of generalizing a specific totally-ordered plan into a general partially-ordered macro-operator.

*some of the underlying processes are quite similar.

a, .' In [NilssonSO]. the procedure for detecting and preventing protection violations in nonlinear

pianning is called DCOMP. The procedure in Figure 6.6 is in some ways more general and in some

* "wavs less general than DCOMP. It is more general because it must determine the conditions (a)

under which a deletion will take place in the generalized plan. DCOMP works with a spec:fic

instance of a plan and therefore does not need to determine which instantiations of a plan result in

-a deletion. The procedure in Figure *6.6 is less general than DCOMP because it does not consider

a.iternative ways of achieving the preconditions of an action. The explanation structure expiana:c.

- determines how preconditions were met in the particular example. and these corstra:r.ty art

retained in the generalization. Using the terminology from [NiissonSO]. the procedure s-e-'e -

here does not determine all of the possible adders of a precondition in the plan since nac. -*.

. t-on .s assumed to added b'y the action that added it in the original spec;fc insance r

even more general macro-ooerator could be produced by genera.izing he exFr.na..

0.A
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". considering alternative adders. However, this approach would ever. further complicate the pro-

cedure for generating a macro-operator.

The actual process of determining what Nilsson calls a nonireractive ordering for a particular

, - instantiation of a plan must be done when the final macro-operator is used to solve a future prob-

lem. Assuming all inconsistent sets of ordering constraints were detected and prevented by adding

additional preconditions to the macro-operator. for any situation that meets the preconditions.

-here is guaranteed to be a partial ordering of the actions that satisfies all of the ordering con-

staints. However, due to the possible presence of disjunctive ordering constraints, actually finding

it may require an expensive search. However. this should not be surprising since the increased gen-

S - erality of a partially-ordered macro-operator can clearly result in a corresponding decrease in

operationaiity.

-" 6.3. Plan Examples

- .Unfortunately, the STRIPS example does not illustrate many of the aspects involved in con-

s ructing macro-operators with partially ordered actions because the explanation structure itself

imposes a total ordering on the two actions in the plan. This section presents an additional example

,'ivolving program assignment statements in which the actions are not totally ordered. In addition

,- - to STRIPS and variable assignment exampies like the ones presented in this chapter. the system has

also been tested on classical block stacking examples (like those in [Sussman73]) and narrative

I understanding examples (see chapters 9-11 and appendix B. in particular the Arson example in sec-

tion B.2 contains an interesting potential protection violation).

6.3.1. Variable Assignment Example

.An action definition for assigning a value to a variable modelled after LISP's SETQ function is

shown in Tabie 6.3. Setq(?a.?b) sets variable ?a to the value of variable ?b and Value(?a.?x) means

.hat variable .a has value ?x. To make the probiem interesting. it is assumed that we are modelling

* parallel computation in which any number of Setq's can be performed simultaneously. As a result.

de ermning possible protection violations in this domain is equivalent to detecting interactions

between parallel computations: and imposing ordering constraints is equivalent to forcing certain

statements to be executed sequentially.

-. Consider the following simple problem and the plan for solving it:

'. ?, -... Given: V"alueueA.), Value(R.N). Value(S.M)

,

.1 '# ,',' ' ,"" 4 ' . % ." J - " . , " ." . " W" C ' 4 " .- r € ., . - • , ' - . " " • . .

"S % % %% 5 .% %% .'.", . .% %% %• ' .% ' % ".% .% , % %." ." ' "" '.' % % 
.
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Table 6.3: Variable AssigZnment Actions I
FAction IPreconditions I Eff ects
Setq(?a.?b) Value(?a,?x) Value(?a.?y)

Value(?b.?v) -Value(?a.?x)

Goal: Value(A.N) AValue(X.M)

N Plan: Setq(A.R). Setq(X.S)

* The specific and generalized explanations constructed by EGGS while verifying this plan are shown

in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 respectively . Notice that the explanation structure does not impose an

ordering on the two Seto operators. A trace of the process for determining deletions and preventing

protection violations for this example is given below:

In general Value(?a2.?y2) deletes -Value(?al.'?xl) when (?a2-?al A ?y-?l and Seq(a.....

precedes Seto(?la2.?b2)

In general -'Value(?a2.?x2) deletes Value(?b2.?y2) when (?aL2=?b2 A ?%2=?v2)

In general -'Value(?a2.?x2) deletes Value(?a2.?x2) when T

Setq(?al.?bI) should precede Setq(?a2.?b2) when (?a2-?bl A ?x2=?yl) or else -Value(?a2.?x2)

will clobber %Value(?bl."yl)

* ~~In general -'Value(?a2.?x2) deletes Value(?b1.?yl) when (?a2-?bl A ?2?l

Setq(?a l.?bl1) should precede Setq(?a2.?b2) when (?a2=?al 1 ?x2=?xl1 or else -%Value(?a2.?x2)

will clobber Value(?al.?xl)

(Value(A.N) A Value(X.M%))

Value(X.M) -Value(X.Y) Value(A.N) -Value(A.B)

Setq(X.S) Setq(A.R)

Value(S-M) %"alue(X.Y) Value(R..N) Value(A.B)

j Figure 6. 7: Variable Assignment Example - Specific Explanation
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WauMall A Valu(?a2.?v2

%'aiue(?a2.?y2) -Value(?a2.?x2) Value('?al .?yl) -%'alue(?al .?xl)

Setq(?a2.?7b2) Setq(?al .?bl)

%'a ueY' .?) V'alue(?a2,?'x2) V'alue(7 b1 2vi) Value(?al .?xl)

Figure 6.8: Variable Assignment Example - Generalized Explanation

~.. In general -Value(?a2.?x2) deletes Value(?al.?xl) 'when (?a2-?al A 7x2=?xl)
Seta(?a2.?b2) should precede Setq(?al.?bl) when (?a2=?al A ?x2'm?vl) or else -Value(?la2.?x2)

will clobber goal: Value(?al.?yl)

In general Vaiue('al.?yl) deletes -,value(?a2.?x2) when (?al-?a2 A ?yl-?x2) and Setc(?a2.?b2)

% precedes Seta(?al.?bl)

Setq(?la2.?b2) should precede Setq(?al.?bl) when ('a1-?b2 A ?7xl-?v2) or else

-Value(?al.?xl) will cobber %alue(?b2.?2)

In general -'Value(?al.?xl) deletes Value(?b2.?v2) when (?al-?b2 A ?xi=?v2)

Setq(?a2.?lb2) should precede Seta(al.?1bl) when ("al=7 a2 A ?xl-?x2) or else -V'alue(?al.?x.l)

will clobber Vaiue(?a2.?.c2)

In general -%*alue('al.?xl) deletes %Value(?a2.!x2) when (?al-?a2 A ?xl-?x2)

Setqc'al.?bl) should precede Setq(?a227b2) when (?al-?a2 A ?xl=?y2) or else -Value(?al.?xl)

will clobber goal: %*alue(?a2.?y2)

In general -V"aiueCal.?xl) deletes Vau(b.v)when (?al-?bl A ?xI-?vl)

In general -%'alue(*?al.?xl) deletes Vau(ax)when T

(Before SetcC'a2 .Th2).Setq(?a 1.7bl)) ^, Bef ore( Setq(?a 1 .?blI ).Setq(?a2.?b2)))

r-esults in. a contradiction. Add precondition: -(((?a2-?al /A ?x2-?vl) \. (?al=?b2 A x1-?v2) V

'al-'a2 /. 'x1-?lx2)) ^,.((?a2-?bl A ?x2'vl) V (?z2-"al I ?x2-7xl) V ('al-?a2 A 'xl="v2)))

which simnplifies to -(?al-"b2 ', ?a2-Thl) A, -(?la2-?al)
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The system detects that each Seto could Dotentiallv clobber a precondlition of the other one if cer-

tain varnables are the same. Ordering constraints are posted to prevent protection violations in these

* situations. However, these ordering constraints contradict each 'other in certain situations. For .

- example. w.hen ?al=?a2 and ?xl=?x2 these constraints specify that each of the two Setqs should

precede the other since in this situation each one clobbers a precondition of the other. The process

described in section 6.2.2.4 detects such possIble contradictons arnd adds preconditions to prevent

* them. In the example. this process results in both -(?a2=?al) and -.('al-?7b2 A 'a2-'"bl) being

added as preconditions to the macro-operator. WVhen. sim iifyi ng the inial results, the system made

use of the following domain axiom: Vaiue(?7x.*a) ',Value(?y.?b) , ?x-"vy - ?a=?b. This axiom sim-

pIv states that a variable can have only one value at a time. Table 6.4 shows the macro-operator

4 definition resulting from the complete packaging process.

In sumnmary. the system notices that if zhe two variables being set ("alI and ?'a2) are the same.-

then the goal of having them set to two different values cannot be achieved. Also. if either assign-

ment references the variable set by the other. then the two cannot be executed in parallel. In these

* cases. the assignments must be properly ordered to prevent the referenced variable from being reset

before it is used. Finally. if each assignment references the variable sec by the other, chen two

*assignments cannot solve the problem. This is the classic -variable swapping . problem which

requires the use of a temporary variable (see section 7.5.3 of [NilssonsO].).

Table 6.4:.NMacro-Operator Learned from the Variable .kssiZnrent Example

___________________SetgSetq(?a 1.?bl .?x2.?v2.?x1.?7vI .?a2 .?b2)
I Preconditions i Effects Orderings

Vaiue(?a1,1xl) Value(?al."vl) Ial=?b2 - Before(Setq('a2.?b2).Setq(? al.?bl))
Value(?a2.?x2) Value(?a2.?v'2) 7a2=?bl - Before,"Setq(?a l.?b I).Setq(?a2.?lb2))
Value(b1'l -NValue(?al .'ci)

O I ~~Vaue :; -Vluea2?x2

L 'a2 -7b1

-C %-b %N %a-T1 ______________%____________ %____
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N CHAPTER 7

EGGS: EMPIRICAL RESULTS ON THE EFFECT OF LEARNING

4 ..

.,._ This chapter summarizes some empirical results on the effect of learning on problem solving

performance in all of the domains discussed in chapters 3. 4 and 5'. The macro-rules learned by

" EGGS affect its future performance in various ways. After learnng a macro-rule from a particular
4.

, > . example. performance on similar problems is enhanced. However. performance may be degraded on

problems that are superficially similar but can not be solved using the macro-rule.

7.1. Performance Improvement

, .,Table 7.1 summarizes empirical results on positive transfer. the ability of learning to improve

problem solving performance on similar problems. It gives the CPU time in seconds required to

solve a problem both before and after learning a macro-rule capable of solving the problem in one

~ s,ep. In each of the domains, the learned rule is the one discussed in the associated section in

chapter 3. 4. or 5. The CPU time required to learn the rule is also given, where learning includes

;i [1 Fruning and generalizing the explanation as well as packaging it into a macro-rule. Performance

was tested on solving the test problem discussed for each domain before and after learning the rule

. :Table 7.1: Speedup Due to Learning

Learning Solution CPU sec
Example Speedup

I CPU sec Before After
CUP 1.08 -4.82 3.70 1.30
Suicide .76 1.69 1.38 1.22
SafeToStack .81 3.69 2.72 1.36

* . LEAP .73 3.99 .79 5.05
% MA .67 759.00 .53 1432.00

. LEX2 .76 2.02 1.31 1.541
., Geometry 1.26 5.71 1.53 3.73

-. Geometry (difncult) 5.52 > 1680.00 4.02 > 418.00
'a STRIPS (deductive) 6.11 14.50 3.94 3.68

S LEAP (rewrite) .35 1.10 .49 2.2-4
LEX2 (rewrite) .46 1.60 1.09 1.47
Equation Solving 8.08 21.40 8.78 2.44

.Exan-ies :n crapter 6 are no, considered s:nce EGGS does lot nave a plar.er for incependently solv~ng probiems us-
:-.g S7RIPS 3oeraors.

:% J
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.rom the different but related learning example for that domain.: In all of the theorem-proving

examples. the backward-chaining depth bound was set to ten. the depth of the shortest known

proof for the hardest problem (the "difficult geometrv example).

The speedup is the ratio of the two run times and represents how much faster the system

solves the test problem after learning. In the simple examples where little or no search is involved.

the speedup is only about 1.3: however, in the more realistic examples with larger search spaces.

the speedup ranges from about 4 to 1400 times faster. Since the difficult geometry problem shown

- Figure 4.17 could not even be solved before learning, the speedup due to learning from a sketchy

p:oof can only he given a lower bound of about 400.

Empirical results on positive transfer resulting from explanation-based learning have also

been reported for the PROLEARN learning PROLOG system [Prieditis87]. However. only one of the

PROLEARN examples involves any search. and this is the simple SafeToStack example which

requires minimal search. Therefore, no large speedups. like those reported here for the MA and

diffcult Geometry examples. are presented in the PROLEARN results. More comprehensive experi-

ments in the single domain of proving theorems in elementary logic (the MA domain) are reported

in [O'RorkeS-a. O'Rorke87b]. These experiments demonstrated that explanation-based learning can

improve performance to a greater degree than rote learning. On a set of 52 theorems from Princi-

pia AfIrhernacica [Whiteheadl3]. an EBL system using depth-bounded search proved 83% of the

hteorems, compared to 79% for a rote-learning system, and 31% for a non-learning system (all sys-

terns were given the same depth-bound). Over all the problems. the EBL system searched 3 2%c less
nodes than the non-learning system. while the rote learning system searched 20% more nodes than

the non-learning system. 3 Some recent experiments that compare a non-learning system. a standard

EBL system, and an EBL system that can learn iterative macro-operators are reported in

[ShavlikSW.

In order for the learning of macro-rules to contribute to the overall performance of a system.

0. there must be regularity in the class of problems to which the system is applied. It must be

assumed that :t is likely that the system will encounter a problem that is similar to some past

problem from which it has already acquired a macro-rule. Fortunately, this assumption is prob-

ably not an inreasonable one since most domains are characterized by ciasses of problems that can

'Modited versior.s o *he !ear.:ng examples were use,! to "es* .he Cup and Suicide examples ?resented :n chapiet 3.
3

-ese pece.n:ages Aere ca'culated from data presented in [O'RarkeSrb. Table 3.1]
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be solved using similar techniques. The advantage of learning from examples taken from the

environment instead of randomly generating macro-rules for various combinations of rules is that

the examples will hopefully characterize the types of problems the system will have to solve in the

future'1

7.2. Performance Degradation

In addition to performance gains, there is also a price to pay for learning macro-rules. Whien

the system attempts to solve a problem that cannot be solved using the macro-rule. it wastes time

unsuccessfully trying to apply the rule. The result is negative transfer. a decrease in problem sotv-
U-

ing performance on superficially similar problems after learning. Table 7.2 summarizes some

empirical data that illustrates negative transfer. It gives the CPU time in seconds required to solve

a problem before and after learning a rule that cannot be used to solve the problem. Once again.

theorem-proving examples were run with a depth-bound of ten.

.- Slowdown is the ratio of the two run times, which represents how much faster the system

solved the problem before learning. The test problems were constructed with the goal of maximiz-

ing this slowdown effect. This was done by attempting to construct goals that match the conclu-

sion of the macro-ruie. thereby causing the system to try (unsuccessfully) to use the rule to

achieve the goal. Unfortunately. this was only possible for the SafeToStack. LEX2. Geometry. and

STRIPS examples since the macro-rules for the LEAP and MA examples do not have antecedents

SL and equation solving examples that met the criteria could not be solved without adding a large

_______..__ Table 7.2: Slowdown Due to Learning ]
""Example ITest Problem Souio P se.. Solution CPU sec

I Before After iSlowdown
SafeToStack Saf eToStack(Objl.Obj2) 1.06 1.09 1.03

(Given -Fragile(Obj2))
LEAP Equiv(-(-a/b).?x) 1.49 1.50 1.01
MA NIL - P-(PvQ) 21.10 21.90 1.04

LEX2 Solution(f3x-'dx.?a) 2.19 2.39 1.09
Geome'r'/ AABD1'ACBD 4.63 8.18 1.77
S ( c(Given AB CB. 'DC"D) I

STRIPS (deductive) Achieve(inroom(Robot.Room2).?s) 3.62 > 2100.00 > 580.00
" " (Given facts for Figure 3.6)

LEAP (rewrite) -(-a.,b) .64 .69 1.08
LEX2 (rewrite) f3x'(dx 1.28 1.-1 1.10
Equation Solving ln(x--3)-ln(5)-c 11.40 11.70 1.03

* c air _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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number of extra rules. In an attempt to maximize slowdown in these remaining cases, problems

w ere constructed which match the conclusion of the macro-rule as much as possible.

In these experiments, the slowdown effect of learning a particular rule was generally much

less than the speedup, so the gain of learning the macro-rules probably out-weighs the loss. In the

STRIPS example. however, learning causes the system to waste a great deal of time attempting to

- use the macro-rule on a relatively simple problem that is much more easily solved from first prin-

-' cries. The system eventually exhausts its storage before it abandons its attemot to use the new

macro-rule to solve the problem. [.Minton85] describes a more comprehensive experiment in a sin-

gie dcmain very much like STRIPS' domain which demonstrates that indiscriminately learning V

macro-operators can eventually lead to the slowdown effect dominating and result in an overall

decrease in performance.

* In these cases. it is important to be selective about which macro-rules are created and which

are retained. The problem of determining whether a macro-rule's positive contribution to perfor-

rman e outweighs its negative effect has been called the uvzigiy problem [Minton87a]. The possibility

of generating 'arge numbers of macro-operators which adversely affect performance was first men-

tioned in the conclusion of the STRIPS learning paper [Fikes72J. Fikes e:. cL proposed that a possi-

bie soluton to this problem might be the inclusion of a mechanism for forgetting infrequently used

Macro-operators. This mechanism would keep statistics on the frequency with which each macro- z

cerator is used and discard those which fell below a certain threshold. The learning of S-Alacros

n MORRIS [MintonS5] is an implementation of this proposal. Experiments conducted with

%" MORRIS indicate that this technique can result in improved performance [Minton85]. Analytical

methods for judging the utility of macro-operators (i.e. their ability to improve performance) have

* also been developed and tested [1ba85. Minton85. Minton87a]. If macro-operators that are known

to pre''ent backtracking (T-Macros) are selectively retained, empirical results indicate :t-A,. overall

performance can be improved [Minton85]. Some additional untested suggestions for dealing with

the problem of slowdown are given in [PrieditisS7]. Unlike STRIPS or the current PROLEARN svs-

6-i tern. GENESIS does not learn from every explanation. The criteria GENESIS uses to determine

"when an explanation is worth learning from are discussed in chapter 11.

.3. A Suggestion for Better Controlled Experiments 4,
d

Macro-rules can improve a resource-bounded problem solving system in two important ways.

It :an increase the class of problems the system is inherently capable of solving and it can increase

% . . . .. .. 4~ .W4 V~ W .

-. 6 "2^ V ---
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the sneed of probiem solving A good experimental compar:son of the performance of a learning

and non-learning system must consider both of these factors. An experiment that examines only

one o: these factors without controlling for the other can produce misleadng results.

- Specifically. when the problem solver is depth-first and depth-bounded. like the theorem

. prover in EGGS and in [O'Rorke87b]. performance data is actually biased against a system that

• "." ear.s macro-rules. Such a system can waste a great deal of tme trying to use a macro-rule to

so,'.e a 7roblem by combining it with other macro-rules and with rules in the original domain

theory With the same depth-bound for both the learning and non-learning systems, a system that

learns macro-rules is capable of solving a larger set of problems. This is because a macro-rule that

K:,- can represent an arbitrarily deep proof in the original domain theory counts as only one rule appli-

cation %;,hen used to solve new problems. Therefore, the search space the learning system must

expjore is constantly getting larger since learned rules increase the branching factor while the depth

of its search tree remains constant. On the other hand, the search space the non-learning system

must explore remains constant.

For example, in the STRIPS example. since the learned macro-rule has depth 7. in some places

the learning system is exploring the search space of the original domain theory to a depth of 16

.ns,ed of 10 when using this rule. This in turn accounts for the large amount of time spent trying

.o use this rarticular macro-rule on the slowdown-testing problem for the STRIPS domain.

In summary, in order for the overall execution time of the learning system to be less than the

non-.earning system 's. it must be capable of both solving more problems and solving them faster.

A fairer comparison of overall search or execution time would require a controlled experiment in

-' whc -the class of problems solvable by both systems remained constant. This could be done by

marking the depth of each antecedent of a macro-rule in terms of the rules in the original domain

theory Dur:ng problem solving, each antecedent would only be pursued until it has reached the

- derath-tound :n terms of rules in the original domain theory. This would prevent large amounts of

::me be:n2 consumed trving to use macro-rules and result :n a fairer comparison of the perfor-

m .ance )f the :earning and non-learning systems.

%.-
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CHAPTER 8

GENESIS:. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This chapter concerns the organization of the complete GENESIS narrative processing system.

GENESIS is built on top of the EGGS explanation-based learning system and enhances its abilitvy to

deal with plan-based explanations. The narrative understanding process in GENESIS is used to

construct expianations for character's intentional behavior. EGGS then generalizes these explana-

tions to produce plan schemata which GENESIS can then use to improve its understanding ability.

Figure 8.1 illustrates the overall architecture of the system. The architecture of GENESIS is a

"J'. straight-forward instantiation of the prototypical expanation-based learning system (PEBLS) as

deined in [Segre87a] in which the performance element is the same as the wuderstander. This

chapter briefly summarizes the function of each of the components shown in Figure 8.1. The

schema librarv, understander. causal model, schema learner, word learner, and indexer,'retrever are

discussed in detail in subsecuent charters.

8.1. The Parser and Lexicor

An adaptation of McDYPAR [Dyer83] (a micro-version [Schank8lb] of the parser used in the

BORIS system) is used to parse English sentences into predicate calculus wffs. The parser makes

uses of word definitions stored in the lexicon. Numerous examples of the output of the GENESIS

parser are given for the example narratives discussed in chapter 10 and appendix B. Since parsing is

not the focus of the current research, no claims are made about the parser and alternative

J. aproaches could be used for this task (e.g. [Hirst87. MarcusSO. Waltz84]).

8.2. The Understander, Schema Library, and Causal Model

The output of the parser is processed by the undersrander which attempts to construct expla-

nations for characters' actions. The understander uses the system's existing knowledge of actions

and inferences stored in the schema library in order to find connections between character's actions

and infer the ulumate goals that motivated their actions. The embellished representation that it

constructs for a narrative is referred to as the causal ,model. The explanation for a particular goal

achievement is the subset of the causal model that supports the given goal state. The representation

of actions used in GENESIS is an enhancement of the STRIPS-like representation presented in
Shapter 6 and :s discussed n chapter 9. The technioues used in the understanding process are

A 6 "u
d

%0 * %% % %%%
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Text

Undrstndel~Schema
(Lexicon Parser- k Library/'j-

Leaorned ~ Causal Schema
Wo-rde ModelT

___________ ___________Lear ner

VN'ocab-...JGeeao Parav hraser Inrdexer.
Iar ./eeao Retriever

ext Lo n g
Term

Figure 8.1: Architecture of GENESIS

similar to those used inprevious %vork in narrative understanding fChar-niak717. Cullingford78.
DeiongS2b. DverS3. SchankSlb. W\Viskyv831 and are discussed in chapter 10.

8.3. The Question-.Answerer

A sirnoie cuestion-answerer is used 'o insvect the causal model built by the understander.

Since the fccu-s of the svstemn is on the construction of generalizable explanations. this sub-systern

is priarij used to answer cuestions about wh-v a character p-erformed a certain action or %vhy, a

uar:icuiar state exists.

The ou-estion-aniswerer takes questions from the user after they have been par-sed and

employs a number of heuristics for retr Ieving an answer 4from the causal model. For examnle. one

hier:st~c frans,.erering a question about why a character performed a part:cular action is to find

* - no.ther act,:on that this action enabled and replY that the character executed the action so he could

peror the subsequent action. The answer to the following question about the kidnapping narra-

:e presented in cnapter 2 .%as produced using this heuristic.
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> Why did John approach Mary' '

So John could aim the gun at Mary.

The generator is used to translate the question-answerer's replies into English.

Of course. there are many difficult issues involved in the retrieval of the most appropriate

answers to cuest;ons that the question-answerer in GENESIS does not address (see [Lehnert78.

Valtz7SI for discussions of such issues). Consequently. its answers may sometimes seem a little

,:'anoe or mapprorr:ate.

8.4. The Paraphraser ,9

A paraphrasing system is used to output information the system has obtained from its pro-

cess:n- of a stor,. The purpose of this sub-system is not to concisely summarize the plot or the -,

.- irt: of a narrive (as in [Lehnert32. Wilenskv82]). but rather to simply convey the system's

- :,verali understanding of a piece of text.

If a narrative is recognized as an instance of a known schema or if a new schema is learned

,:rcm the narrat:ve. that schema is used to paraphrase the text. This is accomplished by printing

out the instant:ated actions composing the schema in chronological order. In addition, before print-

,r.g out each action, any of its preconditions that have not previously been mentioned are also

stated. The genera:or is used to compose English sentences for the assertions produced by the para-

nhraser. This technique for paraphrasing an instance of a schema is also used to produce English

descr:ptions of general schemata (e.g. the English description of CaptureBargain shown in the trace

n cb-,a-ter 2). If a particular narrative cannot be interpreted as an instance of either an old or a

new schema. ,he paraphraser simply generates English sentences for each of the individual actions

:n the text.

8.5. The Generator and Vocabulary

An adap:ta.:on of Mc.MUMBLE [SchankSlb] (a micro-version of the generator used in the

TALE-SPIN narrative generating system [Y, eehan76]) is used to translate the output of the

uestlon-ans''erer and the paraphraser into natural language. Each predicate the system knows has

a short program associated with it which instructs it how to state an instance of the predicate in

Eng'ish. These programs are stored in the vocabular'. Unfortunately. like many natural language

ss:ems. GENESIS* kno.ved2e of words is separated into two different "lexicons." one for parsing

ana one for ;eneratung. A system 'hat uses one lexicon for both tasks is presented in [\VilenskvSO].

%
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8.6. The Schema Learner

b The schema Zecrner analyzes the causal model built bv the understande: in order to learn new

Dfan schemata. It first monitors the causal model and detects when a character has achieved an

important goal in a novel manner (i.e. in a manner for which the system does not already possess a

schema). The explanations for how such goals are achieved can be used to learn new schemata. Inp.
addition to deciding when to learn, this sub-system includes an exp,.cnation pruner. generolizer. and

packager as defined in chapter 3.1 After the explanation for the goal achievement is extracted from

:he causal model, a special pruning function is used to remove actions and states that only support

the goal through more abstract concepts. The pruned explanation is then generalized using the

EGGS explanation generalization algorithm. Next. an enhancement of the procedure for building

macro-operator discussed in section 6.2.2 is used to package the generalized explanation into a

schema. Finally, this schema is stored in the schema library and indexed so that it can be used to

aid the understanding of future narratives. The pruning. packaging, and indexing procedures as

well as the procedure that decides when to learn are all discussed in detail in chapter 11.

8.7. The Word Learnera
An additional feature that has been added to GENESIS is the ability to learn provisional

definitions for unknown schema-related words. For example. as shown in the trace in chapter 2.

GENESIS accuires. from a single narrative, definitions for "kidnapper." -ransom. and "kidnap" as

.well as a kidnapping schema. The word-learning process involves detecting the conceptual role that

an unknown word fills in the schema that is being learned. After a word is associated with a slot

in a new schema or with the new schema itself, a definition for the new word is constructed for

both the lexicon and the vocabulary. This allows both the parser and generatcr to use the new

word for. respectively, understanding narratives and answering questions. GENESIS* ability to

learn new words is discussed in further detail in chapter 12.

r-.,

8.8. The Indexer/Retriever and the Long Term Store

GENESIS also has the ability use the schemata it learns to index and retrieve specific narra-

tives. After processing a narrative, the indexer stores the causal model constructed for this piece of

text in the long-termn store and indexes it under the most comprehensive schemata used in

'In PEBLS [SegreS7ai. ihe ter- generahzer is used *o refer Io 1he entire sche'.a learmng -nodule: however. in GENESIS.
!h:s tern ;s :sed soicl :o the EGGS explanation generalization process.

'4'
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)41.1

interpreting the story. When ans'., ering questions about a particular narrative. the rezriever can be

.nstructed to retr:eve past episodes that are indexed under the same schema used to interpret the

current text. These modules allow GENESIS to function as a conceptual retrieval system

*[SchankSlal which, during normal operation. automatically learns new ways to index events.

Further details on this aspect of GENESIS are given in chapter 13.

8.9. The Importance of the Complete System

Ahough GENESIS is primarily a tool for explonrng learning, this chapter has revealed that it

contains a large number of components that have no direct connection to learning, such as a parser,

question-answerer, paraphraser. etc.. An important question concerns the relevance of these addi-

"* tional components. While the non-learning components in GENESIS certainly make the learning

-, system easier to test and debug, they also serve a more important purpose. The primary goal of

learning is to improve the performance of an overall system in some relevant task domain. Several

Al researchers have stressed the importance of viewing learning in the context of a performance

svstem tBuchanan77. Mitchel183. Simon83]. The requirement of improving overall system perfor-

mance often imposes important constraints on a learning system. As a result. certain degrees of

freedom are eliminated that couid otherwise be unfairly manipulated to bias the performance of an

:solated learning system.- -
For example. in GENESIS. the same explanations that support learning must also be used to

answer questions about the text. and the schemata produced by the learning mechanism must be

able to aid the understanding of future narratives as well as support reasonable paraphrases. Many

representations suitable for learning are unsuitable for performing these other tasks. Most other

EBL systems, on the other hand. do not use the explanations they construct for any task other than

to support generalization. In fact. most do not even retain the entire generalized explanation. but

rather extract only a macro-rule or macro-operator that summarzes the overall preconditions and

,ost-condituons. These data structures do not generally contain information on the sub-structure

that composes and justifies them.3 In GENESIS. the entire generalized explanation is retained in

order to be able to use the learned schema to understand future narratives and answer questions

about them.

2A s:-,iar poin is made :n Faikenaire.S 7 (sec*,icn 4.1'L
3T-ie generaiized !iangle :ables retaired by STRIPS do coiiain much of :h*is :r.fornation. This knowledge is used to

elec" a.c cor.ec: probiems encountered dur:ng execution rnonitcr:ng.

% - )
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Complementing the impact that the understanding system has or. the iearning system is the %

impact that the learning system has on the understanding system. Building expianations sufficient

to support generalization and schema acquisition is an important test of how well a text processing

system has actually "understood" a piece of text. Previous tasks that have been used to test under-

standing are question-answering [Lehnert78]. paraphrasing [Cullingford78. DeJong82b]. and sum-

marizing (LehnertS2]. Unlike these tasks. the ability to construct an explanation sufficient for gen-

eralization is a crucial test of how well the system has comprehended the global causal structure of
of text. Answering why and how questions are good ways of testin

causal structure: however, unlike question-answering, generalization requires the construction of a

globally consistent causal model. Paraphrasing and summarizing require having an adequate global

structure for the text: however, they do not generally test the understanding of causal structure.

For example. FRUMP [DeJong82b] produced summaries of newspaper articles using sketchy scripts

which contain only temporally ordered lists of events with very little causal information. In sum-

mar,. for man,. narratives (e.g. the examples in this thesis). it is fair to say that a system has not

truly "understood" the text unless it has the ability to produce an explanation that could be gen-

eralized into a new schema using EBL techniques. Therefore. the ability to learn a schema from a

narrative can be viewed as an additional test of the understanding abilities of a natural language

" SVStem'.

, b.
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CHAPTER 9

GENESIS: SCHEMA REPRESENTATION

All domain specific knowledge in GENESIS is represented in a declarative fashion in the

schema librarv. This knowledge is divided into information about objects. artributes. states, and

cc:ions. This chapter is comprised of separate discussions of the representations used for each of

these classes of knowledge. A complete listing of all of GENESIS' initial knowledge is given in

appendix C.

J9.1. Objects

An isa hierarchy is used to specify a taxonomy of object classes. The complete GENESIS

object hierarchy is shown in Figure 9.1. 1 The system uses standard path-finding inheritance tech-

niques to determine class membership [CharniakS5. Nilsson8O]. If a path is found, the system con-

- structs a proof of class membership based on the path. This proof is composed of inference rules

such as:

Isa( 1 x. Gun) - Isa(?x. Weapon)

*i For efficiency reasons, this specialized inference technique Is preferred to giving the EGGS theorem

prover explicit axioms specifying the taxonomy and allowing it to construct proofs of class

membership. Since queries regarding class membership are quite frequent. a specialized strategy for

i these queries substantially increases the overall efficiency of the system.

9.2. Attributes and States

.Atributes are facts about objects that are intrinsic [Kedar-Cabelli87b] and are not changed by

actions. "wxhile states are facts about objects that are affected by actions. GENESIS" hierarchies of

attributes and states are shown in Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3. respectiveiy. Like the object isa-

hierarchy, these hierarchies support abstraction inferences such as:

Father('x.?v) - Parent(?x.?y)

Knowledge of attributes and states also includes backward-chaining rules for inferring instances of

a predicate and forward-chaining rules for making inferences from an instance of a predicate. For

1 Specla: .o!:ce sr.ould be taken of !.Ie dIs:nct.i'n 'xtween a Character and a Perscn. A Person is a hunan being whiie a
Charac-er .s av agent *ha, is capazie of exec'u';ng a vo.isional action and includes Persons as well as coilective agents sucr, as
C a ns.
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Figure 9.1: GENESIS Hierarchy of Objects
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Amount

/ Color

Fit

Gender
Attribute \Lnh

Length

\\ Name

"Poisonous

Seductive

Figure 9.2: GENESIS Hierarchy of Attributes

example. the following rule is used in a backward-chaining fashion to infer that someone possesses

a particular amount of an object if he possesses a larger amount of that object:

Amount(?v.g.?u) \ Possess(?a.?v) , Amount(?x.?l.?u) A Isa(?x.?t) A Isa(Cy.t) A

LessThan(?l.?g) - Possess(?a.?x)

In this rule. Amount(?x.?l.?u) specifies that the object ?x consists of a number. ?1. of units. ?u (e.g.

Amount(3Monevl. 100. dollars)). All of the rules attached to states and attributes in GENESIS are P.

given in section 2 of appendix B.

9.3. Actions

Acrions specify dynamic changes in the state of the world and are also arranged in an abstrac-

tion hierarchv. A graph of the complete GENESIS action hierarchy is shown in Figure 9.4. Actions

are divided into volitional actions, such as Murder. which are goal directed actions willingly exe-

cuted by an ac:or. and non-volitional actions. such as Die.

Actions are represented using an enhancement of the STRIPS-like representation discussed in 16

section 6. 1. The first modification is that preconditions are divided into constratnts. FrecondL:%otn.

and motivations. Constraints are required attributes or classes of the arguments of an action and_

therefore can not be achieved by other actions. Preconditions are states that enable an action and

can be ach:eved by other actions. Motivations are mental states of the actor. such as goals. goal

JL
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vr~orit~es. and beliefs, that motivate hin to perform a %oiitonal action.2 Together. constraints.

precond-tuons. and rnotivat~ons are called the supports of an action. As in the representation in

chapter 6. effects are states. possibly negated ones. resulting fron. the execution of an action. An

*action definition includes only the supports and effects unique to that particular action. Supports

* and effects that are inherited from more abstract actions are defined at that level. As an example.

the supports and effects of the Murder action and one of its specializations (Poison) are shown in

Table 9.1. The effect stating that the victim is dead is specified only in the definition of Murder.

. The :):econditions that the actor must possess a poisonous food and the victim must be hungry and

the effects that the poisonous food is inside the victim and no longer Possessed by either the actor or

victim are specific to Poison and are specified only in its definition.

Knowledge about an action may also include information about its expansion. i.e. its decom-

position into more primitive actions. An action can be recursively defined as a macro-operator that

has an expansion in terms of other actions (which may also be macro-operators). The expansion of

an action is also analogous to the body of a script (Schank77] or MIOP [Schank82].3 The complete

set of action specifications in GENESIS should not be interpreted as defining an ultimate set of

primitive actions. Action definitions that do not include expansions are not necessarily primitive

actions: rather, they should generally be interpreted as currently lacking a complete definition.

Although such action definitions must eventually bottom out in a set of primitives, sets that have

been prop~osed have many inadequacies (Wilks75). Therefore, in GENESIS. no commitment is made

rregarding an ultimate set of primitives.

I Table 9.1: Sample Definition of Action Suppor-ts and Effects
Action Constraints Preconditions 1 Eff ects

NfIurderC~a.?\) I sa(?a.Character) Dead(?v)
- ~"'a murdered %" I Isa(?v.Pe-son) ____________________

Poison'a.?v.?p) PoisonusC'p) iPossess(?a.?p)Isiep?)
'a poisoned ?v with ?p Food(?p) NeedSustenance(?v) -Possess( 'a.?)
I -Possess(?v~p

The distiricion belweeri preconditions and rro~ivaltions is used by the questioni-answerer when. determining *.ne ip-
p~cvr:a-e answer Io a -wry quesvor..

* Scr:pts are detired dirct:~v n *term-s of ormi'iive conceptual denrdericy actions [Schank7Sj while MOPs, like Cu1- ac-
.ionts, are detrted !ecursiwe!V.

d~n.

Lfifik
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The expansion of an action schema includes subactions. internall states. Links, abstracrons. and

order' ng constraints. Subac'.ions are the set of more primitive actions which compose the action.

-neernai states (also referred to as internals) are states that are true sometime during the execution

of an action but are neither preconditions nor effects. Links define the relationships among the

subactions. supporters. and internal states. and thereby specify the causal structure of the expan-

sion. Abstractions specify the relationships between facts in the expansion and facts in the expan-

sons of more abstract actions. Ordering constraints (also referred to as orderings) are additional

constraints on the temporal ordering of the subactions that are not implicit in the support structure

specified by the links. These are needed to avoid protection violations as discussed in section 6.2.2.

As an illustration of expansion definitions, the expansions of Murder and Poison are shown in Table

9.2 and Table 9.3. respectively. A link of the form: (Effect (Subaction 2)(Effect 1)) specifies that

the first effect of the action is an effect of the action's second subaction. Other links are interpreted

n a corresponding fashion. An abstraction of the form ((Subaction 3) Murder (Subaction 2))

specifies 'hat the third subaction of the action corresponds to or is a specialization of %lurder's

second subaction. Other abstractions are interpreted in a corresponding manner.

Table 9.2: Expansion of Murder 1
Subactions Internals I Links

GenesisAction(?a) State(?v) (Effect (Subaction 1)(Internal 1))
Die(?v) State(?o) (Antecedent (Internal 3) (Internal 1))

I BadHealth(?v) (Antecedent (Internal 3) (Internal 2))
(Precondition (Subaction 2) (Internal 3)) -

_ ___(Effect (Subaction 2)(Effect 1))

Table 9.3: Expansion of Poison

Subactions i Internals Abstractions
Atrans(?a.?p.?v.?l) Possess(?v.?p) ((Subaction 1) Murder (Subaction ))
Ingest(?,.?p) BadHealth(?v) ((Subaction 3) Murder (Subaction 2))
Die(?v) ((Internal 1) Murder (Internal 1))

((Effect 1) Murder (Internal 2))
((Internal 2) Murder (Internal 3)')

Links

(Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 1)) (Effect (Subaction 1) (Internal 1))
(Effect (Subaction 1) (Effect 2)) (Constraint (Subaction 2) (Constraint 2)) :1
(Precondition (Subaction 2) (Internal 1)) (Motivation (Subaction 2) (Precondition 2))

S(Effect (Subaction 2) (Effect 1)) (Effect (Subaction 2) (Effect 3)) .1
(Antecedent (Internal 2) (Constraint 1)) (Antecedent (Internal 2) (Effect 1))
(Precondition (Subaction 3) (Internal 2)))

% .\k
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A graph~cal display of the expansions of Poison and Murder and ho'. they relate to each other

is show'n in Figure 9 5. The expansion of Murder can be summarized as follows: An actor. ?a. per-

:orms some action that causes a victim, ?v. to be in a state that implies he is in a state of bad health

which in turn enables the victim's non-volitional death. The expansion of Poison can be summar-

ized thus: An actor. 7a. gives a poisonous food. ?p, to a victim. ?v, which results in the victim pos-

Usessing the food. Since the victim is hungry and has the food. he eats the food that results in the

food being inside him. The fact that the food is ooisonous and inside him implies that the victim is

.n a state of bad health. This in turn enables his non-volitional death. The actors act:on of giving

the victim poisonous food corresponds to the actor's unspecified action in the expansion of Murder

* while the state of bad health and death correspond to these same parts in Murder's expansion. The

relationships between facts and more general abstractions are represented as logical implications.

For example:

Poison(?a. ?v. ?p) - Murder(?a. ?v)

Atrans(Ca. ?p. ?v. ?) - GenesisAction(?a)

It should be noted that motivations of other characters' actions in the expansion of a voli-

tional schema are always preconditions of the overall schema or the effects of actions performed by

the volitional actor of the schema. For example, since the fact that the victim is hungry motivates

- im to ingest the poion. the victim being hungry is a precondition of the volitional Poison schema.

The simplifying assumption is made that other actors will always perform their subactions if the

motivations for these actions are met. This insures that all of the effects of the action will be

achieved if the volitional actor performs all of his actions.

A final type of information attached to actions is suggestions. A part of each action definition

is a list of larger schemata of which that action is a subaction. An action is said to suggest schemata

of which it may be a part and which therefore may provide a reason for its execution. This process

forms a cruc:aI part of the understanding mechanism and is discussed in detail in the follow:ng

chapter.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the representation presented in this section has been

'used to represent a variety of actions needed for the understanding of narrative text. Numerous

additional examples of action definitions using this representation are presented in section I of

appendix C.

" "
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NeedSustenancel *L oioiNot2
Iojsorious2 PiolNudr

BadHealthl - Die3 -- Deadl
Possess3 Atransl Possess4 ngestlI Inside I tate2/

Dead I DeadC'v) ~ vis dead.
Murderi M.'urder('?a.?v) 1a murdered'.
Poison I Poison(?7a.?v.?p) ?a poisoned ?v with '7p
lsa7 Isa,(?p.Food) 1.7p is a food.
Poisonous2 Poisonous(?7p) ? p is poisonous.
NeedSustenance I N\eedSustenance(?v) ?, is hungry.
Possess3 Possess(?a.*P) "a had ?p.
Insidel Inside(?p.?v) "p is inside ?v.
Ingestl Ingest(?v.?p) ?v ate ?p.
Possess4 Possess(?v.?p) *),, had ?p.

0Atransl Atrans(?a.?p,?v.?12) ?~a gave ?v ?p.
Not2 -'Possess(?a."P) ?a does not have ?p.
Not3 -'Possess(?v.''P) Xdoes not have ?p.
Die3 Die(?v) ?vdied.
BadHealthl BadHeaith(?v) ?vis in bad health.
State2 State(?p) o"p is in some state.
State 1 State(?v) *1-v is in some state.
GenesisAc,.ionl1 Ge-iesisAction(?a) la did something.

Figure 9.5: Expansions of Murder and Poison
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CHAPTER 10

GENESIS: NA-RRATIVE UINDERSTANDITG

A substant~al body of research in natural language processing has addressed the problem of

p "udertaning naratie txt.Most of the research in narrative understanding has focussed on

constructing expianations for character's actions and inferring missing actions that are only irnpli-

citv mentioned [Charniak8 (hapter 10>. Schank~lb]. Although these are difficult problems

vn wich are far from completely sol~ed. a reasonable amnount, of progress has been made and a

number of useful mechanisms have been developed.

In the work on narrative understanding. a distinction can be made between schernc-based (also

called scrip:-3ased) and plan-based understanding mechanisms (Schank771. A schenra-based under-

standing miechanism attempts to directly and efficiently access a relat:%elv specific knowledge

structure (a schema) that accounts for the actions in the text. This schema can then be efficiently

used tc causaly connect acti;ons in the narrative and fill in missing acticns. lfn terms of problem

socing. it is analogous to using a macro-operator to solve a particular problem in one step. Exam-

-ies zf syste-ms that use schema-based understanding, are SAM\ 'Cullingford!781 and FRUMP

D e~ong-9.1

A ricn~-3ased understanding mechanism. on the other hand. can be used for understanding

3novel situaticns. 1-t involves searching for a set of missing actions that causally connect to observed

ac::ons to :oma -,)an that achieves a character's coal. In terms of croblemn solving, this ap~proach

-~ ~eUe doing search- in Lens, ve planning to achieve a goal. In Newell's terminology [Newel!73.

plan-bdased ,;nderstanding is a weak rnerhod while schema-based understanding is a strong mthod.

PA.% I rilensk-.781 is an example of a system that does plan-based understanding. Although

-;zinn ing and pian-based understanding can make use of the same database of actions. they are

c uite different rroctsses. frn planning. one is given an ;nitial state and a goal and must search for a

lIan that can '-e t xecuted ;n the initial state and that achieves the goal. In plan-based understand-
irnz. one is 7:,. en a set of observed actions and must, search fo1 lnta nldso cvr hs

act.io.ns and .:-at achie'. es a characters goal. In understanding, goals must usually be -inferred since

they are -are~v ex:ic:t.iv mentoned.

Since a rcbust, uniderstanding system must be able to deal with both mundanie and novel

situat,;ons. severai recent understanding Ssts-ems perform both sch'ema and plan-based

%%NN N
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.... e._.an.ir, For exam~ie. BORIS [,DverS3; and FALSTUS .Norv:gS3. \%', enskv,,3. are svstems

that use -ot" at these understanding mechanisms. GENESIS also employs both schema and plan-

cased .mrechan:sms in its understanding process. First, the system tries to find an action schema

that will drectlv explain the characters* actions. If this fails. it resorts to trying to causally con-

nect individual actions in a plan-based manner. However. the search it performs during plan-based

understanding is very limited in order to prevent it from spending an inordinate amount of time

Perform:ng combinatorially explos;ve search through the space of all possible explanations. Conse-

"uentiv. GENESIS cannot produce adequate explanations for certain narrat~ves although it theoreti-

callv could understand them given an exhaustive search algorithm and unlimited time and space.

. Nevertheless. the systems limited ability to do plan-based understanding allows ;t to construct

explanations for many novel plans presented in narratives. The system then uses the EGGS gen-
eraiizer to rerform explanation-based learning on these explanations in order to learn new schemata

- wn;ch allow it to understand future instances of the plan using schema-based understanding.

Expianat.on-based learning in GENESIS can therefore be viewed as the acquisition of schemata that

allow the system to process narratives using efffcient schema-based techniques which previousy

could oniv h-ave been understood using inefficient, search-intensive, plan-based understanding.

in order to u;nderstand exactly how 'earning can improve performance and allow GENESIS to

Sconstruct ex::anations for narratives that it previously could not comprehend. detailed knowledge

Of the understanding Lrocess is needed. The remainder of this chapter examines the schema and -

,: pan-based understanding mechanisns in GENESIS. A narrative used in the acquisition of a

murder for inheritance" schema (an exampie due to Paul ORorke and ntroduced in [DeJongS3,

is used to illustrate these processes. The English text and parsed version for this narrative are

shown in Figure 10.11 and additional action definitions needed for this narrative are shown in Table

10.1. A detailed system trace for this example is presented in appendix D. The reader may find :t

helpful to refer to this trace whle reading subsequent passages descrbing the processing of this -.

exam r!e.

10.1. Schema Selection

If a schema-based mechanism is to be able to process a broad range of texts, it must have

access o a ar.e number of schemata. Therefore, in order to avoid repeated searching through the __

e:are .aacase of schemata, it must also have an efficient method for selecting the paricular

-a,.'a .era n .:ar7e7 , r, u j,, be .nierrc~ed as benp, ems Cr. alv quannbed.

d0
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Claudius was Agrippina's husband ano owned an estate.
Agrippina gave him a poisonous mushroom and he died.
She inherited the estate.

Isa( Perso n 1. Person), Gender( Person 1 .m ale). Narne( Personl1.Claudius). lsa (Person 2.Pe rson).
Gender( Person2 .female). Narne( Person2 .Agrippina), Lsa( Esta te 1 .Estate). Husband( Person 1.
Person2). Possess(Personl .statel). Poisonous(Mushroom i). Isa(M~ushrooml1.Mushroom).
Atrans( Person2 .Mushrooml1.Personl1.?AT6). Die( Person 1). Inherit( Person2 .Estatel1.?FRO.Mv3)

Figure 10.1: English and Parsed Versions of the Learning Narrative for the Murder Example

Table 10.1: Additional Action Definitions for the Murder Exam ple1
Action Constraints Preconditions I Eff ects Suggestions 1

Atrans(?a?o7t.?l) Isa(?a.Character) Possess(?a.?o) Possess(?t.?o) Atrans(?a.?o.?t)'
ga ave ?t ?o Isa(?o.Inanirnate) -Possess(?a.?o) -

D(a)at ?1" Isa(?t.Characler) Poison(?a.?t.?o)

i? dieda Isa(?a.Person) Dead(?a)

Inherit(?a.?o.?d) lsa(?a.Character) Heir(?a.?d) Possess(?a.?o)
?a inherited Isa(?d.Person) ~Possess(?d.?o) -ose(d.o

?ds ?o" Isa(?o.Inanimate) Dead(?d) _________________

schemnata that are applicable to the current input. This process is frequently referred to as schema

selection or framne selection. It is a difficult problem and has 0een the subject of several research

effforts (CharniakM8 CharrtiakS2. DeJong82b. Lytinen&4. NorvigS3].

In GENESIS. the process of selecting a schema has twc stages: suggestion and determination.

An action A in a narrative suggests a schema B if A is a subaction of B. Each suggested schemna is

iasrwared ( i.e. a unique instance is created with the appropriate variable bindings) and monitors

-he inputs in order to find confirming evidence. When a schema has found enough confirming evi-

dence. it is determined and its complete expansion is added to the causal model.2 An earl'y discus-

sscn of this approach and some of its advantages was presented in [DeJong&4). The same basic tech-

nic ue was also used in the original implementat ion of GENEI f8oeS5.MonyS]

.. e tern derermzna~wn is taken. from [Norv-jgS31 whe-e it IS Used TO 7e*Cr io a similar process in FAUSTUS. Sugges-
::tGENESIS correspconds to :~ecomn)onation of rnvoco:Lwn are trtnt:z-n as detried in j[Norv~g83.

* % CC~ C~~**
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A 10.1.1. Schema Suggestion

A specification1 of 'he suggestion process is shown in Figure 10.2. As mentioned in the previ-

ouis chapter. an action definition includes suggestions of relevant schemata. For example, the

definition of Atrans given in Table 10.1 includes the following suggestion:

A trans',?a.?o.'t.?l1) -> Poison(?a.?t.o)

N wvhere a statement of the form: A ->~ B is read: A suggests B. Therefore, the input:

Atrans(Person2. Mlushroom 1. Personi. ?AT6) in the murder story potentially suggests the schema:

Poison(Person2. Person 1. Mushrooml). A suggestion is not complete. however, until it is confirmed

that the suggested instance obeys all of the constraints on the schema. For the example. the system

mrust first prove the following facts using the deductive retriever in EGGS.

Po isonous(NMushroom 1l). lsa( Mlushroom 1. Food). Isa( Person I. Character). Isa( Person2. Person)

The flirst and fourth constraints were given explicitly in the in put and the second and third ones are

easily inferred using the object hierarchy. Therefore. the instantiated Poison schema is added to the

List of suggested schemata where it is monitored for subsequent determination.3 The final step in

procedure SuggestSchemata(i)
(Suggest schemata for input i ~

for each suggestion a--> b in the action definition of ido
if i unifies with a with NIGU 0

then
let s =bO
let q = true
for each constraint c of s do

if c does not have any variables A1 -Retrieve(c)

ifqthen let q = false

then
put s on the list of suggested schemata
for each super b of action s in the action hierarchy do

put b on the list of suggested schemata

4 Figure 10.2. Procedure for Suggesting Schemata

3
r rti oar*.icu.a- exarn~lc. it rna seen- *hat 'he input Poisoinous(Mlushroorn 1) shculd diec, suggest Poisor ins*.ead

of'~~n cnecyed by) a suggest~on :niliazed bv the Aktrans acti:on. Ho-ever, in order to keep zhe suggestion nsec hir l~pe,

<V~ socin -.5 ugge-s nie:-eve: sc~hemata tha* can explain. Inern. Vlowmg consrazrnts *.o suggest schena'.3 -c'uld ge
:V am~I~a*, .e vccss : !ar..,-. sugetios.Havng !:con -antssuges aschena would -esul:, tn sticria

LVd
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.he suggestion of a schema is the suggestion of its generalizations in the abstraction hierarchy. For

example. when the Posion schema is suggested in the example narrative, it also causes

NIurder(Person2. Personl) to be suggested.

In general. a suggested instance of a schema may contain existentially quantified variables.

For example. if the arguments to Poison had included a location, the variable used to denote the

location of the Atrans (?AT6) would be included in the suggested schema. Constraints on such

variables (e.g Isa(?AT6. Location)) are not checked during suggestion: however. any constant that

is later matched to such variables must satisfy these constraints. If the EGGS' deductive retriever

were used during suggestion to retrieve constraints with variables, it would lead to premature

assignment of unknown schema variables. In the example. ?AT6 could be immediately associated

with any previously mentioned location.

10.1.2. Schema Determination

- A suggested schema continually checks inputs in the narrative to see if they match facts in its

expansion. This process of examining suggested schemata for determination is described in Figure

10.3. Each fact in the expansion of a suggested schema is checked to see if it matches the input

act. If an input matches a suggested fact and all new schema variable bindings resulting from this

match satisfy the schema constraints, then these variable bindings are applied to the schema expan-

sion." The first input that is checked by this process is the input that suggested the schema. In the

example. this is the Atrans input and it matches a subaction in the expansion of the Posion schema

(shown in Figure 10.4).

e Each time a fact in the exoansion of a suggested schema is matched to an input, it is marked as

having been "found." In addition. facts related to the "found" fact are assumed to be true and also

marked as "found.* When an action is marked as "found". all of its effects. preconditions. motiva-

tions. and constraints are also marked. This is because if an action has occurred. then all of its sup-

ports must have been true and all of its effects must now be true. When a fact is marked as

found". all of its antecedents (if it has any) are also marked. If it is the antecedent of another fact.

all of whose antecedents are now marked, this fact is also marked since it must be true if all of its

lsa Perso.,.. Person) and lsa(Mushrooril. Food) suggesting Poison, which is clearly worse. DLstinguis!nng b"t'een con-
s-:a;,Ts suc. as Potsonous(Mushrooml) and Isa(Mushrooml. Food) would recuire a cornolex ana!ysis of 'he ::equencv of

:" QC, °-.-e.ce o! sucn Ccnstrains.

". FAUSTUS. the correspond:ng ?,ocess of deier..ining *he values of addii:ona :ra.e slots afte- :nstaniialior. s
:a,;er c..ocr-c,:ar No-Vi31.

'- A - - - . .'" .
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procedure CheckSuggestedSchemata(i)
Check if input i is a part of a suggested schema ")
for each suggested schema s do

for each fact f in the expansion of s do
if f and i unify with MGU 0 A

any newly bound schema variables in 0 satisfy the schema constraints
-,. then

for each fact g in the expansion of s do
replace g with A

AssumeFound(f)
if all the subactions in the expansion of s are "found"

then determine s (i.e. add its expansion to the causal model)

procedure AssumeFound(f)
if f is not already marked as "found" then

mark f as "found"
* if f is an action

then
for each support b and each effect b of f do AssumeFound(b)

else
for each antecedent a of f do AssumeFound(a)
for each consequent c of which f is an antecedent do

let q = true'
for each antecedent a of c do

if a is not "found" then let q = false
if q then AssumeFound(c)

for each action a of which f is an effect do
let q = true
for each effect e of a do

if e is not "found" then let q = false
A. if q then AssumeFound(a)

if f has an abstraction b or is an abstraction of b
where b is in the expansion of another suggested schema

then AssumeFound(a)

Figure 10.3: Procedure for Checking a Schema for Determination

dN.
A"
I0.
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NeedSustenance!I

-'aGeesA tael BadHealthl - Die3 Dead 1

Possess3 -Atransil Possess4 ngestl Intside 1 tate2

Dead 1Dead(Personl) Claudius is dead.
Niurderl Nturder(Person2,Personl) Agrippina murdered Claudius.
Poisonri. Poison(Person2.Personl.NlIushrooml) Agrippina poisoned Claudius with the

2? mushroom.
Isa Isa(Mushroornl,Food) The mushroom is a food.
.Poisonous2 Poisonous(Mushrooml) The mushroom is poisonous.

VNeed~ustenancel NeedSustenance(Personl) Claudius is hungry.
Possess3 Possess( Person2.M ushrooml) Agrippina had the mushroom.
Insidel Inside(MushroomI.Personl) The mushroom is inside Claudius.
Ingestl 1 ngest(Personl.Mushrooml) Claudius ate the mushroom.
?ossess4 Possess( Person 1 .Mushroom 1) Claudius had the mushroom.
Atrans I Atrans( Person2,.Mushroaml.Personl .712) Agrippina gave Claudius the mushroom.
Not2 -Possess(Person2,Mushrooml) Agrippina does not have the mushroom.

*Not3 -Possess(Personl,Mushroornl) Claudius does not have the mushroom.
*Die3 Die(Personl) Claudius died.

BadHealthl BadHealth(Personl) Claudius is in bad health.
State2 State(.Mushrooml) The mushroom is in some siate.
Stazel State(Personl) Claudius is in some state.
jernesisActon 1 Genesis Act io n(Perso n2) Agrippina did something.

Figure 10.4: Expansions of Suggested Poison and Murder Schemiata

antecedents are. If a marked state is the effect of an action. all of whose positive effects are now

marked. this action is also marked. This results in assuming suggested actions whose effects are all

known (or assumred) to be true. Finallv, any facts in the expansions of other suggested schemata

that are abs-,ractions or specializations of a marked fact are also marked as *found." Whenever all

* the subactons in the expansion of a suggested schema are all marked as "found. -that schema is

dere?-.-ined. This adds the suggested action as well as its supports. effects. and expansion to the

causal model wvhere they become part of the system's "interpretation" cf the text.

In the murder example. when Atransl (see Figure 10.4) is found. it causes precondition Pos-

sess3. r'recondition Not2. effect Possess4. and abstractions Statel and GenesisActioi all to be

marked as "*ound". The next input in the example is: Die(Personl). This input matches the fact

Die3 :n the expansions of both the Poison and Murder schemata. Although it does not result in any

rie~ -.ariable bindings. :t causes all of the other ;'acts in the expansions of Murderi and Poisonl to

% %~
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be marked. In particular. it marks the fact that Claudius ate the mushroom ,Ingestl ) because he

must have been sick (BadHealthl) as a preconition o dying (Die3) and this sickness can be qt

rneerred from the fact that the mushroom is poisonous (Poisonous2' and inside him (Insidel) which

in turn is the only positive effect of the Ingest. Once this missing action is inferred, the Poison

schema is determined since all of its subactions (Atransl. Ingestl. and Die3) have either been found

* n the inputs or assumed to have occurred. The determination process simply adds all of the facts

shown in Figure 10.4 to the causal model.
p.'

10.1.3. Comparison to Other Approaches to Schema Selection

Although GENESIS' understanding system is primarily intended as an implementation of

established techniques rather than original research in narrative understanding, its approach to

schema selection is somewhat different from previous methods. In general. its approach is more "

4conservative and gradual than previous approaches.

Both SAM [Cullingford7S] and FRUMP [DeJong79] selected a schema based on the conceptual

representation of a single input. SAM worked by ""..introducing the 'largest.' most inclusive script

it possesses which is initiated bv the first conceptualization" [Schank8lb (p. 109)]. Although

FRUMP had many more scripts than SAM and was not tied to activating one from the first input.

also used a single conceptualization to determine a relevant script. A discrimination net was used

to index rejevant scripts based on the content of a single conceptual dependency form DeJong79].

The problem with this approach is that it may prematurely decide on a schema that does not actu- __

ally account for the rest of the inputs. Since neither SAM nor FRUMP was able to backtrack and

consider alternative interpretations, such a mistake results in misunderstanding the text. .More

•recent work has addressed the issue of backtracking and considering alternative interpretations

after an initial schema fails to account for later inputs [Granger8O. O'Rorke83. Orejel-Opisso84]. In

addition. ps'chological studies indicate that humans perform backtracking of this sort when under-

s'anding certain stories [CollinsSO].

4 Separatung schema selection into an initial suggestion process followed by a confirming process

of determination is an attempt to minimize misunderstanding and the need for backtrack:ig by

Seing more cautious when selecting an initial schema. The system does not commit Itself to a toar-
.t 'ar scema (i.e. it is not determined) until it is clear that it can account for other inputs in the

-arra::ve Also. the process of inferring missing actions that complete a causal chain ,SchankS lb' is

- .n..ad- 'x:th the process of checking a schema for determination. A schema is determined when-

%,%
m~ t .. . .r - -
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a!.' of i.s s-.ubact:cns have been observed or can be inferred as filling gaps in a causal chain of vents. 6

Hoeoer onze a schema is determined. GENESIS is incapable of retracting it and cannot backtrack

"• cons:der alternative interpreati ons.

Several other recent understanding systems have also taken a more cautious approach to ini-

tial schema selection. As in GENESIS. the basic approach is to insure that a schema accounts for a

number cf inputs before actually selecting it. FAUSTUS has three stages in its process of selecting

a :rame. A frame Is first ,nvoked then instar.uiated and finallv determined [Norvig83]. WIMP

LChArn a IS6 uses spreading activation to "'suggest" relevant frames. A process based on Occam's

Razor then selects the suggested frame that accounts for the most inputs while making the least

number of assumptions. A plan recognition technique based on non-monotonic deduction is dis-

cussed in [KautzS6]. It also uses an "Occam's Razor" approach which picks the least number of--
plans needed to account for all of the inputs. The understanding system used to explain observed

assembly sequences in the ARMS robotics system does not determine a schema until all of its

* subaccions have been directly observed [SegreS~a]. This is possible in the ARMS domain since one

is guaranteed tc observe a complete sequence of low-level operators. In narrative understanding.

one must have some way of inferring missing actions since stories rarely (:f ever) mention all of

the actions that took place.

10.2. Causally Comecting Actions Without a Schema

If. while crocessin- a narrative. GENESIS encounters an inDut action that does not match rart

of an existing or suggested schema nor suggest any schemata. it attempts o explain the action :n a

more plan-based fashion by attempting to connect the new action to the effects of previous actions.

The procedure GENESIS uses to connect actions without a schema is an elaboration of the plan

verifcation algorithm given in section 6.2.1. Since. in GENESIS. this process is only attempted

•hen schema-based understanding cannot be used to explain an action, a description of it is embed- -.

ded :n the ccmpiete understanding process shown in Figure 10.5.

The nmva!c-t goal of the understanding procedure is to determine an action or connected set of

ac::cns :ak-n place in the narrative that achieve a character's ultimate goal. Since narratives do

. t al",o.a'-s exviicitiv reveal characters' ultimate goals. the system must have a way of inferring

them. An astect of' Schank and Abelson's theory of goa s and themes [Schank77] is used to ceter-

-n.e sucn gcais In their view. a goa: arises either as a subgoal of a plan to achieve a higher level

gcal. or as a result of a theme. Schank and Abelson define themes as: "containing the background

.% %
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for each parsed input i do
if iis not an action

then ProcessFact(i)
else ProcessAction(i)

procedure ProcessFact(i)
if -Retrieve(i)

then
Assert(i)
CheckSuggestedSchemata(i)
if i does not match part of a suggested schemathen

let g = Retrieve(ThemeGoal.Met(?x. ))

" if g then call schema learner on explanation for g

-' procedure ProcessActlon(i)
Assert(i)
CheckSuggestedSchemata(i)

"d if i does not match part of a suggested schema
then

if i does not achieve a thematic goal
then

SuggestSchemata(i)
CheckSuggestedSchemata(i)

if i does not suggest any schemata
pthen

for each support s of i do
if s is a constraint with variables

then let r = false
else let r = Retrieve(s)

let 0 be the MGU of s and r
if r A any newly bound schema variables in 0

* satisfy the schema constraints
then

equate s to r
- replace i with 10

for each support b and effect b of i do
replace b with bO

else ProcessFac,(s)
for each effect e of x do

let d = Retrieve(-e)
if d then Delete(d)
ProcessFact(e) 

"I

for each super b of action i in the ac:icn hierarchy do
ProcessAction(b) 2

Figure 10-5: The Understanding Procedure

0
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xnformation upon which we base our prediction that an individual will have a certain goal (p.

132) The.-at-c goals are therefore defined as goals that arise from basic human -, ants and needs

and therefore require no further explanation. They are further classified as either satisfaction goals
suc as satisfying hunger or sexual desires, achievement goals such as acquiring money or power.

enjoyment goals such as wanting to be entertained, and preservation goals such as preserving one's
health or safety. GENESIS has a set of inference rules that determine when a thematic goal has

been achieved. These inference rules effectively define a set of known thematic goals. For example.

the fo.lc ving inference rule defines the thematic goal of wanting to possess \alable items:

Possess(?x.?y) A ValuableCy) - ThemeGoalMet(?x. Possess(?x.?v))
,%

- The complete list of rules for inferring that a thematic goal has been achieved is given in section 2

of atppendix C.

The outer loop of the understanding procedure in Figure 10.5 sequentially processes each of

S the inruts in the narrative. If an input is not an action and cannot be inferred from what is

- -. already known, then it is first added to the causal model. Next. suggested schemata are checked to

.- see if the in.ut matches a fact in one of their expansions. Finally. the system tries to infer that the

fact achieves a thematic goal for some character. If it does, the explanation for how the goal was

achieved is passed to the schema learner for possible generalization. In the murder example, all but

*, 7€ . the last three inputs are facts that simply define *he various objects in the narrative and the rela-

:.,nshirs between :.'em. A', of these inputs are simply asserted n the causal model.

If an input is an action. it is first checked to see if it matches an action in the expansion of a

.. suggested schema. If ;t does. this schema is a likely explanation for the action and the system

Iroceeds :o :he next input. Otherwise, the system checks if it suggests a schema that might explain

I ,t. However. .f an action achieves a thematic goal. it is not used to suggest schemata since the sys-

- tern a'readv has an explanation for why the action was performed and does not need to search for

.,: an ex-ianation in terms of it being part of a larger schema. An action is said to achieve a thematic

goal if one of i s effects can be inferred as satisfying a thematic goal of the actor. This process of

* preventing expia:ned actions from suggest:ng schemata was first discussed in [Ioonev85b] but was

no: impiemented in the origna. version of GENESIS. The importance of this process is illustrated

'vi.h an example in section B.2.4 of append.x B.

If an action does not suggest a schema that :an explain it. then the system attempts to connect

... its -reconditcns :c tne effezts of rrevious actions. As :n the plan 'erifica:icn 7rocedure given in

.- chaoer t,. *,'e s','tem tries to nfer each of the su-ports of -he acticn using the deductive retriever

% %
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anc :f it fails. it smmpl," assumes the suppor: must be true and adds :t to the database. An e:cen-

::on to tn s rule is that if a constraint contains an unbound schema variable, then the system does

not try to infer that constraint. This is to prevent premature assignment of unknown variables.

For example. if a particular role in the action is not mentioned and this role has a constraint that it

be a Person. using the deductive retriever to satisfy this constraint could assign any known person

to this role. If the support is a precondition or motivation with variables. then any schema vari-

- able bindings that are created by matching it to a known fact must sat~sfv the schema constraints.

After an action's preconditions have been considered, its effects are asserted and deletions are

determined as in the procedure in section 6.2.1. The procedure ProcessFact is used to assert each

effect and check if this state satisfies a thematic goal for some character. The final step in processing

an action is to cail ProcessAction recursivelv on any abstractions of the input action in the action

hierarchy.

In the murder example. Agrippinna giving Claudius the poisonous mushroom and Claudius

d.ino is explained in terms of Poison and Murder as described in section 10.1.2. When an action

schema :s determined, the procedure ProcessAction is called on the action in an attempt to connect

:t to previous actions. The following facts are supports of the Posion action:

isa(Mushroom 1. Food). Poisonous(Mushrooml).

Nee "enance Personil), Possess(Person2. Mushroomi)

The ,rst .e s inferred from the input: Isa(Mushrooml. Mushroom) using the object hierarchy.

The second directv matches a previous input. The facts that Claudius was hungry and that Agrirp-

:nna had the mushroom cannot be retrieved and are assumed to be true and asserted in the data-

0base The foltowing facts are asserted as effects of the Poison:

inside( Mushroom 1 .Personil). -Possess( Person 1. Mushrooml). -Possess( Person2. Mushroom 1)

The i.al ac" deletes the trecondition that was just assumed. When ProcessAction is called on ,he

deterrntned Murder act:on. the only suoports are the constraints:

Isa( Person 1. Person,-. Isa(PersonZ. Character)

t ', x which are retrieved from input facts. The only fact added as an effect is- Dead(Perscnl"

The final input in the example is: Inherit(Person2. Estatel. ?FRO\13). which states that Agri-.-

• 7!na inber;ted the estate from someone. This does not match any action in a suggested schema nor

Soes *. suggest in. schemata. Therefore. the system tries to connect it to previous actions. The

-, s*.r7Vrt:s f the ac:;cn are:

%%'
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Dead('FROM3). Possess("FRO.M3. Estatel). Heir(Person2. 'FROM3).

sa( FRON3. Person). Isa(Person2. Character). lsa(Estatel. Inanimate)

The first support matches the effect of the Murder: Dead(Personl) by binding the variable ?FROM3

to Person1. Since Personl is a Person. this binding satisfies the schema constraint: Isa(?FROM3.

Person) and this identification is made throughout the action. The presence of ?FROM3 in the sup-

ports also illustrates why constraints with variables are not allowed to be retrieved. If the sup-

port: Isa(?FROM3. Person) were considered first. 1 FROM3 could be incorrectly bound to Person2

since lsa(Person2. Person) is in the database. Preconditions are generally less likely to result in

such mistaken assignments. A still better approach might be to find a set of bindings that maximize

the number of supports that can be retrieved: however, such a process could require searching an

exponential number of possible bindings. Once ?FROM3 is bound to Personl. all of the constraints

are easily deduced using the object hierarchy and the precondition Possess(Personl. Estatel)

* matches an input. The remaining precondition: Heir(Person2. Personl) is deduced from the input:

Husband(Personl. Person2) using the following inference rules:

Husband(?x. ?v) - Souse(?x. ?v)

b Spouse(?x. ?y) - Spouse("V. ?x)

Spouse(?x. ?y) - Heir(?x. ?,,)

Finallv, the following effects of the Inherit are asserted:

Possess(Person2. Estate 1). -Possess( Person 1. Estate 1)

The second effect deletes :he fact that Claudius owned the estate. The first effect is recognized as

achieving a thematic goal for Agrippina since the object hierarchv specifies that an estate is a valu-, -. .

able item. The explanation for how this goal was achieved is shown in Figure 10.6. The expiana-

tion shown in the figure "s called a highest-level explanation since it includes only the "'largest" or

-"". highest-level schemata that support the goal. Actions that only support the goal because they are a

-. par- of the expansion of a higher-level schema are not included in the highest-level explanaton.

-', Consequently. the expansions of the Murder and Poison schemata are not included in Figure 10.6.
S.

The explanation constructed by the understanding process allows the system to answer a

. number of cuest:ons about the narrative. Below is the input/output trace produced by GENESIS

,, ::en :t :s run on this exampie:

;J-,.ut. C:audius i,'as Agr:ppina's husband and owned an estate. Agrippina gave him a potso-

a,- nous mushro..m and ne diec. She inherited the estate.

-.0::
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Hushandi - 5 pousel -~Spouse.)- Heir2

PossessInsidel

* ~~~NeedSustenance2 ~Nt ossiNt
Poisnoui 4Poisoni Murder2 -~Deadi l Ihrt 0555 .Tet~a~t

1s4 - lsa5 / 'No
0 4 Isa 15

I~ sa 2 salUGnel Gner ae ac
Islsa s

The-meCoaiN~e:. 7* Te meGoa IMe t( Perso n2, Agrippina is happy that Ag~rippina has the
Possess( Person 2.Estatel)) estate.

Isa I s sae aube The estate is a valuable.
Isa3 isa( EstatelEstate) The estate is an estate.
Possess 9  Possess( Perso n2,Estate 1 Agrippina has the estate.

- Ine::t :nheri1( Person2.Estatel ,Personl Akgrippina inherited Claudius's estate.
* sa 5 ;sa(Estatel,lnanimate) The estate is an inanimate object.

s isal Personl.Person) Claudius is a person.
* Sa :sa Pe.son2.Character) Agrippina is a character.

sa sa( Pe-rson2.Person) Agrippina is a person.
Dead: Dead(Personl) Claudius is dead.
-.Irder2 \lurder(Person2.Person I Agrippina murdered Claudius.

* ~sor1 oison( Pe-son2.Personl..lushroontl) Agrippina poisoned Claudius with the
mushroom.

.sa.5 :sak %ushroorn1.Food) The mushroom is a food.

.sa4 sakMushroom 1.Mushroorn) The mushroom is a mushroom.
Potsonous: Po:sonous(%Iushrooml) The mushroom is poisonous.

*NeedS..stena-.ce_ NeedSustena nce( Person I) Claudius is hungry.
?ossessf Possess erson .Nlushroo mi) Agrippina had the mushroom.

.ni e1nside(Mlushroom I.Personl) The mushroom is inside Claudius.
Not- -Possess( Perso n2.Mushroo m 1 Agrippina does not haN-e the mushroom.
Not3 -Possess(Pe-sonl.Mushrooml1) Claudius does not have the mushroom.
Possess. Possess(?Person,.Estatel) Claudius had the estate.
Heir2 'Heir( Person2.Personl) Agrippina is Claudius's heir.
Spouse4 Spouse(Person2,Personl) Agrippina is Claudius's spouse.
Spousel1 Spouse(Personl,?erson2) Claudius is Agrippina's spouse.
H~usband1 Husband(?erson 1,Person2) Claudius is Agrippinas husband.
Not6 -Possess(PersonlI.Estatel) Claudius does not have the estate.
Gender: Gender(Person l.male) Claudius is male.
Gende-2 Gender(Person2.femnale) Agrippina is female.
Narnel Narne(Personl IClaudius) Claudius's name is Caudius.

/*.Name2 Name(Person-.Agrippina) Agrippina's name is Agrippina.

Figure 10.6: Murder Example - Specific Explanation (Highest-Level)

%
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Thematic goal achieved: Agrippina is hapvy that Agrippina has the estate.

Expianation suitable for generalization. Pruning...Generalizing ...Packagng...

Creating New Schema: .Murderlnherit "a5 ?o4 "dl)

?a5 :s a character. ?dl is a person. ?a5 murders ?dl. ?o4 is an inanimate object. ?o4 is a valu-
SI

able. ?dl has ?o4. ?a5 is ?dl's heir. ?a5 inherits ?dl's ?04.

".- Having: ?aS murdered ?dl. suggest MurderInherit
/q "

, .Ready for questions:

"- > Summarize

A.gr:ppina murdered Claudius. Claudius had an estate. Agrippina was Claudius's heir. Agrip-

" .i na inherited Claudius's estate.

- > Whv did Agrippina give Claudius the mushroom?

So Claudius would eat the mushroom and so Claudius would die.

> Vhv did Claudius eat the mushroom'

i tBecause Claudius was hungry.

S.. > Why is Claudius dead?

Because Agrippina poisoned Claudius ',with the mushroom.

I

> Why did Agrip-ina kil' Claudius?

-'" So Agr:pa could inherit Claudius's estate.

>Whv did Agrippina inherit the estate'

-. Because Claudius was Agrippina's husband. because Claudius had the estate and because Agrip-

, .ina poisoned Claudius with the mushroom.

> Whis Agrppmna Ciaudius's heir?

Because Claudius was Agrippina's hustand.

I
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10.3. Limiting Search in Understanding

G ENESIS's .Inderstand:ng process is built on the assumption that combnator:allv explosie

se-rc thro ugh pess,,ie exnlanations should be avoided. PAM [Wilerskv"8]. on the other hand, is

an exrlanat in-based understanding system that searches for an explanation of an action until it

exhausts its applicable knowledge. PAM searches for an explanation of a character's action by

redictng future actions the character might take and seeing if any of them satusfv a known goal

...ha character. in terms of the representation presented here. when PANI processes an action. ,t

searches .hrough posstbie next actions that have preconditions that match the effects of the pre'.'i-

ous action. For example, consider the following narrative, which is normally used as an example of

hwPAMI processes a narrative.

Willa was hungry. She picked up the Michelin guide and got in her car.

When the system processes the action that Willa has picked up the Michelin guide. it considers that

tae next action she might perform is to read the guide since possessing a book is a precondition for

reading it. The effect of reading the Michelin guide is that she will know the location of a restau-

rant. Since knowing the location of a restaurant is a precondition for going to a restaurant, it con-

siders the next action she might take is to go to a restaurant. Finally. since being at a restaurant is

.recondition for eating there, it considers eating at the restaurant to be a possible next action.

h:s acton is realized as satisfying her hunger and therefore the chain of actions just discussed is

, nsidered to be the explanation for her actions. If at some time the system cannot propose a possi-

-ie next action due to lack of knowledge of an action that has a precondition that matches the pre-

v cus act:on s effect, then it backtracks to the last choice and picks another possible action. This

search is contunued until the system encounters an action that satisfies a known goal or until it has

• exhausted its know, ledge and cannot predict any more possible future actions.

-However. searching through a space of possible future actions is combinatoriallv explosive.

Ccnsequent'l.v. such an approach is intractable if a system's knowledge of actions is large. which it

:c.ousiv must be :f it is to be able to understand a wide range of narratives. Consider what a

.AMNI-i ike svstem would do if it where used to process the murder-for-inheritance narrative. Upon

=etermn:n g that Agr:ppina had murdered Claudius. it ;,ouid conduct an exhaustive search for an

-x,,anaticn :f this action. Such a system would spend a long time exploring poss;ble courses of

Sact:on tat ~'' ,rpna could take now that Claudius is dead. She could bury him. she could cre-

.... .m. e cuid drna.e is c to med;cai scence. etc.. A svstem .with a large knowledge base

*2[ -" act;,ons czi:c seare,:a.,n; t:me -eire stumbhng uron the :cea of her mherit;ng his propertv

%
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Currerntiv. in order to avoid such corntinator~allv explosi~e search. GENESIS does not try to

credict future kor past) courses of action in this manner. If an action does not suggest a known

scl-emra. the svstem only tries to connect its preconditions to the effects of a previous action. Of

course. suggesting schemnata can be seen as predicting possible future or past actions. In fact, if sug-

gested schemata were immediately used to recursively suggest other schemiata, the system would

simpily be conducting combinatorially explosive search through a different space.5 However. in

GENESIS. a suggested schema is not used to suggest other schemata until it has accounted for addi-

,~cnal actions and is determined. Therefore. GENESIS* conservative approach to schema selection
cgrea tv limits the search it performs during this process.

Overall. GENESIS performs relatively little search during understanding. Its approach to

unders'.anding is for the most part non-predictive [Segre87a]. or "wait and see** (\Iarcus741. In

act. GENESIS is a little too conservative with regards to searching for an explanation. Performing

searc- for missing actions is clearly necessary for understanding narratives such as the PAMI exam-

Tie shown above. But searching for missing actions must be tightly constrained since it quickly

becomes intractable.

Since GENESIS does not conduct a complete search for an explanation. it is incapable of

tunderstanding'" narratives that have missing actions and do not suggest known schemata. For

examrle. consider the processing of the following test narrative for the murder example before the

svstem learns a murder-for-inheritance schema.

Input: Martha is Gene's mother and is a millionaire. He shot her and she died. Gene got

S 1000000.

Ready for auestions:

> Summrar-.ze

Gene snot. Martha and killed her.

'?.ar.-based uinderstandin~g as pe:for-ned 6y PAM car, be modelled as scherna selection if each action nas at. additional
su,)ac.;ot. for achirv;ng each of its precondi*:otns. In this case. if an action A meets a precondil:on 'or action 3. 'hen A must
be ec a sabac:onr of 3 and therefore B would be suggested as a possible 7easor. for performing .A. If suggested schemata re-

cr:evsugges: a-he ' c-criernata. *he result is *.he same search through fu~ure action~s that PAM performs. .A scrnema :s
se.ec:er t, i :sne nal action in a chain of actons that begins with *.he olbserved action and ends ;n the acnieve-ment of a
t.hena::c goal h fornuaticon of mcotzvctioz cnalvsu preseated in 'CharniakS5 (chapter 1O)1 car. be viewed as tak:ng :S
apprcacn.

%. % ,'
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> Why' id Gene shoot MNartha?

So Mlartha -would die.

> Why did Gene kill Martha?

Cannot find sufficient reason.

> Whv' did Mar-tha die?

Because Gene shct 'Martha and killed her.

4 > Ho, did Gene get the money?

Cannot find sufficient cause.

The parsed representation of this narrative is show;.n in Figure 10.7. The crucial difference between

t hs story, and the Claudius and Agrippina story is that :he current narrative only states that Gene

has the monev. It is missing the action declaring that he inherited it. A couple of additional

act.orns used in the processing of this narrative are Shoot and ShootToKill (a specialization of

Murder). Definitions for these actions are shown in Table 10.2 and Table 10.3.

When processing this story, the input: Shoot(Person2. Personl. ?IN\STR6) suggests the schemna:

ShcctToKill(Person2. Persor.1. "INSTR6). The subsequent input is Die(Personl). which :natches a

% s'( Personi .erson). Gende7(Person 1 female). Name(Person il.Martha).
lsa( Person.Person). Gender( Person? .male). Name( Person? .Gene). Isa( Money I Monev).
Amrount( Moneyl1.order-millions.io liar). 'Mother( Personl1.Person2). Possess( Person 1 Monev 1).
Shoo t( Person2. Person I .?INSTR6). Die(Person i). lsa(.NMoney? .Money).

* Azount(Money2,. 100000.doilar). Possess(Person2.-Monev2)

Figure 10.7: Parsed Version of the Murder Test Narrative

R Table 10.2: Additional Definitions of Action Supports and Effects
Action [Constraints Preconditions Eff ec ts

Shoot (?a.'%-.? '1 Isa(?g.Gun) Possess(?7a.?g) IShot(?v)
~a shot ?v with "v" Isa(?a.Person) Pointing AtC~a.?g.?v)______

Shoo tTo K iIl(?a.?v.?g) Isa('g.Gun) Pses7.g htv
a snot "v and kil'ed it*I

S%
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Table 10.3: Expansion of ShootToKill
Suoac..ons Internals Links

ShoctC'a."v.g) BadHealth(?v) (Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 0)
Die('%,) (Effect (Subaction 1) (Effect 0)

(Antecedent (Internal 1) (Effect 0)
(Precondition (Subaction 2) (Internal 1)))

Abstractions
6,Effect 1) Mlurd er (Internal 0)) ((EffTect 1) Murder (Internal 2))

(terna~ Murder (Internal 3)') I((Subaction 2)MudrSbatn2)
! uac,_on I' Murder t(Subaction I))

71 subaction in the suggested ShootToKill schemra. Since both of the subactions of the suggested

schema have been explicitly mentioned. it is determined and added to the causal model. The facts

tha, 'INSTIR6 .s a gun and that Gene possesses it are assumed since they are supports of the deter-

"71rned schema. The final input stating that Gene has Sl.000,000 does not match part of a suggested

* schema an' is simply added to the causal model as a disconnected fact. The final causal model con-

structed for th~s narr:ative is shown in Figure 10OS.

The causal connections added by the ShootToKill schema allows the system to answer a cou-

i of uestions about the narrative: however, the causal model is not sufficient to exulain why

Gene k~iied Mary or how he got the money. Without a schema for murder-for-inheritance, the

svs-tem cannot infer the missing Inherit action since it does not conduct a potentially expensive

search fc r an ac'.:on that would connect Gene's acquisition to the rest of the narrative.

.
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Motherl Parenti - PositivelPYTI

.p' ~GenesisAction.2 State3

Possess3 7 Shoot 1 Shot2

/ sa2 -a- lsa8 Dead 1

Is: - ShootToKilli %uder2

Lsa3 Genderl Namel Ainountl Possessi

IsalO Gender2 Name2 Amount2 Possess4

Deadi Dead(Personl) Mlartha is dead.
Nlurder2 'Ivurder( Person2,?erson 1) Gene murdered Martha.
ShootToKil".1 Shoot ToKill(Perso n2,Person lI NSTR6) Gene shot Martha and killed her.
1sa7 isa(?INSTrR6,Gun) The gun is a gun.
Oossess3 Possess(Person2,!lNSTR6) Gene has the gun.
Shot2 Shot(Personl) Martha is shot.
Shootl Shoot (Person2,Perso n 1,'MNSTR6) Gene shot Martha with the gun.
Isal isa(Personl,Person) Martha is a person.
lsa8 Isa(Person2,Character) Gene is a character.
Tsa2 isa(Person2,Person) Gene is a person.
Die3 Die(Perso n I) Nlartha died.
BadHeaithl BadHealth(Personl) Martha is in bad health.
State4 State(PersonlI Martha is in some state.
State3 State(Personi) Martha is in some state.
Genes:s~kction2 GenesisAction(Person2) Gene did something.
Posi-i,.elPTl. PositivelPT(Personl.Person2) Mfartha has a positive relationship with Gene.
Parent 1 ?arent( Personl1.Person2) Martha is Gene's parent.
Mlother! Mother(PersonlPerson2) Martha is Gene's mother.
Isa3 1sa(Mtoney l.Money) Millions of dollars is money.
Isalo Isa(%MoneV2,MNoney) The S1000000 is money.
Gender 1 Gender( Personl4'emale) Martha is female.
Gender2 Gender(Person2. male) Gene is male.
Naaiel Name(PersonI.Martha) Martha's name is Martha.

*Name2 Name(Person2.Gene) Gene's name is Gene.
Amount 1 . .out(onel.order-millions,dollar) Millions of dollars is order-millions dollars

of money.
.km.:ountZ Amount(M, onev2.1000000.dollar) The S1000000 is 1000000 dollars of maone':.
Possess Possess(Personl1.MIonevl1 Martha has millions of dollars.
Possess.; Possess(Person2.NMoney2) Gene hds the S1000000.

Figure 10.8: Causal Model for Murder Test Example Before Learning

-1 C -.-- P
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CHAPTER 11

GENESIS: SCHEMA ACQUISITION

If the understander is capable of constructing an explanation for how a goal was achieved.

GENESIS mav be able to use EGGS to generalize this explanation and learn a new schema which can

a:d in the understanding of future narratives. First. the system must decide whether or not an

explanation is worth generalizing. This process is described in section 11.1. Next. a special pruning

,rocedure for EGGS eliminates overly specific parts of the explanation. The pruner used in

GENESIS is described ir section 11.2. Next. the EGGS generalizer is used to generalize the resulting

explanation. In addition to this process. a couple of additional constraints must be added to insure

that all actions are motivated. This process is discussed in section 11.3. Finally, a special packager

for EGGS constructs a new schema from the generalized explanation and indexes the schema so that

its subactions suggest it. This packager is an enhancement of the procedure for extracting

*.." -artia!lv-ordered macro-operators (see section 6.2.2) and is discussed in section 11.4. In addition. a

description of how a learned schema can aid the understanding of future narratives is presented in

section 11.5. Throughout the- chapter. the learning of the murder-for-inheritance schema is used as

an example.

11.1. Deciding When to Learn

If every explanation GENESIS encountered was generalized into a ne' schema, the system

, • cuid soon become overloaded with rarely used schemata. Most actions wouid suggest a large

number of schemata and selecting among these would require an excessive amount of processing

time. This problem is analogous to the phenomenon of slowdown in problem solving systems that

learn macro-rules (see section 7.2).

One approach to this probiem is to generalize all explanations and later eiiminate those sche-

mata that are empiricallv found to be infrequently used. In the PEBLS model [Segre&7a]. the con-

ditions used to determine which schemata are retained are called the retention crizeria. An example

cf this approach is the 'earning of S-Macros in MORRIS [Minion85]. which was discussed in

,:arter 7. Another approach is to selectively learn those schemata that are judged likely to be use-

n latter processing. in the PEBLS model, the conditions used to determine whether or not an

exranation ;s wor-h generalizing are called the iearning criteria. The learning of T-Macros in

MORRIS. also -ent:oned in chapter 7. is an example of this approach. Of course, these two

. ... - .. !
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ar-rcaches to teility:ng jtlit. are not necessarilv mutually exclusive and MORRIS and PRO-

DIGY 'Nfnt.:r,7a. MintonS7b] employ both techniques.

Currently. GENESIS only has criteria for selectively learn:ng schemata. Below are the set of

Ile criteria that GENESIS uses to determine whether an explanation is worth generalizing

(1) It should ce an explanation of howx a thematic goal was achieved.

(2) The highest-level explanation for the goal achievement should not be simply an instantiation

of a known schema.

(3) Ail actions in the highest-level explanation should rely on the character whose thematic goal

was achieved.

% The first criterion is crucial for insuring that the acquired schema will be a useful one. A

method for achieving a state that satisfies normal human wants and desires is likely to make a

schema that will arise again and again. Recall that thematic goals were defined as the highest level

goals that motivate a character's action. If an action achieves a thematic goal for its actor. it

requires no further explanation. Consequently. an explanation is considered to be worth generaliz-

ing into a new schema onh' if it achieves a thematic goal. Since the understander detects the

achievement of thematic goals and passes them on to the schema learner (see section 10.2). the

schema learner itself does not need to explicitly check this criterion. In the murder example, the

explanation shown in Figure 10.6 satisfies this criterion since it is an explanation of how Agr"Fpina

achieved her thematic goal of possessing a valuable item. namely. Claudius* estate.

The second criterion is the obvious one of not already possessing a schema for the combination

of actions that achieves the goal. This simply involves checking the highest-level explanation for

S:he goal achievement to make sure it contains several different actions. If the system already had a

. schema for this case. it would have used it in processing the narrative and the goal achievement

would be explained at the highest level by an instance of this schema instead of by a combination

of several actions. In the murder example. the highest-level explanation satisfies this criterion since

0 it is composed of a Poison and an Inherit action. It should be noted that actions like Murder. which

are generaliza-ions of other actions in the explanation. do not count as separate actions.

The th:rd and final criterion insures that the schema that is learned from the explanation is a

volii:onal action that a character can use to achieve his own thematic goal. Lt.t the term rnain char-

acter refer to the character whose thematic goal was achieved. If the learned schema is to represent

a ran that can be executed bv the main character to achieve his triematic goal. actions in the

"0-*0, ]
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schema tha" are not v.ol:;onaliy -erformed b," main c,-arzc:er should al !eas: ,e .no t;ated b"

actions that he per:crms. In oraer to irnsure this. ncn-vo:itnonal act:ons ir the exizna.ion must

have a preconcition supported by a volitional action performed by the main character. For exam-

" pie. the explanation for the murder story contains the non-volitiona] action Inherit. however. the

precondition of this action that states that the benefactor must be dead is achieved by Agrippira's

Murder action and Agr:ppina is the main character since :t is her thematic goal that is achieved.

Also. volitional actions in the highest-level explanation perfcrmed by actors other than the main

character must have a mot:vation supported by an action rerformed by the ma:n character. For

exampie. in the learning of an arson-for-insurance schema (an example presented in appendix B).

someone burns his own warehouse, which causes his insurance company to reimburse him for the

toss. The explanation for this example can be generalized into a volitional schema E,- en though the

volitional Indemnify action in the explanation is performed by another actor (i.e. Prudential). this

action is motivated by the fact that they believe his barn is burnt, which in turn is supported by

the Burn action performed by the main character (see section *B.2.3 for details).

If the third criterion were not used. the system could learn schemata that ccntain serendipi-

tous actzons over which the main character has no control. For example. assume GENESIS had the

knowledge to explain the followirg narrative but did not have the third learning criterion.

-.. John's rch uncle was killed in an earthquake. John inherited a million dollars.

Such a system would accuire an Earthquakelnherit schema (or possibly a NaturalDisasterInherit
schema) from its expianation of this narrative. Such a non-voiional schema would orobabiv not

'be that useful for understanding later narratives.

11.2. Pruning the Explanation

" If an exrlanation meets all three learning criteria. GENESIS proceeds to generalize it into a

ne' schema. In order to increase to the generality and applicability of the resulting schema.

GENESIS has a p run:ng procedure that removes unnecessarily specific branches from the explana-

.ion pr ior to generaiization. If such pruning were not performed, the system would frequently

* .earn schemata that are too restrictive to be useful. For example, if the explanation for the Clau-

dius and Agripp,na narrative were not pruned. the resulting schema would only cover cases in

-x 'xicn a ,wife poisoned her husband with a mushroom in order to inherit an estate.

A description of the GENESIS pruning algorithm is given in Figure 11.1. The fact that only

e. h.es-ieve: !' 'xanat.on is considered during generalization is in itself a type of pruning. Th:s

' P
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for ea:- .nf'erence rule a .c in the hiolhest-level explanration structure do
if PrunabieTvve(a .- c)

then
let q = tr-ue
for each fact f which eventuafll supports c do

for each path p from f to the goal do
let r=true
for each inference rule b i.. cind

if Prunabie'l. pe ,bi..b -d) then let let r =false

if 7 then let q =false
if a then remove a i-.an-c from explanation

function PrunableType(a1 ... a.-c)

if a1 .. a,-c is an abstraction inference then return true
if there is more than one inference rule in the library whose conclusion unifies -vith c

then return true
else return false

Figure 11. 1: GENESIS Pruning Procedure

cs ecause the highest-i evel explanation does not include expansions of schemnata that oniv support

. coal th.-ou57i the overall effects of the schema. For example. in the murder example. the

h:2hest-ievel expianation (see Figure 10.6) does not include the Atrans. Ingest. or Die actions in the

ex~ansion of1 The Poison schema.

In addition. the procedure in Figure 11.1- a,,tempts to prune certain types of inferences from

*he highest-*evel exzianation structure. One typ~e of Drtunable inference includes abstraction infer-

* ences based on GENESIS* hierarchies of objects. states. or actions. For example. below is a list. of

the abstraction inferences in the exvianation of the Claudius and Agrippina example:

IsaM1ushr-ooml. Mushroom) Isa(Mushroom. od

* Isa(Estatel. Estate) - isa(Estatel. Valuable)

lsa(Estatel. Valuable) - Isa(Es'tatel. Inanimate)

Isa( Person2. Person) - Isa(Person2. Character)

Husband( Person 1. Person2) - Spouse(Person 1. Person2)4

Poiscon(Person2. Personil. Mushroomrl) - \lurder(Pe-son2. Personl'

..n2her --:re o' 7runable inference includes iin;erences that conclude fact.s that could be 'educed :n

%
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a varie. of otner wa,.s in oeneral. For example, below. is a list of such inferences in the murder

examnr:e

Spouse, Personi. Person2 -" Spouse(Person2. Person1)

. Spouse(Person2. Personi1) - Heir(Personl, Person2)

The firs: rule is in 'his class because The system has rules for deducing that someone is somebodv's

. s-,ouse other than by commu:ativitv (e.g. from Husband. Wife. or Married). The second rule is in

.his class because the system has rules for deducing that someone is somebodys heir other than

•rom an instance of Spouse (e.g. from an .nsrance of Parent) In order to prevent the system from

generating a schema that has a support that is logically entailed by another support, not all prun-

- - able ,nferences are immediately removed from the explanation. An inference rule that is classified

as prunable is not pruned if it is supported by a fact that cannot itself be pruned because it sup-

ports the goal directly (i.e. not through a prunable inference). In the murder example. the rule:

1sa(Estatel. Valuable) - Isa(Estatel. Inanimate)

is not actually pruned because the antecedent: Isa(Estatel. Valuable) directly supports the fact that

a themnatic goal has been achieved. If this rule were pruned. the resulting schema would have two

constraints on the inherited item. one stating chat it is a Valuable and one stating that it is Inani-

, :ate since both facts would become leaves of the final explanation. However, the latter fact can be

* ° ansi." deduced from the former. as it was in The original explanation. Retaining prunable rules that

are supported by facts that directly support the goal prevents such redundant constraints from

a..earng n .he final schema. All of the other prunable rules listed above are removed since they

are not supported by facts that support the goal through a path that does not contain a prunabie

. inference.

Not pruning rules with antecedents that directly support the goal also prevents the removal

of specialized actions That are crucial to The goal achievement. For example. if the Poison action

had an effect that was not inherited from Murder and that supported the goal achievement direct!v.

then it would not have been pruned. Howe%er. since all of its effects that eventually support the

goal are inherited from Murder. the s,'s:em does not consider it to be crucial to the o~erall plan and

removes it.

Due to the representation of actions and their abstractions, the pruning algorithm shown in

F:gure 11. 1 is capable of perfcrming the task of generali:ing predicates discussed in [DeJong86bl.

01% Generaliz:ng predica:es refers o the process )f altering the descriptions of actions by changrig

U
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re!a, ive i'. spzp. red.cates sLuch as Poison zo mrore general Frecicaites such as Nlu~der. Lnilike the

cirrer., %ersion. tne orioinal GENESIS system '.loonevS5a . Nloonev85 bi. required a special :)ro-

ced'ure for this task

11.3. Generalizing the Explanation

After the initial explanation is pruned. it :s generalized using the EGGS generalizer. The gen-

erai:Zed exclariat:cn for the murder example is shown, in Ficure I1L.". Unfortunately, this generali-

za::on coes not correspond to the intuitive generalization of the Claudius and Agrippina narrative

since the exoianatuon structure itself does not impose the constraint that the murderer (?x26) and

the he.:r ('a.5) be the same. This is because the schema still **works" if they are different: however.

the Mlurder is left unmotivated in this case. Since the resulting plan contains an unmotivated

action by another agent. it does not represent a volitinal action and is probably not worth learn-

ing. However, the plan can be made volitional by requiring the actor of every unmotivated

Heiri l
Possess8 .Not 6

IsaS ve Nlurderl -. Deadi l

TherneGoallet I ThenieGoal-Net(?la5.Possess(?ai52o4)) ?a5 is happy that ?7a5 has '.o4.
:sa2l lsa(?1o4,Valuable) ?o4 is a valuable.
Possess9 PossessC'aS.?1o4) ?a5 has '7o4.

*Inher-atI lnherit(!a5.?o42"d1I ?a5 inherited ?d I s ?o4.
Isa 15 lsa(?o4.1nanimate) ?o4 is an inanimate object.
Isa2O lsa(?d I.Person) 7d 1 is a person.
1sa 12 Isa(?a5.Char-ac ter) ?a5 is a character.
Dead I Dead(?dlI) "d 1 is dead.
Murderl 1 \urder(?x26.?d I) ?x26 murdered "dl1.
Isas Isa(?x26.-Character) ?x26 is a character.

PossSPossess(7d 1.?o4) 'Idl had ?o4.
Heir 1 Heir(7 a5.?d1) I'a5 is '?d Is heir.

Not6 -Possess(*7dl.?o4) "dl does not have o4.

Figure 11.2: Murder Example - Initial Generalized Explanation '

V
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huona: action to 'be the same as the character %1,hose thematic goal is achieved. A more formal

:!esz-:rticr, of th's process Is giver.:n Figure 11 3. This procedure insures that actions that are oth-

er' :se unmotivated are moti'vated by the eventual thematic goal achievement. Any volitional

. action in the explanation that was performed by another actor in the original instance Is guaranteed

to have motivation supports. This is because any unmotivated action by another actor would have

Violated the third learning criterion and prevented generalization. In the murder example. the pro-

cedure in Figure 11.3 substitutes 1 a5 for 'x26 and produces the final generalization shoxn in Fig-

i are 1 4.

It might be argued that requiring an additional step to fix such a problem is somewhat ad hoc

and that all constraints should be represented in the explanation structure and enforced by the nor-

ral generalization process. A better solution to this problem might be to explicitly add motiva-

tions to actions in the explanation structure. That is. if the ultimate goal is: ThemeGoa!lMet(x.y)

the =otivation: Goai(a1 .y) would have to be added to each unmotivated action, where a is the actor

." of that action in the explanation structure. All of these motivations would then have to be equated

to the form: Goal(x.v) in order to insure that all of these actions were motivated bv the final goal

achievement. The normal EGGS process would then enforce the unifications now enforced by the

procedure in Figure 11.3. Although this approach is in some sense "cleaner.- it is functionally
S euivalent to the -rocedure in Fi2ure :1.3. and the added motivations would have complicated the

question-answering process.

At this point, a brief digression is "warranted regarding the third learning criterion since it

interacts in an interesting way wvith the process of equating actors to the main character. For

let m be the variable for the main character in the generalized explanation
for each volitional action a in the generalized explanation do

if a does not have any motivation supports
then

let b be the actor of a
if bdm then

let 0 = {mi'b}
for each wff f in the generalized explanation do

replace f with fO

Figure 11.3: Procedure for Equating Actors to the Main Character

-NN A

.4
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Hei-I Xot
Possess \\ No

~ Muderi-~ eadi'> nher:ti Pc'ssess9
1sa22 '7 TherneGoalMetlI

lsaO sai 0 Isa 15

ThermeGoal'%etl ThemeGoa . et('af. Possess' 5."o4)) 'a5 is happy that ?)a5 na-s 'o4.
Isa2l Isa( o4.Va~uaolej 'o4 is a valuable.
Possess9 Possesska5. o4) )a5 has ?7o4.
Inberitl Inhert(?a5.?1o4.?dI) I"a5 inherited ?d Is ?o4.
Isal5 Isa,("o4.Inanimate) ?o4 is an inanimate object.
Isa2O Isa(?d I.Person) 'dlI is a person.
Isa22 IsaC~a5.Character) ?a5 is a character.
Dead I Dead(?dl) "dlI is dead.
Murderi Murder("a.dl) ?a5 murdered ?7d L
Possesss Possess(?d I,'*?o4) 7dlI had ?o4-
Heirl Heir(?a5 ,?dl) 'a5 is ?d I s heir.

-. Not6 -Possess(7d 1.1 o4) 'dlI does not have ?1o4.

Figure 11.4: Murder Examiple - Generalized Explanation

e!xamrle, the third iearning criterion prevents GENESIS from generalizing the explanation con-

Y 5::uctecfor the following narrative.

Bob is Jane's husband and is a millionaire. Stan murdered Bob and Jane inherited S1.000,000.

% ~T h.s is because Janes inheritance is not supported by her ow,.n volitional action. However, the gen-

-. eralization EGGS produces for the explanation of this exarnpie is exactly the same as the one it pro-

-. duces :'or the Claudius and Agricrina narrative (see_ Figlure 11.2). If the process of equating the
r

- act.ors o: otherwise unmotivated actions to the main character is also applied to the generalization

*of *his narrative, the murderer is reauired to be the same as The heir and the result is the same as

The Thnal generaiized explanation for the Claudius and .Agrippina story (see Figure 11.4). GENESIS

coulid be altered to appl-. the third learning criterion only after the explanation has been genera!-

:zed. in w.hich case it could learn the same schema from this story as it learns from the Claudius '
and Agr;,opina one. How.ever, since in the general case this process wouid be equating actors that

%xere not necessariy the s;ame in The s-ecific iristance. t might I-,, equating variables that result ;n a

-- ctec* or. violation (see sec-icn ().2.2.1. Con~sequently. ludgino the third Learning criternon - oaid

IIV
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:a-, e to be ela'.-ec even f ;r,:ner -4ntil toe Packa,,in,:, process deternmined the necessary. constraints to

7re,. ent rrtc~n~iciaticns. If eq~uating all the actors of unimot.,vated actions to the main charac-

te7 did not voaean-, cf these constraints, then it could be carrbied out and a volitional schema

czuld be iearned.

This approach could result in learning a schema that is not a generalization of the narrative

that gave rise to it. For example. t!ie schemia that -would be acquired from the narrative about Bob

and Jane ',%UId re-Uire that the mnurderer and -the he,-r be the same although thev ,',ere different in

:ne ,.i,2-nal story. Since the goal of EBL is to ma intain the strUCture Of the expianation for the ori-

- ginal examnple. this approach is not taken and the third learning crteria is applied prior to generali-

zation. Aso. waiting to apply the third criterion could result in .%asting wvork on pruning, general-

-:n-, and : ackagirg an explanation that does not result in a-couir:ng a schema since it fails to meet

thle lernn criteria.

11.4. Packaging the Explanation

The Hnal step in learning a schema is packaging the generalized expiarnation into a form suit-

adle for the schema library. The packaging process used in GENESIS is a slight enhancement of the

orocedure ;*or learning partially-ordered macro-ccperators (see section 6.2.2). F,.rst the leaves of the

c enera lized explanation are divided into constr:aints. zreconditions. and motivations based on the

manner ;n -which thev s-u port actions in the Leneralized exolanation. For- examrpie. since the leaf:

3 Heir(1 a5. 'L) is a precondition of the Inherit acti on In -he generalized expianat:on for the murder

exam-ie. it is made a precondition of the overail sch-ema. Protection -,,oiations are -.re',,ented and

! he effects of th-e schema are determined using 'he procedure presented in section 6.2.2. The sup-

ports and effects for the schema constructed from the murder exampie are shown in Table 11. 1. A

name for the new schema, such as MurderInherit. s const.-ucted by concatenating the names of the

actionis in *he generalized explanation.

Table 11.1: Supports and Effects of the Murdez-!nherit Schema_
Mvurderlnherit( ?aS .?o4 .?d 1)

Constraints Preconditions Effects

Isa('a5.Character) Heir(?1a5. d I Dead(?dl)
isa("dlI.Per-son) Possess(?d 1.7o4) i-Possess('dl.?o4)

lsVo4Vluable) Possess(1 a5.?o-4)

% %%

% A
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In addition. toe itra1Str-uc-ure of the exlarat; storedJ as Ieexxnor erw.

schema~ The actons ?n' t--,e exrianation form' the S,;bact:0nS Of the nwschem. unc .Abher !a,,z .n

tne ex'olanaion -tha, are neither supports nor effects rna~e up t::e internals. The =rnet:or-,s

-betw.een a!, of' the facts in t,-e explanation nm-.e u:) the links of the r.e-x scrieena. Tie expanision

that GENESIS const.ucts focr the MurderInheri-L schema is shown in TabLle I11.2. An EnglIsn sum-

* ~marv of the rotngschemna is oi~en in ',he trace for this example presented in ez-,cn 10.2

The final step in the packaging of a rie,. schema is to :ndex t.he schem-a so that. the s-Ystem is

reminded" of it wh'enever :t mnighr be helpful In p.rocessing a futu re rar-ratix.e Index:ngy is "per-

formed b-, having the schema's volitional subactions su-gest it. This is appropri;ate brecause the nie~k

-schema may niow provide an explanation for why someone is executing the su'bacticn. In tne

*.rder exampe the following spe uggestion is added to the Murder action:

Nlurdert<'aS. 'Id I -5 urderlnher:t(j'aS. 1o04. 'd1

A suggesti'on is not added to inherit because it is a ncn-vclitional action.

11-5. Using the Learned Schema

Once a schema is added to the schema iibrarv and suggestions are added to index it. instances

* - l ~s sbacion in: uurenaratives will suggest it. If an instance of the new schema is subse-

deniv etermned, it can result in GENESIS inferring missing actions that it %was pr' osvinca-

rabie of -I nf.erri!ng. rcr exam-ie. consider the :Processing- of the murder test narrat-ve a*ter toie svs-

tem has acquired Murderinher~t.

~n~t:Marha:s Gene's m other and is a miilionaire. He shot her and she died Gengt

S 1000000.

Table 11.2: Expansion of Murder-Inherit
Subacti-ons Internals

Nlurder(?1a5 .?d 1:, Isa-, ?o4.Inanimate)
Inher: t(?aS 5,1c4.?d 1)

(Antecedent (Exp)ansion 1) (Constraint 3)) (Constraint (Dete.r-me 1) (Constraint, 2).)
Y Constraint (Deter-mine J) (Constraint 0)) (Effect, 'Determine 1) (Effect 1))

Precondition (Determine 2) (Effect 1)) (Preconditon (Determine 2) ,Pirecoridition 2',)
Preccndition. (Determine 2) (Precondition 1)) (Const raintc (Deter-mine 2) (Exrans,.on 0'
1Co nstraint (Determine 2) (Constraint 2)) (Constraint (Determe 2) ;Constraint I)

'1.* (Eff"ect (Det-2rmine )Efet2,)) 'Efct Dtemn 2 Efet

or . ..
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Thematic goal achieed. Gene is happy that Gene has tne S1000000

Ready for questions:

> Summarize

Gene murdered Martha. .Martha had S1000000. Gene was .Martha's heir. Gene inherited

Marthas S1000000.

N.

> Why did Gene kill Martha?

So Gene could inherit Martha's S1000000.

- >How did Martha die?

Gene shot Martha and k"iied her.

> How did Gene get the money?

. Gene inherited .Martha's S1000000.

- > Why did Gene inherit the money?

Because Gene shot Martha and killed her. because .Martha had millions of dollars and because

Martha was Gene's mother.

> Why was Gene Martha's heir?

Because Martha was Gene's mother.

> Why did .Martha have S1000000?

Because Martha had millions of dollars.

This time. ,',h'en a Murder action is determined from the actions in the second sentence (see section

10.3). it suggests the fo'iowing instance of the new schema:

MurderInherit(Person2. o-4-2, Person l )

in addition, the Murder action in the suggested schema is marked found as are its following sup-

Torts and effects:
..

*Jq%

% % % 
A
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Is,-. Persor.2. Character)

1sat'Pers.nl. Person)

Dead( Perso n 1)

The final input: Possess(Person2. NlonevZ) matches an effect of -,ne Inher~t action in the suggested

MurderInherit, schema and binds ?o4-2 to Monev'- since Nlcne%2 satisfies The constraint of being a

Valuable. Since both of the positive effects of the Inherit action are nowx marked as found (i e.

* Dead,, PersonlI) and Possess(Per-son2. Mlorev). the Murderinherit schema is cietermined and the

rmss,.ng Inherit action is added to the causal modei. The rreconoition stating that Martha must

have possessed S1.000.000 is inferred from the fact that she had mi~llions of dollars and the precon-

dition statin- that Gene is Ma-tha's heir is inferred from the *act that she is his mother. The final

explanation 'ha! GENESIS constructs for this example is shown in Figure 11.5. This explanation

* llcow-s the system to answer questions that it, could not answer based on the representation it built

-;'-hu the Nlhrderlnherit schema (see Figure 10.8). The NiurderInherit schema also provides a

* struct'or.e for -paraphrasing the narrative.-

The MurderInherit schema can also be used to understand narratives m=ssing even more infor-

:nation. For exanaole. consider the following GENESIS* in.put,"Output trace:

in-iu:: Mar': :s th6e Bob's mother and is a miflionaire. Someone strangled Marv*. Bob cot

'a 51000000.

T-ernat:, cal achieved: Bob £s harpy that Bob) has the S1000000.

Readv~ "or ciuest~ons:

> S-amm a.-.z e

Bo:b murdlered Marv. 'Marv had S1000000j. Bob was Mlar's heir. Bozb inherited \Iar,.-s

S !1000000

Hc~ did Bobge the money"

Bc t *n her: ted Nlar'.-s S1000000.

> Who str.anged Mar-,

l3c't strant Cld NMar

:0

N. %
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Possess3 > ShootToKilll Murder2 - Deadl
Isa 1 sa2 -~Isa8 Shot2

IsalI

PossesslNotlI

A mount // Possess8 Inherit - P s e s The mneG oallM et2

Motherl - Parentl -a- Heir2/

Te:e oalet2 ThemeGoal~fet(Person2. Gene is happy that Gene has the S 1000000.
Possess( Perso n2,Monev2))

!S3 15 Isa.Nloney2,Valuable) The S1000000 is a valuable.
lsal4 Isa(Money2.Money) The S1000000 is money.
?ossess5 Possess(Person2Nloney2) Gene has the $1000000O.
tnheritl Inherit(Person2.Money2,?ersonl) Gene inherited Martha's S 1000000.
:saS 1sa(Person2,Character) Gene is a character.
TsaZ Isa(Person2,?erson) Gene is a person.
.sal Isa(Personl.?erson) Martha is a person.
.sa~ 1.3sa(Money2,inanimate) The S1000000 is an inanimate object.
!Me,: 2 Heir(Person-,Personl) Gene is Martha's heir.
?arent1 Parent(Personl,Person2) Martha is Gene's parent.
Mlotheri Nlother(Personi.Person2) Martha is Genes mother.
?Cssesss Possess(Person I.Money2) Matahad the S1000000.
LessThani L-essThan( I 000000.order- millions) 1000000 is less than order-millions.
.sa, Isa(%Money"vloney) Millions of dollars is money.
-n.ountZ ArnounW%1oney2. I000000,dollar) The S1000000 is 1000000 dollars of money.

Possess. ?ossess(Persori,.Moneyli) Martha has millions of dollars.
A ~mo u nt A no u nt(vo nevl1. order- miI Iio ns.doIla r) Nallions of dollars is order-millions dollars

of monev.
Dead' Dead(PersonlI Martha is dead.

* Murder2 Murder(Person2.?ersonl) Gene murdered Martha.
S 7oto K ili hotoilPrn2?snlN R Gene shot Martha and killed her.

.sa, 7Isa('INSTR6.Gun) The gun is a gun.
Posse-;s3 ?ossess(Person2.11,NSTR6) Gene has the gun.
shot: Shot(ern) M artha is shot.

Noti -Possess(Personl.Nloney2) Mvartha does not have the S1000000.

Figure 11-5: Murder Test Example After Learning - Specific Explanation

> Whv did Bob strangle Mlary?

So B&), could inherit Marvfs S 1000000.

Since St:-anyle is a srecialization of Mfurder, the input: St-angieC'ACTOR1. Personi) suggests *,he

nema: "udrrhrt?~Ol o4-2, Personi. The inrut stating that Bob got a million dollars
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matches the efTec!: Possessf.ACTGRI. 'o-4-2) of the suggested schema since Bob is a charac.er and a

=11l:,n dollars is a vaiuable item. This match leads to the ceterm:nation of %~Irderlnherit and

id entiifies Bob as the actor.

However, it is also imnportant to note that not every narrative that might possibly fit the new.

schemna actually suggests it. For example. conisid-r th-e following GENESIS' inrnut/output trace:
C.p

Input: Martha is Genes mother and is a mnillionaire. She died. Gene 'Inherited S1000000.

Th-ematic -loal achieved: Gene is happy that Gene has the S1000000.

Readyv for questions:

4~ >Summarize

Martha died. Gene inherited Martha's S1000000.

> Who murder-ed Martha?

Question refers to unknown event, person. place. or thing.

> Wm v did Marth'-a die?

Carno t find sufficient reason.

> Why d id Gene inherit the monev"

Because Martha %was Gene's mother. because Martha had millions of dollars and because Martha died.

The svstem- identifies Martha as the benefactor of the inheritance since she is the one that is dead%
jI

and has the money: however. MurderInherit is never suggested because the Inherit action is non-

vo~itionai and does not suggest the new schema.
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CHAPTER 12

GENESIS: LEAR.N-ING WORD MEANLNGS

As revealed in the 1/O trace presented in chapter 2. GENESIS also has the ability to learn pro-

visional meanings for words from one example of their use. While processing the learning narra- "-

tive for the kidnapping example. the system encounters the following unknown words: "kid-

nareer. ransom. and kidnao." Based on the context in which these words appear and their .6

relation to t.he overall schema that is learned, the system acquires preliminary meanings for each of

these unknown words. This chapter describes the procedure GENESIS uses to learn related word

6 meanings when it is acquiring a new schema.1 Section 12.1 attempts to motivate the approach taken

;n GENESIS b%- revealing a problem with previous approaches. Next. since the procedure for 'learn-

g role "abls such as "'kidnapper" and "ransom" is significantly different from that used to learn

schema , C6e!s such as "kidnap.*" a separate section is dedicated to each of these processes.

12. 1. A Problem with Previous Models of Learning Word Meanings

S Previous computational models of the acquisition of word meaning [Berwick83. Granger77.

SelfridgeS2] have assumed exsting knowledge of the concept.underlying the word to be learned. In

* ". hese modeis. word learning is a process of using surrounding context to establish an identification

between a new lexical item and a known concept. However. new words are not always encoun-

"ered as labels for known concepts. When encountering a new concept in natural language text or

discourse, it is cuite likely that one ,wil also come across unknown words that refer to various

aspects of the new concept. A word learning model that requires prior knowledge of the underiv-

ing concept will be unable to acquire even provisional meanings for such words. For example. such

an approach could not learn meanings for the unknown words in the learning narrative for the kid-

nar exam:ie since when the system first encounters these words, it does not have any knowledge of

:he concepts %nderling them.

In additon. deveiopmental studies in psychology suggest that the learning of words and the:r
undervir. concepts freouentlv occurs concurrently in children. Experiments by Gopnik and

.Metzcff re.ealed that children's acquisition of "disappearance" words occurred at about the same

ime -he-" :earned to solve object-permanence tasks involving invisible displacements [Gopnik86].

-tsC7:)'.;c n 
2! GENESIS wo-d ',ea-:r, ab,::;es :s a!so preseied in rhcn.eyv'a,.

• % . % • , , % ' % % - ." " .% % " ,% - % ,., % - .- ."
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Fromthi daa. he' coclued hatle-nn a of ter. involve "concurrerri cognit!\e and serrantic

cevelonerts. rathe.- than -rivolvirng cognitiv,,e prerequ.,sites for semantic developmrents (D 1051).

Thev also state. "This raises the interesting possibility that conceptual and semantic development

m-ay occur concurrently, with each area of development influencing and facilitating the other.(p.

1051)- Bowerman [Bow ,ermanSO]1 and Kuczaj [KuczajS2] have also used developmental data to

argue :or an interactive approach to language and concept acquisition.

In GENESIS. word learning is integrated with schema acquisition. This integration allows the

N ~ ~ Stem to simultaneouslyv iearn both a concert and a Aor-d that refers to the concept. Conse-

cuentiy. GENESIS can accuire deffinitions for words that cannot be learned by a system that

requires prior conceptual knowledge. In addition, the systemn exhibits behavior similar to that

obcserved in children's accuisit,.on of word meanings.

_12.2. Learning Role Labels

* Role abels are words that refer to the role that an object or character plays in a schema.

E Examn.ples of role labels include "kidnapper." 'ransom." and -victim.** The procedure GEN ESIS

uses t.: 'earn role labels is sirnilar to the technique used by the FOUL-UP systemn [Grange.-77]

excent that it is integrated with the schema learning and schemna suggestion processes. When the

rarser encounters an unknown word where it expects a noun for an object of a particular class, a

"ummnv variable is created. annotated wvith the unknowvn word. and allowed to fill the expectation.

or exampie. the phrase -Fred paid him the ransom' in the' kidnapping narrative is parsed into the

asser::on: A~ransk Person:., ?PhvsicaiObjectl. Person9. 7AT24) where the variable ?Physical Objectl

.s mnarked wvith the fact that it came from the unknown word '*ransom." If an input with ar.

nrcw-\word variable like "PhvsicalObjecti matches a form in a suggested schema. then a provi-ii

sionai deftnition for the word is mnade bcased on the constraints on the schema variable that matches

- .-- e unknow -ord var:abie. For example, in the case of the unknown word "ransom.'* the previ-

ous sentence in -he story suggests a Bargain scherra between John and Fred. The subactions o' this

* .iggested schema are:

I )John told Fred that if Fred gave John the S250000 at Trenos then John wvould release Mlary.

2) Fred gave John the S250000 at Trenos.

3 John released Mary;.

Since pFe aid him the ransom- -natches the suggested subaction'Fe gave John the S2.50000 at

I rernos and since rrsmfihIs -.he role of the ite-n whose possession :s transferred, an inat~a.

%W-

SI%
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~en~t~'n s ma, c- fir ra -msti*ting,, tht s a Physical object. v hse possession is trans~erred

cu~ga Bargain

Ho',.ever. this is not the f-inal definiticn created for -ransom" since an additional process is
perormd .- en anw chema is learned. Each or the subactions composing a new schema is

q checked "or roles that are filled bv unknowvn-wordL~ variables or that were previously matched to

such a variab-le resulting in an initial defiition. In eithe- case. a new definition is created for the

.;n krnown -,,o rd based on the role it fills in the learned schemna and "he schema constraints on this

re.Cornsecuenniv. %whe the Carture~argain schemna is subsequently I'earned from the kidnapping

nar-rative, it causes -ransom* to be redefined as a valuable item whose possession is transferred to

the actor in a CaptureBargain schema. In other words, the word "ransom" is tentatively associated

-witi the schemna variabie 'v5 in CaptureBargain, whose English paraphrase is repeated below for

conver.zence:

b9is a person. 'c4 is a location. :5 is a room. ?c4 is in r5. ?x55 is a character. 1b9 is free.

?xScactures'?b9 and locks him/her in ?r-5. ?a34 is a character. ?x55 contacts 'a3-4 and tells it

*that 'b9 is ?xS55s captive. ?v5 is a valuable. K55 wants to have ?,-5 more than it wants ?b9

t to be Ix5s captive. ?a34 has a positive relationship with ?b9. %a34 has ?y5. "x55 and ?a34

carry out a bargain in which ?xS5 releases b9 and ?a34 gives ?x55 ?y5 at ?111.

The rationale for having learnted schemata take precedence .when defining new role labels is that a

learned schema rerresents a new situation and therefore new words are deemed more likely to be

directly. assoc:ated with it than with an existing schemna like Bargain.

Th-e nrovisional definition added to the lexicon for a role l-abel contains two varts. The first is

a set of constraints on the object itself, such as the constraint that -ransom- refers to a Valuable.

The second part is a suggestion of the schema of which it is a role. T he fact that a role label

definition can suggaest a relevant schema allo.ws GENESIS to use the definition to construct explana-

,;tons for narrativ,.es that it otherwise would not understand. For examplIe. the definition accuiredj

for- the word' -ransom- is crucial to the systemns understanding of the following narrative.

Input. Ted .s Alice's husband. John tokAlice into a room. Ted paid John the ransom and john

released A::ce.

Thema:c ;'a aceved: John is happy, that John nas the ranso.
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Reaciv ;fcr a 'estuons:

> Summarize

Al;.-e %was free. John captured Alice and locked her in a room. John contacted Ted and told

him t.hat Alice %was John's cantive. John wanted to have a ransom more than he wanted Alice

,o be John's captive. Ted had a positive relationship with Alice. Ted had the ransom. JohnI

and Ted carried out a bargain in %-hich John released Alice and Ted gave John the ransom.

> VWhv did John take Alice into the rcom?

Sc John could confine Alice in the room.

> Why did Ted pay John?

Because Ted believed that ifTed gave John the ransom then John would release Alice and

because Ted wanted Alice to be free more than he wanted to have the ransom.

-helte word "ransom" is encountered in this narrative, it suggests that the CaptureBargain

sc-ema mi-ht be relevant. This schema is then used in a tov-down fashion to construct an explana-

-:nr for the text. Since no other piece of information suggests CaptureBargain, the learned

oentc or raso s cruc:al in understanding this story. If the definition for this word is

rernoved.. the system is no longer able to understand the niarrative as illustrated by the fo floxing

trace:'

in-.ut: Ted is .Aiices husband. John took Alice into a room. Ted paid John the ransom and John

released Alice.

Ready for questions:-

> >S umm:narze

'crn moved Alice into a room- Ted gave John a ransomn. John released Alice.

> VW- h: id John take Alice :nto the 7.Oom? W
* ' C~rnno* find suficient reason.

> c.~: Ted :ay Jon-'

%I
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Cannot find sufficient reason.

A definition that associates the word 'kidnaper ,with the main character of a CattureBar-

gain schema (?x55) is learned in a manner directly analogous to the learning of the word ransom."

This word is also made to suggest the new schema, and this suggestion allows GENESIS to under-

stand the following narrative:

Input: Ted is Alice's husband. A kidnapper took Alice into a room. Bob got 75000 dollars and

- - released Alice.

Thematic goal achieved: Bob is happy that Bob has the S75000.

All Ready for questions:

> Summarize

Alice was free. Bob captured Alice and locked her in a room. Bob contacted Ted and told him

that Alice was Bob's captive. Bob wanted to have 575000 more than he wanted Alice to be

Bob's captive. Ted had a positive relationship with Alice. Ted had the S75000. Bob and Ted

carr:ed out a bargain in which Bob released Alice and Ted gave Bob the S75000.

I >Who took Ai'ce :nto the room?

,, ", Bob moved Alice into the room.

> Why did Bob take Aiice into the room?

kSo Bob coud confine Alice in the room.

> How did Bob get the money?

SBob kidnapped A.-ice.

. . If the definition for "kidnapper'" s removed, the follow.ing trace reveals the result:

" Input: Ted is Alice's husband. A kidnapper took Alice into a room. Bob got 75000 dollars and

released Alice.

%' % %. % %%.
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Ready for questions:

S>Summarize

A kidnapper mo ed Alice into a room. Bob released Alice.

> Who took Alice into the room"

The k:dnapper moved Alice into the room.

> Why did Bob take Alice into the room?

Question refers to unknown event, person. place. or thing. .

> How did Bob get the money?

Cannot find sufficient cause.

Although learning definitions for words such as "kidnapper" and "'ransom.- can be very help-

ful. many, times a new word that fills a slot in a schema will not actually be a role label. For exam-

pie. consider replacing the word "ransom" in the kidnap learning narrative with the word "moo-

: ."' Since the word "'moolah'" is unknown. GENESIS gives it a definition identical to the one it

earns for "ransom." In order to be able to recover from such mistakes. the system monitors the

schemata suggested by newly learned words. If a new word subsequently suggests a schema that

does not explain any future inputs. the suggestion is removed. For example. consider processing the

following murder-for-inheritance story after the system has acquired a -ransom definition" for

4 "moolah."

Mary had SI00000. Stan murdered Mary and inherited the moolah.

The word "moolah" suggests a CaptureBargain schema: however, none of the actions in the narra-

tive match the subactions in its expansion. Consecuently. the suggestion is considered to be

q misieading and is removed from the learned word.

12.3. Learning Schema Labels

Schema labels are verbs that refer to an entire plan schema. Examples of schema labels incluce

S"kidnap.' "rob.' and "poison." Learning meanings for schema labels is a more difficult task since

the relevant context is rotentiallv much broader. A sentence such as "John robbed the store' mav

be ;sed to introduce a iong piece of text eiaborating the s.:.±ation. to succinctly summarize a

", - ," - ,. .%% % ,p ". " "w ",, " W' "%,,p " '% %- " "' "" "t.,, ""k. "$'., - , ". .,," "" ' " ." ,,'"."",, , ,i~. " " ' " ,,"",," ." " *" % ,," .,.,,, w . ,, -.,A
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re\ icus r:ece of text. or to refer to a single action in an even larger plan. A fe'x heLirisI;cs have
been deeiored t o, alo' a reasonable guess to be mude reoarding the referent of such uknown

'eros. The foilowing one is used to resolve the meaning of "kidnap*" as used in the kidnap Ilearning

narrati\ e.

If one character informs another that some unknown action occurred and a schema whose actor
is the same as this action's was recently acquired from the narrative, and this schema also has

ries ftlied by the speaker and any direct and :ndrect objects of the action. then assume that

"he sreaker is summar:zing the event and that the unknown act refers to the new schema.

_ S~ecifica'lv, since Fred tells his wife that "someone kidnapped Mary" and since both he and Mary

were nart:c:.ants in the just completed CaptureBargain schema. GENESIS assumes that the word

•kdna" refers to CaptureBargain. A definition for "'kidnap' is added to the lexicon where it can

be used in the parsing of future sentences. This definition states that the word refers to an instance

of CaptureBargain in w%,hich the subject of the clause is the actor (?x55) and the direct object is the

victim (^b9). Of course. the word "kidnap" is frequently used to refer to only an act of abduction

rather than to an entire kidnap-for-ransom schema: however, the definition that GENESIS learns is

O a reasonable one given its current experience with the new word. In addition. a data-structure is

dded to the vocabulary of the generator where it can be used in the production of English replies
tc users' questions. For "kidnap", the added data-structure states that an instance of CaptureBar-

gain can be stated in English by saying: "?x55 kidnapped ?b9."

The new definition of "kidnap" in the lexicon is cruciai to GENESIS' understanding of the fol-

i',':ng narrative:

Input: Steve kidnapped Valerie. Mike was Valerie's father and paid Steve S30000.

Thematic goal achieved: Steve is happy that Steve has the valuable.

Ready for questions:

>Summarize

Valerie was free. Steve captured Valerie and locked her in a room. Steve contacted Mike and

told him that Valerie was Steve's captive. Steve 'wanted to have S30000 more than he wanted

V aerie to be Ste'e's cantve. Mike had a positive relationship with Valerie. like had the

d. e. 4r;.rl
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S30000. S-teve, a'.o Mlke carr~ed out a ',arga~n in \ hich Ste\ C reli2asec Valerie and Nlike gave

Sle,,e !:'ie 530u00.

> Why did M~ke pay Steve the money?'

-Bezaiuse Mlike believed that if Mike gave Steve the S30000 then Steve .would release Valerie and

because Mike wanted Valerie to be free more than he wanited to have -,he S30000.

> h ic Steve kidnap Valerie"

Because Steve ,wanted to have the 530000 more than he w.anted Valerie to be St.eves captive.

In this narrative. "Steve kidnapped Valerie- is interpreted as describing an instance of CaptureBar-

-,a-in in %which Steve is the actor and Valerie is the 'victim. The assertion that "Mike paid Steve

S30000* matches a part, of the expansion of th,.s instance of CaptureBargain. and the input -_Nike is

Valie* s f*ather- impulies the precondition that Mike values her freedom more than material posses-

sions. If theC deiniin of **kid nap** is removed f:-r the lexicon. the narrative no longer directly

.eferences CaptureBargain nor even suggests it. and GENESIS can no locnger understand the storv as

uuistrated bys the follojwing trace:

l n~ut-: Steve kidnapped Valerie. Mlike- was Valeries father and paid Steve S30000.

Thematic coal achieved: Steve is happy that Steve 'has the S30000.

Read,'s or cjuestions:

X > Sum ma r,.ze

Steve did something to Valerie. Mlike gave Steve S30000.

> \Vhv did Steve kidnap Valerie?)

Cannot find sufficient reason.

> Why did %like Fav Steve the mnoney1

Cannot find suf.icient reason.

%O%
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The same tecinnique used to learn a definticn for k~dnap has also been used to acuire a
i : -7e!.mrarv de ;nition for the schema label "'entrap " The details of .his exampie are presented in

the discussion of the acqu'sition of a solicitation-for-entrapment schema presented in appendix B.

. 12.4. Comments on the Integrated Learning of Words and Concepts

p Procedures in GENESIS for the integrated learning of words and their underlying concepts

represent only a preliminary exploration of the potential interaction between language and concept

azzuisit:on. As such. there are many refinements that could be made and many problems that nee"

tre addressed. Below is a short list of some of the obvious areas for future research.

(1) The procedure for removing schema suggestions from new defnitions is too strict. One

counter-example should not eliminate a suggestion and repeated usefulness of a suggesticn

should make it resistant to elimination.

,_) .Morphoiogv of unknown words should be considered. A kidnaprer is clearly the actor of a

K,dnapping."

o. re and better heuristics are needed for determining whether a word might be a schera label

and to what schema it might refer.

- ,-) Only role abels and schema labels are considered. Man.y words do not fall into either of these

• " tWe categories.

". Oniv integration with explanation-based learning has been considered. Integration with

- s:m:iar:tv-based learning should also be examined.

I

I

I
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CHAPTER 13

GENESIS: LEARNED SCHEMATA AS RETRIEVAL INDICES

Cr~.c~ ir.forarion retrievC involves indexing and retrieving textual information based

on, an ner-pretation of is "meaning." As discussed in [SchankSla], this approach has a number of

advantages over standard information retrieval systems based on keywords. A conceptual infor-

mat:cn sstem Uike -he CvFr system presented in [SchankS1a] indexes specific textual passages

-nder the schemata that an understanding system used in processing the text. These schemata can

.hen act as indices for the retrieval of information by a question answering system. In CFr.

FRUMP [DeJcngS2b] was used to process news stcries and CYRUS (KolodnerS4] was used to index
and retrieve episodes for the purpose of answering questions. J

0O CYRUS was also carable of learning specializations of existing schemata and using these new

schemata to index and rereespecific events. For example. CYRUS started with a general schema

:or diplomatic meetings and then learned a speciaiization in which military aid was the topic of

discussion. Specific episodes involving meetings about military aid were then indexed under this

ne-., schema. and this indexing was used to retrieve answers to questions such as: -Who has Vance

.alk- to about mlitarv aid?" The ability to learn new ways of indexing episodes is important in
-. -..aintairling an e.c:ent and useful dynamic memory [Schank821. I is crucial for maintaining

"or ;anza':on in very large databases of information. Learning new indices also allows a system to

notice s:muar:ties among texts unforeseen by the system's implementcrs and use these similarities
t p eio retr:e,.e related information [%Iooney87b] .

L:ke CvFr. GENESIS indexes specific episodes under schemata that were used in understanding

.. e e2isode. In addition. since GENESIS can learn new schemata. the system is also capable of learn-

new ,'as of indexing episodes. However. GENESIS uses explanation-based methods to learn

.- . schemata fr ncve: combinat:ons of existing schemata, unlike CYRUS. which used empirical

O .methods tc learn s-ecializations. A number of case-bcsed reasoning systems also learn new sche-

-mata :or :ndexing episodes in memorv [BainS6. Kolodner87L. However. like CYRUS. these systems

create so.ernata bv not:c:ng similarities between s:ecfic cases that were stored in the same place in

.emor,. GENESIS. on the other hand. creates a schema from a single instance and actually uses

tni ~schema to not;e *.he similarity between two instances and therefore store them in the same

-- -race :n memor.'. Thereo.re, the :earning of memory :ndices in GENESIS is very different -roM

-a ,'-mec by s'-stems Jsino case-based reasoning. The remainder of this chapter descrbes the

: % %0ZI



s=mIe ind exu.ng scneme used in GENESIS and gives examples of ho'-w it can be used to retrieve

riederisodes.l

%Vnen GENESIS has finished processingo a narrative, the indexer examines the highest-level

* ~explanation for each of the thematic goals achieved in the narrtv.I hnstrstecmlt

causal model created for this specific narrative in the long-term store, indexing it under each of the

- sclaemata in these highiest-level explanations. An exception to this rule is if the system acquires a

ne,.; sc-e.-a from an ex~lanation. in which case the e-pisode is indexed under the new schema

'Instead of under the schemnata that compose it. When answering questions about a particular nar-

rative. the systemn can be told to -Review; similar stories." This causes the system to retrieve past

e-sc-es tha are !ndexed under the same schemata used to index the present story and make them

*available f-or question answering and paraphrasing. Revie,.xing is done by temporarily replacing the

causal model of1 the current text with the causal model previously constructed and saved for the

*erisode beirig reviewed. For example. consider the state of the system after it has processed both

* , he i.earrnng and test narratives for both the kidnap and murder examples. The following tr-ace

s-ows the beha-vior of the system. when processing a third miurder-for-inheritance story:

b In: u-: Mary is the Bob's mother and is a millionaire. Someone strangled Mary. Bcb got

*~ * 60A0000.

* -erat:c -oal achieved: Bob is havov that Bob has the S 1000000.

Reaa' 'cr cueszions:

> Summarize

Bob murdered %lary. Marv had S1000000. Bob was Marv's heir. Bob inherited Marv's

> How did Bob murder 'Marv?

d . Bob strangled NMary

> Vhv is Bob Mlary's heir?

A eesc-:-o,:cn o GENESIS' ab: i-v' .se learn.ed sc~veaia 73 ;ndex :-,:scdes :s a~c p~esenier :n i tNoney S,-)

.4,%
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Bec"ause \arv 'x as Bob's motner.

> Rev:e%, simiiar stories

There are 2 other instances of this schema. Enter number of story to be reviewed> I

Reviewing MurderInheritStorl

Read\" for questicns:

> Summarize

Agrippina murdered Claudius. Claudius had an estate. Agrippina was Ciaudius's heir. Agrip-o

rina inherited Claudius's estate.

> How did Agrippina murder Claudius?
_'p.

S. Agripina poisoned Claudius with the mushroom.

> Why is Agrippina Claudiuss heir?

Because Claudius was Agripina's husband.

There are 2 other instances of this schema. Enter number of story to be reviewed> 2

Reviewing %lurderlnheritStorv2

Read" for questions:

A

>Summar:ze

Gene murdered Martha. Martha had S1000000. Gene was Martha's heir. Gene inher:ted

Nlartha's S1OOO000.

> How did Gene murder Martha?

Gene shot Martha and killed her.

'6>

Trere are 2 other instances of this schema. Enter number of story to be revewed>
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> Reviewv 'Kvnap ping stories

There are 2 :nstances of CaptureBargain. Enter number of story to be r-eviewed > 1

Revijewing CaptureBargainStorv 1

Read%- for ques-ions:

> S u mm-a.-ize

Marv wvas free. John captured Mlary and locked her in a room. John Contacted Fred and told

him that Mary was John's captive. John wanted to have S250000 more than he wanted Mary

* obe John's captive. Fred had a positive relationship with Mary. Fred had the S250000. John

* and Fred carried out a bargain in which John released Mary and Fred gave John the S25OOOO at

* > Howv did John communicate to Fred?

I' John called Fred and told him that 'Mary was John's captive.

> WVhy did Fred wxant Mfary free'

Because Fred was Mlacv's father.

There are 2 instances of CaptureBargain. Enter number of story to be reviewed>

Review.;, finished.

*An additional feature ,hat is illustrated in this trace is GENESIS' ability to use learned wvords in

* the retrieval of past episodes. For example. given the definition acquired for kda'and some

Knowvledge of English morphology, the system interprets: "'Review kidnapping stories as a comn-

*mand to retrieve nast instances of the CaptureBargain schema.

%
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CHAPTER 14

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATUS OF EXPLANATION-BASED LEARINING

Most theories of concept and schema acquisition in cognitive psychology have been

s imi laritv-based and postulated learning mechanisms based on inductive generalization across

numerous examples (e.g. [Anderson79. Meding7b. Posner68, Rumelhart78. Thorndyke79]). How-

ever. several recent articles [MedinS7a. MurphvS5. Schank86b] have criticized this approach for its

failure to acknowledge the importance of subjects' existing knowledge and its inability to explain.

subjects" preference for correlations that have causal explanations.

This raises the interesting question of whether an explanation-based learning mechanism can

be productively interpreted as a cognitive model of certain types of human learning. Although a

* number of psvchological experiments demonstrate people's ability to learn concepts or schemata
-rom two examples using analogy [Gick83. Spencer86] or from many examples using similarity-

zased induction [Medin8,b. Posner68], until very recently. there were no experiments that demon-

strated people's ability to learn a concept or schema by explaining a single example. This chapter

reviews some recent experiments that indicate that people. like GENESIS. can learn a plan schema

by explaining and generalizing a single specific instance presented in a narrative. These experiments

are more completely reviewed in [AhnS7a] and details on the experimental methodology are given

in [AhnS7b].

14.1. Overview of the Experiments

The overall design of the experiments involved subjects reading a single narrative describing a

.• specific instance of a novel plan and performing a variety of tests constructed to determine whether

or not they had acquired an abstract schema from this single example. Three passages were con-

K-- structed to present situations for which the subjects presumably did not already have a pre-

established schema but which they could understand using plan-based understanding. For example.

one passage invoives a cooperative buying scheme used in other countries. In Korea the system is

called a 'K.eah'" and in India it is called a "chit fund". The experimental narrative describing a

single :ns:ance of this plan follows:

Tom. Sue. Jane. and Joe were all friends and each wanted to make a large purchase as soon as

pcss-bie. Tom wanted a VCR. Sue wanted a micrcwave. Joe ',anted a car stereo. and Jane

% % % %
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wanted a comp-ract d:sk player. Ho'w;ever, they each only had S50 left at the end of each month

after paving their expenses. Tom. Sue. Jane. and Joe all got together to solve the problem.

They made four slips of paper w:th the numbers 1.2.3. and 4 wr:tten on them. They put them

-n a hat and each drew out one slip Jane got the slip with the 4 written on it. and said. "Oh

darn. I have to wait to get my CD plaver." Joe got the slip with the 1 written on it and said.

"Great. I can get my car stereo right away!" Sue got the number 2. and Tom got number 3. In

January. they each contributed the S50 they had left. Joe took the whole S200 and bought a

Pioneer car stereo at Service Merchandise. in February. they each contributed their S50 again.

This time. Sue used the S200 to buy a Sharp 600 watt 1.5 cubic foot microwave at Service

Merchandise. In March. all four again contributed S50. Tom took the money and bought a

Sanyo Beta VCR with wired remote at Service Merchandise. In April. Jane got the S200 and

'cought a Technics CD player at Service Merchandise.

In addition to a group given specific narratives (the instance group). some experiments also used a

control group that was given abstract descriptions of the schemata underlying each of the example

narratives (abstract group). The description of the Kveah schema given to the abstract group fol-

Suppose there are a number of people (let the number be n) each of whom wants to make a

iarge purchase but does not have enough cash on hand. They can cooperate to sclve this prob-

lem by each donaung an equal small amount of money to a common fund on a regular basis.

(Let the amount donated bv each member be in.) They meet at regular intervals to collect

- everyone's money, Each t:me money is collected. one member of the group is given all the

monevi collected (n X m) and then with that money he or she can purchase what he or she

wants. In order to be fair, the order in which people are given the money is determined ran-

S-domlv. The first person in the random ordering is therefore able to purchase their desired item

immediatelv instead of having to wait until they save the needed amount of money. Although

' the last person does not get to buy their item early, this individual is no worse off than they

would have been if thev waited until they saved the money by themselves.

Since subjects in the abstract group had been directly told the content of the schema. they were

•resumed to have learned the schema. Consequentl, if the instance group performed as well as

the abstract group or. a task requiring knowledge of the general schema. then it is reasonable to

assume that the subjec-s :n :he instance group had also accuired the schema.

%...
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Before any of the experuments ' .ere coiducteo, the exper'menters analyzed the instance pas-

sages from an EBL persz'ect:ve and determined a set of variables and constraints characterizing the

schema that could be !earned from generalizing an explanation of the narrative. A constrain in

this context is defined as a property that supports the explanation for how the thematic goals in the

narrative were achieved. For example. the variables and constraints for the Kveah passage are -

, shown in Table 14.1. In order to determine whether a learned schema agreed with that predicted

by EBL. subjects* learning in each task was iudged based on hox well they obeved the constraints

and recognized the mutability; of the variables.

14.2. Experimentl: Abstract Description Generation

The first experiment investigated whether subjects could acquire a schema from a single

example bv asking them to "write. in abstract terms. a description of the general technique illus-

* trated in the narrative." Only the instance group was used in this experiment. since this task

would simply be a m emory test for the abstract group. In general, subjects in the instance group

produced good descriptions of the schema. The following is the description of the Kyeah schema

wrtten bv one subject:

Suppose in a group of people. each person would like to buy something expensive, but over a

period of time. each person cannot earn enough to buy w'hat he would like. By using random

selection, each person could be assigned a number. when the group had saved enough money

together to purchase an item. the person with the first number would get his item. This would

continue for the rest of the group until everyone had gotten what he wished.

Table 14.1: Variables and Constraints for the Kyeah Schema

Variables Constraints J

identit,, of participants participants want items of similar value
number of participants (n) participants cannot afford items
exact time of meetings participants trust each other

Sinterval between meetings (t) participants can afford m each t
amount of donation (m) each participant donates same amount

items bought cost of desired items "" n X m"
stores where items bought number of meetings = number of participants
method of determining order order must be assigned randomly

e%
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. more obiective measure of pheir performance is that. o',erall. subjects given a specific instance

exniicitiv rnentoned . c ot the constraints and ident f.ed 89c of the variables ,n their descriptions

of the general schema. Details on the scoring methods used -re given in [Ahn87b].

14.3. Experiment 2: New Instance Generation

The second experment was constructed to determine whether subjects in both the instance

and abstract group could produce another specific instance of the learned schema. Subjects in the

" instance group were told to ""srite another story in which characters use the general method illus-

trated in the story but that is otherwise as different as possible" while subjects in the abstract

group were told to "write a story in which particular individuals use the technique described in the

passage in a specific case." In general, both groups produced equallv good narratives. The following

is the new Kveah narrative written by one subject in the instance group.

Bill. Kim. John and Marv were all business associates. Bill wanted some land in Northern 1Hli-

- nois. Kim wanted a new house in Switzerland. John wanted a new Porshe 92SS .;'ith all all

accesories. and Mary wanted to take a trip around the world. The only problem was they each

Ionly had S25.000.00 left unspent at the end of each monzh. They all got together and picked

random variables on Bill's business computer. Mary was farthest from her variable so she

would have to wait till last to get her trip around the world. John nailed his variable and

jumped enthusiastically saying. "Yea. I get to get my new Porshe 928S right now.* They each

- talked with their banker and drew the $25 Thousand dollars out and pooled it together after

the first month and the next day John drove up in 'his new. black. 928S with all accessories. At

the end of the next month they again pooled their money and Kim got her chalet in Switzer-

land. Again at the end of the next month they pooled their money an Bill got his :and in

-." Northern Illinois. Finally. after the fourth month they pooled their money together and Mary

left for her tr p around the xorld.

Amore objective measure of their relative performance is that the stories written by the instance

rou- explicitly and correctl,; instantiated 81% of the constraints compared to 76% for the abstract

group. The difference between the two groups is insignificant, indicating that subjects in both

-rcurs 'earned the schema equally well.

% %% %_X
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14.4. Experiment 3: Yes"No Questions

Tne th:rd and t nal exper;ment dzirectl" tested wvhether subjects could correct v identif7'"

,-nether cr no: a .ar.icuiar component was a var:able or a constraint in the general schema Sub-

'ects :n both the instance and abstract group were explicitly asked yes/no questions like: "Can some

.eovie cons:stentlv donate less than others and have the system work." and "Is there any particu-

ar numoer of people required for this plan?" Overall. the two groups were able to answer these

-' ,es:tions ecualv wel'. The instance group correctlv answered S5 of the cuestions compared to

Sc :or the abstract g-rou.

14-5. Discussion of the Experimental Results

In general. the experiments reviewed in this chapter support the claimz that people can learn a

schema oy explaining and generalizing a single narrative a la GENESIS. However. also like

GENESIS. people can only perform explanation-based learning when they can explain all of the

act.oris that comrose the schema. In (AhnS7b!. additional experiments are presented that demon-

-st-e subjects inabii:v to learn schemata from narratives for which they cannot construct cor-

.e:e causa: explanaticns. For example, subjects could not learn a schema for an American Indian

p-otLatch ceremony from one example since they could not determine motivations for all of the

.. i:zns in the examoIe.

There are also some interesting observations that can be made regarding subjects* apparent

•eneraization processes. For example. unlike SOAR (see section 3.8). they obviously do not simply

•-ange each constant in the explanation to an independent variable. Since in the Kyeah narrative

aia o: he characters made their purchases at the same store (i.e. Service Merchandise). simply

-a-oi- the constant representing this store to a variable would result in a schema in which all of

:e -artic:ants had to buy their iterns at the same store. However. in none of the experiments did

a. of the subjects believe that this -as a constraint on the underlying schema. Of course. this

does not : .:v tha sublects must therefore use a generaiization process analogous to the unification

S. al.-crthms discussed :n chapter 3: however, it does indicate that people's generalization processes

are not as simoie as cnanging constants to vartables. Subjects' generalization process takes greater

'e advantage cf their existing knowledge of the domain. In fact. it is clear that in some ways people's

-.a b. ... to eenerahize ex:lanations is even more powerful than algorithms like EGGS. EBG. and

STRIPS. .=or exampie. in the K'eah example. aimos: all of the subjects realized that the plan

.. ;! x-crk xiih an." number of peopie as long as there ',,as an equivalent number of meetings for

I
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coliec~mg and allocating the m onev.. However, producing this generai izatior requires recognizingo

trte repeated structure of the orig2inal exam pie and producing a general iterative plan for the a'. erall

--he.-a. Performing this process of generali::ing to rn from orne example in a machine learning sys-

- tem requires additional generalizatuon techniques. BAGGER [Shavlik87a. Sha%,likSS] is an EBL svs-

tern which, in addition to EGGS, uses a process ±for analyzing recursive rule applications in order to

learn .terative plans from one example.

'N\
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CHAPTER 15

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis has demonstrated that a general explanation-based learning mechanism can

*'' effc:entlv learn and improve its performance in a wide variety of domains. In particular, it has

shown that a general EEL mechanism is capable of improving performance on the complex task of

understanding narrative text by acquiring schemata for novel plans that achieve important goals.

Finallv. it has reviewed empirical evidence that indicates that explanation-based learning is a plau-

s bie model of certain types of human learning in this domain. This final chapter summarizes the

unique features of the research presented in this thesis and outlines some problems requiring future

research.

15.1. Relation to Other Work

Below are four asoects that make the work presented in this thesis unique:

1) It is based on a general domain-independent explanation-based learning mechanism which has

teen tested on numerous examples from different domains.

It has addressed the probiem of generalizing the temporal order of actions in plan-based

"explanations.

-3-- it has illustrated the ability of EBL to improve the performance of an understanding system

as we!l as a problem-solving system.

-4 It has examined the psychoiogical plausibility of an explanation-based learning system.

15.1.1. Generality and Domain-Independence

Earlier explanation-based learning systems were constrained by the particular domains to

,'-'cn "hey were applied and were never tested on examples from a variety of domains. This

, :.ncldes such systems as STRIPS [Fikes72], LEX2 [Mitchell83]. CUPS [WinstonS3]. LP [Siver83..

NIA LO*RorkeS4]. ARMS [Segre85], LEAP (Mitchell85]. PHYSICS-101 [ShavlikS5]. and the original

EN ESIS .Moonev85a].

More recent EBL systems such as PROLOG-EBG (Kedar-CabelliS7a]. MRS-EBG [HirshS71.

PROLEAR ,Pr:editisS7]. and PRODIGY [Minton87a. %iinton87b] are general domain-independent

EBL sstems: however, these systems have not been rested on as wide a variety of examples.

%,
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.cccrding to [Kedar-Cabe!liS7a]. "PROLOG-EBG has been tested on the 'cuc" and 'safe-to-stack"

exarnples. and the sutcade example" (p. 389). In [Hrsh87]. the examies presented are the Safe-

To-Stack and LEX2 examples; no other examples are mentioned. In [Prieditis87]. the Safe-To-Stack

- and LEAP examples and examples on list membership and Towers of Hanoi are the only ones men-

tioned. In [MintonS7b]. it states that PRODIGY has been tested on machine shop scheduling and 3-

D robotics construction as well as the "blocks world."

In addition. none of these systems support all of the representational formalisms supported in

EGGS (i.e. Horn clauses, rewrite rules, and STRIPS operators). PROLOG-EBG. MRS-EBG. and

PROLEARN only use Horn clauses and PRODIGY supports STRIPS operators and Horn clauses.

Aso. except for PRODIGY, none of these systems have been integrated with a performance system

o.eratinl in a complex domain. Finally, unlike EGGS. none of these systems have facilities for

L , learning from the observed problem solving behavior of other agents.

15.1.2. Generalizing Temporal Ordering

Previous research on EBL and macro-operators has not addressed the problem of learning

racro-operators with partially ordered actions. STRIPS [Fikes72] and most other systems that

learn macro-operators (e.g. [Iba85. Korf85. Minton85]) learn linear sequences. Some recent work

has addressed the issue of learning iterative macro-operators [Cheng86. Prieditis86. ShavlikS7a].

However, the packaging procedure presented in section 6.2.2 is apparently the first system that

earns macrc-operators with partially-ordered actions. Although the procedure for generating

par:-!ai, -ordered macro-orerators is closeiv related to certain processes in nonlinear planning, there

are a number of important differences which were discussed in section 6.2.2.6.

15.13. Learning for Understanding

Lnlike GENESIS. almost all machine learning systems with performance components use

leirning to -.:prove the abilities of a pro'bien-solver or planner rather than an understander. IPP

[Lebowitz80. Schank82l is still one of the few machine learning systems that improved its ability

.* to understand. IPP processed news articles and used a similarity-based approach to learn speciali-

zations of existing schemata. For example. the system already had a schema for kidnapping and

at-er processing several stories :hat described kidnappings in Italy carried out by the terrorist

groun the Red Br:gades. it created a specialized schema for kidnappings in Italy in which the Red

Br:,lades -- as the default kidnapper. Later, if :t encountered an article describing a kidnapping in

-iav i 'Xhich the kidnappers were not mentioned, it assumed the Red Brigades was the responsible

%
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Besides -:sinz a sin !arit-b-ased instead of an explanation-based- 1pproach to learning. LPP !

I~rrcsrec,.alzzati;cr.s Jexisting schemata instead of new. schemata for compositions of actions

.n., al-:veimportant goals. As mentioned in chapter 13, CYRUS [KoiodnerS4] also used

s, n:arity-baedmethods to learn specialIizat ions of existing schemata, which it used to index and

7:':e'.'e s-.ec.o c episodes.

Other than GENESIS. -he only. IEBL system that improves its ability to understand external

-:~te- solvio behavior isteARMSsse Sge%. RI ssland ceaat i h

undrsandngof assembly sequences in a robotics domain. However, as mentioned in section

10.1.3. the understanding system in ARMS is incapable of inferring missing actions and therefore.

unl:Ke GENESIS, the clan schemata it learns can not be used to fill in gaps in future observations.

15.1.4. Psychological Plausibilityv

This research is also unique in that it has motivated psychological experimients that demon-

Sstr-ate that people can per-form explanation-based learning from a novel plan presented in a narra-

*t:,,e LAhn87a. Ahn871b]. There are currently no other psychological experiments specifically

di:rected at judging the ability of an EBL system to model human !earning. Nevertheless. as

r': ed in [Nlurph-vS51. there is a substantial amount of psychological research that reveals the

:m~rtnteffect subjects' background knowledge and naive theories of the world have on, the pro-

cess of concept acquisition.
Z4

- 15.2. Problems for Future Research

The research presented in this thesis as well -is numnerous related projects has revealed a

* number of interesting problemns that need to be addressed. This section briefly discusses several

nroie areas in explanation-based learning and mnent.icrns current research efforts that are attempt- oI i-ia to confront these oroblems.

' 15-2.1. The Effect of Learning on Performance

70S*.:e ad ngaiveeffctsonfuture performance. How.ever . for unrestricted learning of macros

7,rbien Slvig. ereisconflicting empirical evidence regarding which of these effects dom-

* ,nztes in, u'.e long run [.Minton85. O'Rorke&7a. ShavlikSSIL ConisequentN'. further empirical and

_ ca. anlsso h fect of learning on performance :s required. Of cour7se, learning andF :rg~tn~the right macros IS crucial to performance improvement. t

6I
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15.2.2. Operationality and Pruning

Lea-rn2 rnacros or schemata at the appropriate level ofl generality is one aspect. of !nsuring

:ha*. !earning improves performance. However. there is currently no general domnain-independent

characte-ization of what makes a concept operational. In EGGS. pruning for operationality requires

a spec-,a! procedure for each domain. In PROLOG-EBG, arbitrary axioms are used to define particu.-

-2 7a rredicates as operational and in \IRS-EBG. an arbitrary set of axioms can. be used to prove that

aneXVression is orerat:onal. While these approaches allow for flexibility in determining opera-

* ionalitv. h' do not heir, to characterize the notion of operationality in a general %vay. Some

recent -esearch in EBL has been directed at the problem of determining operational descriptions.

Systems in particular domains have been used to explore learning schemata at different levels of

* geeralty Segre57b. Shavlik87b] and the METALEX systemn [Keller87a] searches for spaecific con-

cepc descriptions that empirically improve performance. However, there is currently no analytical

cr-arac~er-zation of operationalitv. In fact, current experience probably indicates that such a char-

acterizatuon is not forthcoming, and that heuristic and empirical methods will continue to be the

onjyl ways of determining an appropriate level of generality for what is learned.

15.2.3. Deciding WA.hat to Learn

A sliahtlv different problem is determining whether or not a particular -macro or schema is

wo-::th learning at all. Learninc large numbers of useless rules only exacerbates the problem of

3 .owdown-r. As men-tioned in chanter 7. there has been some research on analytical and empirical

methods for det.ermining utility. In par,.icular. this has beem the primary focus of Minton's

research [%IntonS5. \finton7a]. However, the problem of determining what mus: be learned and

whv'at must te forgotten in order to improve overall system performance is still largely an open

ouestlon.

15.2.4. Understanding Observed Behavior

Learning from observed problem solving behavior like that performed by GENESIS and var:-

3o:s :,earninz avprentice systems (NMitchelIS5. O'RorkeS7b. SegreSa. WiikinsS6J. is an. effic:ent

mrethod focr accuiring expert knowledge. Since this process requires the ability to explain the intenl-

-:nal. act:cns of ex:er-nal agents. the process of understand:ng or plan recogni:ior [Schmnidt,78],

ocecornes an importat part of the learning process. However, understanding is a difficult process

'. ,n~c :s :ar :rom comcieleiv under stood despite the fact *hat it has been fairly' extens:velv studied

natura.l arguaoe processing. The understanding zomponent -in GENESIS and other current
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eC SS cedr> vnoai of expiain~ng the wide variety o: situations :ha: humans can

e! o.ourse, research iri this area is conitinuing ard there has recentl%, been some new

-:r ces to th!e problem'. Recent work by Charniak [Charn~akS6] and Kautaz and Allen [KautzSb]

'eeCrneftv discussed in section 10.1.3. Recent understanding resear-Ch bv Schank and his col-

.ea,7ues KassS6. LeakeS6. Schan'kS6a] has :nvolved the S%'%ALE system. which constructs exnlana-

205 or situations by modifying or tcweaklng existing schemata or explana."Orn Pctternzs. Th:s

*.a777roach :s an atte.-ot to avoid the combinatoriall'; ex-ojosive nature o" :'an-cased understanding,

'rhie mannain, th e ability to explain novel situations.

15.2-5. Intractable Domain Theories

In EL. te cmbinatorially explosive nature of explaining why aPlan works or why an

-xa.md-Le is a- mnemrber of a concept has been referred to as the :rracfa~le theory problern

2\itchllS]. n ay raliticdoain,. constructig a complete explanation for wtiy a plan actually

-oks is an expensive process. For example. the kidnapping scherma GENESIS learns is actually

o':er -genral ecause it does not consider the possibility th~at the oolice or other counter-agents

m i t.-fere withe plan. The act of communicat~ori betwveen the kidnapper and the ransom

:a*ver should actually be constrained so that. it does not reveal the kidnap-.ers identitv and thereby

-esul: in h:s arrest. GENESIS is implicitly making the assumption that external agents will not

:nterfere; however, it has no wvay of recovering if this ass-umption is violated. Autempting to con-

s-:atn 'he 2ian to urevent an'. possible interference on the part of any other agent is clearly not a

:ractable sclu::on. Systems that attempt to deal with :his problem are described in [ChienS87a,

Clhien7bl. The basic a: roach taken in Chien's work is to make simolifvinci assurnutions during

toeexpana~onproessinorder to make it tractable. When a subsecuent failure occurs. tS

exoliained in terms of a violation of an initial assumption and the learned concept is refined to

account :'cr the failure. Alternative approaches to dealing wvith the intractable domain theory prob-

emr a-re deLscribed :n [BennettS57. DoyieS6. Tadepalli86].

0.
15.2.6. Incomplete Domain Theories

CorreTSPonding to the intractable theory problem is the incornplete zhecrvy problemn (MitchellS6]

: n --he curr7ent dJomain theory is incarable of corr~pletelY explaining an example. One

arr0c t e-~ an initial domnain theorv based on, caperin'ertation is described in [Rajamc-
ne'.. R amc ev~]. hen a 7.redict ;on supported by the clurrent theorv is contradicted by

em'r~c: e:d~e.the s':stem examines the domnain axiomrs Lnderi~in7 the faulty prediction and

r .01Pe '
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'conuc*s ex-eriments to determine exactly which of these axioms is incorrect. Another approach to

dealing With incompleteness is to use similarity-based methods to induce ii:t;al _ausal theories

TAndersen$7 a. PazzaniS 7],

15.2.7. Hybrid Learning Methods

Approaches to dealing with intractable and incomplete theories frequently involve integrating

exzlanation-based and similarity-based learning.1 For example. integrated approaches can be used

* -. to deal "vith intractability by using the detection of similarities to focus the explanation process.

This approach is taken in [LebowitzS6]. in which similarities in the congressional voting record are

used tc focus the process of explaining why certain members of congress voted for or against a par-

ticular bill. If the incompleteness arises from the fact that operators are represented procedurally

instead of declaratively, empirical techniques can be used in the actual process of generalizing

explanations [Porter85. Porter86].

* Correspondingly. EBL methods can be used to address problems with purely empirical

approaches. For example, explanations of particular examples can be used to select relevant

-, features for similarity-based methods [DanylukS7. Flann86. Mitchell84J. Also. goal-related

knowledge can be used to guide feature selection for conceptual clustering systems [Mogensen87.

* -. Stepp86]. In general, this approach allows explanations to contribute to a similarity-based svstem's

inductive bias [Utgoff86i.

Cu-rrent approaches to combining the two learning methods effectively use one of the methods

to focus or direct the other. An interesting area for future research involves using each method to

* /learn different parts or features of a single concept. For example. imagine a system like GENESIS

trying to learn a schema for a birthday party by reading narratives about particular celebrations.

Such a system could probably use its domain knowledge to explain the baking, cutting, and eating

c" the birthdav cake since these actions are causally connected and satisfy important hunger and

. enjovment 2oa is. However, it would probably not be able to explain why, someone put a particular

'.,imber of candles on the cake and why someone else made a wish and then blew them out while

" ero.'one else sang. tiowe, er. these components of the birthday-party schema might be learned

.: a s:=.lari'v-based approach. Since many stereotypical actions (e.g. a wedding ceremony or a

... ?"e restaurant or supermarket) contain both features that are causally necessary and others

-, -ese3rc.-.e7s MAy suggev. *r.ai EGGS would combine nicely with BACON :Langley1l]; however. four out of tve
- -.. -~' a -a.a " :s .ct a hcal'hy comrn~iation.

.% ... %
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-hat are convent;orai sc ar. approach to :ntegratg the t', o methods culc be very useful. par-

ticu~arlv in the doma:n of narrat:ve understanding.

,. 15.3. Conclusions

This thesis has shown that a single general learning mechanism can perform explanation-based

learning in a wide varetv of domains. The generalization mechanism in the EGGS system has been

shown to be abie to generalize explanations based on logical proofs, term rewritings. and plans com-

rosed of STRIPS operators. This generalization algor:thm was compared to the generalization algo-

rithms in STRIPS and PROLOG-EBG. Like EGGS. both of these algorithms use unification pattern

matching to compute the most general explanation that maintains the structure of an explanation

for a specific example. Theoretically, the time reauired to compute a generalized explanation was

shown to be linear in the size of the explanation. Compared to generalization algorithms based on

umincation. the generalization algorithm in SOAR was shown to be susceptible to under-

generalization.

With regard to logical proof explanations, mechanisms in EGGS for proof construction, proof

completion. and macro-rule !earning were presented. Examples of learning using logical proof

explanations were given for the following domains: logic circuit design (as in the LEAP system).

1ogic theorem proving (as in MA). integration problem solving (as in LEX2). geometry theorem

.l.roving (as in ACT* and PUPS). and blocks world planning (as in STRIPS).

Regarding explanations composed of rewrite rules. mechanisms in EGGS for rewriting expres-

sions and learning rewrite macro-rules were discussed. Examples of learning using term rewritings
4.'

were presented for the following domains: logic circuit design. integration problem solving, and

equation solving.

Finaliy, regarding plan-based explanations composed of STRIPS operators, mechanisms in

EGGS for verifying plans and learning macro-operators with partially ordered actions were

presented. The process of learning partially ordered macro-ooerators from specific plans was com-

pared to the task of nonlinear planning. Examples of learning using plan-based explanations were

given for blocks world planning and computer programming.

Empirical results on the effect of macro-rules on problem solving performance were also 4
presented. These results show that learning macro-rules can greatly improve performance on simi-

lar problems: however, in certain situations, it can also substantiallv degrade performance.

Approaches to dealing with the problem of degraded performance wxere reviewed and suggestions

e ea
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:cr concuct:flg rr:eriv controlled experimental comparisons of learning and non-learn:no systems. ". ere g en.

The EGGS learning system has been tested most thoroughly as a component of the GENESIS

narrative understanding system. The overall architecture of GENESIS was reviewed and the

,mportance of learning to improve the performance of a complete Al system was discussed. The

kno' ledge representation used in GENESIS and its ability to construct explanations for narratives

% ;ere discussed in detail using the learning of a murder-for-inheritance schema as an example. The

sc enma and plan-based understanding processes in GENESIS were presented and compared to those

:n previous narrative understanding systems.

It ,,,as shown how schema acquisition in GENESIS uses the EGGS system to generalize the

explanations constructed for characters' actions in a narrative. An additional generalization step

.hat insures that the learned schema represents a volitional action and does not contain any unmo-

tivated actions was also discussed. The description of schema acquisition in GENESIS also included

discussions of processes for deciding when to learn, packaging a generalized explanation into a

scema. and indexing a schema so that it can be used to aid subsequent understanding.

rd In addition. GENESIS' ability to learn provisional meanings for unknown schema-related

- words ",Was reviewed. Unlike other approaches to the acquisition of word meaning. GENESIS is

capabie of simultaneously learning a concept and meanings for related words from a single exarn-

S pe. GENESiS's ability to use learned schemata to index and retrieve specific episodes was also

- .-resented.

Finally, psychological experiments were reviewed that revealed that human subjects. like
GENESIS. could learn a novel plan schema from a single example. These experiments demonstrated

-that after reading a specific instance of a novel plan. subjects could write a good description of the
underli:ng schema. They could also produce another instance of the schema and answer questions

abcut the schema as well as subjects who read a passage directly describing the abstract plan.

Together with other recent projects investigating general EBL mechanisms. the work presented

-n this thes:s is an indication that research in EBL has reached a certain level of -matur:ty'" and has

moved beyond the stage of exploratory programs that operate in a single domain. Nevertheiess. as

Dutlined :n the Pre.,ious section. there continue to be even more interesting :ssut r. the horizon

'iich are already attracting a great deal of attention.

.
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APPENDIX A

, LINEAR SUBSTITUTION APPLICATION

Although a linear-time unification algorithm is described in (Paterson7b]. a linear-time algo-

rthm for applying a substitution to a wff is required in order insure that a generalized explanation

can be computed :n :inear time (see section 3.4). To insure linear performance. a substitution

a-nlication algorithm must be careful to avoid tracing down the final value of a variable multiple

t'mes. Such duplication of work can be prevented by using path compression like that performed in

the standard UNION-FIND algorithm [Reingold77]. One approach is to first compress or "flatten" a

* substitution so that every variable in the substitution is directly bound to its final value. Since a

flattened substitution can easily be applied to a wff in linear time. if the flattening car. be per-

* formed in linear time. then the complete process will be linear.

As in [Paterson78]. it is assumed :hat wffs are represented as directed acvclical graphs in

which common subexpressions are represented by a single subgraph. A node representing a k-ary

function or predicate has outdegree k and son(n, i) (1 - i ( k) refers to the ith son (argument) of

node n. A substitution will consist of a list of nodes representing variables that have pointers to

nodes representing their values (i.e. Value(v) refers to the value of variable node v and is NIL if v is

not bound). It is assumed that this substitution is generated by a unifier and therefore does not

have any occur-check violations. Given this representation, an algorithm for applying a subst~tu-

tion to a wff is given in Figure A. 1.

The procedure FlattenSubstitution changes the substitution into one in which variables point

directly to their final values. This is done by first finding the final value for each variable by fol-

lowing value pointers and performing path compression [Reingold77] so that all %ariables encoun-

tered along the way are also made to point to their final values. Finding the final value of any

variable will be called a FIND since it is analogous to the corresponding process in the UNION-

FIND problem. Performing a FIND on all the variables in the substitution is linear in the size of

the substitution for the following reasons. Let n be the number of variables in the substitution

(the total number of value pointers) and let p be the total number of value pointers followed by

doing a FIND on all variables. Every FIND requires following exactly one last pointer to a value

that is either an unbound variable or not a variable at all (let such pointers be called final poin'ers).

Consequently. foilb'%,ing final pointers accounts for rt of the total number of pointer references.

Let , be the :ota, number of pointers traversed that are not final pointers. Therefore. p = n - o.

- "*
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let S be the substituton and w be the wff to which it is to be applied.
FlattenSubstitution(S)

"- ReplaceVariables(w)

procedure FlattenSubstitution(S)
[, for variable v in S do

let A be an empty stack
while v is a variable node and Value(v), NIL do

rush(v. A)
let v = Value(v)

while A is nonempty do
,: forValue(pop(A)) = v

for variable v in S do
if Value(v) is not marked as already visited then

mark Value(v) as visited
ReplaceVariabies(Value(v))

6 procedure ReplaceVariabies(n)
if n is a node for a variable or a constant

S ""then return
else

for i from 1 to outdegree(n) do
if son(n.i) is a variable node and Value(son(n.a)) NJL

then let son(n.i) = Value(son(n.i))
else RepiaceVariables(son(n.i))

Figure A.1: Linear Substitution Application Algorithm

.. £ Each of the o non-final pointers followed in a FIND results in that pointer being deleted and being

replaced by a final pointer. Since the initial number of non-final pointers is clearly less than n (the

total number of pointers), there are at most n non-final pointers to be deleted and hence o -< n.

Consequentlv. p ( 2n and therefore finding the final values for all the variables takes only linear

time.

The procedure ReplaceVariables simply traverses a wff and replaces any bound variables

encountered with their previously computed final value. Since traversing a graph is linear in the

size of the graph. this process is cleariv linear in the size of the input wff. After the final values for

" , ail .ariables has been computed. ReplaceVariables is called on all the final values in order to replace

any variabies within them with :he.r final values. Values are marked when they are traversed to

avoid :ra'.ersing !hem more then once. Since ReplaceVariables is linear, the process of replacing

I' -d!
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\ ariables in values is also linear wvith respect to0 the size cf the o.er-all suL'szt'tior. Tb--s fIrIlsheS

the process of -flattening" and all variables are nox bound to their completely inistantia*,ed ntna!

valIues. Cailin~g ReplaceVariables on the input wif will, in linear time, replace all variabies with

*their final instantiated values. Since -flattening" is linear in the size of the substitution and since

replacing variables in the input wif is linear in the size of the wif. the algorithm in Figure A.2 is

linear in the size of its inputs.

7:



APPENDIX B

ADDITIONAL GENESIS EXAMIPLES

In chapters 9-11 a detailed description w.as given of how GENESIS learns, indexes. and subse-

cuentiv, uses a murder-for-inheritance schema. In addition, in chapter 2. a tra-ce of GENESIS* i/0

beha vio as given for the learning of a kida-for-ransom schema. Tir-da his appendix provides

!u..her details on :he k"idnapping example as %well as detailed descrptons of two additional

GENESIS examples. The two additional examples include iearning a schema for a person burning

their own property in order to collect the insurance mone% and learning, a schema for a police-

officer- :personating, a prostitute in order to arrest potential cus-,omers. Definitions for all of the

schemata and rules needed to process these examples are given in appendix C.

B.1. The Kidnap Example

This seczion presents additional information on the kidnapping example. The test and learning

-a, ,s .caper2

narratives as well as a sstm trace for this example were presented in catr2

B. .1. Processing the Test Narrative Before Learning

The parsed version of the test narrative for the kidnap example is shown in Figure B.1. When

processing th:s narrative for the first time given only the knowledge in appendix C. GENESIS con-

st:-Ucts the causal model shown in Figure B.2. Except for connecting Alices imprisonment to her
subseouent release. relatively little causal structure is built. The fact that Bob locked Alice in his

basement (which is parsed as a Confine action) suggests a Capture schema and this schema is

(Isa Person Person) (Gender Person 1 male) (Name Person Ted) (Isa Person? Person)

(Name Person? Alice) (Gender Person female) (Husband PersonI Persoi)
('Isa %lonevl 'Money) (Amount Mone-.l 100000 dollar) (isa Lotteryl Lottery)
r Win Person1 Money 1 Lottery l) (Isa Person3 Person) (Gender Person3 male)

* (Name Person3 Bob) (Isa Basement 1 Basement) (isa Location 1 Location)
.6(In Location]I Basement 1) (Confine Person3 Person? Location I Basementi)

- o. (Residence Person3 Basement 1) (Isa Money? Money) (Amount Money 75000 dollar)

2-

(Possess Person3donev2) (Release Person3 Person? FROM6 ?IN 12)

S-

'"Figure B.1: Parsed Version of the Kidnap Test Narrative
0 %
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Isal -lsal4

lsa3 lsa1 - Ial>Winl-- Possess2
,d Ptrans2! ---3At Ptransl -~At2 lsa4 - IsaS

IaOConfinel. Believel Not4

24' Captive! - Releasel ~'~Free4
Capture 1\

lsal9 / \-

In!l /s2 Husbandi -~ Spousel -~ PositiveiPTI

Genderi Gender2 Namel Name3 Amint2 Residencel

1sa28 Gender3 Name2 Amountl Possess4

Free-' Alice is free. %%ini Ted -,on the S 100000 in the lottery.
Release 1 Bob released Alice. Isa8 The lottery is a game.
Capirke Al-ice was Bob's captive. Isa4 The lottervs is a lottery.
Capture! Bob captured Alice. IsalO The S100000 is an inanimate object.

In the basement is in the basement. IsalZ The S100000 is a valuable.
*Isa, The basement is a room. Isa3 The 5100000 is monet'.

IsalS T he basement is a basement. 1sal4 Ted is a character.
s9 In the basement is a location. Isa I Ted is a person.

isa, Alice is a person. PositiveIPTI Ted has a positive relationship w4ith Alice.
Sa0 Bob is a character. Spousel Ted is Alice's spouse.

.sal- Bob is a person. Husbandi, Ted is Alice's husband.
..ee2 Alice %-as free. Isa28 The S75000 is money.
-Notl1 Alice .%-as not free. Genderi Ted is male.Co n--ne1 Bob confined Alice in the basement. Gender2 Al'Ice is femnale.

*At2 Alice is in the basement. Gender3 Bob is male.
P~rans! Bob moved Alice into the basement. Name 1 Ted's name is Ted.

AtI Alice is at some place. Name2 Alice's name is Alice.
P~rans2 Bob moved Alice. Name3 Bob's name is Bob.

*Possess4 Bob has the S"5000. Believel Bob believes that Alice is Bob's captive.
Not-, Alice is not Bob's captive. Amounti The S100000 is 100000 dollars of mon~ey.
Possess2 Ted has the S100000. Amount2 The S75000 is 75000 dollars of money.

Residencel Bob lives in the basement.

Figure B.2: Causal Model for Kidnap Test Example Before Learning

imnmediately determined since the C~nflne step is causally supported by all of the other steps in

Capoture. Bob's release of Alice is connected to his previous Capture since the Release's precondition$-

of having Alice held captive is achieved by the Confine action in the Capture. As shown in Figure

B-2. the fact that Bob has S75.000 is not connected to the rest of the actions in the narrative.

Due to this impoverished representation of the narrative, the system is unable to answer the

a iest~oris Fresented in chapter 2. This example originally revealed an interesting problem w,.ith an

er''version of GENESIS' question-ans-.ering sy'stem. WVhen asked: "WVhy did Bob lock Alice in
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his baserrent. it pToduced the reply: "S Bob couid release Alice.~ It judged this to be a reason-

abie answver beca use one of its heuristics for answerering a lvhy, questions aoout an action was to

find a la-ter action that it enabled. This heuristic was later refined to eliminate enabled actions that

s imply re-achieve states that were already true before the execution of the action in quest ion. This

elkm,.-ates the answver: "So Bob could release Alice" since th,.s release onlv achieves the state of

havino Alice free. which was already true I-efore he locked her in the basemnent.

B.1.2. Processing the Learning N .rrative

The tvarsed version of the learning narrative for the kidnap example is shown in Figure B.3

While processing this narrative. GENESIS builds a very large and interconnected causal structure.

Pieces of t1is causal structure are shown in Figures BA4 - B.S. Figure B.4 shows the explanation for

~- . why Mary aot in the car. This explanation can be sumrmarized as follows. John's action of

I (Isa Person7 Person) (Gender Person7 male) (Name Person7 Fred)
(isa PersonS Person) (Namne PersonS Mary) (Gender PersonS female)

p (Isa M~oney3 Money) (Amount NMoney3 order-millions dollar)
(Father Person7 PersonS) (Possess Person7 M~onev3) (isa Person9 Person)

* (Gender Persorn9 male) (Name Person9 John) (Isa Location2 Location)
-~ (At PersonS Location2) (Ptrans Person9 Person9 ?FRON,1I 1Location2)

(Isa Guni Gun) (Aim Person9 Guni Person&) (Color Jeansi blue) (isa Jeansl Jeans)
(Attire PersonS Jeansi) (Isa Carl Car) (Isa Location3 Location) (In Location3 Carl)
(Nltrans Person9 (Implies (Not (Ptrans Per-son8 PersonS ?FROM16l Location3))

(Shoot Person9 Person8 ?I1NSTRUMIENT9)) PersonS)
(Possess Persori9 Carl) (Isa Hotell Hotel) (Isa Location4 Location)
(At Hotell Location4) (Drive Pe.-son9 PersonS ?FRO-Nil 6 Location4 'VEHICLElO)
(Residence Person9 Hotell) (Isa Room 1 Room) (Isa Location5 Location)

.:- (In Location5 Roomi) (Confine Person9 PersonS LocationS5 Roomi)
(Residence Person9 RoomOI (DialTelephone Person9 Person 7 ' 7 \NMBER36,
(Mtrans Person9 (Captive PersonS Person9 ?LOC15 ?1.Nl8) Person7) (Isa MIonev4 Money)

- (Amount %1onev4 250000 dollar) (Isa Restauranti Restaurant)
(Name Restauranti Trenos) (Isa Location6 Location) (At Restauranti Location6)
(Mtrans Person9 (Implies (Atrans Person7 Monev-t Person9 Location6)

(Release Person9 PersonS ?FRONISOO ?I.N92)) Person 7)
(Atrans Person"I ?PhvsicalObjectl Person9 ?AT24)

S. (Release ?PhysicalObject2 PersonS ?FRON1633 71N 169) (Isa Person22 Person)
~.; 'Gender PersonZ2 female) (Name Person22 V'alerie) (Husband Person7 Person22)

(Mtrars Person 1 (?Actioni ?PersonlI Person8) Person22)

Figure B.3: Parsed Version of the Kidnap Learning -Narrative

%0%60.ol
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a,. proacning Mary outs them both in the same location and enables him t ai-m his oun at her John .

tehl:ng .\tar% that he would shoot her if she didnt get in the car suggests a Threaten schema. Since

John drivng .Mary to the hotel requires as a precondition that Mary be in the car and since this

state is the effect of the successful completion of the Threaten, the Threaten schema is determined.

Th:s in turn adds the assertion that Mary got in tne car because she didn't 'want to be shot and

causes the effect of the Aim to be equated to a precondition of the Threaten. -

The remaining explanation for how .\arv became John's captive (an expansion of the Capture

schema. is shown in Figure B.5. which can be summarized as follows. John driving Mary to the -"

hotel brings them all to the hotel's location. John confining Mary in the hotel roonr suggests a com-

plete Capture schema. which is immediately determined since the Confine action is supported by all

the other actions in Capture. This determination adds the assertion that John must have moved

Mary into the room. which in turn is connected to the fact that she was already at the hotel.

The complete highest-level explanation for how John got the S100.000 is shown in Figure B.6

and can be summarized as follows. John calling Fred suggests a Telephone schema. which is subse- -

-uentlv determined when John tells Fred he is holding Mary captive. This Telephone instance is

possible because John believes that he Ls holding Mary captive as an effect of the Capture. It should U

b be noted that GENESIS has a very naive view of communication in which believing a proposition is

a precondition for communicating it and in which everyone believes everything that they are told. -

*', Next. John telling Fred that he would reiease Mary if Fred gave him $100.000 suggests a Bargain -

schema. which is determined when both of these actions take place. Preconditions of the completed

* Bargain include that John have Marv held captive (which matches an effect of the Capture). that

Fred have the S100,00 (which is inferred from the fact that he is a millionaire). that Fred believe ,,

that John has Mary (which matches an effect of the Telephone). and that Fred value Mary's free-

* dom more than S100.000 (which is inferred from the fact that he is her father). Figure B.7 shows

the exnansion of the Bargain schema and Figure B.8 shows all the facts in the narrative that remain

unconnected to the rest of the text. The causal model constructed for this narrative and illustrated

in Figures B.4 - B.8 allows GENESIS to answer the wide variety of questions presented in the trace

in chapter 2.

At this point it is appropriate to note that the Bargain and Threaten schemata are more cor-

piicated to define than the other schemata in GENESIS. This is because the effects of these schemata

depend on the actions that are involved. Consequently. a special construct (*Pointer*) is used in

the dein:tions of these schemata in order to indirectly reference the effects and preconditions of

5#
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AtSt

lsa3 .1 L> Ptransl At4 LosPath2

aSAim PointingAt2 /

P At9

wl 3sa - lsa2

At9 Mary was in the car.

Isa 15 John is a character.
Isa4I John is a person.
Goal2 Marv wants not to be shot.
At' Mary was at John.
PointingAt2 John is pointing the gun at Mary.

-im John aimed the gun at Maiv.
isa~l Mary is a physical object.
Isa23 Mary is an animate object.
1sa27 The gun is a physical object.
Isa29 The gun is an inanimate object.
Isaj. The gun is a weapon.
Isal7 Th gun is a gun.
Possess3 John has the gun.

.4.LosPath2 John has a line of sight path to Mary.
At4 John is at Mary.
Ptransl John went to Mary.
Isa.5 Mary is a location.
IsaO1 John' is a location.
Isa 11 John is a physical object.
7sal3 John is an animate object.
A tS John was at some place.
Noz2 John is not at some place.
Not3 Marv is not at John.
Ptrans2 Mary went from John into the car.
Believel. Mary believes that if Mary does not go from John into the car then John will

shoot Marv with the gun.
fitransl John told Mary that if Mfary did not go from John into the car then John would

shoct Mar'; with the gun.

Figure B.4: Kidnap Example - Specific Explanation (Threaten)
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1sa4 1al lsal3 ~ Not12

*PosseSS4 1sa4 7  Ptrans3'

A t 9 A t V 9 P r a s A
Cotie CapiveAt20 1s3 Ntl Isa4 /'/_ Blee

*~A 9s3- -a- x Isa1 _ 2o9N

C Dpivel Maryne wast Jonvapie

l sa4 Th om is aroom
A1a4 Intos a octin

%sa Mary1 is~ a peson

Isapie 15r Jon s on' c caacter. .

*Isa49 Jo h o is a ers ton.

Free2 Marv was free.
Not 13 Marv was not free.
Confinel John confined Mary in the room.
At26 Mary is in the room.
PtransS John moved \1ary from the hotel into the room.
At23 MAary is at the hotel.
Ptrans3 John moved Mary from the car to the hotel.
Drivel John drove Marv to the hotel in the car.
Isa4l The car is a vehicle.
1sa34 The car is a car.
A-t 18 The car was at Marv.
Inl In the car is in the car.
At9 Mary was in the car.
At2O John was in the car.
Possess4 John has the car.
At16 John is at the hotel.
At17 The car is at the hotel.
Not7 John is not in the car.

*Not8 Mary was not in the car.
Not9 The car is not at Mary.
Isa39 The hotel is a [ocation.
Isa47 The car is a location.
Isa2l Mary is a physical object.
1sa23 Mary- is an animate object.
Isa2S Mlary is a character.

0Isal3 John is an animate object.
At24 Mary -as at the car.
Not 12 Marv is not at the car.
BelieveZ John believed that Mary was John's captive.

Figure B-5: Kidnap Example - Specific Explanation (Capture)
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Amounti Ntl
P osse ss! I ot1

Father! - Parentl Amou~hnt> osss o
Free2 '~PositivclPTl - /blroiy o~

/ ~ Bargaini Possess
Isa2 4 NtI Captivel /s TherneGoalNet2

lsa49 q-~apturel eeve2 omuiae BelieveS ot
sa Free3

1sa1s, eehnl/
In3'1  I-- elphoe I/ GoalPrioritv4

la Isa 14 Isa 1sa66

1sa54 Fred is a character. Isal Fred is a person.
isai15 John is a character. Isa4 John is a person.
Isa2 Mary is a person. Isa3 Millions of dollars is monev.
1sa66 The 525"0000 is a valuable. isaS8 The S250000 is money.
Isa4's The room is a room. Isa49 In the room is a location.

* ThemeGcalMet2 j ohI.n is happy that John has the S250000.
Possess-, John has the S250000.
Bargain! John and Fred carried out a bargain in -which John released Marv and

Fred gave John The S250000 at Trenos.
GoalPrioritv4 John wants to have the S250000 more than he wants Mary to be John's captive.
BelieveS Fred believed that Mary. was John's captive.
Cotnmunicate2 John contacted Fred and told him that Marv was John's captive.
7eleofonel John called Fred and told himn that Marv w'as John's captive.
KnoW2 John knows that Fred has phone number someihin.
Believe2 TJohn believed that Mar-, was John's captive.
Capturel John captured Marv and locked her in therom
I n.) In the room is in the room.
Free2 M~ar-. was free.
Caotivel Mary was John's captive.
Not 13 Mlarv was not t ree.
GoalPrioritvj1 Fred wants Mary to be free more than he ,;ants to have the S250000.
PositiveIPTI Fred has a positive relationship with Mary.
Parent, Fred is Mary's parent.
Fa,.herl Fred is Mary's father.
Possess8 Fred had the S250000.
LessThani 250000 is less than order-millions.
.-Imount2 T1he $250000 is 250000 dollars of money.
?ossessl Fred has millions of dollars.
Amount 1 Millions of dollars is order-millions dollars of rnoney.

Free3 Mary. is free.
Noti 5 Fred does not have the S250000.

No t 1 6 Mary. is not John's captive.
Not I Fred does not believe that Marv' is John's captiv-e.
Not 18 John does not believe that Mar'y is John's captive.

Figure B.6: Kidnap Example - Specific Explanation (Highest-Level)
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Believe 0 --10 Release2 Free3

Captivel Notl6

GoalPrioritv4 / Noii5

Mtrans6 - Belie'e9 .- Atrans2

Fa:herl - ?arentl - PositivepT1 GoalPrioritvPossess

A m o u n t i 
,,

P ossess 1

Amount2 "
Pcssesss

Isa58

lsa3

LessThan l

Possess7 John has the S250000.
* GoalPriority4 John wants to have the $250000 more than he wants .Marv to be John's captive.

GoalPrioritv3 Fred wants Mary to be free more than he wants to have the S250000.
PositiveIPTI Fred has a positive relationship with Mary.
Parent 1 Fred is Mary's parent.
Fatherl Fred is Marv's father.
Possess8 Fred had the S250000.
LessThanl 250000 is less than order-millions.
Isa3 Millions of dollars is money.
Isa58 The S250000 ;s money.
Amount2 The S250000 is 250000 dollars of money.
Possess 1 Fred has millions of dollars.
Amount 1 Millions of dollars is order-millions dollars of money.
Captivel Mary was John's captive.
Free3 Mary is free.
Release2 John released Mary.
BelievelO John believes that if John released Mary then Fred will give John ,he

$250000 at Trenos.
Not 16 Mary is not John's captive.

* Not 15 Fred- does not have the S250000.
Atrans2 Fred gave John the S250000 at Trenos.
Believe9 Fred believes that if Fred gave John the S250000 at Trenos then Jchn

wIlt release Mary.

Mtrans6 John told Fred that if Fred gave John the S250000 at Trenos -hen Jcnn
would release Mary.

Figure B.7: Kidnap Example - Specific Explanation (Bargain)
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Residencel Colorl AtlO Namel Name4 Gender I

. -Y Residence2 Attirel At27 Name2 Isa59 Gender2

Isa33 Isa35 lsa38 Name3 Isa6O Gender3

sa33 The jeans are jeans.
. Isa35 In the car is a location.

- Isa3S The hotel is a hotel.
.sa59 Trenos is a restaurant.

- Isa6O Trenos is a location.
Genderl Fred is male.
Gender2 Mary is female.
Gender3 John is male.
Namel Fred's name is Fred.
Name2 Marv's name is Mary.
Name3 John's name is John.

" Name4 Trenos's name is Trenos.
AtlO The hotel is at the car.
At27 Trenos is at some place.
Color The jeans are blue.
Attirel Mary is wearing the jeans.
Residence1 John lives in the hotel.
Residence2 John lives in the room.

Figure B.8: Unconnected Facts in the Kidnap Example

other actions. For example. if a particular instance of a Bargain involves actor X doing action A in

exchange for actor Y doing action B. then the effects and preconditions of the overall Bargain

.include the effects and preconditions. respectively, of actions A and B. In addition, in order for the

V Bargain to be motivated. X should value the facts added by action B over those deleted by action A.
and Y should value the facts added by A over those deleted by B. For further information, the

interested reader is referred to the complete definitions of Bargain and Threaten given in section 1

* of appendix C.

,' " B.1.3. Learning CaptureBargain

After the Bargain schema is determined in the kidnapping narrative, the system detects that

Jhn has achieved a thematic goal of possessing a valuabie item. Since this goal is achieved by

novel combination of volitional actions by the main character. the system proceeds to learn a new

schema fr, m :ts explanation of how the goal was achieved. Prior to generalization, the GENESIS

0.4
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pruning algorithm removes a number of units from the explanation shown in Figure B.6. In addi-

tion to pruning a few Isa inferences, a number of interesting generalizations are made. The fact

that Telephone was the particular specialization of Communicate used in the explanation is

removed since all of its effects that support the goal are inherited from Communicate. Also, the

abstraction inferences from Father to Parent and from Parent to PositivelPT are also removed since

the Father and Parent reiationships only support the goal through the more abstract PositiveIPT

relationship. The final generalized explanation EGGS produces is shown in Figure B.9.

The packaging of this generalized explanation into a schema does not detec: any protection

violations and results in the final definition shown in Figure B.O. The English summary the para-

phraser produces for this schema was presented in chapter 2. English translations of the sugges-

tions used to index this new schema were also given in the trace in chapter 2. The formal versions

of these suggestions are given below:
0

((Capture ?x55 ?b9 ?c4 ?r5) ---- > (CaptureBargain "x55 ?a34 ?b9 7c4 ?r5 ?y5 ?11)).

((Communicate ?x55 ?a34 (Captive ?b9 x55 ?c4 ?r5)) -- >

(CaptureBargain ?x55 ?a34 ?b9 ?c4 ?r5 ?v5 "111))

((Bargain ?x55 ?a34 (Release ?x55 ?b9 ?c4 ?r5) (Atrans ?a34 2y5 ?x55 ?111)) --- >

(CaptureBargain ?x55 ?a34 ?b9 7c4 ?r5 ?y5 7111))

B.1.4. Processing the Test Narrative After Learning

When GENESIS processes the test kidnapping narrative after learning the CaptureBargain

schema. the Capture schema determined from Bob's locking Alice in his basement suggests that the

new schema may be useful in understanding the narrative. Bob's acquisition of S75.00 and Alice's

restored freedom confirms all of the positive effects of CaptureBargain and the schema is deter-S
mined. The resulting explanation for Bob's possession of the money is shown in Figure B.11. This

explanation allows the system to answer the questions it could not answer previously and the Cap-

tureBargain schema provides a reasonable paraphrase of the text.

O., Other previously incomprehensible narratives can also be understood using the new schema.

An interesting variation of the test narrative that results in the same final explanation is the even

sketchier account shown below:

Ted is Alice's husband. He won a S100000 in the lottery. Someone imprisoned Alice in a base-

ment. Bob got S75000. Someone released Alice.

0-%
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PossSS6Not 15
Freel Positive[PT2 -~GoalPriority3 Not16
Isasi Nt3Cpie otl7,

Isa52 Capture 1 - oelleve Conimunicatel -~ Be Bargainl Possss'

ThemeGoalNet2 ?x55 is happy that ?x53 has ?Y5.
Isa68 .v5 is a valuable.
Possess7 ?X55 has ?y5.

.rBargaii ?x55 and '?a34 carried out a bargain in which ?xc55 released ?b9 and
?a34 gave ?x55 ? vS at ?I11- n s? 9t.e x 5 s c c i eGoalPriority2 ?x55 wants to have ?y5 more than he/she xat b ob ?Sscpie

Isa69 ?a~34 is a character.
Isa7O ?x55 is a character.
Believe5 ?a34 believed that ?b9 was ?xS5's captive.
Communicatel ?x55 contacted ?a34 and told him/her that ?b9 was ?x55's captive.
Be~ieve2 ?x55 believed that ?b9 was ?x55's captive.
Capture 1 ?x55 captured ?b9 and locked him/her in "r5.

lri4 ?c4 is in ?r5.
d Isa53 ?r5 is a room.

Isa5 2 ?c4 is a location.
Isa~l ?b9 is a person.
Freel 1 b9 was free.
Captive 1 ?b9 was ?x35's captive.
_Not 13 ?b9 was not free.
GoalPrIoritv3 ?a4wants ?7b9 to be free more than he./she wants to have ?V5.
PositivelPT2 ?a34 has a positive relationship with ?b9.
Possess6 1.a34 had ?v5.
Free3 b9is f ree.
Not 15 ?a34 does not have ?y5.
Not 16 "b9 is not ?x35*s captive.
Not 17 ?a34 does not believe that ?b9 is ?xS5's captive.
A ot 18 ?x55 does not believe that ?b9 is ?x55Ys captive.

Figure B.9- Kidnap Example - Generalized Explanation

% %.
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,(CaptureBargain 7x55 "a34 ?b9 !c4 ?r5 "v5 ?111) "?x55 kidnapped ?b9"
(Constrant (isa ?b9 Person) (Isa ?c4 Location) (Isa ?r5 Room) (In ?c4 ?r5)

(Isa ?x55 Character) (Isa ?a34 Character) (isa ?y5 Valuable))
(Precondition (Possess ?a34 ?y5) (PositivelPT ?a34 ?b9) (Free ?b9))
(Motivation (GoalPriority ?x5 (Possess ?x55 ?yS) (Captive ?b9 ?x55 ?c4 ?r5)))
(Effect (Not (Believe ?x55 (Captive ?b9 ?x55 ?c4 ?r5)))

(Not (Believe ?a34 (Captive ?b9 ?x55 ?c4 ?r5))) (Not (Captive ?b9 ?x55 ?c4 ?r5))
. (Not (Possess 9a34 ?v"5)) (Free ?b9) (Possess "x55 ?y5))

(Subaction (Capture ?x55 ?b9 ?c4 ?r5) (Communicate 1x55 ?a34 (Captive ?b9 'x55 ?c4 ?r5))
(Bargain "x55 ?a34 (Release "x55 ?b9 ?c4 'r5) (Atrans ?a34 ?v5 ?x55 ?111)))

(Internal (Not (Free ?b9)) (Captive ?b9 ?x55 ?c4 ?r5)
(GoalPrioritv ?a34 (Free 'b9) (Possess ?a34 ?y5))
(Believe ?a34 (Captive ?b9 ?x55 ?c4 ?r5)) (Believe ?x55 (Captive ?b9 ?x55 ?c4 ?r5)))

(Links (Antecedent (Internal 3) (Precondition 2)) (Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 3))
(Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 4)) (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 3))
(Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 2)) (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 1))
(Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 5)) (Effect (Subaction 1) (Internal 5))
(Effect (Subaction 1) (Internal 1)) (Effect (Subaction 1) (Internal 2))
(Precondition (Subaction 2) (Internal 5)) (Constraint (Subaction 2) (Constraint 6))
(Constraint (Subaction 2) (Constraint 5)) (Effect (Subaction 2) (Internal 4))
(Precondition (Subaction 3) (Internal 4)) (Precondition (Subaction 3) (Internal 3))
(Precondition (Subaction 3) (Precondition 1)) (Precondition (Subaction 3) (Internal 2))
(Motivation (Subaction 3) (Motivation 1)) (Constraint (Subaction 3) (Constraint 6))
(Constraint (Subaction 3) (Constraint 5)) (Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect I))
(Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 2)) (Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 3))
(Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 4)) (Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 5))
(Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 6)))

Figure B.10: CaptureBargain Schema Definition
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Believel Communicatel -~Believe3

Husbandi - Spouasel. -~ Pas' iveiPTI - GoalPriority2
.0 Ia 12 IsalAmou tlNot3

/ ia- I 7  n1-- Possess2 ot4

Ba'aa Possess/ S3 ls2OGolririv3
Frsal lsal h-a3

7 saS h S500 sa a14be Isa34ha Th S700i oey
sa2 Ted., isapronrs e t

Is i sa7 Bbi esn s2 Bisaharatr.
ll 1a2 ThTbseet s oo. sa8 Th bsmet s asme:

Isl nth aeenasaloain Ia lc isa3 a e son.

Isa35 The lotter0 is a gamue. Isa4 The lo75er0 is amontey.
Isa3 Te S00 is on. IsalO Ted i1000 is c ara ianmteebjc.

Isa .2 The S100000 is a valuable.

Themne~oalMet3 Bob is happy that Bob has the S75000.
Possess5 Bob has the S75000.
Bargainl Bob and Ted carried out a bargain in which Bob released Alice and

Ted gave Bob the S75000.
GoalP-,ioriTv3 Bob wants to have the S75000 more than he wants Alice to be Bob's captive.
Captivel Alice was Bob's captive.
Capture 1 Bob captured Alice and locked her in the basement.
Inl In the basement is in the basement.
Free I Alice is free.
Not 1 Alice was not free.
Believe!1 Bob believed that Alice was Bob's captive.
Possess8 Ted had the S75000.
LessThan 1 75000 is less than 100000.
Amount2 The S'5000 is 75000 dollars of money.
Possess2 Ted has the S100000.
Winl Ted won the $100000 in the lottery.
Amount 1 The S100000 is 100000 dollars of monev.

'4GoalPrioritv2 Ted wants Alice to be free more than he wants to have the S-5000.
PositiveIPT'I Ted has a positive relationship with Alice.
Spousel, Ted is Alices spouse.
Husband 1 Ted is Alice's husband.
Believe3 Ted believed that Alice was Bob's captive.
Cornmunicatel Bob contacted Ted and told him that Alice was Bob's captive.
Not3 Bob does not believe that Alice is Bob's captive.
NotJt Ted does not believe that Alice is Bobs captive.
Not5 Alice is not Bob's captive.
Not6 Ted does not have the S 75000.
Free3 Alice is free.

t~. Figure B. 11: Kidnap Test Example After Learning - Specific Explanation
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The Processing of this narrative using CaptureBargain is basically the same as the processing of the

test narrative except for the fact that Bob being the one who got the money identifies him as the

- k:d.narper. Consecuentlv, if after processing this narrative GENESIS is asked: "Who captured

Alice?" ,t replies: "Bob captured Alice and locked her in the basement.*

B.2. The Arson Example

In the Arson example, GENESIS learns a schema for an individual burning his own property

in order to collect the insurance money. A version of this example was first used in the original

G"'- -IS system [Moonev85b]. Before processing the narratives for the Arson example. GENESIS

has schemata for burning. insuring objects. and being indemnified for the loss of property: how-

ever. it does not have a schema for arson-for-insurance.

B.2.1. Processing the Test Narrative Before Learning

In order to demonstrate the svstem's initial ignorance of arson-for-insurance. GENESIS is

given the following test narrative:

Input: John owned a barn. He burned it. He got 40000 dollars.

Ready for questions:

> Summarize

John burned a barn.

> How did John get the money?'

Cannot find sufficient cause.V

> Whv did John burn the barn?

Cannot find sufficient reason.

4> Who owned the barn?

John has the barn.

4The parsed version of this narrative is shown in Figure B.12 and the complete causal model the sys-

tern burids for ,his narrative is sho,,n in Figure B.13. Without a schema for this situation or any

* :
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(Isa Person-5 Person) (Gender Person25 male) (N\ame Person25 John)
Isa Barni Barn) (Possess Person25 Barni) (Burn Person25 Barni)

1A Jsa Mlonev5 Monev) (Amount Monev5 40000 dollar) (Possess Person25 MonyS

Figure B. 12: Parsed Version of the Arson Test Narrative

Flamnrabie2 Blee
Not2 > Burni eiee

Isal /Burnt2
- Isa2 -~Isa7 - l sa5

lsa9 Name 1 Possess2

Genderi Possessl Amountl

Bu r-nt 2 The barn is burnt.
Burn 1 John burned the barn.
lsa5 The barn is an inanimate object.
Isa 7 The barn is a building-
lsa2 The barn is a barn.
Isal John is a person.
Not2 The barn was not burnt.
Flammable2 The barn is flammable.
Believe2 John believes that the barn is burnt.
Isa9 The S40000 is money.
Gender I John is male.
Name 1 John's name is John.
Possessl John has the barn.
PossMs2 John has the S40000.
Amountl The S40000 is 40000 dollars of money.

Figure B.13: Causal Model for Arson Test Example Before Learning

mention of insurance or indemnity in the text. the system is unable to construct a satisfactory

causal model: and John's possession of the money is left unconnected to his act of burning his barn.

Consequently, the svstemn is unable to answer the questions presented in the trace.

S B.2.2. Processing the Learning Narrative

Next, the sy Stem is ai'.en a more detailed narrative about arson-for-insurance. which it can

ex:)a:n and jereralize into a schema.
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Input Stan owned a warehouse. He insured it against tre for 100000 dollars Stan burned the

warehouse. He called Prudential and told them it was burnt. Prudential paid him 100000 dol-

lars

Thematic goal achieved: Stan is happy that Stan is insured with the insurance company for the

SIO0000 if the warehouse is burnt.

'nematic goal achieved: Stan is happy that Stan has the S100000

Explanation suitable for generalization. Pruning ...Generalizing...Packaging...

Creating New Schema: (InsureObjectBurnlndemnify ?a3 ?o2 ?c3 "'3 714)
S.

?a. :s a person. ?o2 is an inanimate object. ?c3 is an insurance company. ?v3 is money. ?o2 is

not burnt. ?a3 has ?o2. ?a3 insures ?o2 with ?c3 for ?v3 in case it is burnt. ?o2 is flammable.

?a3 burns ?o2. ?a3 contacts ?c3 and tells it that ?o2 is burnt. ?c3 indemnifies ?a3 ?v3 for the

loss of ?.o2.

Having: ?a3 insured ?o2 with ?c3 for ?v3 in case it is burnt. suggest InsurebjectBurnlndemnify

Having: ?a3 burned ?o2. suggest InsureObjectBurnlndemnif'y"

* Having: ?a3 contacted ?c3 and told it that ?o2 was burnt. suggest InsureObjectBurnIndemnifv

Ready for questions:

> Summarize

0 A warehouse was not burnt. Stan had the warehouse. Stan insured the warehouse with Pru-

dential for SOOO00 in case it is burnt. The warehouse was flammable. Stan burned the ware-

house. Stan contacted Prudential and told them that the warehouse was burnt. Prudential

:ndernfied Stan the S100000 for the loss of the warehouse.

> Why did Stan insure the warehouse?

So Prudential would indemnify Stan the SIOOOO0 for the loss of the warehouse.

>Whv did Stan burn the wharehouse?

=\VAREHOUSE

S
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Sc Stan could call Prudential and could tell them that the warehouse was burnt.

> Why did Stan tell Prudential the warehouse was burnt?
V

So Prudential would indemnify Stan the S100000 for the loss of the warehouse.

> Why did Prudential pay Stan the money?

Because Prudential believed that the warehouse was burnt and because Stan was insured with

Prudential for the S100000 if the warehouse was burnt.

>Whv did Prudential believe the warehouse was burnt?

Because Stan called Prudential and told them that the warehouse was burnt.

The parsed version of this narrative is shown in Figure B.14 and the explanation the system con-

structs for why Stan has the money is shown in Figure B.15. This explanation can be summarized

as follows. Stan insuring the warehouse has the effect of making it insured and Stan burning the

barn has the effect of making it burnt. When Star, calls Prudential it suggests a Telephone schema.

which is determined when Stan tells them that the barn is burnt. Prudential's action of giving Stan

S100.000 is recognized as an instance.of the Indemnify schema. Since Indemnify is a specialization

2 of Atrans (see the GENESIS Action hierarchy in chapter 9) and since the actor of an Indemnify is

constrained to be an insurance company (which Prudential is known to be). the Atrans is special-

5 ized to an Indemnify. This transformation makes use of one of Lytinen's [Lvtinen84] parsing rules.

• " (isa Person26 Person) (Gender Person26 male) (Name Person26 Stan) (isa Warehousel Warehouse)
(Possess Person26 Warehousel) (Isa Money6 Money) (Amount Monev6 100000 dollar)
(InsureObject Person26 (Burnt Warehousel) Money6 1CO.MPANY2) (Burn Person26 Warehousel)

J- (Isa InsuranceCol InsuranceCo) (Name InsuranceCol Prudential)
(DialTelephone Person26 InsuranceCol ?NUMBER 135)
(%ftrans Person26 (Burnt Warehousel) InsuranceCol)
(Atrans InsuranceCol Monev6 Person26 ?AT85)

Figure B.14: Parsed Version of the Arson Learning Narrative

The NTERLISP spelling correctcr ,TeeitelanU3] is used :o correct such ,,~os.

0 * P .0 %
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#Burnt2 Possess-
Flammable? Burnl Believe2 sa31'
Not2 IY Isa2 Isal unicate2 -a Believe4 '

\ #Not6
Know2 -  ,le Atransl Possess6 ThemeGoalMet2

.' /€' ossesele/ oal '
Isal a -: N3a3

4 
3

Isa2 Genderl Namel Name2 Amountl '.4'

ThemeGoalNlet2 Stan is happy that Stan has the S100000.
Isa34 The SlOOOOO is a valuable.
Isa3 The S100000 is money. Xa
Possess6 Stan has the S100000.
Atrans I Prudential gave Stan the S100000.
Indemni-fy Prudential indemnified Stan the S100000 for the loss of the warehouse.
Insured2 Stan is insured with Prudential for the 510OOOO if the warehouse is burnt.
InsureObject I Stan insured the warehouse with Prudential for the SIOOO in case it is burnt.
Isal7 Prudential is an insurance company.
Isa9 The warehouse is an inanimate object.
Isal i The warehouse is a building.
Isa2 The warehouse is a warehouse.
Isal3 Stan is a character.
!sal Stan is a person.
NotZ The warehouse was not burnt.
Possess1 Stan has the warehouse.
Be!ieve4 Prudential believes that the warehouse is burnt.
Communicate2 Stan contacted Prudential and told them that the warehouse was burnt.
Telephone! Stan called Prudential and told them that the warehouse was burnt.
Know2 Stan knows that Prudential has phone number something.
Isal8 Prudential is a character.
Isa2O Prudential is a company.
Believe2 Stan believes that the warehouse is burnt.
Burn I Stan burned the warehouse.
Fiammable2 The warehouse is flammable.
Burnt2 The warehouse is burnt.
Isa31 Some place is a location.
Isa32 The $100000 is an inanimate object.
Possess Prudential had the $100000.
Not6 Prudential does not have the 5100000.
Gender: Stan is male.
Name! Stan's name is Stan.
Name2 Prudential's name is Prudential.
A.mountI The 5100000 is 100000 dollars of money.

Figure B.15: Arson Example - Specific Explanation

,."
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the orig-nal defnition of %1. hich. is given bec-w:

SLOT-FILLER-SPECIALIZATION RULE. If a slot cf concept A is filled by concept B. and B is

the prototypicai filler for -hat slot of concept C and concept C ISA-A concept A. then change %

the representation of concent A to concert C (p.224).

In the example. A is the Atrans. B is InsuranceCo. and C is Indemnify. The preconditions and
.%

motivations of the Indemnifv include that Prudential believe that the warehouse is burnt (which

matches an effect of Stan's Telephone action) and that the warehouse is insured against fire for

S1OO00 (which matches an effect of Stan's InsureObject action). The resulting explanation as

shown in Figure B.15 allows GENESIS to answer the questions about this narrative presented in the

trace.

B.2.3. Learning InsureObjectBurnIndernnify

After the effects of the Indemnify action are added. GENESIS detects that Stan has achieved

the thematic goal of possessing a valuable item in a novel way. The only action not volitionallv

rerformed by Stan (the main character) is Prudential's Indemnify action and this action is

motivated bv the fact that they believe the warehouse is burnt, which is in turn supported by

Stan's Burn and Communicate actions. Consequently the explanation satisfies all of the learning

cr-teria and the system proceeds to learn a new schema from its explanation for how Stan's goal

.was achieved. Prior to generalization. several units are pruned from the explanation shown in Fig-

-re B.15. In addition to pruning the fact that the burned item is a warehouse. the specialization of

. Communicate to Telephone is also pruned as it was in the kidnapping example. The final general-

ized explanation EGGS produces for this example is shown in Figure B.16.

The packaging of this generalized explanation into a schema detects an interesting protection

v:clation and imposes an additional ordering constraint to prevent it. The system detects that the

Burn action can potentially clobber a precondition of the InsureObject action. namnely that the item

being insured cannot already be in the state that it is being insured against (being burnt in this

i,* case). As is clear from the graph in Figure B.16. the structure of the explanation itself does not

" :mpose a temporal ordering on these two actions. To avoid the violation, the system adds the foi-

:.wvg constraint to the new schema:
I.)

InsureObjectl should rocceed Burnl. when T or else Burnt2 will clobber Not7.

Te na definition for the schema learned from this example is given in F:gure B. 17.

-,%
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Burnt2 Isa3I
20mabe Bun eee Communicatel Belleve4 Not6

Not7 1 A0-Iatransi -l Possess6 ~Ten~a~t

sa1 W3 1a3

ThemeGoalMet2 2 a0 is happy that ?7a3 has ?%,3.
Isa34 ?v3 is a valuable.
lsa3 7 ?v3 is money.
Posses6 ?a3 has ? v3
*Atransl ?c3 gave ?a3 ?v3 at ?14.
Indemnify 1 c3 indemnified *?a3 Iv3 for the loss of ?o2. :

*Insured2 ?a3 is insured With ?c3 for ?A) if 'o2 is burnt.
InsureObjectl ?a3 insured ?o2 with "c3 for ?v3 in case it is burnt.
Isa3S ?c3 is an insurance company.
Isa4O o2is an inanimate object.
Isa. 13 ?a3 is a character.
Isa39 ?a3 is a person.
Not7 ?o2 is not burnt.
Possess-' ?a3 has ?o2.
Believe4 ?c3 believes that 'o2 is burnt.
Communicate 1 .?a3 contacted ?Ic3 and told them that ?o2 was burnt.
Isa 18 ?c3 is a character.
Isa2O 7 c3 is a company.
Believe-' ?a3 believes that ?o2 is burnit.
Burn 1 ?a3 burned ?o2.
Flammablel ?o2 is flammable.
Burnt2 ?o2 is burnt.
Isa3O "14 is a location.
1sa32 "v3 is an inanimate object.

*Possess5 ?c3 had ?v3.
Not6 !c3 does not hav e 'Iv3.

% Figure B.16: Arson Example - Generalized Explanation
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((InsureObjectBurnlndemnify ?a3 ?o2 "c3 7v3 214) "?a3 did something too2."
"Constraint (Isa ?14 Location) (Isa ?a3 Person) (Isa ?o2 Inanimate)

(Isa ?c3 InsuranceCo) (Isa ?v3 Money))
(Precondi.ion (Possess ?c3 ?v3) (Flammable ?o2) (Possess ?a3 '7o2) (Not (Burnt ?o2)))
(Effect (Insured (Burnt ?o2) ?a3 ?v3 ?c3) (Believe ?a3 (Burnt ?o2)) (Burnt ?o2)

(Believe ?c3 (Burnt ?o2)) (Not (Possess ?c3 ?v3)) (Possess ?a3 ?v3))
q (Subaction (InsureObject ?a3 (Burnt ?o2) ?v3 ?c3) (Burn 'a3 ?o2)

(Communicate ?a3 ?c3 (Burnt ?o2)) (Indemnify ?c3 ?v3 ?a3 (Burnt ?o2))
(Atrans ?c3 ?v3 ?a3 ?14))

(Internal (Isa ?v3 Inanimate) (Isa ?c3 Character) (isa ?c3 Company) (Isa ?a3 Character)
(Isa ?v3 Valuable))

(Links (Antecedent (Internal 1) (Internal 5)) (Antecedent (Internal 2) (Internal 3))
(Antecedent (Internal 3) (Constraint 4)) (Antecedent (Internal 4) (Constraint 2))
(Antecedent (Internal 5) (Constraint 5)) (Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 4))
(Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 3)) (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 4))
(Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 5)) (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 3))

- (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Internal 4)) (Effect (Subaction 1) (Effect 1))
(Precondition (Subaction 2) (Precondition 4)) (Precondition (Subaction 2) (Precondition 2))
(Constraint (Subaction 2) (Constraint 3)) (Constraint (Subaction 2) (Constraint 2))
(Effect (Subaction 2) (Effect 2)) (Effect (Subaction 2) (Effect 3))

,(Precondition (Subaction 3) (Effect 2)) (Constraint (Subaction 3) (Internal 2))
(Constraint (Subaction 3) (Internal 4)) (Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 4))
(Motivation (Subaction 4) (Effect 1)) (Motivation (Subaction 4) (Effect 4))
(Constraint (Subaction 4) (Constraint 3)) (Constraint (Subaction 4) (Constraint 5))
(Constraint (Subaction 4) (Constraint 4)) (Antecedent (Subaction 5) (Subaction 4))
(Precondition (Subaction 5) (Precondition 1)) (Constraint (Subaction 5) (Constraint 1))
(Constraint (Subaction 5) (Internal 4)) (Constraint (Subaction 5) (Internal ))
'Constraint (Subaction 5) (Internal 2)) (Effect (Subaction 5) (Effect 5))
(Effect (Subaction 5) (Effect 6)))3, (Ordering ((Before (Subaction 1) (Subaction 2)) T))

Figure L7. InsureObjectBurnIndemnify Schema Definition

B.2.4. Processing the Test Narrative After Learning

Below is the trace produced by GENESIS when processing the Arson test narrative for the

second time:

Input: John owned a barn. fie burned it. He got 40000 dollars.

Thematic goal achieved: John is happy that John is insured with the insurance company for the

S-0000 if the barn is burnt.

Thematic goal achieved: John is happy that John has the S40000.

,,'



PReadv for c ;~estlon.

> u are

-k barn was not burnt. John had the barn. John insured the barn with an insurance compan\.

for S40000 in case it is burnt. The barn was flammable. John burned the barn. John contacted-

the insurance comt'anv and told them that the barn wvas burnt. The insurance company
:nde-nfe Jnthe S40000 ;'or the loss of the ba,--.

> Ho-,; did John get the -none-?

The insurance company indemnified John the S40000 for the loss of the barn.

> Why did the company pay John the mnoney?

Because John vas insured with the insurance company for the S40000 if the barn was burnt

and- b:ecause the insurance company believed that the barn was burnt.

> WXhy did John burn !he barn'

So John couid contact the insurance company and could tellI them that -.he barn was burnt.

>WVhv did John insure the barn

So -.he u-.surance company :,ould indemnif y John the S40000 for the loss of the barn.

>WVh%- did the company. believe the barn was burnt?

Because John contacted the insurance company and told them that the barn was burnt.

Ihi tme.Jon'saconof burning hi br suggests th nsure~biecturnkndemnify schema.

:~~nich i ermned when its effect that John acquires money iscofre.Teelatino-

sz.ucc.ed "'or ws.hy John has the money is shown in Figure BAIS. This explanation allows it to

answer Questions it -,as previously unable to answer and tbe new schema provides a reasonable

p'arapnhrase of the riarrat % e.

1't is also interest-.r.g to look at some variat~ons of the test narrative that either do or do not

i%:ke the lnsureObjec:BurnInderrnnifv; schema. For example,.the following narrative does nrio

*:n% t'Ke *h~e new;. schema:

;.r% or%1 %'- elk-1 I\4 -.Pk% v45-~ '
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Posessl-- InsureObjectl - Insuredl

W5 Burnt2 Indemnifyl

4 NL rnI Believe2 -~Co icatel -~ Believe-I3Nt
Flammahbk' / Pass Aai oe ThemeGoalMe 2

Isai 7  . sal6

ThemeGoalMetZ John is happy that John has the S40000.
Isal6 The $40000 is a valuable.
Sa Isa. The S40000 is money.

', Possess 4  John has the S40000.
. ., Atransl The insurance company gave John the S40000.

isai3 The insurance company is a character.
i Isa4 The insurance company is a company.

Isal 8 The insurance company is an insurance company.

. Isal2 The S40000 is an inanimate object.
Isa <  John is a character.

" Isal John is a person.
T .sai9 Some place is a location.
Possess6 The insurance company had the S40000.
IndemnifyI The insurance company indemnified John the S40000 for the loss of the barn.
Believe3 The insurance company believes that the barn is burnt.

Communicatel John contacted the insurance company and told them that the barn was burnt.
Believe2 John believes that the barn is burnt.
Burn1 John burned the barn.
Isal The barn is an inanimate object.

Isa5 The barn is a building.
Isa2 The barn is a barn.
Flammable2 The barn is flammable.
Not3 The barn was not burnt.
Burnt- The barn is burnt.
Insuredl John is insured with the insurance company for the S40000 if the barn is burnt.
InsureObjectl John insured the barn with the insurance company for the 540000 in case it is burnt.
Possess 1 John has the barn.
Not2 The insurance company does not have the S40000.

Figure B.18: Arson Test Example After Learning - Specific Explanation

6
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lnput: John owned a barn. He insured it against fire for 100000 dollars. Tne barn is burnt. Au-

state gave John 100000 dollars.

Thematic goal achieved: John is happy that John is insured with the insurance company for the ,

S100000 if the barn is burnt.

Thematic goal achieved: John is happy that John has the S100000.

Ready for questions:

> Why is the barn burnt?

I Cannot find sufficient reason.

> Who burned the barn?

Question refes to unknown event, person. place. or thing.

> Summarize

John insured a barn with Allstate for S100000 in case it is burnt.

Allstate indemnified John the S1O0000 for the loss of the barn.
7"4*

Although the action of insuring an item against fire was made to suggest the new schema, the act of

insuring an item already achieves a known thematic goal of wanting security against the loss of

one s valuable items. Consecuentl, since actions that are already explained by a thematic goal are

not used to suggest schemata (see section 10.2). [nsureObjectBurnlndemnify is not suggested in this

0situation.

- The following variation of the test narrative: however, does invoke the new schema:

Gene owned a restaurant. Scmeone burned the restaurant. Allstate gave Gene 100000 dollars.

If after processing this narrative GENESIS is asked: "Wbo burned the restaurant?" it replies:

''Gene burned the restaurant." This time. the fact that someone intentionall' burned the restau-

rant does suggest the new arson-for-insurance schema since the system has no other explanation for

* this action. The fact that Gene got the money identifies him as the agent and determines the

schema. Of course. since understanding is a subjective process. this conclusion could be wrong.

SN
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B.3. The Solicit Example

Since all of the other schemata GENESIS has learned involve illegal means of acquiring

wealth. it only seemed fair to also g:ve the system the opportunity to learn a schema for upholding

V the law. The system was therefore given an example from which it could learn a schema for a

police-officer impersonating a prostitute in order to arrest potential customers. Before processing
the narratives in this example. the system has schemata for prostitution customers solicting sexual

favors and for police-officers arresting law-breakers; however, it does not have a schema for -soli-

F citation entrapment."

B.3.1. Processing the Test Narrative Before Learning

First the system is presented with the following test narrative:

Input: Alice was a policewoman. Stan told Alice if she had sex with him then he would give

*. her S75. Stan went to jail.

Ready for questions:

> Summarize

Stan solicited Alice's sexual favors for S75. Stan was put in a jail.

> Why did Stan tell Alice if she had sex with him then he would give her money?

Because Stan believed that Alice was a prostitute and because Stan was horny.

> Why did Stan go to jail?

Because Stan was under arrest for something.

> Why was Stan under arrest?

Cannot find sufficient reason.

The parsed version of this narrative is presented in Figure B.19 and the causal model constructed

for the narrative is shown in Figure B.20. The fact that Stan asked Alice to have sex with him for

money suggests and determines a Solicit schema and the fact that Stan went to jail suggests and

determines an Incarcerate schema. However., without a schema for the overall situation or any

t-
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(isa Person34 Person) (Name Person3-4 Alice) (Gender Person34 female)
(Occupation Person34 police-offlicer) (isa Person35 Person) (Gender Persor.35 male)
(Name Person35 Stan) (Isa MoneylO Money) (Amount Moneylo 75 dollar)
(Mtrans Person35 (Implies (Coitus Persort34 Person35)

(Atrans Person3-5 MoneylO Person34 ?ATI 10)) Person34)
(Isa Jaill Jail) (Isa Location7 Location) (At Jaill Location.7)
(Ptrans Person35 Perscn35 ?FROX1I1179 Location 7)

Figure B.19: Parsed Version of the Solicit Test Example I

explicit mention of the arrest. the system is unable to connecc Stan's incarceration with his solicita-

tion. The sy.stem is therefore unable to appropriately answer some of the questions shown in the

,race.

B-3.2. Processing the Learning Narrative

Next the system is given the following learning narrative:

* Input: Jane is a policewoman. She dressed in a short red skirt and went to a corner. Bob

approached the corner and told her if she had sex with him then he would give her S50. Jane

arrested job for soliciting. Bob is Mary's husband and he told her that Jane entrapped him.

Thematic goal achieved: Jane is happy that Bob is under arrest for soliciting Jane's sexual

favors for the S50.

Exc ianation suitable for generalization. Pru ning .Generalizing ... Packaging...

Creating New Schema: (DressSolicitArrest ?b9 ?c2 ?s2 ?s4 *114 ?a9 "c3)

"b9 is not equal to ?a9. ?b9 is a person. ?c2 is an apparel. ?7b9 has ?c2. ? b9 puts on ?c2. ?'s2 is

4 a location. ?14 is a corner. ?b9 is at ?s2. "b9 goes from ?s2 to ?14. 'a9 is a person. Is4 is a

location. 1a9 is at ?s4. ?a9 goes from ?s4 to 714. ?c3 is money. ?a9 is horny. ?c2 is sexy. ,a9

solicits ?b9*s sexual favors for ?cU. "b9 is a police-officer. ?b9 arrests "a9 for soliciting b9's

sexual favors for c3.

'T-.e Scicit schemra represents a cus,.cmer cffermg mnoney 'or sexual favors as opposed to thermore comm-.on English irn-
:eainof ,he word -sclic:1' 7eermng :o a prostitute offerng ht- services fcc money.

r
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a

Believe4 .ltransl --- Believe2

NeedSex2

CommPath2 Solicitl /

Isal,.°,/
sa3 ' Ptransl N

Isa2

Isal3 (
Isa14 Incarceratel / .t4

"Arrested2 Genderl Occupation I Namel

At / Gender2 Amountl Name2

A"4 Stan is at the jail.
Incarceratel Stan was put in the jail.
Arrested2 Stan is under arrest for something.
At I The jail is at Stan.
Isa 14 The jail is a location.
Isa13 The jail is a jail.
isa2 Stan is a person.
Ptrans! Stan went to the jail.
Believe2 Alice believes that Stan solicited Alice's sexual favors for the S75.
Solicitl Stan solicited Alice's sexual favors for the S75.

" - NeedSex2 Stan is horny.
Beiie,.,e4 Stan believes that Alice is a prostitute.
Isa3 The S75 is money.
Isal Alice is a person.
CommPath2 Stan has a communication path to Alice.

lMtransl Stan told Alice that if Alice had sex ,wi:h Stan then Stan would give
Alice the S75.

Namel Alice's name is Alice.
Name2 Stan's name is Stan.

2' Gender1 Alice is female.
Gender2 Stan is male.
Occucationi Alice is a police-officer.
".ountl The S75 is 75 dollars of money.

Figure B.20- Causal Model for Solcit Test Example Before Learning

10
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Having b9 put or ?c2. suggest DressSohcitArrest

Having a9 soli:cited 'L9"s sexual favers fer "c3. sugges: DressSolici'Arrest

Having: 'b9 arrested ?a9 for sci;it:ig ?b9's sexual favors 7or ?c3. suggest DressSolicitArrest

Unknown word ?b9 en*trap .a9 refers to DressSolic~tArre-t
r:3

Ready for questions:

> Summarize

Jane had a skirt. Jane put on the skirt. Jane was at some place. Jane went to a corner. Bob

was at some place. Bob went to the corner. Bob was horny The skirt was sexv. Bob solicited

Jane's sexual favors for S50. Jane was a police-officer. Jane arrested Bob for soliciting Jane's

sexual favors for the S50.

> Why did Jane put on the short skirt?

So Bob .ould solicit Jane's sexual favors for the S50.

> Why did Jane go to the corner?

Sc Bob wouid solicit Jane's sexual favors for the S50.

> Why did Bob go to the corner?

So Bob could solicit Jane's sexual favors for the S50.

> Why did Bob solicit Jane's sexual favors?

Because Bob believed *hat Jane was a prostitute and because Bob was horny'.

U> Whv did Bob believe Jane was a prcstitute?

Because Bob went to the corner, because Jane went to the corner, because the skirt was short

and because Jane put on the skirt.

> Whv did Jane arrest Bob?

Because Jane beiieved that Bcb solicited Jane's sexualfavors for the SS0 and because Jane was a

r 1, lIce-o.ficer.

SJ
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> Wnv .4id J ane -,,ee hat Bob solicited he., sex ualI ifa-ors?

Because Bob solicited Jane's sexual favors for the S50.

The parsed version of this narrative is shown in Figure B.2 1 and the explanation construc:ted for

%1 h,, Bob is under arrest is shown in Figure B.22. This explanation can be summarized as follows.

Jane's actions of putting on a short skirt and going to the corner has the effect of her being on the

- corner dressed in a short sk:rt. Bob's action of :coin~g to the corner results in a communication path

between Bob and Jane and enables him to tell her that he w.ould give her monev ;f she had sex with

'--r- The latter action :s recognized as a Solicit schemna. which in order to be motivated reau~res

thtBob believe that Jane ~s a prostitute. This belief is inferred from the fact that she is wearing a

short skirt and standing on a corner. Jane's act of arresting Bob requires several motivations. She

* must believe that Bob committed an illegal act (which matches an effect of the Solicit since solicit-

inc is known to be illegal) and she must be a police-officer (which matches an input tact). The

resultina explanation as shown in Figure B.22 allows GENESIS to answer the questions about ti

narrative presented In the trace.

S B.3.3. Learning DressSolicitArrest

After the effects of ,he Arrest action are added. GENESIS detects that a police-officer has

aie~ed her the-matc goal of having somecnie under arrest. The only action not volitionally exe-

cut;'ed by Alice (the main character) is Bob's Solicit action and this action is motivated by the fact

I t'".at he believes Alice is a prostitute. %which in turn is supported by Alice's actions of putting on a

(Isa Persor.38 Person) (Namne Person38 Jane) (Gender Person38 female)
(Occunation Person38 police-officer) (Length Skirt] short) (Color Skirti red)
(Isa Skirti1 Skirt) (Dress Person38 SkirtI) (Isa Corner 1 Corner)

(Ptans Pe-son33 Per.son38 'FROMl1181 Corne-rlI) (Isa Person39 Person)
(Gender Person39 male) (Name Person39 Bob) (Ptrans Person39 Person39 "FROM 1208 Cornerl)

* (Isa )Mone:.'1I Money) (Arnount Nionevyl 150 dollar)
* (.Mtrans Person39 Implies (Coitus Persor.38 Person39)

(Atrans Person39 NionevI I Person3S ?AT1 34)) Person38)
'Arrest, Person3S Person39 (Solicit Person39 ?S1.'BJECT97 "FOR3)) (sa Person43 Person)
(.Narne Person-43 Mary) (Gender Person-43 ferrale) (Husband Person39 Person43)
(Mtrans Persor,39 ("Actior.2 Person3S Person39) Person43)

Figure B.21: Parsed Version of the Solicit Narrative
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fALI

ISIsab/ ~ Not4\Cm as2
At4\i/O. res resd

Soia2t Ieiee S/Arsl rez ThemeGoal.Meti

Posse Sedlactive' />ee2x Namel Genclerl Coo

Psse Dressi .Attire2 N ane 2 Gender2 Amountl

Namel Jane's name is Jane. Name2 Bob's name is Bob.

*Gender I Jane is female. Gender2 Bob is male.

* ~~~~sa5 The skirt is an apparel. Isa2Thskrisasrt
*isalS Jane is a physical object. Isal7 Jane is an animate object

Isal9 Jane is a character. Isal Jane is a person.
Isa27 Bob is a physical object. 1sa29 Bob is an animate object.
Isa3l Bob is a character. Isa2l Bob is a person.

ThemeGoal~iet I Jane is happy that Bob is under arrest for soliciting Jane's sexual favors for the S50.
Occupation!1 Jane is a police-offcer.
Arrested2 Bob is under arrest for soliciting Jane's sexual fav-ors for tne S50.
Arrest 1 Jane arrested Bob for soliciting Jane's sexual favors for the S50.
Believe2 Jane believes That Bob solicited Jane's sex~ual favors for the S50z.
Solic~tl1 Bob solicited Jane s sexual favors for the S50.
NeedSex2 Bob is horny.

3elieve, Bob believes that Jane is a prostitute.
.-tire2 Jane is wearine the skirt.

Dress 1 Jane put on the skirt.
?osseSS2 Jane has the skirt.
Seducti~e: The skirt is sexy.
Lenoth 1 The skirt is short.

t3Jane is at the corner. %I

?transl Jane went to the corner.I
isal 2 The corner is a location.

* sa -The corner is a corner.
Isa I4 Jane is a location.

.kt Jane was at some place.
Not2 Jane is not at some place.

ArBob is at the corner.
?srans2 Bob went to the corner.
1sa26 Bob is a location.
At8 Bob was at some place.
Not-I Bob is not a, some place.
Isa33 The S50 is money.
Comm~athb Bob has a communication path to Jane.
:Ile-Za12 It is illegal for Bob to solicit Jane's sexual favors for the SS C.
Not !0 Jane is not equal to Bob.

Figure B.22: Solicit Example - Specific Explanation
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short skirt and going to a corner. Since all of the learning crilteia are met, the system proceeds to

I earn a new schema from its explanat.on of howk Alices goal las achie\ed. Prior to generalization.

the only pruning that is performed is the removal of 'he facts requiring that the police-officer's

seductiv e clothing be a short skirt. These facts are removed since the system knows other ways of

inferrino that an apparel is seductive (e.g tight jeans). The generalized explanation for this example

;s given in Figure B.23 and the final definition for the learned schema is given in Figure B.24. The

observant reader will notice that the police-officer is not constrained to be female. This is because

the rule for :nferring that someone believes that a person is a prostitute does not require that per-

son to be female. If this additional antecedent were added to the rule. the resulting schema would

be sexist and require a female police-officer.

In addition to learning a new schema from this narrative, GENESIS also learns the meaning

of a new word. The las: sentence of the narrative causes it to associate the unknown word

"entrap'" wih the newly learned schema. This word is learned in a manner directly analogous to

*': the learning of the word "kidnap" as discussed in chapter

B.3.4. Processing the Test Narrative After Learning

Below :s the trace produced by GENESIS when processing the test narrative after having

learned the new schema'.

= Inrut: Alice was a policewoman. Stan told Alice if she had sex with him then he would give

her S-5. Sta.an went to jail.

-, The..atic goa achieved: Alice is happy that Stan is under arrest for soliciting Alice's sexual

favors -or the S75.

Read'." or cuestions:

> Summar:ze

Alice had an apparel. Alice put on the apparel. Alice was at some place. Alice went to a

corner. Stan was at some place. Stan ". ent to the corner. Stan was horny. The apparel was

sex',. Stan soiic:,ed Alice's sexual favors for S75. Alice was a poi:ce-officer. Alice arrested

Stan ;cr soi;c:tng Alices sexual favcrs for the S75.

.1' *
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4La.

I sa2 Ptr.,s -At-NE

At- .N;OArrestl Arrested2

",' Isa45 a Seductive1 1 NeedSexlOCUp tin

TherneGoal.Metl ?b9 is happy that '?a9 is under arrest for solicitins 'b9's sexual favors for 'c3.
Occupation4 ?b9 is a police-offcer.
Arrested2 ? a9 is under arrest for solicitinp 7lb9*s sexual favors for 1c3.
Akrresti " b9 arrested ?a9 for soliciting 7b9's sexual favors for 7c3.
3elieve2 'b9 believes that ?a9 solicited 7b9's sexual favors for ?c3.
Solicit 1 1.a9 solicited ?b9's sexual favors for '7c3.
NeedSexl I a9 is horny.
3d ieve4 7a9 believes that 'b9 is a prostitute.
Attire2 'b9 is waearing ?c2.
Dress 1 b9 put on ?c2.
lsa4 'c2 is an apparel.
1sa44- 'b9 is a person.
Possess' '?b9 has "c2.

seurie C2 is sexy, i
At3 'b9 is at 114.
?trans', 'b9 ,kent from '7s to ".4.

7sa 1 ' 1- is a location.
.sa-5 '14 is a corner.
.Salo "s2 is a location.

'sb1 T9 is a physical object.
:sal 1'b9 is an animate object.

%:sai 'b9 is a character.
k,2 Th9 wj.as at Is2.

NoxZ 'b9 is not at '.
a9 is at ' 14.

?trans- 1a9 w,%ent from 7s4 to ~4
: sa: _,.1114 is a location.
Isa: -a9 is a physical object.
1sa29 'a9 is an animate object..
lsa2' 'a9 is a character.
lsa.46 I a9 is a person.
Ao .6a9 wsas at 7sl.
Not1 'a9 is not at 's4.
:sa26 ?c3is none% .
Co rn r?a h 2 a9 has a communication path to 'b9
i1 1 oa Z It is illegal for ?a9 to solicit 'b9's sexual favors for 1c3.

Nrt'bT9 is not equal to 'a9.

Figure B.23: Solicit Example - Generalized Explanation

%
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DressSolicitArrest 'b9 "c2 's2 ?s4 '14 ?a9 "7c3) ""b9 entrapped "a9.
(Constraint (Not (EQLAL "b9 "a9')) (Isa '1c3 Money) (Isa ?a9 Person) (isa 's4 Location)

(isa 7s2 Location) (isa 114 Corner) (Isa 'b9 Person) (isa ?c2 Apparel,,)
* (Precondition (At 'a9 ?)s4) (At "b9 ?s2) (Seductive ?c2) (Possess 'b9 ?c2) (Needsex ?a9))

- (Motivation (Occupatior 9 b9 police-officer))
* (Effect (Attire ?1b9 ?7c2) (Not (At ?b9 ?s2)) (At '1b9 ?14) (Not (At ?a9 ?s4)) (At 2a9 ?14)

(Believe ?b9 (Solicit ?a9 ?b9 ?c3)) (Arrested '?a9 (Solicit ?7a9 'b9 ?c3) ?b9))
- (Subaction (Dress b9 ?c2) (Ptrans ?b9 ?b9 ?s2 114) (Ptrans ?a9 ?a9 ?s4 "14"

(Solicit ?a9 *?b9 'c3) (Arrest 'b9 ?a9 (Solicit ?a9 ?b9 ?c3)))
(Internal (Illegal ( Soiic-,t "a9 ?b9 1c3)) (ConmPath ?a9 "b9)

(Believe "a9 (Occupation "b9 prostitute)) (isa 'a9 PhysicalObject')
(isa ?a9 Animate) (Isa ?a9 Character) (Isa 'b9 PhvsicalObject)

(Lns (Isa ?b9 Animnate) (Isa ?b9 Character) (isa ?14 Location))
(Lns(Antecedent (Internal 2) (Effect 5)) (Antecedent (Internal 2) (Effect 3))
(Antecedent (Internal 3) (Effect 1)) (Antecedent (Internal 3) (Precondition 3))
(Antecedent (Internal 3) (Effect 3)) (Antecedent (Internal 3) (Effect 5))

~: * (Antecedent (Internal 3) (Constraint 6)) (Antecedent (Internal 4) (Internal 5))
(Antecedent (Internal 5) (Internal 6)) (Antecedent (Internal 6) (Constraint 3))
(Antecedent (Internal 7) (Internal 8)) (Antecedent (Internal 8) (Interrnai 9))
(Antecedient (Internal 9) (Constraint 7)) (Antecedent (Internal 10) (Const'raint 6)
(Precondition '.Subaction 1) (Precondition 4)) (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constramnt 8))
(Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 7)) (Effect (Subaction 1) (Effect 1))
(Precondition (Subaction 2) (Precondition 2)) (Constraint (Subaction 2) (Internal 10/)
(Constraint (Subaction 2) (Constraint 5)) (Constraint (Subaction 2) ('Internal 7))
(Cc~ns-ra~n:, (Subaction 2) (Internal 8)) (Effect (Subaction 2) (Effect 2,)
(Effect (Subaction 2) (Effect 3)) (Precondition (Subaction 3) (Precondition 0)
(Constra,,nt (Suibaction 3) (Internal 10)) (Constraint (Subaction 3) (Constraint 4))
(Constraint (Suoaction 3) (Internal 4)) ('Constraint (Subaction 3) (Internal5)
(Eff ec. (Sub.ction 3) (Effect 4)) (Effect 'Subaction 3) (Effect 5))
(Preccrndition (Subaction 4) (Internal 2)) (Motivation (Subaction 4) (Precondition- 5))
(Mlotivztor (Subaction 4) (Internal 3)) (Constraint (Subaction 4) (Constraint 2))
(Constra-rit (Subaction 4) (Constraint 7))/ (Constraint (Subaction 4) (Constraint 3))
(Effect "'Subact.ion -4) (Effect 6)) (Precondition (Subaction 5) (Effect )
(Precondition (Subact~on 5) (Effect 5)) (Motivation (Suibaction 5) (Motivationi 1))
(Motivation (Subaction 5) (Effect 6)) (Constraint (Subaction 5) (Internal 1 ))
(Cons-traint ( Subaction 5' (Constraint 1)) (Constraint (Subaction 5) (Internal 6))

(Constraint fSubactuon 5) (Internal 9)) (Effect (Subaction 5) (Effect 7))

* Figure B.24: DressSolicitArrest Schema Definition
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>\VxdoSa.o oaI

Beca-.se Stan asunder arrest for solic~ting Alice s sexual favors for t!he S75.

> W-,h% %as Stan under arrest'

Because A! ice entrapped Stan.

> \Vc arresztd Stan"

.. ze arr-es:ec. Stan for soliciting Alice's sexual favors for the S75.

> Wydid Alice arrest Stan?

W ~Because Alice wvas a police-officer and because Alice believed that Stan solicited Alice's sexual

:avors for -.-e S75.

> Wh' ddSan tell Alice if she had sex wvith him then he would give her money?

Because Stan believed that Alice was a prostitute and because Stan was horny.

> why :d Stan 'belie-,e that Alice was a prostitute"

Becau.se A :ce en.apped Stan and because the apparel was sexyv.

T his -=1e. St.an-.s action ofI soliciting, Alice suggests the new DressSoiicitArrest schemna. This schemra

is determnned %vhen its effect of Stan bemn; under arrest for solicitation mnatches a fact added as a

:,reccriddi::cn of *-;s Incarceration. The systerns exrplanat.ion for why Stan is under arrest Is shown-r

n Figure B '5~

.e. The fa.- -- at .he test nar-ati';e mtnt:ons that Alice is a police-officer is niot crucial to tne

u~nderstan:c.:i, : ,his narrative. For exarnoic. the foliowving narrative is also understood using 'he

learned sh-

SAice -1as a-, a ccrner w earing tight blue jeans. Stan todAlice if she had sex with him then h

--~;:e her S75. Stan. went to -ai!.

Ifaft.er 7 r ce ssln'g -this riirrative GNSSis asked: -Who arrested Stan.** it replies: "Alice

S.arr7eSted Sta-n z,-)jIlC1Irjg Alice s sexual favors for the S75.* Because the schemna suggestion and

-M:1 -een.n>n rr-cedures are based :nriiariv on confirmingc that certain actions have occurred, the

%een ::rf~r.:inacts in the narratuve, such as tefact that, Alice is a 7oi~ce-officer. does

5%/%
AA_ % ,I ;5&M5
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Seductive \,, ,Comm Occupat]

lsa3 ot sa3Arressi - Arrestedi

lsa2l

"-N.14 NeedSexi

- lsai3

'p ~Arrestedi Stan is under arrest for soliciting Alice's sexual favors for the S75.
ArestlI Alice arrested Stan for solicitin2 Alice's sexual favors for the $75.

Believe2 Alice believes that Stan solicited Alice's sexual favors for the S75.
Solicit 1 Stan solicited Alice's sexual favors for the $75.

S.NeedSexl Stan is horny.
Believe5 Stan believes that Alice is a prostitute.

p.,, . sa33 The corner is a corner.
At4 Stan is at the corner.

- -PTrans2 Stan went to the corner.
isaliStan is an animate objet

% sa2l Stan is a character.
isa.2 Stan is a person.
lsal4 Stan is a physical object.
Isa.35 Stan is a location.
! sa2O The corner is a location.

,~ -At13 Stan was at some place.
Not-: Stan is not at some place.
At3 Alice is at the corner.
P transl Alice went to the corner.
Isal Alice is ananimate object.
Isa23 Alice is a character.

- XIsal Alice is a person.
5- sa 17 Alice is a physical object.

d sa34 Alice is a location.
.-% tl12 Alice was at some place.
Not3 Alice is not at some place.

*~ .Seductive IThe apparel is sexy.
-kAtire 1 Alice is wearinv the apparel.
Dress 1 Alice put on the apparel.
Isa32 The apparel is an apparel.
Possess4 Alice has the apparel.
!sa3 The S"5 is money.

~ ~wCommPath2 Stan has a comnmunication path to Alice.

Occupation I Alice is a police-offcer.
Not I Alice is not equal to Stan.
Ille~al 1 It is illegal for Stan to solicit Alice's sexual favors for the S75.

* Figure B.25: Solicit Test Example Af ter Learning - Specific Explanation
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n ettec: These poces-;es. OU: curse a better ndrtnigsystem \vouid probabix' corns~der the

nu=ner o;' a scherna s :,reond -.ions that ar:e 'KnQown ,c b)e satisfied and use this inior-mation to help

choose betvseer c tmpe~ir. irterpretations cf the text.

GENESIS can also use its conjectured meaning for the word "eta"to help understand nar-

rai'es that it .,,oud otherwise find incomprehensible. For example. in the follow-ng narrative, the

-7oesence of the w .ordi 'enraD* s the only thing that suggests the DressSolicitArresL schema.

inusjan en~rapr-!d T\:ke Mike ,Aent to jail.

I -ernatic goal achieved: Jan is happy that Mike is under arrest for soliciting Jans sexual

fa vo rs .;or th-Ie mo ney.

6 Readv for auestions:

> Summ arize

Jan had an apparel. Jan out on the apparel. Jan was at some place. Jan went to a corner.

Mlike wvas at somne place. Mike went to the cor-ier. Mike was horny. The apparel wvas sexy.

Miesolic;ted Jans sexual favors for money. Jan was a police-ornicer. Jan arrested M\ike for

sc:ic:ting Jan's sexual favors for the nioney.

* f zourse. the English woro ntrap' does not actually refer specifically :o *solicitation-

entrarm-ent:- r-cowever. given the system's current experience with this wvord, its interpretanon of

.his -,arr-a*.i-e :.s reasonable.

%0 Ib%
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APPENDIX C

INITIAL GENESIS KNOWLEDGE

C.1. Action Schema Definitions

((Die 'a) "'a died.'
(Constraint (Isa 'a Person))
,"Effect (Dead ?a)))

~(Inherit 'a 'o "d) ""a inherited 7d s .o."
(Constraintt (Isa ?a Character) (isa ?d Person) (Isa "o Inanimate))
(Precondition (Heir ?a 'Id) (Possess ?d ?o) (Dead 1d))
(Effect (Possess ?a ?o) (Not (Possess ?d ?o))))

((\%V n "a "o *c) "?a won ?o in ?c."
Cornstraint (Isa ?a Character) (Isa ?o Inanimate) (isa ?7c Game))
(Effect (Possess "a "o))'/

((Aim 'a 7o 7s) "?a aimned ?o at ?.
* (Constraint (Isa ?a Person) (Isa !a PhysicaIObject) (Isa "s PhysicalObject))

('Preconditicn (LosPath ?a?s) (Possess *!a ?o))
.*(Eff ect, (PointirigAt ?a "o ? s)))

((Arrest 'a lb ('d 'b ?r)) ""a arrested ?Ib for ?db ?b ).
*(Constraint (isa ? a Character) (Isa ?b Character) (Not (EQUAL ?a ?b)) (Illegal (?d ?b .r

(P.-econditioni (At ?b 'I'/ (At ?a ?lM
"Mlotivation (Believe la ('d 7b .?r)) (Occupation ?a police-officer))

EffTect (Arrested ?b ("d "b .?)?a)))

* (K1tans a'~o "t ?)"a gave 'It "0 at 71."

(Constra int (Isa 'a Clharacter) (Isa ?o Inanimate) (Isa 'It Character) (Isa ?I Location)"
*(Precondition (Possess "a 10))

CEfect 'Possess ?t ?o) (Not (Possess "a 'o)))
(Suggest 0,Atrans 'a 'o "L "1) -- > (Poison ?7a ?t o))))

~n d em i f v "a 'o "t ("s ?i)""a indemnnified "t ?o 'or the loss of ?i."

(Cons~raint (1sa "a IrisuranceCo) (Isa 'o Money) (isa "i Inanimate))
Mctivat:on (Believe 'a ("s 'M) (Insured ("s 7i) ?t 'o "a)))

Bargain 'a '.b '"n 'a . 'r ('d b .?)

a'> and "b carrned out a bargain in which (?p 'a . ?r) and ("d '?b.
Cornstra.t (isa 'a Character) (Isa ?b Character))
Precondiin (tPointer "'p la - r) Precondition) (*Pointer* (?d ?b '071 Precondition)

(GoalPrioritv "b ('Pa inter* (?p "a . r) PosEffect) (*Pointer* (?d ?b ?1) NegEffect))
~'Believe b (Pointer'* O'p 'a . ?r) Precondition)))

Motivation. (GoalPriornr'. ?a 'Pointer* (?d ?b 71,' PosEffect) ('Pointer* Oph ?ao NegEffect)))

%~ % %
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* tlec! *Pointer* (?d 'b '71) PosEffect) (%Pite*(p "a ' PosEffe.t)
(Not K*Pointer* ('d 'b ?1) Ne<,Eff ect)) Not (*IPointer' ('717 %a .r Negfet)
(Not (Beiiev e "b (*Pointer* ("p "a Ir) N egEffect)),'
(Not BDeliee "a (*Pointer* Op "a ?)NegEffect))

(,Subaction (M~rans "a (Implies (?d 'b .?I) (z) "a "r)) "b) (?d ?b .1 (TO ?a . r))
,Internal (Believe ? b (Implies (?d ?b .?1) P'p"a r))(eie? (mls(?"a r)(db
(Links (Effect (Subaction 2) (Effect 0)) (Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 2))

(Effect (Subaction 2) (Effect 3)) (Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 0)
(Precondition (Subaction. 2) (Precondition 2)) (Eff ect, (Subaction 1 ) (Internal 1))
(Precondition (Subaction 3) ( Precondition 1 )) (Motivation (Subaction 2) (Internal 0)
(Motivation (Subaction 2) (Precondition 3)) (Motivation (Subaction 3) (Motivation 1))
(Motivation (Subaction 3) (Internal 2)

(Burn "a "o) "a burned ".
(Constraint (Isa ?a Person) (isa ?o Inanimate))
(Precondition (Flammable ?o) (Not (Burnt "o)))
(Effect (Burnt ?o) (Believe ?a (Burnt ?o))))

((Capture ?a ?b ?c ?r) "'a captured ?b and locked it in ?r."
(Constraint (Isa ?,a Character) (Isa ?)b Person) (Isa ?c Location) (Isa "r Room) (in ?c ?r))

* (Precondition (Free ?bo))
(Effect (Captive ?b ?a %c ?r) (Not (Free ?b)) (Believe ?a (Captive ? b ?a 'c ?r)))
\Subaction (Ptrans ?a ?Ib ?d ?c) (Ptrans ?a "b -'s ?d) (Confine ?a. ?b ?c ?r))

-. (Internal (At ?b ?d) (At ?b ?c))
(L ks (Constraint (Subaction 3) (Constraint 4)) (Constraint (Subaction 3) (Constraint 5))

(Constraint (Subaction 3) (Constraint 0)) (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 0)
* (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 3)) (Constraint (Subaction 2) (Constraint 1))
.5 (Effect (Subaction 2) (Internal 1)) (Precondition (Subaction 1) (Internal 0)

(Effect (Subaction 1) (Internal 2)) (Precondition (Subaction 3) (Internal 2))
(Precondition (Subaction 3) (Precondition 1)) (Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 1))

-4 (Eff-ct, 'Subaction 3) (Effect 2)) (Effect (Subaction 3) (Effect 3))))

(Communicate -'a ?o ";) "a contacted ?o and -old it that ?.
* (Constraint (Isa ?aI- Character) (isa ?o Character))

'Precondition kBelieve 'a ?)
'.Effect (Believe 20 ?;))
Suoaction (Mtrans "a "; ?o))

* C Links (Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 0)) (Effect (Subaction 1, (Effect 0)
(Constrainta (Subaction 1) (Constraint 1)) (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 2))))

((Telephone 'a c ';) ""'a called "o and told it that "i."
Precondition (Know 'a (HasPhone.Number ?o 1n)))
Subaction ,DialTeienhone ?a "o ?n) (AnswverTeienhone 'o %a) (Talk ^a. 1i ?o))
Internal (PhoneRinging ?o ?a) (CommPath ?a ?o))

* 'Links (Precon-4ition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 1)) (Effect (Sub ction 1) (Interna )
(Preccnda:on (Subaction 2) (Internal I') (Effect (Subaction 2) (Internal 2))
(Prezond-tior, (Subaction 3) (Internal 2M)

* Abstractions (Subaction 3) Communicate (Subaction 1)

*2Confine '.a 'b '-Z"r "?a confined "b "c.'
' Suggest ((Confne "a "U "c ?r) -- > (Capture "a "b 'c rl)))1

5'..
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((DialTelephone"a "o "r) "acalled ?o. -

(Suggcest, (DiaITelephone 'a "0 ?"n) - -> (Telephone "a '~o ?7

~(Dress 'a "c) ""a put on
yConstrau-.t (Isa "a Person) (isa ?c Apparel))
(Precondition (Pessess ?a ?c))
(Effect (Attire 'a ?c)))

p ((Icarcerate "a ?o "i *?d) ""o was put in
(Constraint (Isa 'o Person) (Isa ?j Jail) (Isa ? d Location) (At ?j ")
(Motivation (Arrested ?o ?v ?p))
(Effect (At "o "d))
( Subacion (Ptrans lo ?o Is ?d))
(Linkr-s (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 1)) (Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 2))

(Constraint (Subaction 1) (Constraint 3) (Motivation (Subaction 1) (Motivation 0)
(Effect (Subaction 1) (Effect I)

((Insure~b ect ?a (s' ?o) ?v ?c) ""a insured '7o with 'Ic for '.v in case (?s ?o0)."
(Constraint (Isa ?a Character) (Isa ?o Inanimate) (Isa "v Mloney) (Isa "c InsuranceCa))
(Precondition (Possess ?a ?o) (Not (?s ?o)))
(Effect (Insured (?s ?o) ?a ?v ?c)))

((Mtrans 'a '?& ?o) ""a told ?o that ?i."
(Suggest '((Mtra ?a (Implies (Coitus ?b ?a) (Atrans "a ?1o ?b ?l)) ?b) -- Slct? b?)

((M1trans ?a (Implies (?p ?b .?r) ("d ?a -?M) 'b) -- > (Bargain "a ?b (?d 'a .?l) Op b?b ))

((Mtr-ans ?a (Implies (Not 0- ?b .?r)) ("id ?a .) 'M) -- >

(Threaten ?a ?b (?d ?a .?1) (?p "b r))

((_Murder ?- ?,.-) ""?a murdered ?v.-
A, (Constraint (Isa "a Character) (Isa ?v Person))

(Effect (Dead ?v))
(Subactior (Genesis~kction ')a) (Die ?v))
(internal (State ?v) (State "o) (BadHealth ?v))
(Lnks (Effect (Subaction 1) (Internal 1)) (Antecedent (Internal 3) (Internal 0)

(Antecedent (Internal 3) (Internal 2)) (Precondition (Subaction- 2) (internal 3))
N ~ (Efffect (Subaction 2) (Effect I)

((Poison '7a ?v 'p) "'a poisoned ?,. with 1p."
(Constram-, (Poisonous " p) (Isa ?p Food))
Precondtion -Possess" ? ) (NeedSustenance '"v))

(Effect (Inside '.' "v) (.Not (Possess ?a ?p)) (Not (Possess ?,. "p)))
(Subacticn (Atr:ans 'a ?p ?v ?1) (Ingest ?v ?p) (Die ?v))
(Internial (Possess "%'v p) (BadHealth ?v))
(Links (Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 0)) (Effect (Subaction 1) (lniternai 0)

( EffecIt (Subaction 1) (Effect 2)) (Constraint (Subaction 2) (Constraint 2))
'Precondition (Subaction 2) (Internal 0)) (Motivation (Subaction 2) (Precondition 2))
(Eff ect (Subaction 2) (Eff ect I )) (Eff ect (Subaction 2) (Eff ect 3)
(Antecedent (Internal 2) (Constraint 0)) (Antecedent (Internal 2) (Effect 0)
(Precondition (Subaction 3) (Internal 2)))

(At-s-ract,.ons ( Initernal 2) Murder (Internal 3) ((Int.ernal I ) Mlurder 1iternai 0)
((Effect I) Murder (Internal 2)) ((Subaction 3 jMurder (Subaction 2'))
~Subaction I' Murder (Subaction I)

%

~~%
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( ShootToKill "a Iv NO) "'a shot 'vand killed it."
'Constraint (isa 'g Gun))
,Preconditior. (Possess "a ?)

Effect (Shot ?v,)
Subaction (Shoot ?a ?v "g) (Die ?)
~Internal (Bailcealth ?0)
Links (Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition 0)) (Effect (Subaction 1) (Effect 0)

(Antecedent. (Internal 1) (Effect 1)) (Precondition (Subaction 2) (Internal I))
Abstr-actions ((Effect 1) 'Murder (Internal 0)) ((Effect 1) Murder (Internal 2))

((Internal 1) Murder (Internal 3)) ((Subaction 2) Murder (Subactior. 2))
((Subaction 1) Murder (Suoaction 1))))

kP-,.anrs 'a "o 's d) "?a moved "o from ?s to ?d."
, Constraint (Isa ?7a Animate) (,Isa ? o Phvsical~bject) (isa ?s Location) (Isa ?d Location))
(Precondition (At ?o ?s))
CEffect (A- ?7o 1d) (Not (At ?o ?s)))N
',Suggest (((Ptrans ?a "o ?s ?d) (Isa ?j Jail) (At "j ?d)) > (Incarcerate ?p?o ?j ?))

((Drive "a ?7o 7s ?d ?c) 7a drove ?o from '7s to ?d in 1c."
(Constraint (Isa 'c Vehicle))
,'Precondition (Possess ?a ?c) (At ?7a ?i) (At 'o ?i) (In ?i ?c) (At ?c 7s))

(Efec -A a d) ( At 1c ?d) (Not (At ?a ?i)) (Not (At 'o ?i) (Not (At ?c ?s))))

(K Release 'a ?b 7c "r) "'a released ?)b.'
Precondition (Captive ?b ?a ?c ?r))

('Effect t Free 'b) (Not (Captive 7b ?a ?c ?r)))

(Shoot, ' v "g)"a shot ?v with ?,,.
:Constraint (Isa ?g Gun) (Isa 'a Person))

Preconditior (Possess ?a ?g)(PointirgAt 'a ?g ?v))
Eff ect (Shot v)

(KSoiic-,, 'a b ?o) ""a solicited lb's sexual favors for lo."
Constrain: (Isa ?a Person) (Isa "b Person) (isa ? o Money))

Precondition (CommPath ?a b))
Mlot.vazion (Believe 'a (Occupation ?Ib prostitute)) (.NeedSex ?a))
Effect (Believe lb (Solicit ?a "b 7o)))
Sutac-tion (Mftrans ?a (Implies (Coitus ?b ?a) (Atrans "a 'o ?Ib ?l1)) "b))
L:nks Nlot-vation (Subaction 1) (Motivation 1)) (Motivation (Subacton 1) (Motivation 2))

'Precondition (Subaction 1) (Precondition I )) (Effect (Subactior 1) (Effect O))M

('T- r:ea:en "a "b (f?z 'a ? r) ("d 7b 'W) "'a threatened (?P ?a - r) unless (?d ?b "1').'
'Constraint (1sa "a Character) (isa ?Ib Character))

Preccond~tion (*Pointer* ( p ?a ."r) Precondition) ('Pointer' (?d 'b .?I) Precondition)
(Gcal "b (Not (*Pointer* (?p 'a -?r) Effect)))

Eff-c- ('Pointer' (d '7b -'I) Effect) (Not (*Pointer* Pd b .?l) NegEff ec:)))
'SoTac-::on MtNrans "a (Impiies (Not (?d ?b 1)0) Op "a .?r)) ?b) (?d "b .?l))
In*.ernal ( Beiieve ?b (Implies (.Not ("d 7b .?I)) (?p 'a?a -))
Lirnks P-econdition (Subaction 2) (Precondition 2)) (Motivation (Subaction2) (Precondituor. 3 ~

'Motivaion (Subaction 2) (Internal 0)) (Effect (Subactior. 1) (Internal 1)
Effect !Subaction 2) (Effect 1) (Efect (Subaction 2) (Effect 2>))
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C.2. Inference Rules

((Seductive ?x) ""x was sexv."
kBruies ((Seductive 'x) <-= (sa 'Ix Skirt) (Length ?x short))

((Seductive "x) <- (Isa ?x Jeans) (Fit ?x tight))))

((CommPath ?a ?b) "'a had a communication path to ?.
(Brules ((CommPath ?a ?b) <=- (At ?b ?l) (At ?a ?1))))

((Heir 1' 1)v) ""x was ?y's heir."
(Brules ((Heir ?x ?,,) <-- (Spouse ?x ?y))

((Heir ?x "y) < -- (Parent ?y ?x)))

((Illegal ?a) "It was illegal for ?a."
(Brules ((Illegal (Solicit ?a ?b c)< )

((LosPath "a ?)b) ""a had a line of sight path to 1.
(Brules ((LosPath 'a ?b) <-- (Az, ?a ?1) (At ?b ?))

((Believe "x "-) "?x believed that ?p."
I Brules ((Be7 ieve ?7x (Occupation ?y prostitute)) <= -- Isa "I Corner)(At ?1 ?) (At ?y ?1)

(Seductive 10) (Attire ?y ?c))))

((Goa!Priori t ?a ?d 7f) ""a wanted ?d more than it wanted Yf"
(Brules ((GoalPriority "a (Free ?b) (Possess "a ?o)) <= (PositiveiPT ?a ?b*)) ))

S ((Spc use "a '1b) ""a was lb's spouse."
(Brules ((pouse ?a ?1b) <-- (Spouse ?b 7a))

((Scouse ?a 1b) < -- (.Married la ?b))))

'(Possess "a 1x) "?a had ?x."
~Br,-i es ((Pcssess ?a 'x) < -- (Amnount ?y ?g 'u) (Possess "a N)(Amounit ?x ?l "u)

(Isa "x ?t) (Isa 'y ?0 (LessThan ?I 1g))
((Possess 'a ?x) <-. (Holding ?a ?x))))

((ThemeGoal~let '.x ?g) "?x was happy that ?g."
(Brules ((ThemeGoalMet, ix (Possess ?x ?v)) <-- (Possess ?x ?y) (isa '.v Valuable))

((TherneGoal.%et ?a (Insured "s 'a ?v 'c0) <-- (insured "s ?a ?v c))
((ThemeGoal.Net 'a (Arrested 'b "d *'a)) <-- (Arrested 'b ?d ?a)

(Occupation ?a police-officer))))
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APPENDIX D

DETAIELED GENESIS TRACE FOR THE IMURDER EXAMPLE

10_(PrccessS*,or,- MIURDER-T)

Input: (Martha is Genes mother and is a millionaire)

Input: (Isa Personi Person)
Akdd state: Isa'.

Ir put: (Gender Person 1 female'
Add state: Gentder!

Input: (Name Person!1 Martha)
Add state: Name 1

Input: (Isa PersonZ Person)
Add state: Isa2

input:* (Gender ?erson2 male)
Add state: Gender"

io:(Name Person:' Gene)
A-dd state: Na-te2

input: (Isa Nfone:1.. Money)
Add Stale: isa3

:n.ru:,. (A1mount ',cneyl order-millions dollar)(
Add state: Amcuntl

Inouz. Mc%%ther Person i ?erson2)
Add state "lte
Inferrinc~ ?arentI: (Parent Person!. Person2)
Inerr-nz~ PosirivePTl: (Pos~zivelPT Pcr-sorl Prrson2)

* input,: Possess Person 1 %lonev 1

Add state: Pozscssl

:rct He shot her and she died)

Input: fShoot Person- Personi 1 INSTR6(

Sui-estirnj Shoot ToKill :(Shoot-ioKill Person: Personi 'INS-,R6)

Su2vestinc: \Iurderl.( Murder Person2 Personi)

IPound sucested Shoot2:( Shoot Person: Person! 'INST R61

matches Shoot':, Shoot ?ersonZ Personi I INSTR6)
A-Issurnini' su,,2esled; Possess. :(Possess Person:' 'INS-,P6)
Assuming sug";ed: Shot2: Shot Personl1
AssuminL7sukesied- Bad~ealthl..( BadHealth Person!

% -,ksUm:nv suv,:sted: BadHeath' (BadHeaith Person i
% .vs~in s ete State2.' State ^ol

.- U M.I I- i! 2e%-.ed S~aiei State Person,

-~~~~~~~. .i . . .* .~ . . ..% ~ ,~ .
4.N. % - - V!' n ~ -
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ss~i: u_,,esied Genes:sAc,,ioril GnssAi.o

:nu Die Perscrn>

-cund suggested :Dje2:( Die Personl1
* matches Die3: Die Person 1

Assurnino suggested. Dead:(Dead Personi)
*AssuminO sugoested Diel:(Die Personi)

Deterrnininj2: ShootToK.-Il1 (ShootToKill Person2 Personi 1 INST Rci

Looking for Precond.,tion:, Possess Person2 1INSTR6)
'Unable to infer (Possess Person2 1 INSTR6)
Precondition not found.

Assuming Possess3 (Possess ?erson2 !NSTLR6)

Lookint: for Constraint:(lsa '1INSTR6 Gun)
iv. Constraint not found.

~ Assuming Isar: (Isa 'INSTR6 Gun)

~Eff ects:
~ Shot2- (Shot Person!)
4 Nturder2. (Murder Person2 Person 1 )inferrred from:

Shoot-lokilll: (ShootToKill Person2 Person! MINSTR6)

De~e~ming: Murderl: Murder Person2 Person!

Lookine for Const rai nt: (Isa Person!I Person)
rouna Isal:) Isa Personl Person)

Laokirnv for Constraint:t Isa Person2 Character)
:a:(7sa Person2 Character (inferrred from:
isa (Isa PersonZ Person)

Effec is:
Deadl: (Dead Personl)

GenesisAction2. (GenesisAction Person2 'x9)inferr-.red rom.
Shoot2: (Shoot Person2 Person! 'INSTR6'

State3: (State Person. )i nferrred from:
~ Shot2: (Shot Person!)

) State4: (State Person I )nferrred fromi
Sliot2: (Shot Person!

;n,:ut (Gene zot S*OOOCO(

.npui- (Isa \ione-.- Money:;
- 1d, stat..Ia1

* *nput. Amount %!oney2 '1000000 dollar,
Add state: Amountz

.. put. (Possess Person, Monev2)
-)id state7 Posse-s4
U nable to infer (Isa \Ione';2 Gun)

Read-., for cuestions.

- ?ocessStor:- MIURDER,
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a- .~nnu:, Claud.ius u-as Art 1 :a husband and ourned 'In esiaveI

.nnuz ,Na Perstr.I Person)
AdStatle [sal

.npu-.: 'Gender Personi male)
Add state: Gender I

input. (Name Personi Claudius!
Add staie: Nane 1

bnout ISa Perscni Person)
A dd s-t Isa_

.n:,:Gender Person- femnale)
Add state. Gender2

'a. .nout. (Name ?erson2 Agrippina)
Akdd state- Namne

input. (Isa Estatel Estate)
* Add state- Isa3

:npuit Husband Personi PersonZ)
Add state: Hiusbandl

.r. nferring- Spousel (Spouse Pt:scnl PersonZ)
bnferrin2 PositivelPTI (Posi:,,eveIT Pe-son 1 Person2

.nput. Possess Person. Esa-eK
Adstate: Possessi

.; rppina Lsave hirtj a -oisonous mushroom and he died)

?Poscnous Mushroom'.
A.!d szate: Poisonousi

.nou~ isa *.hshrocrnl M~ushroom:
'a..2,44 state iSa-;

.rnpuz .. ns ?ersonZ Mushrocmni PersonI 'A76)

77ouid Poisonous, Poisonous M~ushroomnlI
:sa5 'Isa \lushrooml rood)inter-red fromn

:sa-J (:,a \I1ashroom'. %ushroom,

* Suz>,estir-. ?o~sonl (Poison Perso- Person! Nlushroorm.

* Su'~'eti '%' urderl f Murder ?-!.son- Person 1

:7-,und su .ested .-~irnsI.(Atan;P?rsor%2Mushoml Person: ':2
mathesAtrnsl(AtansPeronZluhromlPerson! 'A161

~Ss,; n-1 SU2,esied: Possess3 ' Desess Person:' Mushroom 1
k SuMino "s ested: Noz N6 t IPossess le rso n_ \Iu s hroom i

S r:' :S U:, es Ied Possess- Pos"ess Perso n M 1u s hroom 1n
0 - su~ested.Sza~e,~t Pe!rson) ero

,u,,esed. (>e .2c eiesis.-.ciun esn

-~~~~ %a a , % N.'-2~%-%~% a
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Found sugigested Die2J Die Personi)
mnatches Die3:( Die Person 1

A ssumnino suggested: BadHealth:( BadHealth Personi)
A-ssuming suggested. State2:(State 'o2)
Assurnini? suggested InsidelAInsidc Mushroorrn1 PersonlI
A ssuming sggested: lngestl:(Ingest Personi Nlushroomri)
Assu ming sugogested: NeedSustenancel1:( NeedSustenance Personl1
Assuming suggested: Isa7:( Isa Mushrooml Food)
Akssum-ing suggested. Nos3:(Not (Possess Personl %Mushrooml))pAssumine suzoested: Bad Heal th 1:(BadHealt h Personl1

Asuming suggested; Poisonous2:(Poisonous Ntushrooml)
Assuming suggested; Deadlr(Dead Personi)
.- ssuming suggested: Die 1:( Die Person 1)

Determningn: Poison!: (Poison Person2 PersonI Mushroom!)

Looking for Constraint:( Isa Mushrooml Food)
Found Isa5:(Isa, Mushroom 1 Food)

Looking for Constraint:( Poisonous Mushrooml)
Found Poisonous 1:( Poiso nous Mushrooml1)

Looking for Precond; tion:( NeedSustenance PersonI)
Unable to infer (NeedSustenance Personi)
Precondition not found,

Assuming NeedSustenance2: (NeedSustenance Person 1)

Looking for Precondition: (Possess Person2 Mlushroom 1)
Unable to infer (Possess PersonZ %W~shrooml)
Precondition not found.U Assuming PosseisS: (Possess Person2 %lushroorai)

Effects:
insidel: (Enside NMushrooml Personl)
Not2: (Not (Possess Person2 Mushroom!))

Not2 deletes Possess-': (Possess Person2 Mushrooml I)
Not3: (Not (Possess Personi %Mushrooml))

Not3 deletes Possess4: (Possess Personi \lushroomrl
MurderI (Murder Person2 Personi )inferrred from:

Poison!: (Poison Person- Person! Mushroom!)

Determining: %Iurder!: Murder Person2 Person!)

Looking for Constraint:( Isa Personi Person)
.4 Found Isal:( Isa Person! Person)

4 Looking for Constraint:( Isa PersonZ Character)
salC: (Isa Person2 Character); nferrred from:

:542; (Tsa Person- Person)

..ff ects:
Dead 1: ( Dead Person!I

Genesis 'Iction2: (GenesisAction Person 7x l3.)inferrred from:
-k ransZ: (A-t-ans Person2 %lushrooml Personl '72

-~ Szate3: (State PersonlI)inferrred from:
Possess4. (Possess Person 1 MushroomlI

Staie4. (State \Iushrooml )inferrred from:
:nsiziel *nside '.lush~oornl ?ersonl1

* ~ -~:Sh.e mnher:Ied :he e-aie

F .4 - ?.-PJV* ,*,-~ % ~*- *~-
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~mr~.~±>Isa Persoril Person!

mc:2 :'oi Precondition (Dead 'FROM3;
Hun d Dead:( Dead Persorn1)

Look~n , for Precondit Lon. (Possess Personi 'Estate 1
Found ?ossess :, Possess Personi Es,,atei

:coc:n- :or Constraint (Isa Person!. Person)
~ound :sa>{1,sa Personl Person)

mm.i n :or Constraint:'. 1sa Person2 Character)
~ou iaOd s Person2 Character)

Loolk n2 f'or Preco nditiion:( Heir Person2 Personi
Hetr2. (He-r Person2 Personi )inferrred from.

Spouse4: (Spouse Person2 Personl )inferrred from:
Spousel- (Spouse Personi Person2)

:rnferrinjz Positiv-elPT2: (PositiveIPT Person2 Persoil

Lookin2 for Constraint:(Isa Estatel Inanimate)
1sa IS: (Isa E-statel Inanimate)inferrred from:

Isal : (Isa Estate 1 Valuablehinfe-.rred from:

1sa3: (Isa Estatel Estate)

E f ec s:
Possess97: (Possess Persori Estatel
Not6: (Not (Possess Person', Estate 1)

Not6 deletes Possess!: (Possess Personi Estatel)
7hemeGoal~ietl: (ThemeGoal.%et ?erson2 (Fos~ess Person2 Es*tatel) inferrred from:

Bsal - :Isa Estatel Valuable)
Possess9: ( Possess Persor.Z Estatel1

Thematic 20a1 achieved: T!hemeGoal~let I,:C!Themecjoal.%1et Pe-son2 (Possess Person2 Estate')

~Nlaatonsuizable for generalization.

Prunino..
?runiniz uni,sal7 ((Isa Estatel Valuable)

I~sa Estatel Estate))
?r'snin _,u.iti saiO )(:sa Person2 Character)

isa Person2 Person)) or
?runin2. out 'saS4 (Tsa Mushrooml1 Food)

1sa Mushroom Mushroom)
?ri-nin_: unit:Nlurder' ((Mlurder Person2 Person'

(Poison Person2 Person, Mlushrooml)I
Prunin-: iriv Spouse! ((Spouse Person! Person2)

fHusband Per,;oni Person-'))
ni. ii nouse4 (fSpos Pern Peso!

~~n(Spus ?et ose Person2 Pe)onI; 1 Jn e-Pcsn es



Spouse Person2 Person I

'Ii Ir, _,eneral Not6 deletes Possess8 u'hen T
Creatin2 Neu- Schema: (Murderfiherit %5S 'o4 'dl)

Schema summarv:(Murderlt'heriz "a5 lo.' ^d1
alz is a character.

'd' is a -oerson.
a 5 murders 'd 1.
o-: .s a valuable.

., . ~ 1 has 0o4
l aS is '7d Is heir.
a5 inherits 'dl's %o4.

5. Havinz! tNMu~der ?aS ?dl) suggest MLurderntherit

* Readv for auestions:

12 ProcessStory MURDER-T)

:nnut: (Martha is Gene's mother and vs a Trullionaire)

* input: (Isa Personi Person)
Add state: isal

nrpul: (Gender Personi fenale)
Akdd s-ate: Genderi

-, -1 ncut: Name Personi Martha)
Add state Namne!

input: (isa ?e:-son2 Person)
Adtate: :sa2

.ntut: 'Gender Person2 male)
Add szate: Gender2

* :nput: Nam~e ?erson2 Gene)
Add state Name2

:nu: :sa '.lone,,- Monev)
.kdd staie 7sa3

* nput,. .L~ourt Maonev*6 order-MiLlion-S dol11arr
Akdd state kriounil

Mrnt.(.other Person) ?ersonZ)

-IAdd*'a*,e 7Xlctheri
.ne:n- Parent I Parent ?-!-son: ?e~son2)

:nfer::?szi'el-l (?os~tz, 'PT Pe.tson: 'ersoi2)

ncij: Possess Peto :\,!ane:.
S*tate: Possess!

nr: -,snct ',er an-d she dlied)

% %
6%

A 5c-
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S-oc: ?e.-scr2 Person 'NS

'':pS~icoc:ToK:1l' (S hooxToK:11 Person-' Person! NST% Ro

Suc--es*:n- P~r±rINu~ e- esonn? Person 1

Found suggested Shoot2:(Shoot Per-son? Person) 'INSTR6)
matches Shooztl(Shoot Person2 Person' 'INSTR6)
As s um-i n, su.:,_es~ed. Possess-':( Possess Person? IINSTR6)

A s s umrtn suo~ested Sho:? (.S.hoT Person)
AssuminC su2-ested. 3adea'.t' 'Sa~d~ealth P.-rsonl)
Assurnino suggested SadHeaXth?2 3a. Health Person I1

A-ssL;-inz suzoested. StateI(S:a:e 'olI
Assumn - su~oested- Szate>.(S:ate Person'
.kssurning suggested Genes~sAc-t:ion (Genesis.-ction Person?)

!nout. (Die Person))

Po und sugg,:est ed Die( Die Perso n
mnatches Die3 ( Die Person 1

.- ssumninT suggested: Deadl :(Dead Person!)
Assumning, suzggested Die):) Die Person)l

Determininc- ShootTcK1I.1. (S'ootToKill Person2 Person) ? INSTR6)

.OoKiri2 fa- ?recondition: Possess Person?' '7MNSTR6)
',nabie to infer (Possess Person? -1INSTR6)
Precondition not found,

-..-ssumninc Possess: Possess Person2? I'NSTR6)

c.mzin for Constraint:) Isa * :NSTR,6 Gun)

Constraint not found.
AsuigIsa-7 (Isa 'INSTP G'u-,,n)

-ZecCs:

ShotZ: IShot Person!
A Murder?2: (Murder Plerson? Person) )inferrred from:

ShootToKill": ShootoK:i ?erson2 Persn I 'NSTR6)

Determining Murder:: (Murder Person? Person!)
-.. sa8: ):sa ?er.o2 Character )inferrred fr-om:

:c- (Isa Person? Perscn'

Found :sal: (Isa Person: Pe'rson;
Suggesing: urderlnheri: :(V\u-derlnherit Person? 2 o-- Person I)

ound sug:tested Murder.I( Murdier ?erson2 Personi
miatches Niurder2:(%Iurder Person? Personi

A-ssumning, sugoested lsall101 Isa Person? Character)
kssumning sucgested: Isa I1 isz, Person I PersonI

* -.ssumln2 sugg ested: Dead3:( Dea'i Person)
Genesis, ction2: (Genesis.Action Person?' 'x8 )inferrred from:

Shoot?: ( Shoot Person? Person 1 'IN.ST R6)
-Sta e3 (State Person!)i~nerrred from:

3hot?. (Shot Person!
-~~ Stave4 State Person: r.fe:redfrm

Sho-2, Shct ?e'orson.

V.n -) : -( ) O

Za.

*%
% r X& -- 'AX51
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inr"::~~ a .:re:: ore-

.(Iud sta~e .ko~

inpu. (Possess Person2 Nlone':2
Add state. Possess6

Unable to infer (Usa Nloney2 Gun)
.aS(isa \Ionev2 Valuable)inferrred from:

P i sa: (Isa Nlo ne: 2 Money)

-ound sut-zesed ?ossessf:; Possess Person2 'o4-2)
-naTches Possess6:) Possess Person2 \lortev2)

.-kssumxing suogeszed: Inher-.tl:(Inherit Person2 NMone-2 Personi
Assumnino succes~ed: Heir '.:Heir Person2 Person I)
Assuming suggested: Possess4: (Possess Personi NMonet2)
Assuming, susgested: Isal3:( Isa ore2Inanimate)
Assuming suggested: IsaI2:(Isa %lonev2 Valuable)
Assumine suoggested: Not i:( Not (Possess Personi %Morne%2))

* Determininc: %lurde-Inher-,t I: (MurderInherit Person2 %ionev2 Person 1

7ookin% for Constraint.( Isa Nlone:.2 Valuable)
F:ound isal!:(Isa NloneNv Valuable)

* ookin2 for Constraint:( :sa Person! Person)
Focund 1sal:( Isa Person! Person)

Looking for Cons-.rain*t:( Isa Persor.2 Character)
ro ~ Found lsa8:UIsa Per-scn2 Characer)

Lookini, for Precondition: Possess Personi 'Nlvoney2)
.. state: Less 4han 1

P ossess8: (Possess Personi % lone,.2 )inferrred from:
Less-,han.:1 LessThan 1000000 order-millions)
:sa3. (i1sa Monevi Money)
'sa*i-:: (1isa NloneyZ Money)
Amrount-': (Amount \!one2 1000000 dollar)
Possessi: (Possess ?ersoni MIonevl)
Arnoun: (Amount Monevl order-millions dollar)

7hemeGoal.Meti: (ThemneGoal'iet Personl (Possess Person! %lonv)) infeirrred from:
Isalf5 (Isa %lone,':2 ', aluable)
Possess8: (Possess Personi Nlonev2(

~ooking for Precondition:( Heir Person. Persori
1eir2 IHetr PersonZ ?ersoni )inferrred from:

?arerntl: (Parent Persor.1 Person2)
4w

Eff ects:
Deadl1: (Dead Person I
Noti: 'Not (Possess Personl Nlonev2))
NatI deletes Possess8. (Possess Personl Nloney2)

Passests:5 (Possess Person- \lonev2)
* he-neGoa!:Nle,2: (Thetne~cal~iet Person2 (Possess Person2 Mnoe,-2)) inferrred from:

isa.f. (Isa Nlonev2 \aiuabie)
Possessf: (Possess Persor-1 Monev2)

* The-nat.-c :ca, aci:eved: i herneGcaiN le2,.(Thieme3oaiN% et Person- Possess Person2 Nlonev2))
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